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Abstract
‘Kuranishi spaces’ were introduced in the work of Fukaya, Oh, Ohta
and Ono [9–18] in symplectic geometry, as the geometric structure on
moduli spaces of J-holomorphic curves. Finding a satisfactory definition
of Kuranishi space has been the subject of recent debate [15,51–53,68–70].
We propose three new definitions of Kuranishi space: a simple ‘mani-
fold’ version, µ-Kuranishi spaces, which form an ordinary category µKur;
a more complicated ‘manifold’ version, m-Kuranishi spaces, which form
a weak 2-category mKur; and an ‘orbifold’ version, Kuranishi spaces,
which form a weak 2-category Kur. These are related by an equivalence
of categories µKur ≃ Ho(mKur), where Ho(mKur) is the homotopy
category of mKur, and by a full and faithful embedding mKur →֒ Kur.
Most previous definitions of Kuranishi space, and related notions of
‘good coordinate system’, ‘Kuranishi atlas’, or ‘Kuranishi structure’, on
a topological space X, can be used to define a Kuranishi space X in our
sense, uniquely up to equivalence.
This book is surveyed in [42].
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2
1 Introduction
Kuranishi spaces were introduced in the work of Fukaya, Oh, Ohta and Ono
[9–18], as the geometric structure on moduli spaces of J-holomorphic curves,
which was to be used to define virtual cycles and virtual chains for such moduli
spaces, for applications in symplectic geometry such as Gromov–Witten invari-
ants, Lagrangian Floer cohomology, and Symplectic Field Theory. An alterna-
tive theory, philosophically rather different, but which does essentially the same
job, is the polyfolds of Hofer, Wysocki and Zehnder [23–29].
Something which has consistently been a problem with Kuranishi spaces,
since their introduction by Fukaya and Ono [18, §5] in 1999, has been to find a
satisfactory definition, preferably as a category (or higher category) of geometric
spaces, with a well-behaved notion of morphism, and good functorial properties.
The definition used by Fukaya et al. has changed several times as their work
has evolved [9–18], and others including McDuff and Wehrheim [51–53], Yang
[68–70], and the author [32,33], have proposed their own variations. For a review
of previous definitions of Kuranishi space in the literature, see Appendix A.
The purpose of this book is to propose a new definition of Kuranishi space,
which we hope will become accepted as final, replacing previous definitions. In
fact, we give three variations:
(i) a simple ‘manifold’ version, ‘µ-Kuranishi spaces’, with trivial isotropy
groups, which form an ordinary category µKur;
(ii) a more complicated ‘manifold’ version, ‘m-Kuranishi spaces’, with trivial
isotropy groups, which form a weak 2-category mKur; and
(iii) the full ‘orbifold’ version, ‘Kuranishi spaces’, with finite isotropy groups,
which form a weak 2-category Kur.
These are related by an equivalence of categories µKur ≃ Ho(mKur), where
Ho(mKur) is the homotopy category of mKur, and by a full and faithful em-
bedding mKur →֒ Kur. Here µ-Kuranishi spaces and m-Kuranishi spaces are
kinds of ‘derived manifolds’, and Kuranishi spaces a kind of ‘derived orbifolds’.
Kuranishi spaces are the most relevant to symplectic geometry.
The main technical innovation in our definition is our treatment of coordinate
changes between Kuranishi neighbourhoods on a topological space X . In the
‘µ-’ version in §2, µ-coordinate changes Φij : (Vi, Ei, si, ψi) → (Vj , Ej , sj , ψj)
are germs of equivalence classes [Vij , φij , φˆij ] of triples (Vij , φij , φˆij), where
(Vij , φij , φˆij) is a generalized Fukaya–Oh–Ohta–Ono-style coordinate change,
and the equivalence relation is not obvious. In the full version in §4, our coor-
dinate changes Φij = (Pij , πij , φij , φˆij) : (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi) → (Vj , Ej ,Γj , sj , ψj)
are generalized Fukaya–Oh–Ohta–Ono-style coordinate changes, but we also in-
troduce 2-morphisms between coordinate changes, involving germs of equivalence
classes, and making Kuranishi neighbourhoods on X into a 2-category.
One special feature of these new notions of coordinate change, is that in
the ‘µ-’ version, µ-coordinate changes (Vi, Ei, si, ψi) → (Vj , Ej , sj , ψj) form a
sheaf on Imψi ∩ Imψj , as in §2.2, and in the full version, coordinate changes
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(Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi) → (Vj , Ej ,Γj, sj , ψj) form a stack on Imψi ∩ Imψj , as in
§4.2. These sheaf/stack properties are very useful — for example, they are es-
sential in defining composition of (1-)morphisms between (µ-)Kuranishi spaces.
Also, (µ-)coordinate changes are exactly the morphisms between (µ-)Kuranishi
neighbourhoods which are invertible, or invertible up to 2-isomorphism.
In §4.8 we show that a topological space X equipped with a ‘Kuranishi
structure’ or a ‘weak good coordinate system’ in the sense of Fukaya, Oh, Ohta
and Ono [10, 11], or with a ‘weak Kuranishi atlas’ in the sense of McDuff and
Wehrheim [52,53], or with a ‘Kuranishi structure’ in the sense of Yang [68–70],
or with a ‘polyfold Fredholm structure’ in the sense of Hofer, Wysocki and
Zehnder [23–29] can all be made into a Kuranishi spaceX in our sense, uniquely
up to equivalence in the 2-category Kur.
This implies that more-or-less all of the definitions of ‘Kuranishi space’ and
related notions of ‘good coordinate system’, ‘Kuranishi atlas’, or ‘Kuranishi
structure’ in [9–17, 52, 53, 68–70] can be transformed to Kuranishi spaces in
our sense. Thus, the proofs of the existence of Kuranishi structures, polyfold
structure, etc. on moduli spaces of J-holomorphic curves in Fukaya–Oh–Ohta–
Ono [9–15], or McDuff and Wehrheim [52, 53] or Hofer–Wysocki–Zehnder [23–
29], also make these moduli spaces into Kuranishi spaces in our sense.
For applications in symplectic geometry, it will be an advantage that our
Kuranishi spaces form a well-behaved 2-category. Here are three examples:
(a) Defining a Kuranishi structure on a moduli space M involves making
many arbitrary choices, and it is helpful to know how different choices
are related. In our theory, different choices of Kuranishi structure on M
should yield equivalent Kuranishi spaces M,M′ in the 2-category Kur.
Equivalence of Kuranishi spaces should be compared with McDuff and
Wehrheim’s ‘commensurate’ Kuranishi atlases, as in §A.3, and Dingyu
Yang’s ‘R-equivalent’ Kuranishi structures, as in §A.4.
(b) Fukaya, Oh, Ohta and Ono use finite group actions on Kuranishi spaces
in [9], [13, §7], and T n-actions on Kuranishi spaces in [11, 12]. In our
theory it is easy to define and study actions of Lie groups on Kuranishi
spaces, in a more flexible way than in [11, 12].
(c) Fukaya [9, §3, §5] (see also [14, §4.2]) works with a forgetful morphism
forget : Ml,1(β)→Ml,0(β) of J-holomorphic curve moduli spaces, which
is clearly intended to be some kind of morphism of Kuranishi spaces,
without defining the concept. Our theory sets this on a rigorous footing.
In (µ-)Kuranishi neighbourhoods (Vi, Ei, si, ψi) or (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi), we can
take the Vi to be manifolds without boundary, or with boundary, or with corners,
and so define (µ- or m-)Kuranishi spaces X without or with boundary, or with
corners. The boundary and corners cases introduce extra complications. So
for simplicity, in §2 and §4 we first define (µ- or m-)Kuranishi spaces without
boundary, and then explain in §3 and §5 how to modify the picture to include
boundary and corners. When we just say ‘manifold’ or ‘(µ-)Kuranishi space’,
we generally mean manifolds and (µ-)Kuranishi spaces without boundary.
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This book will concentrate on the definitions of the (2-)categories of (µ-)
Kuranishi spaces, and their relation to other notions of Kuranishi space and
similar ideas in the literature. In a sequel [43], we will study the ‘differential
geometry’ of (µ-)Kuranishi spaces: submersions, immersions, embeddings, d-
transverse fibre products, orientations, bordism, good coordinate systems, orb-
ifold strata, blow-ups, and so on — a toolkit of ideas, definitions and results for
working with Kuranishi spaces.
Our definitions of (µ-)Kuranishi space are based on the author’s theory of
‘d-manifolds’ and ‘d-orbifolds’ [37–39], which are ‘derived’ smooth manifolds
and orbifolds, where ‘derived’ is in the sense of derived algebraic geometry. In
the sequel [43], amongst other results we will prove:
Theorem 1.1. There is an equivalence of categories
µKur ≃ Ho(dMan),
where µKur is the category of µ-Kuranishi spaces in §2, and dMan is the strict
2-category of d-manifolds dMan from the author [37–39], and Ho(dMan) is its
homotopy category. There are also equivalences of weak 2-categories
mKur ≃ dMan, Kur ≃ dOrb,
wheremKur is the weak 2-category of m-Kuranishi spaces in §4.7, and Kur the
weak 2-category of m-Kuranishi spaces in §4, and dOrb the strict 2-category
of d-orbifolds dOrb from [37–39].
Thus, for many purposes, Kuranishi spaces and d-orbifolds are interchange-
able. The full theory of d-manifolds and d-orbifolds [37–39] requires a significant
amount of background in conventional algebraic geometry, derived algebraic ge-
ometry, and C∞-algebraic geometry. Symplectic geometers interested in Ku-
ranishi spaces tend not to be familiar with these, and have (so far) mostly been
unwilling to study them in order to learn about d-manifolds and d-orbifolds.
One of the main goals of this book is to provide an alternative to d-manifolds
and d-orbifolds suited for symplectic geometers, that is as far as possible self-
contained, has minimal prerequisites other than a good understanding of or-
dinary differential geometry, and uses little heavy machinery from algebraic
geometry or derived algebraic geometry.
Therefore d-manifolds and d-orbifolds will only be mentioned very occasion-
ally below, and no technical details about d-manifolds or d-orbifolds will be
given. Readers who would like to know more are encouraged to begin with the
survey paper [37].
In [41] the author defines ‘M-homology’, a new homology theoryMH∗(Y ;R)
of a manifold Y and a commutative ring R, canonically isomorphic to ordinary
homology H∗(Y ;R). The chains MCk(Y ;R) for MH∗(Y ;R) are R-modules
generated by quadruples [V, n, s, t] for V an oriented manifold with corners (or
something similar) with dimV = n + k and s : V → Rn, t : V → Y smooth
maps with s proper near 0 in Rn. In future work [43] the author will define
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virtual chains for Kuranishi spaces in M-homology, for applications in symplectic
geometry.
This book is surveyed in [42], concentrating on the definition of the 2-
category Kur of Kuranishi spaces without boundary.
Acknowledgements. I would like to thank Lino Amorim, Kenji Fukaya, Helmut
Hofer, Dusa McDuff, and Dingyu Yang for helpful conversations, and a referee
for many useful comments. I also thank the Simons Center for Geometry and
Physics, Stony Brook, where this project began during a visit in May 2014. This
research was supported by EPSRC grants EP/H035303/1 and EP/J016950/1.
2 The category of µ-Kuranishi spaces
We now define the category µKur of µ-Kuranishi spaces. Here the ‘µ-’ stands
for ‘manifold’ (as opposed to orbifold). It means that our µ-Kuranishi spaces
have trivial isotropy groups, and we do not include finite groups Γ in Kuranishi
neighbourhoods (V,E,Γ, s, ψ).
In this section all manifolds and µ-Kuranishi spaces will be without boundary.
We explain how to extend it to include boundaries and corners in §3.
The proofs of Theorems 2.11 and 2.13 are deferred until §6.1 and §6.2.
2.1 µ-Kuranishi neighbourhoods and their morphisms
We will use following ‘O(s)’ and ‘O(s2)’ notation very often:
Definition 2.1. Let V be a manifold, E → V a vector bundle, and s ∈ C∞(E)
a smooth section.
(i) If F → V is another vector bundle and t1, t2 ∈ C∞(F ) are smooth sections,
we write t1 = t2 + O(s) if there exists α ∈ C∞(E∗ ⊗ F ) such that t1 =
t2+α ·s in C
∞(F ), where the contraction α ·s is formed using the natural
pairing of vector bundles (E∗ ⊗ F )× E → F over V .
(ii) We write t1 = t2 +O(s
2) if there exists α ∈ C∞(E∗ ⊗ E∗ ⊗ F ) such that
t1 = t2 + α · (s ⊗ s) in C∞(F ), where α · (s ⊗ s) uses the pairing (E∗ ⊗
E∗ ⊗ F )× (E ⊗ E)→ F .
Now let W be another manifold, and f, g : V →W be smooth maps.
(iii) We write f = g + O(s) if whenever h : W → R is a smooth map, there
exists α ∈ C∞(E∗) such that h ◦ f = h ◦ g + α · s.
(iv) We write f = g + O(s2) if whenever h : W → R is a smooth map, there
exists α ∈ C∞(E∗ ⊗ E∗) such that h ◦ f = h ◦ g + α · (s⊗ s).
(v) If Λ ∈ C∞
(
E∗ ⊗ f∗(TW )
)
, we write f = g + Λ · s + O(s2) if whenever
h : W → R is a smooth map, there exists α ∈ C∞(E∗ ⊗ E∗) such that
h ◦ f = h ◦ g + Λ · (s ⊗ f∗(dh)) + α · (s ⊗ s). Here s ⊗ f∗(dh) lies in
C∞
(
E ⊗ f∗(T ∗W )
)
, and so has an obvious pairing with Λ.
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Next suppose f, g : V → W with f = g + O(s), and F → V , G → W are
vector bundles, and t1 ∈ C∞(F ⊗ f∗(G)), t2 ∈ C∞(F ⊗ g∗(G)). We wish to
compare t1, t2, even though they are sections of different vector bundles.
(vi) We write t1 = t2 + O(s) if for all β ∈ C∞(G∗) we have t1 · f∗(β) =
t2 · g∗(β) +O(s) in sections of F → V , as in (i).
Given any t1 ∈ C∞(F ⊗ f∗(G)), there exists t2 ∈ C∞(F ⊗ g∗(G)) with t1 =
t2+O(s) in the sense of (vi), and if t
′
2 is an alternative choice then t
′
2 = t2+O(s)
in the sense of (i). The moral is that if f = g + O(s) and we are interested in
smooth sections t of F ⊗f∗(G) up to O(s), then we can treat the vector bundles
F ⊗ f∗(G) and F ⊗ g∗(G) as essentially the same.
If instead f, g : V →W with f = g +O(s2) and F,G, t1, t2 are as above
(vii) We write t1 = t2 + O(s
2) if for all β ∈ C∞(G∗) we have t1 · f∗(β) =
t2 · g∗(β) +O(s2) in sections of F → V , as in (ii).
Given any t1 ∈ C∞(F ⊗f∗(G)), there exists t2 ∈ C∞(F ⊗g∗(G)) with t1 = t2+
O(s2) in the sense of (vii), and if t′2 is an alternative choice then t
′
2 = t2+O(s
2)
in the sense of (ii).
By a partition of unity argument, (i)–(vii) are local conditions on V . That
is, if they hold on an open neighbourhood of each point of s−1(0) ⊆ V , then
they hold on V .
We define µ-Kuranishi neighbourhoods:
Definition 2.2. Let X be a topological space. A µ-Kuranishi neighbourhood
on X is a quadruple (V,E, s, ψ) such that:
(a) V is a smooth manifold, without boundary. We allow V = ∅.
(b) π : E → V is a real vector bundle over V , called the obstruction bundle.
(c) s : V → E is a smooth section of E, called the Kuranishi section.
(d) ψ is a homeomorphism from s−1(0) to an open subset Imψ in X , where
Imψ =
{
ψ(x) : x ∈ s−1(0)
}
is the image of ψ, and is called the footprint
of (V,E, s, ψ).
If S ⊆ X is open, by a µ-Kuranishi neighbourhood over S, we mean a µ-
Kuranishi neighbourhood (V,E, s, ψ) on X with S ⊆ Imψ ⊆ X .
The next definition, of morphisms between µ-Kuranishi neighbourhoods, is
crucial for our programme. We comment on it in Remark 2.9.
Definition 2.3. Let X,Y be topological spaces, f : X → Y a continuous
map, (Vi, Ei, si, ψi), (Vj , Ej , sj , ψj) be µ-Kuranishi neighbourhoods on X,Y re-
spectively, and S ⊆ Imψi ∩ f−1(Imψj) ⊆ X be an open set. Consider triples
(Vij , φij , φˆij) satisfying:
(a) Vij is an open neighbourhood of ψ
−1
i (S) in Vi. We do not require that
Vij ∩ s
−1
i (0) = ψ
−1
i (S), only that ψ
−1
i (S) ⊆ Vij ∩ s
−1
i (0) ⊆ Vij .
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(b) φij : Vij → Vj is a smooth map.
(c) φˆij : Ei|Vij → φ
∗
ij(Ej) is a morphism of vector bundles on Vij .
(d) φˆij(si|Vij ) = φ
∗
ij(sj) + O(s
2
i ), in the sense of Definition 2.1.
(e) f ◦ ψi = ψj ◦ φij on s
−1
i (0) ∩ Vij .
Define a binary relation ∼ on such triples (Vij , φij , φˆij) by (Vij , φij , φˆij) ∼
(V ′ij , φ
′
ij , φˆ
′
ij) if there exist an open neighbourhood V˙ij of ψ
−1
i (S) in Vij∩V
′
ij and
a smooth morphism Λ : Ei|V˙ij → φ
∗
ij(TVj)|V˙ij of vector bundles on V˙ij satisfying
φ′ij = φij + Λ · si +O(s
2
i ) and φˆ
′
ij = φˆij + Λ · φ
∗
ij(dsj) +O(si) on V˙ij , (2.1)
in the notation of Definition 2.1. Here dsj is a shorthand for the derivative ∇sj
in C∞(T ∗Vj⊗Ej) with respect to any connection∇ on Ej . If ∇˜ is an alternative
choice then ∇˜sj = ∇sj+O(sj), so (d) implies that φ∗ij(∇sj)−φ
∗
ij(∇˜sj) = O(si).
Thus φ∗ij(∇sj)+O(si) is independent of the choice of ∇, so Λ ·φ
∗
ij(∇sj)+O(si)
is also independent of the choice of ∇, and we write it as Λ · φ∗ij(dsj) +O(si).
We will show that ∼ is an equivalence relation:
(i) To see that (Vij , φij , φˆij) ∼ (Vij , φij , φˆij), take V˙ij = Vij and Λ = 0.
(ii) Suppose (Vij , φij , φˆij) ∼ (V ′ij , φ
′
ij , φˆ
′
ij), with V˙ij ,Λ as above. Then φ
′
ij =
φij + O(si), so the discussion after Definition 2.1(vi) shows that there
exists Λ˜ : Ei|V˙ij → φ
′∗
ij(TVj)|V˙ij with Λ˜ = −Λ+O(si), and (2.1) gives
φij = φ
′
ij + Λ˜ · si +O(s
2
i ) and φˆij = φˆ
′
ij + Λ˜ · φ
′∗
ij(dsj) +O(si) on V˙ij .
Hence (V ′ij , φ
′
ij , φˆ
′
ij) ∼ (Vij , φij , φˆij).
(iii) Suppose (Vij , φij , φˆij) ∼ (V ′ij , φ
′
ij , φˆ
′
ij), with V˙ij ,Λ as above, and (V
′
ij , φ
′
ij ,
φˆ′ij) ∼ (V
′′
ij , φ
′′
ij , φˆ
′′
ij) with V¨ij ,Λ
′, so that
φ′′ij=φ
′
ij+Λ
′ · si+O(s
2
i ) and φˆ
′′
ij= φˆ
′
ij+Λ
′ · φ′∗ij(dsj)+O(si) on V¨ij . (2.2)
Set
...
V ij = V˙ij ∩ V¨ij . The discussion after Definition 2.1(vi) shows there
exists Λ˜′ ∈ C∞
(
(E∗i ⊗ φ
∗
ij(TVj))|
...
V ij
)
with Λ˜′ = Λ′| ...V ij + O(si). Define
Λ′′ = Λ| ...V ij + Λ˜
′| ...V ij ∈ C
∞
(
(E∗i ⊗ φ
∗
ij(TVj))|
...
V ij
)
. Then (2.1)–(2.2) yield
φ′′ij=φij+Λ
′′ · si+O(s
2
i ) and φˆ
′′
ij= φˆij+Λ
′′ · φ∗ij(dsj)+O(si) on
...
V ij ,
so (Vij , φij , φˆij) ∼ (V
′′
ij , φ
′′
ij , φˆ
′′
ij).
Thus ∼ is an equivalence relation. We may also write ∼S for ∼ if we want to
make the choice of open set S clear.
We write [Vij , φij , φˆij ] for the ∼-equivalence class of a triple (Vij , φij , φˆij),
and we call Φij = [Vij , φij , φˆij ] : (Vi, Ei, si, ψi)→ (Vj , Ej , sj , ψj) a morphism of
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µ-Kuranishi neighbourhoods over (S, f), or just a morphism over (S, f). Write
HomS,f
(
(Vi, Ei, si, ψi), (Vj , Ej , sj , ψj)
)
for the set of such Φij .
If Y = X and f = idX then we call Φij a morphism of µ-Kuranishi neigh-
bourhoods over S, or just amorphism over S, and we write HomS
(
(Vi, Ei, si, ψi),
(Vj , Ej , sj, ψj)
)
for the set of such Φij .
Next we define composition of morphisms, and identity morphisms.
Definition 2.4. Let X,Y, Z be topological spaces, f : X → Y , g : Y → Z be
continuous maps, (Vi, Ei, si, ψi), (Vj , Ej , sj, ψj), (Vk, Ek, sk, ψk) be µ-Kuranishi
neighbourhoods on X,Y, Z, and T ⊆ Imψj ∩ g−1(Imψk) ⊆ Y and S ⊆ Imψi ∩
f−1(T ) ⊆ X be open. Suppose Φij = [Vij , φij , φˆij ] : (Vi, Ei, si, ψi) → (Vj , Ej ,
sj , ψj) is a morphism of µ-Kuranishi neighbourhoods over (S, f), and Φjk =
[Vjk, φjk, φˆjk] : (Vj , Ej , sj , ψj) → (Vk, Ek, sk, ψk) is a morphism of µ-Kuranishi
neighbourhoods over (T, g). Choose representatives (Vij , φij , φˆij), (Vjk , φjk, φˆjk)
in the ∼-equivalence classes [Vij , φij , φˆij ], [Vjk, φjk, φˆjk ]. Define Vik = φ
−1
ij (Vjk)
⊆ Vij ⊆ Vi, and φik : Vij → Vk by φik = φjk ◦φij |Vik , and φˆik : Ei|Vik → φ
∗
ik(Ek)
by φˆik = φij |∗Vik(φˆjk) ◦ φˆij |Vik .
Using φˆij(si|Vij ) = φ
∗
ij(sj) + O(s
2
i ) and φˆjk(sj |Vjk) = φ
∗
jk(sk) + O(s
2
j ) from
Definition 2.3(d) we see that φˆik(si|Vik) = φ
∗
ik(sk) + O(s
2
i ). Also ψi = ψj ◦ φij
on s−1i (0) ∩ Vij and ψj = ψk ◦ φjk on s
−1
j (0) ∩ Vjk from Definition 2.3(e) give
ψi = ψk ◦φik on s
−1
i (0)∩Vik. Thus (Vik, φik, φˆik) satisfies Definition 2.3(a)–(e),
and Φik := [Vik, φik, φˆik] : (Vi, Ei, si, ψi) → (Vk, Ek, sk, ψk) is a morphism of
µ-Kuranishi neighbourhoods over (S, g ◦ f).
To see Φik is independent of the choice of (Vij , φij , φˆij), (Vjk, φjk, φˆjk), let
(V ′ij , φ
′
ij , φˆ
′
ij), (V
′
jk, φ
′
jk, φˆ
′
jk) be alternative choices, giving a triple (V
′
ik, φ
′
ik, φˆ
′
ik).
As (V ′ij , φ
′
ij , φˆ
′
ij) ∼ (Vij , φij , φˆij) and (V
′
jk , φ
′
jk, φˆ
′
jk) ∼ (Vjk, φjk, φˆjk) we have
open neighbourhoods V˙ij of ψ
−1
i (S) in Vij∩V
′
ij and V˙jk of ψ
−1
j (S) in Vjk∩V
′
jk and
morphisms Λij : Ei|V˙ij → φ
∗
ij(TVj)|V˙ij , Λjk : Ej |V˙jk → φ
∗
jk(TVk)|V˙jk satisfying
φ′ij =φij+Λij · si+O(s
2
i ), φˆ
′
ij = φˆij+Λij · φ
∗
ij(dsj)+O(si) on V˙ij ,
φ′jk =φjk+Λjk · sj+O(s
2
j ), φˆ
′
jk = φˆjk+Λjk · φ
∗
jk(dsk)+O(sj) on V˙jk.
(2.3)
Set V˙ik = V˙ij ∩ φ
−1
ij (V˙jk), and define Λik : Ei|V˙ik → φ
∗
ik(TVk)|V˙ik by
Λik = φ
∗
ij(dφjk) ◦ Λij |V˙ik + φ
∗
ij(Λjk) ◦ φˆij |V˙ik . (2.4)
Then on V˙ik we have
φ′ik = φ
′
jk ◦ φ
′
ij =
[
φjk + Λjk · sj +O(s
2
j )
]
◦
[
φij + Λij · si +O(s
2
i )
]
= φjk ◦ φij + φ
∗
ij(dφjk) ◦ Λij · si + φ
∗
ij(Λjk) ◦ φ
∗
ij(sj)
+O(s2i ) +O(φ
∗
ij(s
2
j)) +O(si · φ
∗
ij(sj))
= φik + φ
∗
ij(dφjk) ◦ Λij · si + φ
∗
ij(Λjk)(φˆij(si) +O(s
2
i )) +O(s
2
i )
= φik + Λik · si +O(s
2
i ),
(2.5)
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using (2.3)–(2.4) and Definition 2.3(d). Similarly, on V˙ik we have
φˆ′ik = φ
′∗
ij(φˆ
′
jk) ◦ φˆ
′
ij =
(
φij +O(si)
)
∗
[
φˆjk + Λjk · φ
∗
jk(dsk) +O(sj)
]
◦
[
φˆij + Λij · φ
∗
ij(dsj) +O(si)
]
= φ∗ij(φˆjk) ◦ φˆij + φ
∗
ij(φˆjk) ◦ Λij · φ
∗
ij(dsj)
+ φ∗ij(Λjk) · φ
∗
ij ◦ φ
∗
jk(dsk) +O(si) +O(φ
∗
ij(sj))
= φˆik + Λij · φ
∗
ij(φˆjk ◦ dsj) + φ
∗
ij(Λjk) · φ
∗
ik(dsk) +O(si)
= φˆik+Λij · φ
∗
ij
(
φ∗jk(dsk)◦dφjk+O(sj)
)
+φ∗ij(Λjk) · φ
∗
ik(dsk)+O(si)
= φˆik + (φ
∗
ij(dφjk) ◦ Λij) · φ
∗
ik(dsk) + φ
∗
ij(Λjk) · φ
∗
ik(dsk) +O(si)
= φˆik + Λik · φ
∗
ik(dsk) +O(si),
(2.6)
using (2.3)–(2.4) and Definition 2.3(d) and its derivative.
Equations (2.5)–(2.6) imply that (Vik, φik, φˆik) ∼ (V
′
ik, φ
′
ik, φˆ
′
ik), so the ∼-
equivalence class Φik = [Vik, φik, φˆik] is independent of choices, and depends
only on Φij ,Φjk. We write [Vjk, φjk, φˆjk] ◦ [Vij , φij , φˆij ] = [Vik, φik, φˆik], or
Φjk◦Φij = Φik, and call it the composition of the morphisms Φij = [Vij , φij , φˆij ],
Φjk = [Vjk, φjk, φˆjk]. It is easy to see that composition is associative.
If (Vi, Ei, si, ψi) is a µ-Kuranishi neighbourhood on X , and S ⊆ Imψi is
open, the identity morphism id(Vi,Ei,si,ψi) is [Vi, idVi , idEi ], considered as a mor-
phism (Vi, Ei, si, ψi)→ (Vi, Ei, si, ψi) over S. Identity morphisms act as identi-
ties under composition of morphisms.
We have now defined all the structures of a category: objects (µ-Kuranishi
neighbourhoods), morphisms, composition, and identity morphisms. However,
our morphisms are defined over an open set S ⊆ X , which is not part of the
usual category structure. There are two ways to make a genuine category: either
(a) work on a fixed topological space X and open S ⊆ X with morphisms over
f = idX : X → X only; or (b) allowX, f to vary but require S = X throughout.
Definition 2.5. Let X be a topological space and S ⊆ X be open. Define
the category µKurS(X) of µ-Kuranishi neighbourhoods over S to have objects
µ-Kuranishi neighbourhoods (Vi, Ei, si, ψi) on X with S ⊆ Imψi, morphisms
Φij : (Vi, Ei, si, ψi) → (Vj , Ej , sj , ψj) of µ-Kuranishi neighbourhoods over S,
and composition and identities as above.
Define the category GµKur of global µ-Kuranishi neighbourhoods as follows.
Objects
(
X, (V,E, s, ψ)
)
in GµKur are pairs of a topological space X and
a µ-Kuranishi neighbourhood (V,E, s, ψ) on X with Imψ = X . Morphisms
(f,Φ) :
(
X, (V,E, s, ψ)
)
→
(
Y, (W,F, t, χ)
)
in GµKur are pairs of a continuous
map f : X → Y and a morphism Φ : (V,E, s, ψ) → (W,F, t, χ) of µ-Kuranishi
neighbourhoods over (X, f). Composition and identities are as above.
Definition 2.6. Let Φij : (Vi, Ei, si, ψi) → (Vj , Ej , sj , ψj) be a morphism of
µ-Kuranishi neighbourhoods on X over S, where S ⊆ Imψi ∩ Imψj ⊆ X is
open. We call Φij a µ-coordinate change over S if it is invertible in µKurS(X),
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that is, if there exists a morphism Φji : (Vj , Ej , sj , ψj)→ (Vi, Ei, si, ψi) over S
satisfying Φji ◦Φij = id(Vi,Ei,si,ψi) and Φij ◦ Φji = id(Vj ,Ej,sj ,ψj).
Definition 2.7. Let X,Y be topological spaces, f : X → Y a continuous map,
(Vi, Ei, si, ψi), (Vj , Ej , sj , ψj) be µ-Kuranishi neighbourhoods on X,Y respec-
tively, and T ⊆ S ⊆ Imψi ∩ f−1(Imψj) ⊆ X be open. Then if (Vij , φij , φˆij)
satisfies Definition 2.3(a)–(e) for S, it also satisfies them with T in place of S,
and if (Vij , φij , φˆij) ∼S (V ′ij , φ
′
ij , φˆ
′
ij) then (Vij , φij , φˆij) ∼T (V
′
ij , φ
′
ij , φˆ
′
ij). Thus,
we can define a map from morphisms of µ-Kuranishi neighbourhoods over (S, f)
to morphisms of µ-Kuranishi neighbourhoods over (T, f), by mapping the ∼S-
equivalence class Φij = [Vij , φij , φˆij ] of (Vij , φij , φˆij), to the ∼T -equivalence
class of (Vij , φij , φˆij), which we write as [Vij , φij , φˆij ]|T or Φij |T , and call the
restriction of [Vij , φij , φˆij ] to T .
Restriction is compatible with composition and identities, so for f = idX it
defines a restriction functor |T : µKurS(X)→ µKurT (X) mapping (Vi, Ei, si,
ψi) 7→ (Vi, Ei, si, ψi) on objects, and Φij 7→ Φij |T on morphisms. If Φij is a
µ-coordinate change on S, then Φij |T is a µ-coordinate change on T .
Definition 2.8. So far we have always discussed morphisms of µ-Kuranishi
neighbourhoods, and µ-coordinate changes, over a specified open set S ⊆ X , or
over (S, f). We now make the convention that when we do not specify a domain
S for a morphism or µ-coordinate change, the domain should be as large as pos-
sible. For example, if we say that Φij : (Vi, Ei, si, ψi)→ (Vj , Ej , sj , ψj) is a mor-
phism of µ-Kuranishi neighbourhoods (over f), or a µ-coordinate change, with-
out specifying S, we mean that S = Imψi ∩ Imψj (or S = Imψi ∩ f−1(Imψj)).
Similarly, if we write a formula involving several morphisms or µ-coordinate
changes (possibly defined on different domains), without specifying the domain
S, we make the convention that the domain where the formula holds should be
as large as possible. That is, the domain S is taken to be the intersection of
the domains of each morphism in the formula, and we implicitly restrict each
morphism in the formula to S as in Definition 2.7, to make it make sense.
For example, if we say that Φij : (Vi, Ei, si, ψi) → (Vj , Ej , sj , ψj), Φjk :
(Vj , Ej , sj, ψj)→ (Vk, Ek, sk, ψk) and Φik : (Vi, Ei, si, ψi)→ (Vk, Ek, sk, ψk) are
morphisms of µ-Kuranishi neighbourhoods on X , and
Φik = Φjk ◦ Φij , (2.7)
we mean that Φij is defined over Imψi ∩ Imψj , and Φjk over Imψj ∩ Imψk,
and Φik over Imψi ∩ Imψk, and (2.7) holds over Imψi ∩ Imψj ∩ Imψk, that is,
(2.7) is equivalent to
Φik|Imψi∩Imψj∩Imψk = Φjk|Imψi∩Imψj∩Imψk ◦Φij |Imψi∩Imψj∩Imψk .
Note in particular the potentially confusing point that (2.7) does not determine
Φik on Imψi ∩ Imψk, but only on Imψi ∩ Imψj ∩ Imψk.
Remark 2.9. (i) In our definition of µ-Kuranishi spaces in §2.3, µ-coordinate
changes in Definition 2.6 will be our substitute for coordinate changes between
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Kuranishi neighbourhoods in the Fukaya–Oh–Ohta–Ono theory of Kuranishi
spaces [9–18], summarized in §A.1. Morphisms over f will be used in §2.3 to
define morphisms of Kuranishi spaces.
(ii) In the definition of ∼ in Definition 2.3, restricting to an arbitrarily small
neighbourhood V˙ij of ψ
−1
i (S) means that we are taking germs of coordinate
changes about ψ−1i (S) in Vi. Fukaya–Ono’s first definition of Kuranishi space
[18, §5] involved germs, though they were abandoned later. The difference is that
Fukaya and Ono took germs of Kuranishi neighbourhoods at points, whereas we
take germs of coordinate changes at larger subsets ψ−1i (S) in Vi.
(iii) As those familiar with [9–18, 51–53, 68–70] will know, in current theories
of Kuranishi spaces, a lot of energy is spent worrying about the domains Vij of
coordinate changes Φij = (Vij , hij , φij , φˆij). Taking germs makes the domains
Vij irrelevant in our theory, for better or for worse: in effect the domain of
[Vij , φij , φˆij ] is ψ
−1
i (S) ⊆ Vi.
2.2 Properties of morphisms and µ-coordinate changes
We define sheaves on a topological space, following Hartshorne [20, §II.1].
Definition 2.10. Let X be a topological space. A presheaf of sets E on X
consists of the data of a set E(S) for every open set S ⊆ X , and a map ρST :
E(S)→ E(T ) called the restriction map for every inclusion T ⊆ S ⊆ X of open
sets, satisfying the conditions that
(i) ρSS = idE(S) : E(S)→ E(S) for all open S ⊆ X ; and
(ii) ρSU = ρTU ◦ ρST : E(S)→ E(U) for all open U ⊆ T ⊆ S ⊆ X .
A presheaf of sets E on X is called a sheaf if it also satisfies
(iii) If S ⊆ X is open, {Ti : i ∈ I} is an open cover of S, and s, t ∈ E(S) have
ρSTi(s) = ρSTi(t) in E(Ti) for all i ∈ I, then s = t in E(S); and
(iv) If S ⊆ X is open, {Ti : i ∈ I} is an open cover of S, and we are given
elements si ∈ E(Ti) for all i ∈ I such that ρTi(Ti∩Tj)(si) = ρTj(Ti∩Tj)(sj)
in E(Ti ∩ Tj) for all i, j ∈ I, then there exists s ∈ E(S) with ρSTi(s) = si
for all i ∈ I. This s is unique by (iii).
Suppose E ,F are presheaves or sheaves of sets on X . A morphism φ : E → F
consists of a map φ(S) : E(S) → F(S) for all open S ⊆ X , such that the
following diagram commutes for all open T ⊆ S ⊆ X
E(S)
φ(S)
//
ρST

F(S)
ρ′ST 
E(T )
φ(T ) // F(T ),
where ρST is the restriction map for E , and ρ
′
ST the restriction map for F .
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Our first theorem, proved in §6.1, is an important property of morphisms
of µ-Kuranishi neighbourhoods on topological spaces. We will use it in §2.3
to construct compositions of morphisms of µ-Kuranishi spaces, and in §2.4 to
prove good behaviour of µ-Kuranishi neighbourhoods on µ-Kuranishi spaces.
The first part of (a) is a special case of (b) for f = idX : X → X .
Theorem 2.11. (a) Let (Vi, Ei, si, ψi), (Vj , Ej , sj , ψj) be µ-Kuranishi neigh-
bourhoods on a topological space X. For each open S ⊆ Imψi ∩ Imψj , set
Hom
(
(Vi, Ei, si, ψi),(Vj , Ej , sj , ψj)
)
(S)=HomS
(
(Vi, Ei, si, ψi),(Vj , Ej , sj , ψj)
)
,
and for all open T ⊆ S ⊆ Imψi ∩ Imψj define
ρST : Hom
(
(Vi, Ei, si, ψi), (Vj , Ej , sj , ψj)
)
(S) −→
Hom
(
(Vi, Ei, si, ψi), (Vj , Ej , sj , ψj)
)
(T ) by ρST : Φij 7−→ Φij |T .
Then Hom
(
(Vi, Ei, si, ψi), (Vj , Ej , sj, ψj)
)
is a sheaf of sets on Imψi ∩ Imψj.
Similarly, µ-coordinate changes from (Vi, Ei, si, ψi) to (Vj , Ej , sj , ψj) form
a sheaf of sets Iso
(
(Vi, Ei, si, ψi), (Vj , Ej , sj , ψj)
)
on Imψi ∩ Imψj , a subsheaf
of Hom
(
(Vi, Ei, si, ψi), (Vj , Ej , sj , ψj)
)
.
(b) Let f : X→Y be a continuous map of topological spaces, and (Ui, Di, ri, χi),
(Vj , Ej , sj, ψj) be µ-Kuranishi neighbourhoods on X,Y, respectively. Then mor-
phisms from (Ui, Di, ri, χi) to (Vj , Ej , sj , ψj) over f form a sheaf Homf
(
(Ui,
Di, ri, χi), (Vj , Ej , sj, ψj)
)
over Imχi ∩ f
−1(Imψj) ⊆ X.
Remark 2.12. Wewill refer to Theorem 2.11 as the sheaf property of morphisms
of µ-Kuranishi neighbourhoods. Sheaves are basic objects in algebraic geometry.
Informally, something forms a sheaf if it can be defined locally and glued.
For example, if X,Y are manifolds then smooth maps f : X → Y form a
sheaf on X , because an arbitrary map f : X → Y is smooth if and only if it
is a smooth on an open neighbourhood of each point in X . One uses the sheaf
property of smooth maps all the time in differential geometry without noticing.
It is clear that Hom
(
(Vi, Ei, si, ψi), (Vj , Ej , sj, ψj)
)
, Homf
(
(Ui, Di, ri, χi),
(Vj , Ej , sj, ψj)
)
are presheaves, the problem is to prove Definition 2.10(iii),(iv).
The next theorem, proved in §6.2, characterizes µ-coordinate changes:
Theorem 2.13. Let Φij = [Vij , φij , φˆij ] : (Vi, Ei, si, ψi)→ (Vj , Ej , sj, ψj) be a
morphism of µ-Kuranishi neighbourhoods on a topological space X over an open
subset S ⊆ X. Let x ∈ S, and set vi = ψ
−1
i (x) ∈ Vi and vj = ψ
−1
j (x) ∈ Vj .
Consider the sequence of finite-dimensional real vector spaces:
0 // TviVi
dsi|vi⊕dφij |vi // Ei|vi⊕TvjVj
−φˆij |vi⊕dsj |vj // Ej |vj // 0. (2.8)
Here dsi|vi means ∇si|vi for any connection ∇ on Ei → Vi, and dsi|vi is in-
dependent of the choice of ∇ as si(vi) = 0, and similarly for dsj |vj . Also
dφij |vi : TviVi → TvjVj and φˆij |vi : Ei|vi → Ej |vj are independent of the choice
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of representative (Vij , φij , φˆij) for the ∼-equivalence class [Vij , φij , φˆij ]. Thus
(2.8) is well defined, and Definition 2.3(d) implies that (2.8) is a complex.
Then Φij is a µ-coordinate change over S in the sense of Definition 2.6 if
and only if (2.8) is exact for all x ∈ S.
The theorem is useful as it is often easier to check exactness of (2.8) for each
x ∈ S than to construct a two-sided inverse Φji for Φij .
We now explain the relation of our µ-coordinate changes to coordinate
changes between Kuranishi neighbourhoods in the work of Fukaya–Oh–Ohta–
Ono [9–18] (often shortened to ‘FOOO’), as described in §A.1. The next defini-
tion is the ‘µ-’ version of ‘FOOO coordinate changes’ in Definition A.3 below,
taken from Fukaya et al. [15, §4], with the finite groups Γi,Γj omitted.
Definition 2.14. Let (Vi, Ei, si, ψi), (Vj , Ej , sj , ψj) be µ-Kuranishi neighbour-
hoods on a topological space X , and S ⊆ Imψi∩Imψj be open. Define a FOOO
µ-coordinate change from (Vi, Ei, si, ψi) to (Vj , Ej , sj, ψj) over S to be a triple
(Vij , φij , φˆij) satisfying:
(a) Vij is an open neighbourhood of ψ
−1
i (S) in Vi.
(b) φij : Vij →֒ Vj is a smooth embedding of manifolds.
(c) φˆij : Ei|Vij →֒ φ
∗
ij(Ej) is an embedding of vector bundles on Vij .
(d) φˆij(si|Vij ) = φ
∗
ij(sj), in the sense of Definition 2.1.
(e) ψi = ψj ◦ φij on s
−1
i (0) ∩ Vij .
(f) Let x ∈ S, and set vi = ψ
−1
i (x) ∈ Vi and vj = ψ
−1
j (x) ∈ Vj . Then we have
a commutative diagram
0 // TviVi dφij|vi
//
dsi|vi
TvjVj //
dsj |vj
Nij |vi //
dfibresj |vi
0
0 // Ei|vi
φˆij |vi // Ej |vj // Fij |vi // 0
(2.9)
with exact rows, where Nij → Vij is the normal bundle of Vij in Vj ,
and Fij = φ
∗
ij(Ej)/φˆij(Ei|Vij ) the quotient bundle. We require that the
induced dfibresj |vi in (2.9) should be an isomorphism for all x ∈ S.
Note that FOOO µ-coordinate changes are triples (Vij , φij , φˆij), not ∼-
equivalence classes [Vij , φij , φˆij ] as in §2.1.
Lemma 2.15. In Definition 2.14, if (Vij , φij , φˆij) is a FOOO µ-coordinate
change from (Vi, Ei, si, ψi) to (Vj , Ej , sj, ψj) over S, then the ∼-equivalence
class Φij = [Vij , φij , φˆij ] from Definition 2.3 is a µ-coordinate change from (Vi,
Ei, si, ψi) to (Vj , Ej , sj, ψj) over S, in the sense of Definition 2.6.
Proof. Definition 2.14(a)–(e) imply Definition 2.3(a)–(e), so the ∼-equivalence
class [Vij , φij , φˆij ] in Definition 2.3 is well-defined. That dfibresj|vi is an isomor-
phism in Definition 2.14(f) implies that (2.8) is exact for all x ∈ S, so Theorem
2.13 shows that Φij = [Vij , φij , φˆij ] is a µ-coordinate change.
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Thus, FOOO µ-coordinate changes yield examples of our µ-coordinate cha-
nges. However, our µ-coordinate changes are more general. For example, FOOO
µ-coordinate changes from (Vi, Ei, si, ψi) to (Vj , Ej , sj , ψj) over S 6= ∅ can exist
only if dim Vi 6 dim Vj , and so usually only in one direction. Our next example
shows explicitly how FOOO µ-coordinate changes can be invertible in our theory
when dimVi < dim Vj , although they are not invertible in [9–18].
Example 2.16. Let V1 ⊆ R
m be open, f1, . . . , fk : V1 → R be smooth, and
X =
{
(x1, . . . , xm) ∈ R
m : f1(x1, . . . , xm) = · · · = fk(x1, . . . , xm) = 0
}
,
as a topological subspace of Rm. Let E1 → V1 be the trivial vector bundle
Rk × V1 → V1, and s1 : V1 → E1 be the smooth section s1 = (f1, . . . , fk), so
that X = s−11 (0) ⊆ V1. Define ψ1 = idX : s
−1
1 (0)→ X . Then (V1, E1, s1, ψ1) is
a µ-Kuranishi neighbourhood on X , with Imψ1 = X .
Let n be a positive integer, and define a second µ-Kuranishi neighbourhood
(V2, E2, s2, ψ2) on X by V2 = V1 × R
n, E2 → V2 is the trivial vector bundle
Rk+n × V2 → V2, and s2 : V2 → E2 is the smooth section
s2(x1, . . . , xm, y1, . . . , yn) =
(
f1(x1, . . . , xm), . . . , fk(x1, . . . , xm), y1, . . . , yn
)
so that s−12 (0) = X × {(0, . . . , 0)} ⊂ V1 × R
n. Define ψ2 : s
−1
2 (0) → X by
ψ2 : (x1, . . . , xm, 0, . . . , 0) = (x1, . . . , xm), so that Imψ2 = X .
Let V12 be any open neighbourhood of X in V1. Define embeddings φ12 :
V12 →֒ V2 by φ12 : (x1, . . . , xm) 7→ (x1, . . . , xm, 0, . . . , 0), and φˆ12 : E1|V12 →֒
φ∗12(E2) by φˆ12 : (e1, . . . , ek) 7→ (e1, . . . , ek, 0, . . . , 0). It is now easy to check
that (V12, φ12, φˆ12) is a FOOO µ-coordinate change from (V1, E1, s1, ψ1) to
(V2, E2, s2, ψ2) over S = X , as in Definition 2.14. Also (V12, φ12, φˆ12) satisfies
Definition 2.3(a)–(e), so Φ12 = [V12, φ12, φˆ12] : (V1, E1, s1, ψ1)→ (V2, E2, s2, ψ2)
is a morphism of µ-Kuranishi neighbourhoods on X over S = X . Note that in
Definition 2.3(d), φˆ12(s1|V12) = φ
∗
12(s2) holds exactly, not just up to O(s
2
1).
Let V21 be any open neighbourhood of X × {(0, . . . , 0)} in V2. Define φ21 :
V21 → V1 by φ21 : (x1, . . . , xm, y1, . . . , yn) 7→ (x1, . . . , xm), and φˆ21 : E2|V21 →
φ∗21(E1) by φˆ21 : (e1, . . . , ek, f1, . . . , fn) 7→ (e1, . . . , ek). Then (V21, φ21, φˆ21) is
not a FOOO µ-coordinate change, as φ21, φˆ21 are not embeddings. Nonethe-
less, (V21, φ21, φˆ21) satisfies Definition 2.3(a)–(e), where again part (d) holds
exactly rather than up to O(s22), so Φ21 = [V21, φ21, φˆ21] : (V2, E2, s2, ψ2) →
(V1, E1, s1, ψ1) is a morphism over S = X , as in §2.1.
We claim that Φ12 and Φ21 are inverse, that is, that
[V21, φ21, φˆ21] ◦ [V12, φ12, φˆ12] = [V1, idV1 , idE1 ], (2.10)
[V12, φ12, φˆ12] ◦ [V21, φ21, φˆ21] = [V2, idV2 , idE2 ], (2.11)
hold in morphisms of µ-Kuranishi neighbourhoods over S = X . By Definition
2.4, the left hand side of (2.10) is [V11, φ11, φˆ11], where V11 = φ
−1
12 (V21) ⊆ V12 ⊆
V1, and φ11 = φ21 ◦ φ12|V11 = idV11 , and φˆ11 = φ12|
∗
V11
(φˆ21) ◦ φˆ12|V11 = idE1|V11 .
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So using V˙11 = V11 ⊆ V11 ∩ V1 and Λ = 0 in Definition 2.2, we see that
(V11, φ11, φˆ11) ∼ (V1, idV1 , idE1), proving (2.10).
Similarly, the left hand side of (2.11) is [V22, φ22, φˆ22], where V22 = φ
−1
21 (V12)
⊆ V21 ⊆ V2, but now φ22, φˆ22 are not identities, rather we have
φ22 : (x1, . . . , xm, y1, . . . , yn) 7−→ (x1, . . . , xm, 0, . . . , 0),
φˆ22 : (e1, . . . , ek, f1, . . . , fn) 7−→ (e1, . . . , ek, 0, . . . , 0).
Define a vector bundle morphism Λ : E2|V22 → TV2|V22 = id
∗
V22(TV2) by
Λ : (e1, . . . , ek, f1, . . . , fn) 7−→ −f1
∂
∂y1
− · · · − fn
∂
∂yn
. (2.12)
Then we find that on V˙22 = V22 we have
φ22 = idV2 + Λ · s2 +O(s
2
2) and φˆ22 = idE2 + Λ · id
∗
V2(ds2) +O(s2),
so (V2, idV2 , idE2) ∼ (V22, φ22, φˆ22) in the notation of Definition 2.3, giving
[V22, φ22, φˆ22] = [V2, idV2 , idE2 ], which proves equation (2.11).
Remark 2.17. One thing that makes the Kuranishi space theory of [9–18]
tricky is that coordinate changes go in only one direction. In our version, µ-
coordinate changes are invertible, which makes life easier in many ways.
In Example 2.16, we invert the morphism Φ12 = [V12, φ12, φˆ12] associated to
the FOOO µ-coordinate change (V12, φ12, φˆ12) by using a nonzero Λ in (2.12).
This gives the first justification for including Λ in the definition of∼ in Definition
2.3; without them, FOOO µ-coordinate changes would not be invertible.
One can prove that every FOOO µ-coordinate change (Vij , φij , φˆij) in Defi-
nition 2.14 is modelled locally on (V12, φ12, φˆ12) in Example 2.16 near any point
x ∈ ψ−1i (S). So Example 2.16 shows that any morphism Φij = [Vij , φij , φˆij ]
coming from a FOOO µ-coordinate change (Vij , φij , φˆij) is locally invertible.
Lemma 2.15 says that Φij is globally invertible.
2.3 The definition of µ-Kuranishi space
We can now define µ-Kuranishi spaces (without boundary):
Definition 2.18. Let X be a Hausdorff, second countable topological space
(not necessarily compact), and n ∈ Z. A µ-Kuranishi structure K on X of
virtual dimension n is data K =
(
I, (Vi, Ei, si, ψi)i∈I ,Φij, i,j∈I
)
, where:
(a) I is an indexing set (not necessarily finite).
(b) (Vi, Ei, si, ψi) is a µ-Kuranishi neighbourhood on X for each i ∈ I, with
dimVi − rankEi = n.
(c) Φij = [Vij , φij , φˆij ] : (Vi, Ei, si, ψi) → (Vj , Ej , sj, ψj) is a µ-coordinate
change for all i, j ∈ I (as in Definition 2.8, defined on S = Imψi ∩ Imψj).
(d)
⋃
i∈I Imψi = X .
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(e) Φii = id(Vi,Ei,si,ψi) for all i ∈ I.
(f) Φjk ◦ Φij = Φik for all i, j, k ∈ I (as in Definition 2.8, this holds on
S = Imψi ∩ Imψj ∩ Imψk).
We call X = (X,K) a µ-Kuranishi space, of virtual dimension vdimX = n.
When we write x ∈X, we mean that x ∈ X .
Definition 2.18 is what we will mean by µ-Kuranishi space in the rest of
the book. Here is an alternative definition, which we will not use, but which
we include to facilitate comparison with the previous definitions of Kuranishi
spaces and good coordinate systems described in Appendix A.
Alternative Definition 2.19. Let X be a Hausdorff, second countable topo-
logical space, and n ∈ Z. A µ-Kuranishi structure K′ on X of virtual dimension
n is data K′ =
(
(I,≺), (Vi, Ei, si, ψi)i∈I ,Φij, i≺j∈I
)
, where:
(a) I is an indexing set (not necessarily finite), and ≺ a partial order on I.
(b) (Vi, Ei, si, ψi) is a µ-Kuranishi neighbourhood on X for each i ∈ I, with
dimVi − rankEi = n.
(c) Φij : (Vi, Ei, si, ψi)→ (Vj , Ej , sj , ψj) is a µ-coordinate change for all i, j ∈
I with i ≺ j.
(d)
⋃
i∈I Imψi = X .
(e) If i 6= j ∈ I with Imψi ∩ Imψj 6= ∅ then i ≺ j or j ≺ i.
(f) Φjk ◦ Φij = Φik for all i, j, k∈I with i≺j≺k.
We call X ′ = (X,K′) a µ-Kuranishi space, of virtual dimension vdimX ′ = n.
Definitions 2.18 and 2.19 are nearly equivalent. Here is how to relate them:
(A) If X = (X,K) is as in Definition 2.18, choose a partial order ≺ on I, such
that if i 6= j ∈ I with Imψi ∩ Imψj 6= ∅ then i ≺ j or j ≺ i. For example,
any total order ≺ on I will do. Then K′ =
(
(I,≺), (Vi, Ei, si, ψi)i∈I ,
Φij, i≺j∈I
)
satisfies Definition 2.19. Note that K′ only remembers Φij
when i ≺ j, which is less than half of the data Φij for all i, j ∈ I in K.
(B) IfX ′ = (X,K′) is as in Definition 2.19, define Φij for all i, j ∈ I as follows:
(i) If i ≺ j then Φij is as in K
′.
(ii) If j ≺ i then Φij = Φ
−1
ji , for Φji as in K
′.
(iii) If i 6= j with i 6≺ j and j 6≺ i then Imψi ∩ Imψj = ∅, and we set
Φij = [∅, ∅, ∅].
(iv) If i = j then Φii = id(Vi,Ei,si,ψi).
Then K =
(
I, (Vi, Ei, si, ψi)i∈I ,Φij, i,j∈I
)
satisfies Definition 2.18.
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Starting with X = (X,K) and doing (A) and then (B) recovers the same
X = (X,K). Starting with X ′ = (X,K′) and doing (B) and then (A) recovers
the sameX ′ = (X,K′) if we choose the same partial order ≺. Thus, a Kuranishi
space X = (X,K′) in the sense of Definition 2.19 is equivalent to X = (X,K)
in Definition 2.18 plus a suitable choice of partial order ≺ on I.
Readers are advised to compare Definition 2.19 with ‘FOOO weak good coor-
dinate systems’ in Definition A.11. Because in Definition 2.19 the µ-coordinate
changes Φij go in only one direction, it would be reasonable to suppose that
Φij = [Vij , φij , φˆij ] is represented by a FOOO µ-coordinate change (Vij , φij , φˆij)
for all i ≺ j in I, and then the comparison with FOOO Kuranishi spaces and
FOOO weak good coordinate systems in Appendix A becomes closer.
Example 2.20. Let V be a manifold, E → V a vector bundle, and s : V → E
a smooth section. Set X = s−1(0), as a closed subset of V with the induced
topology. Then X is Hausdorff and second countable, as V is. Define a µ-
Kuranishi structure K =
(
{0}, (V0, E0, s0, ψ0),Φ00
)
on X with indexing set I =
{0}, one µ-Kuranishi neighbourhood (V0, E0, s0, ψ0) with V0 = V , E0 = E,
s0 = s and ψ0 = idX , and one µ-coordinate change Φ00 = id(V0,E0,s0,ψ0). Then
X = (X,K) is a µ-Kuranishi space, with vdimX = dimV − rankE. We
write SV,E,s =X .
When we are discussing several µ-Kuranishi spaces at once, we need good
notation to distinguish µ-Kuranishi neighbourhoods and µ-coordinate changes
on the different spaces. One choice we will use often for µ-Kuranishi spaces
W,X,Y ,Z, based on consecutive letters in the Latin and Greek alphabets, is
W=(W,H), H=
(
H,(Th,Ch,qh,ϕh)h∈H ,Σhh′=[Thh′ , σhh′ ,σˆhh′ ]h,h′∈H
)
, (2.13)
X=(X, I), I=
(
I, (Ui, Di, ri, χi)i∈I ,Tii′=[Uii′ , τii′ , τˆii′ ]i,i′∈I
)
, (2.14)
Y =(Y,J ), J =
(
J, (Vj , Ej , sj, ψj)j∈J ,Υjj′=[Vjj′ , υjj′ , υˆjj′ ]j,j′∈J
)
, (2.15)
Z=(Z,K), K=
(
K, (Wk, Fk, tk, ωk)k∈K ,Φkk′=[Wkk′ , φkk′ , φˆkk′ ]k,k′∈K
)
. (2.16)
Definition 2.21. Let X = (X, I) and Y = (Y,J ) be µ-Kuranishi spaces, with
notation (2.14)–(2.15). A morphism f : X → Y is f =
(
f,f ij, i∈I, j∈J
)
, where
f : X → Y is a continuous map, and f ij = [Uij , fij , fˆij ] : (Ui, Di, ri, χi) →
(Vj , Ej , sj, ψj) is a morphism of µ-Kuranishi neighbourhoods over f for all i ∈ I,
j ∈ J (defined over S = Imχi ∩ f−1(Imψj), by the convention in Definition
2.8), satisfying the conditions:
(a) If i, i′ ∈ I and j ∈ J then in morphisms over f we have
f i′j ◦ Tii′ = f ij , (2.17)
where by our usual convention, (2.17) holds over S = Imχi ∩ Imχi′ ∩
f−1(Imψj), and each term in (2.17) is implicitly restricted to S. In par-
ticular, (2.17) does not determine f ij , but only its restriction f ij |S .
(b) If i ∈ I and j, j′ ∈ J then interpreted as for (2.17), we have
Υjj′ ◦ f ij = f ij′ . (2.18)
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If x ∈X (i.e. x ∈ X), we will write f(x) = f(x) ∈ Y .
When Y =X, so that J = I, define idX =
(
idX ,Tij, i,j∈I
)
. Then Definition
2.18(f) implies that (a),(b) hold, so idX :X →X is a morphism of µ-Kuranishi
spaces, which we call the identity morphism.
In the next theorem, we use the sheaf property of morphisms of µ-Kuranishi
neighbourhoods in Theorem 2.11 to construct compositions g ◦ f : X → Z of
morphisms of µ-Kuranishi spaces f :X → Y , g : Y → Z, and hence show that
µ-Kuranishi spaces form a category µKur.
Theorem 2.22. (a) Let X = (X, I),Y = (Y,J ),Z = (Z,K) be µ-Kuranishi
spaces with notation (2.14)–(2.16), and f : X → Y , g : Y → Z be morphisms,
where f =
(
f,f ij, i∈I, j∈J
)
, g =
(
g, gjk, j∈J, k∈K
)
. Then there exists a unique
morphism h :X → Z, where h =
(
h,hik, i∈I, k∈K
)
such that h = g◦f : X → Z,
and for all i ∈ I, j ∈ J, k ∈ K we have
hik = gjk ◦ f ij , (2.19)
where by our usual convention (2.19) holds over Imχi∩f−1(Imψj)∩h−1(Imωk),
and so may not determine hik over Imχi ∩ h−1(Imωk).
We write g ◦ f = h, so that g ◦ f : X → Z is a morphism of µ-Kuranishi
spaces, and call g ◦ f the composition of f , g.
(b) Composition of morphisms is associative, that is, if e :W → Z is another
morphism of µ-Kuranishi spaces then (g ◦ f ) ◦ e = g ◦ (f ◦ e).
(c) Composition is compatible with identities, that is, f ◦ idX = idY ◦ f = f
for all morphisms of µ-Kuranishi spaces f : X → Y .
Thus µ-Kuranishi spaces form a category, which we write as µKur.
Proof. For (a), define h = g ◦ f : X → Z. Let i ∈ I and k ∈ K, and set S =
Imχi∩h−1(Imωk), so that S is open in X . We want to define a morphism hik :
(Ui, Di, ri, χi) → (Wk, Fk, tk, ωk) of µ-Kuranishi neighbourhoods over (S, h).
Equation (2.19) means that for each j ∈ J we must have
hik|S∩f−1(Imψj) = gjk ◦ f ij |S∩f−1(Imψj). (2.20)
Since {Imψj : j ∈ J} is an open cover of Y and f is continuous,
{
S∩f−1(Imψj) :
j ∈ J
}
is an open cover of S. For all j, j′ ∈ J we have
gjk ◦ f ij |S∩f−1(Imψj)∩f−1(Imψj′ ) = gj′k ◦Υjj′ ◦ f ij |S∩f−1(Imψj)∩f−1(Imψj′ )
= gj′k ◦ f ij′ |S∩f−1(Imψj)∩f−1(Imψj′ ), (2.21)
using (2.17) for g in the first step, and (2.18) for f in the second.
Now the right hand side of (2.20) prescribes values for a morphism over h
on the sets of an open cover
{
S ∩ f−1(Imψj) : j ∈ J
}
of S. Equation (2.21)
shows that these values agree on overlaps
(
S∩f−1(Imψj)
)
∩
(
S∩f−1(Imψj′ )
)
.
Therefore the sheaf property Theorem 2.11(b) shows that there is a unique
morphism hik over (S, h) satisfying (2.20) for all j ∈ J .
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We have now defined h =
(
h,hik, i∈I, k∈K
)
. To show h : X → Z is a
morphism, we must verify Definition 2.21(a),(b). For (a), suppose i, i′ ∈ I,
j ∈ J and k ∈ K. Then we have
hi′k ◦ Tii′ |Imχi∩Imχi′∩f−1(Imψj)∩h−1(Imωk) = gjk ◦ f i′j ◦ Tii′ |···
= gjk ◦ f ij |··· = hij |Imχi∩Imχi′∩f−1(Imψj)∩h−1(Imωk),
using (2.20) with i′ in place of i in the first step, (2.17) for f in the second,
and (2.20) in the third. This proves the restriction of (2.17) for h, i, i′, k to
Imχi ∩ Imχi′ ∩ f−1(Imψj) ∩ h−1(Imωk), for each j ∈ J .
Since the Imχi ∩ Imχi′ ∩ f
−1(Imψj) ∩ h
−1(Imωk) for j ∈ J form an open
cover of Imχi∩Imχi′ ∩h−1(Imωk), the sheaf property Theorem 2.11(b) implies
that (2.17) holds for h, i, i′, k on the correct domain Imχi∩ Imχi′ ∩h−1(Imωk),
yielding Definition 2.21(a) for h. Definition 2.21(b) follows by a similar ar-
gument, involving (2.18) for g. Hence h : X → Z is a morphism, proving
part (a).
For (b), in notation (2.13)–(2.16), if h ∈ H , i ∈ I, j ∈ J , k ∈ K we find that
[(g ◦ f) ◦ e]h,k|Imϕh∩e−1(Imχi)∩(f◦e)−1(Imψj)∩(g◦f◦e)−1(Imωk) = gjk ◦ f ij ◦ ehi
= [g ◦ (f ◦ e)]h,k|Imϕh∩e−1(Imχi)∩(f◦e)−1(Imψj)∩(g◦f◦e)−1(Imωk),
where the middle step makes sense without brackets by associativity of compo-
sition of morphisms of µ-Kuranishi neighbourhoods over maps. Since Imϕh ∩
e−1(Imχi) ∩ (f ◦ e)−1(Imψj) ∩ (g ◦ f ◦ e)−1(Imωk) for all i ∈ I and j ∈ J
form an open cover of Imϕh ∩ (g ◦ f ◦ e)−1(Imωk), the sheaf property Theorem
2.11(b) implies that
[
(g ◦ f) ◦ e
]
h,k =
[
g ◦ (f ◦ e)
]
h,k over the correct domain
Imϕh ∩ (g ◦ f ◦ e)−1(Imωk), so that (g ◦ f ) ◦ e = g ◦ (f ◦ e), proving (b).
For (c), let i, i′ ∈ I and j ∈ J . Then we have
[f ◦ idX ]i,j |Imχi∩Imχi′∩f−1(Imψj) = f i′j ◦ Tii′ = f ij |Imχi∩Imχi′∩f−1(Imψj),
using (2.19) and the definition of idX in the first step, and (2.17) in the second.
Since Imχi ∩ Imχi′ ∩ f−1(Imψj) for all i′ ∈ I form an open cover of Imχi ∩
f−1(Imψj), the sheaf property implies that [f ◦ idX ]i,j = f ij on the correct
domain Imχi ∩ f
−1(Imψj), so f ◦ idX = f . We prove idY ◦ f = f in the same
way. This completes the proof.
We can regard manifolds as examples of µ-Kuranishi spaces:
Definition 2.23. We will define a functor FµKurMan :Man→ µKur. On objects,
if X is a manifold, define a µ-Kuranishi space FµKurMan (X) = X = (X,K) with
topological space X and µ-Kuranishi structure K =
(
{0}, (V0, E0, s0, ψ0),Φ00
)
,
with indexing set I = {0}, one µ-Kuranishi neighbourhood (V0, E0, s0, ψ0) with
V0 = X , E0 → V0 the zero vector bundle, s0 = 0, and ψ0 = idX , and one
µ-coordinate change Φ00 = id(V0,E0,s0,ψ0).
On morphisms, if f : X → Y is a smooth map of manifolds and X =
FµKurMan (X), Y = F
µKur
Man (Y ), define a morphism F
µKur
Man (f) = f : X → Y by
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f = (f,f00), where f00 = [V00, f00, fˆ00] with V00 = X , f00 = f , and fˆ00 is the
zero map on zero vector bundles.
It is now easy to check that FµKurMan is a functor, which is full and faithful
(surjective and injective on morphisms), and thus embedsMan as a full subcat-
egory of µKur. So we can identify Man with its image in µKur, and regard
manifolds as special examples of µ-Kuranishi spaces, and µ-Kuranishi spaces
as generalizations of manifolds. We will usually write manifolds as X,Y, Z, . . . ,
rather than in bold X ,Y ,Z, . . . , even when we regard them as µ-Kuranishi
spaces, so we write FµKurMan (X) as X rather than X.
We say that a µ-Kuranishi space X is a manifold if X ∼= F
µKur
Man (X
′) in
µKur, for some manifold X ′.
Example 2.24. Let X = (X,K) be a µ-Kuranishi space, with K =
(
I, (Vi, Ei,
si, ψi)i∈I ,Φij, i,j∈I
)
, and Y a manifold, regarded as a µ-Kuranishi space. We
will work out the definition of morphism f :X → Y explicitly.
Since Y has only one µ-Kuranishi neighbourhood (Y, 0, 0, idY ), a morphism
f : X → Y is f = (f,f i0, i∈I), where f : X → Y is continuous, and f i0 =
[Vi0, fi0, 0] for i ∈ I is a ∼-equivalence class of triples (Vi0, fi0, 0) with Vi0 an
open neighbourhood of s−1i (0) in Vi and fi0 : Vi0 → Y a smooth map such that
f ◦ ψi = fi0|s−1i (0)
, and 0 : Ei|Vi0 → 0 is the map to the zero vector bundle.
In this special case, the definition of ∼ in Definitions 2.3 simplifies: the
second equation of (2.1) is trivial as both sides are zero, and in the first equation,
the Λ · si term exactly cancels the O(si) part of f ′i0− fi0. Thus, two such triples
(Vi0, fi0, 0), (V
′
i0, f
′
i0, 0) have (Vi0, fi0, 0) ∼ (V
′
i0, f
′
i0, 0) if there exists an open
neighbourhood V˙i0 of s
−1
i (0) in Vi0 ∩ V
′
i0 with
f ′i0|V˙i0 = fi0|V˙i0 +O(si).
If i, j ∈ I, the compatibility condition on f i0,f j0 is
fi0|Vi0∩φ−1ij (Vj0)
= fj0 ◦ φij |Vi0∩φ−1ij (Vj0)
+O(si).
Remark 2.25. Although they do not define morphisms between Kuranishi
spaces, Fukaya, Oh, Ohta and Ono [18, Def. 6.6], [10, Def. A1.13], [15, Def. 4.6]
do define (strongly) smooth maps f : X → Y from a Kuranishi space X to a
manifold Y . Their definition is like Example 2.24, apart from the O(si) terms.
Example 2.26. Let X,Y be µ-Kuranishi spaces, with notation (2.14)–(2.15).
We will define a product µ-Kuranishi space X × Y = (X × Y,K), with
K =
(
I × J, (W(i,j), F(i,j), t(i,j), ω(i,j))(i,j)∈I×J , Φ(i,j)(i′,j′), (i,j),(i′,j′)∈I×J
)
,
where for all (i, j) ∈ I ×J we haveW(i,j) = Ui×Vj , F(i,j) = π
∗
Ui
(Di)⊕π∗Vj (Ej),
and t(i,j) = π
∗
Ui
(ri)⊕π∗Vj (sj) so that t
−1
(i,j)(0) = r
−1
i (0)×s
−1
j (0), and ω(i,j) = χi×
ψj : r
−1
i (0)×s
−1
j (0)→ X×Y . Also, for all (i, j), (i
′, j′) ∈ I×J , if (Uii′ , τii′ , τˆii′ )
represents Tii′ and (Vjj′ , υjj′ , υˆjj′ ) represents Υjj′ in the µ-Kuranishi structures
on X,Y , we have Φ(i,j)(i′,j′) =
[
Uii′ × Vjj′ , τii′ × υjj′ , π
∗
Uii′
(τˆii′ )⊕ π
∗
Vjj′
(υˆjj′ )
]
.
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One can check that K is a µ-Kuranishi structure on X × Y with dimension
vdim(X × Y ) = vdimX + vdimY , independent of choices. There are natural
projection morphisms πX :X × Y → X and πY :X × Y → Y , with
πX =
(
πX , (πX)(i,j)i′, (i,j)∈I×J, i′∈I
)
,
where (πX)(i,j)i′ =
[
Uii′ × Vj , τii′ ◦ πUii′ , π
∗
Uii′
(τˆii′ )⊕ 0
]
in the notation above,
and πY is similar. Then X × Y ,πX ,πY are a product in µKur in the sense
of category theory. That is, given any morphisms f : W → X, g : W → Y
in µKur, there is a unique morphism h : W → X × Y with πX ◦ h = f and
πY ◦ h = g. We write h = (f , g), and call it the direct product.
Products of µ-Kuranishi spaces are associative and commutative, up to
canonical isomorphism, so we generally omit brackets in products likeX×Y×Z.
Example 2.27. Now that we have a category µKur of µ-Kuranishi spaces
including manifolds as a subcategory, we can define the action of a Lie group
G on a µ-Kuranishi space X in an essentially trivial way: such an action is a
morphism of µ-Kuranishi spaces µ : G×X →X satisfying the usual relations
µ ◦ (π1 × (µ ◦ π23)) = µ ◦ ((µG ◦ π12)× π3) : G×G×X −→ X,
µ ◦ (1× idX) = idX ,
where π1 : G×G×X → G is projection to the first factor, π23 : G×G×X →
G×X projection to the second and third factors, and so on, µG : G×G→ G is
group multiplication, and 1 ∈ G the identity, regarded as a smooth map ∗ → G.
Here products of µ-Kuranishi spaces G×X, G×G×X are as in Example 2.26.
Fukaya, Oh, Ohta and Ono use finite group actions on Kuranishi spaces
in [9], [13, §7], and T n-actions on Kuranishi spaces in [11, 12].
2.4 µ-Kuranishi neighbourhoods on µ-Kuranishi spaces
At the beginning of differential geometry, one defines manifolds X and smooth
maps f : X → Y in terms of an atlas
{
(Ui, ϕi) : i ∈ I
}
of charts on X , and
transition functions ϕij = ϕ
−1
j ◦ ϕi|ϕ−1i (Imϕj)
between charts (Ui, ϕi), (Uj , ϕj).
However, one quickly comes to regard actually choosing an atlas onX or working
explicitly with atlases as unnatural and inelegant, so we generally suppress them,
working with ‘local coordinates’ on X if we really need to reduce things to Rn.
We now wish to advocate a similar philosophy for working with µ-Kuranishi
spaces X = (X,K), in which, like atlases, actually choosing or working explic-
itly with µ-Kuranishi structures K =
(
I, (Vi, Ei, si, ψi)i∈I ,Φij, i,j∈I
)
is regarded
as inelegant and to be avoided where possible, andX is understood to exist as a
geometric space independently of any choices of I, (Vi, Ei, si, ψi), . . . . Our ana-
logue of ‘local coordinates’ will be ‘µ-Kuranishi neighbourhoods on µ-Kuranishi
spaces’.
Definition 2.28. Suppose X = (X,K) is a µ-Kuranishi space, where K =(
I, (Vi, Ei, si, ψi)i∈I ,Φij, i,j∈I
)
. A µ-Kuranishi neighbourhood on X is data
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(Va, Ea, sa, ψa) and Φai, i∈I , where (Va, Ea, sa, ψa) is a µ-Kuranishi neighbour-
hood on the topological space X in the sense of Definition 2.2, and Φai :
(Va, Ea, sa, ψa) → (Vi, Ei, si, ψi) is a µ-coordinate change for each i ∈ I (over
S = Imψa ∩ Imψi, as usual), such that for all i, j ∈ I we have
Φij ◦ Φai = Φaj , (2.22)
where (2.22) holds over S = Imψa ∩ Imψi ∩ Imψj by our usual convention.
Here the subscript ‘a’ in (Va, Ea, sa, ψa) is just a label used to distinguish
µ-Kuranishi neighbourhoods, generally not in I. If we omit a we will write ‘∗’
in place of ‘a’ in Φai, giving Φ∗i : (V,E, s, ψ)→ (Vi, Ei, si, ψi).
We will usually just say (Va, Ea, sa, ψa) or (V,E, s, ψ) is a µ-Kuranishi neigh-
bourhood on X , leaving the data Φai, i∈I or Φ∗i, i∈I implicit. We call such a
(V,E, s, ψ) a global µ-Kuranishi neighbourhood on X if Imψ = X .
The next theorem can be proved using the sheaf property Theorem 2.11 by
very similar methods to Theorem 2.22, noting that (2.23)–(2.24) imply that
Φab|Imψa∩Imψb∩Imψi = Φ
−1
bi ◦ Φai, fab|Imψa∩Imψi∩
f−1(Imψb∩Imψj)
= Φ−1bj ◦ f ij ◦ Tbi,
so we leave the proof as an exercise for the reader.
Theorem 2.29. (a) Let X = (X,K) be a µ-Kuranishi space, where K =
(
I,
(Vi, Ei, si, ψi)i∈I ,Φij, i,j∈I
)
, and (Va, Ea, sa, ψa), (Vb, Eb, sb, ψb) be µ-Kuranishi
neighbourhoods on X, in the sense of Definition 2.28. Then there is a unique
µ-coordinate change Φab : (Va, Ea, sa, ψa)→ (Vb, Eb, sb, ψb) in the sense of Def-
inition 2.6 such that for all i ∈ I we have
Φbi ◦ Φab = Φai, (2.23)
which holds on Imψa ∩ Imψb ∩ Imψi by our usual convention. We will call
Φab the µ-coordinate change between the µ-Kuranishi neighbourhoods
(Va, Ea, sa, ψa), (Vb, Eb, sb, ψb) on the µ-Kuranishi space X.
(b) Let f :X → Y be a morphism of µ-Kuranishi spaces, with notation (2.14)–
(2.15), and let (Ua, Da, ra, χa), (Vb, Eb, sb, ψb) be µ-Kuranishi neighbourhoods on
X,Y respectively, in the sense of Definition 2.28. Then there is a unique mor-
phism fab : (Ua, Da, ra, χa) → (Vb, Eb, sb, ψb) of µ-Kuranishi neighbourhoods
over f, such that for all i ∈ I and j ∈ J we have
Φbj ◦ fab = f ij ◦ Tbi, (2.24)
which holds on Imψa ∩ Imψi ∩ f−1(Imψb ∩ Imψj) by our usual convention.
We will call fab the morphism of µ-Kuranishi neighbourhoods (Va, Ea,
sa, ψa), (Vb, Eb, sb, ψb) over f :X → Y .
Remark 2.30. Note that we make the (potentially confusing) distinction be-
tween µ-Kuranishi neighbourhoods (Vi, Ei, si, ψi) on a topological space X , as in
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Definition 2.2, and µ-Kuranishi neighbourhoods (Va, Ea, sa, ψa) on a µ-Kuran-
ishi space X = (X,K), which are as in Definition 2.28, and come equipped with
the extra implicit data Φai, i∈I giving the compatibility with the µ-Kuranishi
structure K on X .
We also distinguish between µ-coordinate changes Φij : (Vi, Ei, si, ψi) →
(Vj , Ej , sj, ψj) between µ-Kuranishi neighbourhoods on a topological space X ,
which are as in Definition 2.2 and for which there may be many choices or none,
and µ-coordinate changes Φab : (Va, Ea, sa, ψa) → (Vb, Eb, sb, ψb) between µ-
Kuranishi neighbourhoods on a µ-Kuranishi space X, which are as in Theorem
2.29(a), and are unique.
Similarly, we distinguish between morphisms f ij : (Ui, Di, ri, χi) → (Vj ,
Ej , sj , ψj) of µ-Kuranishi neighbourhoods over a continuous map of topological
spaces f : X → Y , which are as in Definition 2.3 and for which there may be
many choices or none, and morphisms fab : (Ua, Da, ra, χa)→ (Vb, Eb, sb, ψb) of
µ-Kuranishi neighbourhoods over a morphism of µ-Kuranishi spaces f :X → Y ,
which are as in Theorem 2.29(b), and are unique.
Proposition 2.31. Let X = (X,K) be a µ-Kuranishi space, and
{
(Va, Ea,
sa, ψa) : a ∈ A
}
a family of µ-Kuranishi neighbourhoods on X with X =⋃
a∈A Imψa. For all a, b ∈ A, let Φab : (Va, Ea, sa, ψa)→ (Vb, Eb, sb, ψb) be the
µ-coordinate change from Theorem 2.29(a). Then K′=
(
A, (Va, Ea, sa, ψa)a∈A,
Φab, a,b∈A
)
is a µ-Kuranishi structure on X, and X ′ = (X,K′) is canonically
isomorphic to X in µKur.
Proof. Write K =
(
I, (Vi, Ei, si, ψi)i∈I ,Φij, i,j∈I
)
. Let Φab for all a, b ∈ A be as
in Theorem 2.29(a). We claim that K′ =
(
A, (Va, Ea, sa, ψa)a∈A,Φab, a,b∈A
)
is
a µ-Kuranishi structure on X . Definition 2.18(a)–(d) are immediate. For (e),
note that Φaa, id(Va,Ea,sa,ψa) : (Va, Ea, sa, ψa) → (Va, Ea, sa, ψa) both satisfy
the conditions of Theorem 2.29(a) with a = b, so by uniqueness we have Φaa =
id(Va,Ea,sa,ψa). Similarly, for a, b, c ∈ A we can show that Φbc◦Φab and Φac are µ-
coordinate changes (Va, Ea, sa, ψa)→ (Vc, Ec, sc, ψc) over Imψa ∩ Imψb ∩ Imψc
satisfying the conditions of Theorem 2.29(a), so uniqueness gives Φbc◦Φab = Φac,
proving (f). Hence K′ is a µ-Kuranishi structure.
To show X,X ′ are canonically isomorphic, note that each (Va, Ea, sa, ψa)
comes equipped with implicit extra data Φai, i∈I . Define morphisms f : X →
X ′ and g : X ′ → X by f =
(
idX ,Φai, a∈A, i∈I
)
and g =
(
idX ,Φ
−1
ai, i∈I, a∈A
)
.
It is easy to check that f , g are morphisms in µKur with g ◦ f = idX and
f ◦ g = idX′ . So f , g are canonical isomorphisms.
As the µ-Kuranishi neighbourhoods (Vi, Ei, si, ψi) in the µ-Kuranishi struc-
ture on X are µ-Kuranishi neighbourhoods on X, we deduce:
Corollary 2.32. Let X = (X,K) be a µ-Kuranishi space with K =
(
I, (Vi,
Ei, si, ψi)i∈I ,Φij, i,j∈I
)
. Suppose J ⊆ I with
⋃
j∈J Imψj = X. Then K
′ =(
J, (Vi, Ei, si, ψi)i∈J ,Φij, i,j∈J
)
is a µ-Kuranishi structure on X, and X ′ =
(X,K′) is canonically isomorphic to X in µKur.
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Thus, adding or subtracting extra µ-Kuranishi neighbourhoods to the µ-
Kuranishi structure of X leaves X unchanged up to canonical isomorphism.
We can now state our:
Philosophy for working with µ-Kuranishi spaces: a good way to think
about the ‘real’ geometric structure on µ-Kuranishi spaces is as follows:
(i) Every µ-Kuranishi space X has an underlying topological space X, and
a large collection of ‘µ-Kuranishi neighbourhoods’ (Va, Ea, sa, ψa) on X,
which are µ-Kuranishi neighbourhoods on X in the sense of §2.1, but with
an additional compatibility with the µ-Kuranishi structure on X.
We think of (Va, Ea, sa, ψa) as a choice of ‘local coordinates’ on X.
(ii) For µ-Kuranishi neighbourhoods (Va, Ea, sa, ψa),(Vb, Eb, sb, ψb) on X, we
get a natural µ-coordinate change Φab : (Va, Ea, sa, ψa)→(Vb, Eb, sb, ψb).
(iii) A morphism of µ-Kuranishi spaces f :X → Y has an underlying contin-
uous map f : X → Y . If (Ua, Da, ra, χa), (Vb, Eb, sb, ψb) are µ-Kuranishi
neighbourhoods on X,Y , there is a natural morphism fab : (Ua, Da, ra,
χa)→ (Vb, Eb, sb, ψb) over f .
(iv) The natural µ-coordinate changes and morphisms in (ii),(iii) behave in the
obvious functorial ways under compositions and identities.
(v) The family of µ-Kuranishi neighbourhoods on X is closed under several
natural constructions. For example:
(a) If (V,E, s, ψ) is a µ-Kuranishi neighbourhood on X and V ′ ⊆ V
is open then
(
V ′, E|V ′ , s|V ′ , ψ|V ′∩s−1(0)
)
is a µ-Kuranishi neighbour-
hood on X.
(b) If (V,E, s, ψ) is a µ-Kuranishi neighbourhood on X and π : F → V
is a vector bundle then
(
F, π∗(E)⊕ π∗(F ), π∗(s)⊕ idF , ψ ◦ π|···
)
is a
µ-Kuranishi neighbourhood on X.
(vi) The collection of all µ-Kuranishi neighbourhoods (Va, Ea, sa, ψa) on X is
‘much larger’ than a particular atlas
{
(Vi, Ei, si, ψi) : i ∈ I
}
.
There are so many µ-Kuranishi neighbourhoods on X that we can often
choose them to satisfy extra conditions. Two examples of this [43]:
(a) For any f : X → Y , we can choose families of µ-Kuranishi neigh-
bourhoods (Ua, Da, ra, χa)a∈A which cover X and (Vb, Eb, sb, ψb)b∈B
which cover Y , such that fab = [Uab, fab, fˆab] in (iii) is represented
by (Uab, fab, fˆab) with fab : Uab → Vb a submersion, for all a, b.
(b) If X is a compact µ-Kuranishi space, there is a µ-Kuranishi neigh-
bourhood (V,E, s, ψ) on X with Imψ = X.
2.5 Tangent spaces and obstruction spaces
A manifold X has tangent spaces TxX for x ∈ X , which behave functorially
under smooth maps of manifolds f : X → Y . Similarly, for a µ-Kuranishi
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spaceX we will define a tangent space TxX and obstruction space OxX, which
behave functorially under morphisms f :X → Y .
Definition 2.33. Let X = (X,K) be a µ-Kuranishi space, with K =
(
I, (Vi,
Ei, si, ψi)i∈I ,Φij, i,j∈I
)
, and let x ∈X .
For each i ∈ I with x ∈ Imψi, set vi = ψ
−1
i (x), and define finite-dimensional
real vector spaces Kxi , C
x
i by the exact sequence
0 // Kxi // TviVi
dsi|vi // Ei|vi // C
x
i
// 0, (2.25)
where dsi|vi is as in (2.8), so that K
x
i , C
x
i are the kernel and cokernel of dsi|vi .
Also dimKxi − dimC
x
i = dimTviVi − dimEi|vi = dim Vi − rankEi = vdimX.
For i, j ∈ I with x ∈ Imψi ∩ Imψj , let (Vij , φij , φˆij) represent the ∼-
equivalence class Φij=[Vij , φij , φˆij ]. Then we form a diagram with exact rows
0 // Kxi //
κx
Vij,φij,φˆij
∼=

TviVi dsi|vi
//
dφij|vi
Ei|vi
φˆij |vi
// Cxi
γx
Vij ,φij,φˆij
∼=

// 0
0 // Kxj // TvjVj
dsj |vj // Ej |vj // C
x
j
// 0.
(2.26)
From Definition 2.3(d) and si(vi) = 0, the central square of (2.26) commutes,
and so by exactness there exist unique linear maps κx
Vij ,φij ,φˆij
, γx
Vij ,φij ,φˆij
making
the diagram commute. As Φij = [Vij , φij , φˆij ] is a µ-coordinate change, Theorem
2.13 says (2.8) is exact, so κx
Vij ,φij ,φˆij
, γx
Vij ,φij ,φˆij
are isomorphisms.
Suppose (V ′ij , φ
′
ij , φˆ
′
ij) is another representative, so that (V
′
ij , φ
′
ij , φˆ
′
ij) ∼
(Vij , φij , φˆij), and there exist V˙ij and Λ satisfying (2.1). Restricting the deriva-
tive of the first equation and the second equation of (2.1) to vi gives
dφ′ij |vi = dφij |vi + Λ|vi ◦ dsi|vi and φˆ
′
ij |vi = φˆij |vi + dsj |vj ◦ Λ|vi . (2.27)
Combining (2.27) with (2.26) for (Vij , φij , φˆij) and (V
′
ij , φ
′
ij , φˆ
′
ij), we can show
that κx
V ′ij ,φ
′
ij ,φˆ
′
ij
= κx
Vij ,φij ,φˆij
and γx
V ′ij ,φ
′
ij ,φˆ
′
ij
= γx
Vij ,φij ,φˆij
. Thus κx
Vij ,φij ,φˆij
,
γx
Vij ,φij ,φˆij
depend only on the ∼-equivalence class Φij , so we write κxij =
κx
Vij ,φij ,φˆij
and γxij = γ
x
Vij ,φij ,φˆij
.
If i, j, k ∈ I with x ∈ Imψi ∩ Imψj ∩ Imψk then from Definition 2.18(f) and
(2.26) for i, j, j, k and i, k we can deduce that κxik = κ
x
jk ◦ κ
x
ij : K
x
i → K
x
k and
γxik = γ
x
jk ◦ γ
x
ij : C
x
i → C
x
k . To summarize: for any i ∈ I with x ∈ Imψi we get
vector spaces Kxi , C
x
i with dimK
x
i − dimC
x
i = vdimX. For two such i, j we
get canonical isomorphisms κxij : K
x
i → K
x
j , γ
x
ij : C
x
i → C
x
j , where three such
i, j, k satisfy κxik = κ
x
jk ◦ κ
x
ij and γ
x
ik = γ
x
jk ◦ γ
x
ij .
Define the tangent space TxX and obstruction space OxX of X at x by
TxX =
∐
i∈I:x∈Imψi
Kxi / ≈ and OxX =
∐
i∈I:x∈Imψi
Cxi / ≍, (2.28)
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where ≈ is the equivalence relation ki ≈ kj if ki ∈ Kxi and kj ∈ K
x
j with
κxij(ki) = kj , and ≍ the equivalence relation ci ≍ cj if ci ∈ C
x
i and cj ∈ C
x
j with
γxij(ci) = cj . Then TxX, OxX are finite-dimensional real vector spaces with
canonical isomorphisms TxX ∼= Kxi and OxX
∼= Cxi for each i ∈ I with x ∈
Imψi; the fuss above is just to make the definition of TxX, OxX independent
of the choice of i. We have
dimTxX − dimOxX = vdimX. (2.29)
In contrast to manifolds, dimTxX, dimOxX may not be locally constant
functions of x ∈ X, but only upper semicontinuous, so TxX, OxX are not
fibres of vector bundles on X.
The dual vector spaces of TxX, OxX will be called the cotangent space,
written T ∗xX, and the coobstruction space, written O
∗
xX.
By (2.25), for any i ∈ I with x ∈ Imψi we have a canonical exact sequence
0 // TxX // TviVi
dsi|vi // Ei|vi // OxX // 0. (2.30)
More generally, the argument above shows that if (Va, Ea, sa, ψa) is any µ-
Kuranishi neighbourhood on X in the sense of §2.4 with x ∈ Imψa, we have a
canonical exact sequence analogous to (2.30).
Now let f : X → Y be a morphism of µ-Kuranishi spaces, with notation
(2.14)–(2.15), and let x ∈ X with f(x) = y ∈ Y , so we have TxX, OxX,
TyY , OyY . Suppose i ∈ I with x ∈ Imχi and j ∈ J with y ∈ Imψj , so we have
a morphism f ij = [Uij , fij , fˆij ] in f . Choose a representative (Uij , fij , fˆij). As
for (2.26), consider the diagram
0 // TxX //
Txf

TuiUi dri|ui
//
dfij |ui
Di|ui
fˆij |ui
// OxX
Oxf

// 0
0 // TyY // TvjVj
dsj |vj // Ej |vj // OyY // 0,
(2.31)
where the rows are (2.30) for X, x, i and Y , y, j and so are exact. The central
square commutes, so there are unique linear maps Txf : TxX → TyY and
Oxf : OxX → OyY making (2.31) commute.
A similar argument to that for κxij , γ
x
ij above shows that these Txf , Oxf are
independent of the choice of representative (Uij , fij , fˆij), and so depend only
on f ij , and are also independent of the choices of i ∈ I and j ∈ J , so that
Txf , Oxf depend only on x ∈X and f :X → Y .
If (Ua, Da, ra, χa) and (Vb, Eb, sb, ψb) are any µ-Kuranishi neighbourhoods
on X,Y respectively in the sense of §2.4 with x ∈ Imψa, y ∈ Imψb, and
fab = [Uab, fab, fˆab] is the morphism of µ-Kuranishi neighbourhoods over f
given by Theorem 2.29(b), then setting ua = χ
−1
a (x), vb = ψ
−1
b (y), then the
argument of (2.31) shows that the following commutes, with exact rows:
0 // TxX //
Txf

TuaUa dra|ua
//
dfab|ua
Da|ua
fˆab|ua
// OxX
Oxf

// 0
0 // TyY // TvbVb
dsb|vb // Eb|vb // OyY // 0.
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If g : Y → Z is another morphism of µ-Kuranishi spaces and g(y) = z ∈ Z
then combining (2.31) for f , g and g ◦ f , it is easy to see that
Tx(g ◦ f) = Tyg ◦ Txf : TxX −→ TzZ,
Ox(g ◦ f) = Oyg ◦Oxf : OxX −→ OzZ.
Also TxidX = idTxX : TxX → TxX, OxidX = idOxX : OxX → OxX. So
tangent and obstruction spaces are functorial.
Remark 2.34. In applications, tangent and obstruction spaces will often have
the following interpretation. Suppose a µ-Kuranishi spaceX is the moduli space
of solutions of a nonlinear elliptic equation on a compact manifold, written as
X ∼= Φ−1(0) for Φ : V → E a Fredholm section of a Banach vector bundle
E → V over a Banach manifold V . Then dxΦ : TxV → Ex is a linear Fredholm
map of Banach spaces for x ∈ X, and TxX ∼= Ker(dxΦ), OxX ∼= Coker(dxΦ).
We finish by quoting a few definitions and results from the sequel [43], to
show tangent and obstruction spaces are very useful when working with µ-
Kuranishi spaces. There are two natural notions of submersion, immersion and
embedding of µ-Kuranishi spaces, a weak and a strong:
Definition 2.35 ([43]). Let f :X → Y be a morphism of µ-Kuranishi spaces.
(a) Call f a w-submersion if Oxf : OxX → Of(x)Y is surjective for all x ∈ X.
(b) Call f a submersion if Txf : TxX → Tf(x)Y is surjective andOxf : OxX →
Of(x)Y is an isomorphism for all x ∈X.
(c) Call f a w-immersion if Txf : TxX → Tf(x)Y is injective for all x ∈ X, and
a w-embedding if f is a w-immersion and f : X → f(X) is a homeomorphism.
(d) Call f an immersion if Txf : TxX → Tf(x)Y is injective and Oxf : OxX →
Of(x)Y is surjective for all x ∈ X, and an embedding if f is an immersion and
f : X → f(X) is a homeomorphism.
The natural notion of transverse morphisms of µ-Kuranishi spaces involves
obstruction spaces rather than tangent spaces:
Definition 2.36 ([43]). Let g : X → Z and h : Y → Z be morphisms of
µ-Kuranishi spaces. Call g,h d-transverse if for all x ∈ X and y ∈ Y with
g(x) = h(y) = z ∈ Z, the map Oxg ⊕Oyh : OxX ⊕OyY → OzZ is surjective.
If g or h is a w-submersion, then g,h are automatically d-transverse.
Here are some sample results:
Example 2.37 ( [43]). (i) A µ-Kuranishi space X is a manifold, in the sense
of Definition 2.23, if and only if OxX = 0 for all x ∈X.
(ii) A morphism f :X → Y in µKur is e´tale (a local isomorphism) if and only
if Txf : TxX → Tf(x)Y and Oxf : OxX → Of(x)Y are isomorphisms for all
x ∈ X. If also f : X → Y is a bijection, then f is an isomorphism.
(iii) Let X be a µ-Kuranishi space, Y a manifold, and f : X →֒ Y an em-
bedding. Then there exists an open neighbourhood V of f(X) in Y, a vector
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bundle E → V, and a smooth section s : V → E with s−1(0) = f(X) ⊆ V ⊆ Y,
so we may define ψ = f−1 : s−1(0) → X, and then (V,E, s, ψ) may be given
the structure of a global µ-Kuranishi neighbourhood on X, as in §2.4. Thus
X ∼= SV,E,s in µKur, for SV,E,s as in Example 2.20.
(iv) Let g :X → Z and h : Y → Z be d-transverse morphisms of µ-Kuranishi
spaces. Then we can construct a ‘fibre product’ W = X ×g,Z,h Y in µKur,
with topological space W =
{
(x, y) ∈ X × Y : g(x) = h(y) ∈ Z
}
and virtual
dimension vdimW = vdimX + vdimY − vdimZ. If g is a submersion and Y
is a manifold, then W is a manifold.
Note that this is not a fibre product in the sense of category theory, that
is, W does not satisfy a universal property in µKur. Section 4 constructs a
weak 2-category of Kuranishi spaces Kur, and §4.7 defines a full 2-subcategory
mKur ⊂ Kur of ‘m-Kuranishi spaces’, and shows that µKur ≃ Ho(mKur),
where Ho(mKur) is the homotopy category of the 2-categorymKur. As in [43],
W is in fact a genuine fibre product in the 2-category mKur, and satisfies
a universal property involving 2-morphisms there, but this universal property
does not descend to Ho(mKur) ≃ µKur. Thus, µKur does not have as good
categorical properties as mKur.
3 µ-Kuranishi spaces with corners
We now extend §2 from µ-Kuranishi spaces without boundary, to µ-Kuranishi
spaces with boundary or corners. To do this we need a good theory of man-
ifolds with corners. So we begin in §3.1–§3.4 with background on manifolds
with (g-)corners, boundaries, corners, and (b-)tangent bundles. Then §3.5–§3.8
generalize §3.1–§3.4 to µ-Kuranishi spaces with corners.
There are several interesting, non-equivalent ways to define a category of
manifolds with corners. Our definitions of (µ-)Kuranishi spaces with corners
in §3.5–§3.8 and §5 are not very sensitive to the details of these: given any
category M˜anc of manifolds with corners satisfying a list of basic properties,
we get a corresponding category µK˜urc of µ-Kuranishi spaces with corners, and
a corresponding weak 2-category K˜urc of Kuranishi spaces with corners.
Sections 3.1 discusses categories of manifolds with corners. Our primary
definition, written Manc, has morphisms Melrose’s ‘b-maps’ [45, 54–56], which
we just call ‘smooth maps’. We chose these as they are more general than most
other definitions, but preserve a lot of interesting structure. We give subcate-
gories Mancst,Man
c
in,Man
c
is,Man
c
si ⊂Man
c with restrictions on morphisms.
Section 3.4 explains the author’s notion [40] of manifolds with generalized
corners, or g-corners, which form a category Mangc with Manc ⊂ Mangc as
a full subcategory, with subcategoriesMangcin ,Man
gc
si ⊂Man
gc. Each of these
categories of manifolds with corners yields a category of µ-Kuranishi spaces
µKurc, µKurcst, µKur
c
in, µKur
c
is, µKur
c
si, µKur
gc, µKurgcin , µKur
gc
si in
§3.5–§3.8, and similarly for 2-categories of Kuranishi spaces in §5. The notation
of §3.1–§3.4 follows [40].
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3.1 Several categories of manifolds with corners
We now define our main categoryManc of manifolds with corners. The relation
of our definitions to others in the literature is explained in Remark 3.3.
Definition 3.1. Use the notation Rmk = [0,∞)
k × Rm−k for 0 6 k 6 m, and
write points of Rmk as u = (u1, . . . , um) for u1, . . . , uk ∈ [0,∞), uk+1, . . . , um ∈
R. Let U ⊆ Rmk and V ⊆ R
n
l be open, and f = (f1, . . . , fn) : U → V be a
continuous map, which implies that fj = fj(u1, . . . , um) maps U → [0,∞) for
j = 1, . . . , l and U → R for j = l + 1, . . . , n. Then we say:
(a) f is weakly smooth if all derivatives ∂
a1+···+am
∂u
a1
1 ···∂u
am
m
fj(u1, . . . , um) : U → R ex-
ist and are continuous in for all j = 1, . . . ,m and a1, . . . , am > 0, including
one-sided derivatives where ui = 0 for i = 1, . . . , k.
By Seeley’s Extension Theorem, this is equivalent to requiring fj to extend
to a smooth function f ′j : U
′ → R on open neighbourhood U ′ of U in Rm.
(b) f is smooth if it is weakly smooth and every u = (u1, . . . , um) ∈ U has an
open neighbourhood U˜ in U such that for each j = 1, . . . , l, either:
(i) we may uniquely write fj(u˜1, . . . , u˜m) = Fj(u˜1, . . . , u˜m)·u˜
a1,j
1 · · · u˜
ak,j
k
for all (u˜1, . . . , u˜m) ∈ U˜ , where Fj : U˜ → (0,∞) is weakly smooth
and a1,j , . . . , ak,j ∈ N = {0, 1, 2, . . .}, with ai,j = 0 if ui 6= 0; or
(ii) fj |U˜ = 0.
(c) f is interior if it is smooth, and case (b)(ii) does not occur.
(d) f is b-normal if it is interior, and in case (b)(i), for each i = 1, . . . , k we
have ai,j > 0 for at most one j = 1, . . . , l.
(e) f is strongly smooth if it is smooth, and in case (b)(i), for each j = 1, . . . , l
we have ai,j = 1 for at most one i = 1, . . . , k, and ai,j = 0 otherwise.
(f) f is simple if it is interior, and in case (b)(i), for each i = 1, . . . , k with
ui = 0 we have ai,j = 1 for exactly one j = 1, . . . , l and ai,j = 0 otherwise,
and for all j = 1, . . . , l we have ai,j = 1 for at most one i = 1, . . . , k.
Simple maps are strongly smooth and b-normal. (µ-)coordinate changes
for (µ-)Kuranishi neighbourhoods with corners involve simple maps.
(g) f is a diffeomorphism if it is a bijection and both f : U → V and f−1 :
V → U are weakly smooth.
This implies that f, f−1 are also smooth, interior, b-normal, strongly
smooth, and simple. Hence, all the different definitions of smooth maps of
manifolds with corners we discuss yield the same notion of diffeomorphism.
All seven of these classes of maps f : U → V include identities, and are
closed under compositions from f : U → V , g : V → W to g ◦ f : U → W .
Thus, each of them makes the open subsets U ⊆ Rmk for all m, k into a category.
Also, all seven classes form sheaves on the domain.
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Definition 3.2. Let X be a second countable Hausdorff topological space. An
m-dimensional chart on X is a pair (U, φ), where U ⊆ Rmk is open for some
0 6 k 6 m, and φ : U → X is a homeomorphism with an open set φ(U) ⊆ X .
Let (U, φ), (V, ψ) be m-dimensional charts on X . We call (U, φ) and (V, ψ)
compatible if ψ−1 ◦ φ : φ−1
(
φ(U) ∩ ψ(V )
)
→ ψ−1
(
φ(U) ∩ ψ(V )
)
is a diffeomor-
phism between open subsets of Rmk ,R
m
l , in the sense of Definition 3.1(g).
An m-dimensional atlas for X is a system {(Ua, φa) : a ∈ A} of pairwise
compatible m-dimensional charts on X with X =
⋃
a∈A φa(Ua). We call such
an atlas maximal if it is not a proper subset of any other atlas. Any atlas
{(Ua, φa) : a ∈ A} is contained in a unique maximal atlas, the set of all charts
(U, φ) of this type on X which are compatible with (Ua, φa) for all a ∈ A.
An m-dimensional manifold with corners is a second countable Hausdorff
topological space X equipped with a maximal m-dimensional atlas. Usually we
refer to X as the manifold, leaving the atlas implicit, and by a chart (U, φ) on
X , we mean an element of the maximal atlas.
Now let X,Y be manifolds with corners of dimensions m,n, and f : X → Y
a continuous map. We call f weakly smooth, or smooth, or interior, or b-normal,
or strongly smooth, or simple, if whenever (U, φ), (V, ψ) are charts on X,Y with
U ⊆ Rmk , V ⊆ R
n
l open, then
ψ−1 ◦ f ◦ φ : (f ◦ φ)−1(ψ(V )) −→ V (3.1)
is weakly smooth, or smooth, or interior, or b-normal, or strongly smooth, or
simple, respectively, as maps between open subsets of Rmk ,R
n
l in the sense of Def-
inition 3.1. It is sufficient to check this on any collections of charts (Ua, φa)a∈A
covering X and (Vb, ψb)b∈B covering Y .
We call f : X → Y a diffeomorphism if f is a bijection and f : X → Y ,
f−1 : Y → X are weakly smooth. This implies f, f−1 are also smooth, interior,
strongly smooth, and simple.
These seven classes of (a) weakly smooth maps, (b) smooth maps, (c) interior
maps, (d) b-normal maps, (e) strongly smooth maps, (f) simple maps, and (g)
diffeomorphisms, of manifolds with corners, all contain identities and are closed
under composition, so each makes manifolds with corners into a category.
In this book, we work with smooth maps of manifolds with corners (as we
have defined them), and we writeManc for the category with objects manifolds
with corners X,Y, and morphisms smooth maps f : X → Y in the sense above.
We will also write Mancin,Man
c
st,Man
c
is,Man
c
si for the subcategories of
Manc with morphisms interior maps, and strongly smooth maps, and interior
strongly smooth maps, and simple maps, respectively.
Write Mˇanc for the category whose objects are disjoint unions
∐∞
m=0Xm,
where Xm is a manifold with corners of dimension m, allowing Xm = ∅, and
whose morphisms are continuous maps f :
∐∞
m=0Xm →
∐∞
n=0 Yn, such that
f |Xm∩f−1(Yn) :
(
Xm ∩ f−1(Yn)
)
→ Yn is a smooth map of manifolds with
corners for all m,n > 0. Objects of Mˇanc will be called manifolds with corners
of mixed dimension. We regard Manc as a full subcategory of Mˇanc.
Alternatively, we can regard Mˇanc as the category defined exactly as for
Manc above, except that in defining atlases {(Ua, φa) : a ∈ A} on X , we
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omit the condition that all charts (Ua, φa) in the atlas must have the same
dimension dimUa = m.
We will also write Mˇancin, Mˇan
c
st, Mˇan
c
is, Mˇan
c
si for the subcategories of
Mˇanc with the same objects, and morphisms interior, or strongly smooth, or
interior strongly smooth, or simple maps, respectively.
Remark 3.3. Some references on manifolds with corners are Cerf [6], Douady
[8], Gillam and Molcho [19, §6.7], Kottke and Melrose [45], Margalef-Roig and
Outerelo Dominguez [47], Melrose [54–56], Monthubert [60], and the author [34],
[39, §5]. Just as objects, without considering morphisms, most authors define
manifolds with corners as in Definition 3.2. However, Melrose [45, 54–56] and
authors who follow him impose an extra condition: in §3.2 we will define the
boundary ∂X of a manifold with corners X , with an immersion iX : ∂X → X .
Melrose requires that iX |C : C → X should be injective for each connected
component C of ∂X (such X are sometimes called manifolds with faces).
There is no general agreement in the literature on how to define smooth
maps, or morphisms, of manifolds with corners:
(i) Our notion of ‘smooth map’ in Definitions 3.1 and 3.2 is due to Melrose [56,
§1.12], [54, §1], [45, §1], who calls them b-maps.
Our notation of ‘interior maps’ and ‘b-normal maps’ is also due to Melrose.
(ii) Monthubert’s morphisms of manifolds with corners [60, Def. 2.8] coincide
with our strongly smooth b-normal maps.
(iii) The author [34] defined and studied ‘strongly smooth maps’ above (which
were just called ‘smooth maps’ in [34]).
Strongly smooth maps were also used to define 1-morphisms of d-manifolds
with corners in the 2012 version of [39]. However, the final version of [39]
will have a different definition using smooth maps (i.e. Melrose’s b-maps).
(iv) Gillam and Molcho’s morphisms of manifolds with corners [19, §6.7] coin-
cide with our ‘interior maps’.
(v) Most other authors, such as Cerf [6, §I.1.2], define smooth maps of mani-
folds with corners to be weakly smooth maps, in our notation.
3.2 Boundaries and corners of manifolds with corners
The material of this section broadly follows the author [34], [40, §2.2 & §3.4].
Definition 3.4. Let U ⊆ Rnl be open. For each u = (u1, . . . , un) in U , define
the depth depthU u of u in U to be the number of u1, . . . , ul which are zero.
That is, depthU u is the number of boundary faces of U containing u.
Let X be an n-manifold with corners. For x ∈ X , choose a chart (U, φ) on
the manifold X with φ(u) = x for u ∈ U , and define the depth depthX x of x
in X by depthX x = depthU u. This is independent of the choice of (U, φ). For
each l = 0, . . . , n, define the depth l stratum of X to be
Sl(X) =
{
x ∈ X : depthX x = l
}
.
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Then X =
∐n
l=0 S
l(X) and Sl(X) =
⋃n
k=l S
k(X). The interior of X is X◦ =
S0(X). Each Sl(X) has the structure of an (n− l)-manifold without boundary.
Definition 3.5. Let X be an n-manifold with corners, x ∈ X , and k =
0, 1, . . . , n. A local k-corner component γ of X at x is a local choice of con-
nected component of Sk(X) near x. That is, for each sufficiently small open
neighbourhood V of x in X , γ gives a choice of connected component W of
V ∩ Sk(X) with x ∈ W , and any two such choices V,W and V ′,W ′ must be
compatible in that x ∈ (W ∩W ′).
Let depthX x = l. Choose a chart (U, φ) on X with (0, . . . , 0) ∈ U ⊆ R
n
l
open and φ(0, . . . , 0) = x. Then we have
Sk(U) =
∐
16a1<a2<···<ak6l
{
(u1, . . . , un) ∈ U : uai = 0, i = 1, . . . , k,
uj 6= 0, j ∈ {1, . . . , l} \ {a1, . . . , ak}
}
.
(3.2)
For each choice of a1, . . . , ak, the subset on the right hand of (3.2) contains
(0, . . . , 0) in its closure in U , and its intersection with a small ball about
(0, . . . , 0) is connected. Thus this subset determines a local k-corner compo-
nent of U at (0, . . . , 0), and hence a local k-corner component of X at x.
Equation (3.2) implies that all local k-corner components of U at (0, . . . , 0)
and X at x are of this form. Therefore, local k-corner components of U ⊆ Rnl
at (0, . . . , 0) are in 1-1 correspondence with subsets {a1, . . . , ak} ⊆ {1, . . . , l} of
size k, and there are
(
depthX x
k
)
distinct local k-corner components of X at x.
When k = 1, we also call local 1-corner components local boundary compo-
nents of X at x. There are depthX x distinct local boundary components of X
at x. By considering the local model Rnl , it is easy to see that there is a natural
1-1 correspondence between local k-corner components γ of X at x, and (un-
ordered) sets {β1, . . . , βk} of k distinct local boundary components β1, . . . , βk
of X at x, such that if V is a sufficiently small open neighbourhood of x in X
and β1, . . . , βk and γ give connected components W1, . . . ,Wk of V ∩S1(X) and
W ′ of V ∩ Sk(X), then W ′ ⊆
⋂k
i=1Wi.
As sets, define the boundary ∂X and k-corners Ck(X) for k = 0, 1, . . . , n by
∂X =
{
(x, β) : x ∈ X , β is a local boundary component of X at x
}
, (3.3)
Ck(X) =
{
(x, γ) : x ∈ X , γ is a local k-corner component of X at x
}
, (3.4)
so that ∂X = C1(X). The 1-1 correspondence above shows that
Ck(X) ∼=
{
(x, {β1, . . . , βk}) : x ∈ X, β1, . . . , βk are distinct
local boundary components for X at x
}
.
(3.5)
Since each x ∈ X has a unique 0-boundary component, we have C0(X) ∼= X .
If (U, φ) is a chart on X with U ⊆ Rnl open, then for each i = 1, . . . , l we
can define a chart (Ui, φi) on ∂X by
Ui=
{
(v1, . . . , vn−1)∈R
n−1
l−1 : (v1, . . . , vi−1, 0, vi, . . . , vn−1)∈U ⊆ R
n
l
}
,
φi : (v1, . . . , vn−1) 7−→
(
φ(v1, . . . , vi−1, 0, vi, . . . , vn−1), φ∗({ui = 0})
)
.
(3.6)
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Similarly, if 0 6 k 6 l, then for each 1 6 a1 < · · · < ak 6 l we can define a
chart (U{a1,...,ak}, φ{a1,...,ak}) on Ck(X) by
U{a1,...,ak}=
{
(v1, . . . , vn−k)∈R
n−k
l−k : (v1, . . . , va1−1, 0, va1 , . . . , va2−2, 0,
va2−1, . . . , va3−3, 0, va3−2, . . . , vak−k, 0, vak−k+1, . . . , vn−k)∈U ⊆ R
n
l
}
,
φ{a1,...,ak} : (v1, . . . , vn−k) 7−→
(
φ(v1, . . . , va1−1, 0, va1 , . . . , va2−2, 0,
va2−1, . . . , va3−3, 0, va3−2, . . . , vak−k, 0, vak−k+1, . . . , vn−k),
φ∗({ua1 = · · · = uak = 0})
)
.
(3.7)
The families of all such charts on ∂X and Ck(X) are pairwise compatible, and
define atlases on ∂X and Ck(X). The corresponding maximal atlases make ∂X
into an (n− 1)-manifold with corners and Ck(X) into an (n− k)-manifold with
corners, with ∂X = C1(X) and C0(X) ∼= X as manifolds with corners.
Define the corners C(X) of X by
C(X) =
∐dimX
k=0 Ck(X), (3.8)
considered as an object of Mˇanc in Definition 3.2, a manifold with corners of
mixed dimension.
Define maps iX : ∂X → X , iX : Ck(X) → X and iX : C(X) → X by
iX : (x, β) 7→ x and iX : (x, γ) 7→ x. Since these are locally modelled on the
inclusion maps Ui →֒ U and U{a1,...,ak} →֒ U for Ui, U{a1,...,ak} as in (3.6)–(3.7),
these maps iX are smooth (in fact strongly smooth), but not interior.
Note that these maps iX may not be injective, since the preimage of x ∈ X
is depthX x points in ∂X and
(
depthX x
k
)
points in Ck(X). So we cannot regard
∂X and Ck(X) as subsets of X .
Since ∂X is a manifold with corners, we can iterate the process, and define
manifolds with corners ∂2X = ∂(∂X), ∂3X, . . . , ∂nX . To relate these to the
corners Ck(X), note that by considering local models U ⊆ R
n
l , it is easy to see
that there is a natural 1-1 correspondence{
local boundary components of ∂X at (x, β)
}
∼={
local boundary components β′ of X at x with β′ 6= β
}
.
(3.9)
Using this and induction, we can show that there is a natural identification
∂kX ∼=
{
(x, β1, . . . , βk) :x ∈ X, β1, . . . , βk are distinct
local boundary components for X at x
}
,
(3.10)
where under the identifications (3.10), the map i∂k−1X : ∂
kX → ∂k−1X maps
(x, β1, . . . , βk) 7→ (x, β1, . . . , βk−1). From (3.10), we see that there is a natural,
free action of the symmetric group Sk on ∂
kX , by permutation of β1, . . . , βk.
The action is by diffeomorphisms, so the quotient ∂kX/Sk is also a manifold with
corners. Dividing by Sk turns the ordered k-tuple β1, . . . , βk into an unordered
set {β1, . . . , βk}. So from (3.5), we see that there is a natural identification
Ck(X) ∼= ∂
kX/Sk, (3.11)
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which is a diffeomorphism.
We call X a manifold without boundary if ∂X = ∅, and a manifold with
boundary if ∂2X = ∅. We write Man and Manb for the full subcategories of
Manc with objects manifolds without boundary, and manifolds with boundary,
so that Man ⊂ Manb ⊂ Manc. This definition of Man is equivalent to the
usual definition of the category of manifolds.
Next we consider how smooth maps f : X → Y of manifolds with corners
act on boundaries ∂X, ∂Y and corners Ck(X), Cl(Y ). The following lemma is
easy to prove from Definition 3.1(b). The analogue is false for weakly smooth
maps, so the rest of the section does not work in the weakly smooth case.
Lemma 3.6. Let f : X → Y be a smooth map of manifolds with corners.
Then f is compatible with the depth stratifications X =
∐
k>0 S
k(X),
Y =
∐
l>0 S
l(Y ) in Definition 3.4, in the sense that if ∅ 6= W ⊆ Sk(X) is a
connected subset for some k > 0, then f(W ) ⊆ Sl(Y ) for some unique l > 0.
It is not true that general smooth f : X → Y induce maps ∂f : ∂X → ∂Y
or Ck(f) : Ck(Y ) → Ck(Y ) (although this does hold for simple maps, as in
Proposition 3.9). For example, if f : X → Y is the inclusion [0,∞) →֒ R then no
map ∂f : ∂X → ∂Y exists, as ∂X 6= ∅ and ∂Y = ∅. So boundaries and k-corners
do not give functors on Manc. However, if we work in the enlarged category
Mˇanc of Definition 3.2 and consider the full corners C(X) =
∐
k>0 Ck(X) in
(3.8), we can define a functor.
Definition 3.7. Let f : X → Y be a smooth map of manifolds with corners,
and suppose γ is a local k-corner component of X at x ∈ X . For each sufficiently
small open neighbourhood V of x in X , γ gives a choice of connected component
W of V ∩ Sk(X) with x ∈ W , so by Lemma 3.6 f(W ) ⊆ Sl(Y ) for some l > 0.
As f is continuous, f(W ) is connected, and f(x) ∈ f(W ). Thus there is a
unique l-corner component f∗(γ) of Y at f(x), such that if V˜ is a sufficiently
small open neighbourhood of f(x) in Y , then the connected component W˜ of
V˜ ∩ Sl(Y ) given by f∗(γ) has W˜ ∩ f(W ) 6= ∅. This f∗(γ) is independent of the
choice of sufficiently small V, V˜ , so is well-defined.
Define a map C(f) : C(X)→ C(Y ) by C(f) : (x, γ) 7→ (f(x), f∗(γ)). Given
charts (U, φ) on X and (V, ψ) on Y , so that (3.1) gives a smooth map ψ−1◦f ◦φ,
then in the charts (U{a1,...,ak}, φ{a1,...,ak}) on Ck(X) and (V{b1,...,bl}, ψ{b1,...,bl})
on Cl(Y ) defined from (U, φ) and (V, ψ) in (3.7), we see that
ψ−1{b1,...,bl} ◦ C(f) ◦ φ{a1,...,ak} : (f ◦ φ{a1,...,ak})
−1(ψ{b1,...,bl}(V{b1,...,bl}))
−→ V{b1,...,bl}
is just the restriction of ψ−1 ◦ f ◦ φ to a map from a codimension k boundary
face of U to a codimension l boundary face of V , and so is clearly smooth
in the sense of Definition 3.1. Since such charts (U{a1,...,ak}, φ{a1,...,ak}) and
(V{b1,...,bl}, ψ{b1,...,bl}) cover Ck(X) and Cl(Y ), it follows that C(f) is smooth
(that is, C(f) is a morphism in Mˇanc).
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If g : Y → Z is another smooth map of manifolds with corners, and γ is a
local k-corner component of X at x, it is easy to see that (g ◦f)∗(γ) = g∗ ◦f∗(γ)
in local m-corner components of Z at g ◦ f(x). Therefore C(g ◦ f) = C(g) ◦
C(f) : C(X) → C(Z). Clearly C(idX) = idC(X) : C(X) → C(X). Hence
C :Manc → Mˇanc is a functor, which we call the corner functor.
Here is a property of simple maps acting on local k-corner components:
Lemma 3.8. Let f : X → Y be a simple map of manifolds with corners, and
x ∈ X with f(x) = y ∈ Y . Then for each k > 0, mapping γ 7→ γ′ = f∗(γ) gives
a 1-1 correspondence between local k-corner components γ of X at x and local
k-corner components γ′ of Y at y, for the same k.
The following properties of the corner functor are easy to check using the
local models in Definition 3.1.
Proposition 3.9. Let f : X → Y be a smooth map of manifolds with corners.
(a) C(f) : C(X) → C(Y ) is an interior map of manifolds with corners of
mixed dimension, so C is a functor C :Manc → Mˇancin.
(b) f is interior if and only if C(f) maps C0(X)→ C0(Y ).
(c) f is b-normal if and only if C(f) maps Ck(X)→
∐k
l=0 Cl(Y ) for all k.
(d) If f is simple then C(f) maps Ck(X) → Ck(Y ) for all k > 0, and
Ck(f) := C(f)|Ck(X) : Ck(X)→ Ck(Y ) is also a simple map.
Part (d) implies that, writing Mancsi for the category with objects manifolds
with corners and morphisms simple maps, we have a boundary functor ∂ :
Mancsi → Man
c
si mapping X 7→ ∂X on objects and f 7→ ∂f := C(f)|C1(X) :
∂X → ∂Y on (simple) morphisms f : X → Y, and for all k > 0 a k-corner
functor Ck : Man
c
si → Man
c
si mapping X 7→ Ck(X) on objects and f 7→
Ck(f) := C(f)|Ck(X) : Ck(X)→ Ck(Y ) on morphisms.
Remark 3.10. We can think of a smooth map f : X → Y of manifolds with
corners as comprising both discrete and continuous data. Here by discrete data
we mean the following. Let F : (−ǫ, ǫ) ×X → Y be a smooth map for ǫ > 0,
and define ft : X → Y by ft(x) = F (t, x) for t ∈ (−ǫ, ǫ) and x ∈ X , so that ft is
smooth and depends smoothly on t ∈ (−ǫ, ǫ). Then discrete data is properties
of smooth maps f : X → Y which is constant in all such families ft, t ∈ (−ǫ, ǫ).
For example, each connected component of Sk(X) is mapped by f to some
connected component of some Sl(Y ), and these image components in Sl(Y ) are
discrete data. Also, choosing charts (U, φ), (V, ψ) on X,Y , which of Definition
3.1(b)(i) or (ii) hold for ψ−1 ◦ f ◦ φ in (3.1), and the values of ai,j in Definition
3.1(b)(i), are discrete data.
Note that discrete data need not be constant in continuous families ft, t ∈
(−ǫ, ǫ) of smooth maps ft : X → Y , but only those where F : (−ǫ, ǫ)×X → Y
mapping F : (t, x) 7→ ft(x) is smooth. For example, if X = ∗, Y = [0,∞) and
ft : ∗ 7→ t2, then f0 maps S0(X) → S1(Y ), but ft for t 6= 0 maps S0(X) →
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S0(Y ), so f0 and ft for t 6= 0 have different discrete data. This is allowed
because F : (−ǫ, ǫ)→ [0,∞), F : t 7→ t2 is not smooth in the sense of §3.1.
Prescribing discrete data is both an open and closed condition in the space
of all smooth maps f : X → Y , in a suitable topology. That f be interior, or
b-normal, or strongly smooth, or simple, in §3.1, are all discrete conditions on
f (though being a diffeomorphism is not). Discrete data is essential in defining
the corner functor C :Manc → Mˇanc above, and similar ideas.
Discrete data for f : X → Y is constant along any connected component of
Sk(X). So, for example, if f is interior/b-normal/strongly smooth/simple near
x ∈ Sk(X) ⊆ X , then f is also interior/b-normal/strongly smooth/simple near
x′ in X for any x′ in the same connected component of Sk(X) as x.
Weakly smooth maps do not contain any nontrivial local discrete data.
3.3 Tangent bundles and b-tangent bundles
Manifolds with corners X have two notions of tangent bundle with functorial
properties, the (ordinary) tangent bundle TX , the obvious generalization of
tangent bundles of manifolds without boundary, and the b-tangent bundle bTX
introduced by Melrose [55, §2.2], [56, §I.10], [54, §2]. Taking duals gives two
notions of cotangent bundle T ∗X, bT ∗X .
Definition 3.11. Let X be an m-manifold with corners. The tangent bundle
π : TX → X of X is a natural (unique up to canonical isomorphism) rank m
vector bundle on X . Here are two equivalent ways to characterize TX :
(a) In coordinate charts: let (U, φ) be a chart on X , with U ⊆ Rmk open.
Then over φ(U), TX is the trivial vector bundle with basis of sections
∂
∂u1
, . . . , ∂∂um , for (u1, . . . , um) the coordinates on U . There is a corre-
sponding chart (TU, Tφ) on TX , where TU = U × Rm ⊆ R2mk , such that
(u1, . . . , um, q1, . . . , qm) ∈ TU represents the vector q1
∂
∂u1
+ · · ·+ qm
∂
∂um
over (u1, . . . , um) ∈ U or φ(u1, . . . , um) ∈ X . Under change of coor-
dinates (u1, . . . , um)  (u˜1, . . . , u˜m) from (U, φ) to (U˜ , φ˜), the corre-
sponding change (u1, . . . , um, q1, . . . , qm)  (u˜1, . . . , u˜m, q˜1, . . . , q˜m) from
(TU, Tφ) to (T U˜, T φ˜) is determined by ∂∂ui =
∑m
j=1
∂u˜j
∂ui
(u1, . . . , um) ·
∂
∂u˜j
,
so that q˜j =
∑m
i=1
∂u˜j
∂ui
(u1, . . . , um)qi.
(b) Intrinsically: for each x ∈ X , there is a natural isomorphism
TxX ∼=
{
v : v is a linear map C∞(X)→ R satisfying
v(fg) = v(f)g(x) + f(x)v(g) for all f, g ∈ C∞(X)
}
,
where C∞(X) is the R-algebra of smooth functions f : X → R. Also there
is a natural isomorphism of C∞(X)-modules
Γ(TX) ∼=
{
v : v is a linear map C∞(X)→ C∞(X) satisfying
v(fg) = v(f) · g + f · v(g) for all f, g ∈ C∞(X)
}
.
Elements of Γ(TX) are called vector fields.
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Now suppose f : X → Y is a weakly smooth map of manifolds with corners.
We will define a natural weakly smooth map Tf : TX → TY , which is smooth
if f is smooth, such that the following commutes:
TX
π

Tf
// TY
π

X
f // Y.
Let (U, φ) and (V, ψ) be coordinate charts on X,Y with U ⊆ Rmk , V ⊆ R
n
l ,
with coordinates (u1, . . . , um) ∈ U and (v1, . . . , vn) ∈ V , and let (TU, Tφ),
(TV, Tψ) be the corresponding charts on TX, TY , with coordinates (u1, . . . ,
um, q1, . . . , qm) ∈ TU and (v1, . . . , vn, r1, . . . , rn) ∈ TV . Then (3.1) defines a
map ψ−1 ◦ f ◦φ between open subsets of U, V . Write ψ−1 ◦ f ◦φ = (f1, . . . , fn),
for fj = fj(u1, . . . , um). Then the corresponding Tψ
−1 ◦ Tf ◦ Tφ maps
Tψ−1 ◦ Tf ◦ Tφ : (u1, . . . , um, q1, . . . , qm) 7−→
(
f1(u1, . . . , um), . . . ,
fn(u1, . . . , um),
∑m
i=1
∂f1
∂ui
(u1, . . . , um)qi, . . . ,
∑m
i=1
∂fn
∂ui
(u1, . . . , um)qi
)
.
If g : Y → Z is smooth then T (g ◦ f) = Tg ◦ Tf : TX → TZ, and T (idX) =
idTX : TX → TX . Thus, the assignment X 7→ TX , f 7→ Tf is a functor, the
tangent functor T : Manc →Manc. It restricts to T : Mancin →Man
c
in. We
can also regard Tf as a vector bundle morphism df : TX → f∗(TY ) on X .
The cotangent bundle T ∗X of a manifold with corners X is the dual vector
bundle of TX . Cotangent bundles T ∗X are not functorial in the same way,
though we do have vector bundle morphisms (df)∗ : f∗(T ∗Y )→ T ∗X on X .
Here is the parallel definition for b-(co)tangent bundles:
Definition 3.12. Let X be an m-manifold with corners. The b-tangent bundle
bTX → X of X is a natural (unique up to canonical isomorphism) rank m
vector bundle on X . It has a natural morphism IX :
bTX → TX , which is an
isomorphism over the interior X◦, but not over the boundary strata Sk(X) for
k > 1. Here are two equivalent ways to characterize bTX, IX :
(a) In coordinate charts: let (U, φ) be a chart on X , with U ⊆ Rmk open.
Then over φ(U), bTX has basis of sections u1
∂
∂u1
, . . . , uk
∂
∂uk
, ∂∂uk+1 , . . . ,
∂
∂um
, for (u1, . . . , um) the coordinates on U . There is a corresponding chart
(bTU, bTφ) on bTX , where bTU = U ×Rm ⊆ R2mk , such that (u1, . . . , um,
s1, . . . , sm) ∈ bTU represents the vector
s1u1
∂
∂u1
+ · · ·+ skuk
∂
∂uk
+ sk+1
∂
∂uk+1
+ · · ·+ sm
∂
∂um
over (u1, . . . , um) in U or φ(u1, . . . , um) in X . Under change of coor-
dinates (u1, . . . , um)  (u˜1, . . . , u˜m) from (U, φ) to (U˜ , φ˜), the corre-
sponding change (u1, . . . , um, s1, . . . , sm)  (u˜1, . . . , u˜m, s˜1, . . . , s˜m) from
(bTU, bTφ) to (bT U˜, bT φ˜) is
s˜j =
{∑k
i=1 u˜
−1
j ui
∂u˜j
∂ui
si +
∑m
i=k+1 u˜
−1
j
∂u˜j
∂ui
si, j 6 k,∑k
i=1 ui
∂u˜j
∂ui
si +
∑m
i=k+1
∂u˜j
∂ui
si, j > k.
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The morphism IX :
bTX → TX acts in coordinate charts (bTU, bTφ),
(TU, Tφ) by
(u1, . . . , um, s1, . . . , sm) 7−→ (u1, . . . , um, q1, . . . , qm)
= (u1, . . . , um, u1s1, . . . , uksk, sk+1, . . . , sm).
(b) Intrinsically: there is a natural isomorphism of C∞(X)-modules
Γ(bTX) ∼=
{
v ∈ Γ(TX) : v|Sk(X) is tangent to S
k(X) for all k
}
. (3.12)
Elements of Γ(bTX) are called b-vector fields.
The morphism IX :
bTX → TX induces (IX)∗ : Γ(bTX) → Γ(TX),
which under the isomorphism (3.12) corresponds to the inclusion of the
right hand side of (3.12) in Γ(TX).
In Definition 3.11, we defined Tf : TX → TY for any smooth (or even
weakly smooth) map f : X → Y . As in [54, §2], [45, §1] the analogue for b-
tangent bundles works only for interior maps f : X → Y . So let f : X → Y
be an interior map of manifolds with corners. We will define a natural interior
map bTf : bTX → bTY so that the following commutes:
bTX
π
❃
❃❃
❃❃
❃❃
❃❃
❃❃
❃❃ IX
''◆◆
◆◆◆
◆◆◆ bTf
// bTY
IY
&&◆◆
◆◆◆
◆◆◆
π
❂
❂❂
❂❂
❂❂
❂❂
❂❂
❂❂
TX
π
Tf // TY
π
X
f // Y.
Let (U, φ) and (V, ψ) be coordinate charts on X,Y with U ⊆ Rmk , V ⊆ R
n
l ,
with coordinates (u1, . . . , um) ∈ U and (v1, . . . , vn) ∈ V , and let (
bTU, bTφ),
(bTV, bTψ) be the corresponding charts on TX, TY , with coordinates (u1, . . . ,
um, s1, . . . , sm) ∈ TU and (v1, . . . , vn, t1, . . . , tn) ∈ TV . Then (3.1) defines a
map ψ−1 ◦ f ◦φ between open subsets of U, V . Write ψ−1 ◦ f ◦φ = (f1, . . . , fn),
for fj = fj(u1, . . . , um). Then the corresponding
bTψ−1 ◦ bTf ◦ bTφ maps
bTψ−1◦bTf ◦bTφ : (u1, . . . , um, s1, . . . , sm) 7−→(v1, . . . , vn, t1, . . . , tn),
where vj = fj(u1, . . . , um), j = 1 . . . , n,
and tj =
{∑k
i=1 f
−1
j ui
∂fj
∂ui
si +
∑m
i=k+1 f
−1
j
∂fj
∂ui
si, j 6 l,∑k
i=1 ui
∂fj
∂ui
si +
∑m
i=k+1
∂fj
∂ui
si, j > l.
(3.13)
Since f is interior, the functions f−1j ui
∂fj
∂ui
for i 6 k, j 6 l and f−1j
∂fj
∂ui
for i > k, j 6 l occurring in (3.13) extend uniquely to smooth functions of
(u1, . . . , um) where fj = 0, which by Definition 3.1(b)(i) is only where ui = 0
for certain i = 1, . . . , k. If f is not interior, we could have fj(u1, . . . , um) = 0
for all (u1, . . . , um), and then there are no natural values for f
−1
j ui
∂fj
∂ui
, f−1j
∂fj
∂ui
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(just setting them zero is not functorial under change of coordinates), so we
cannot define bTf .
If g : Y → Z is another interior map then bT (g ◦ f) = bTg ◦ bTf : bTX →
bTZ, and bT (idX) = idbTX :
bTX → bTX . Thus, writing Mancin for the
subcategory ofManc with morphisms interior maps, the assignmentX 7→ bTX ,
f 7→ bTf is a functor, the b-tangent functor bT : Mancin → Man
c
in. The
maps IX :
bTX → TX give a natural transformation I : bT → T of functors
on Mancin.
We can also regard bTf as a vector bundle morphism bdf : bTX → f∗(bTY )
on X . The b-cotangent bundle bT ∗X of X is the dual vector bundle of bTX .
B-cotangent bundles bT ∗X are not functorial in the same way, though we do
have vector bundle morphisms (bdf)∗ : f∗(bT ∗Y )→ bT ∗X for interior f .
Definition 3.13. The following notation is defined in [40, §2.4]. Let X be an
m-manifold with corners, and x ∈ Sk(X). Then we can choose local coordinates
(x1, . . . , xm) ∈ R
m
k on X near x, with x = (0, . . . , 0), giving an isomorphism
bTxX ∼=
〈
x1
∂
∂x1
, . . . , xk
∂
∂xk
, ∂∂xk+1 , . . . ,
∂
∂xm
〉
. (3.14)
Define M˜xX ⊆ bTxX to be the subset of bTxX identified by (3.14) with{
a1x1
∂
∂x1
+ · · ·+ akxk
∂
∂xk
: a1, . . . , ak ∈ N
}
∼= Nk.
Then M˜xX is a toric monoid in the sense of §3.4.1, a submonoid of bTxX . If
f : X → Y is an interior map of manifolds with corners and x ∈ X with
f(x) = y ∈ Y , then bTxf : bTxX → bTyY maps M˜xX → M˜yY , and we write
M˜xf :=
bTxf |M˜xX : M˜xX → M˜yY , a monoid morphism. Then f is simple in
the sense of §3.1 if and only if M˜xf is an isomorphism for all x ∈ X .
As emphasized by Melrose [45, 54–56], we can state a meta-mathematical:
Principle 3.14. When working with manifolds with corners, it is very often
better to use b-tangent bundles bTX rather than tangent bundles TX.
For example, if X is a (compact, say) manifold without boundary then we
have an infinite-dimensional Lie group Diff(X) of diffeomorphisms of X , whose
Lie algebra (in some sense) is C∞(TX). If X has corners, then we should
interpret the Lie algebra of Diff(X) as C∞(bTX), since diffeomorphisms of X
preserve the stratification X =
∐
k>0 S
k(X), so infinitesimal diffeomorphisms
should be vector fields tangent to each stratum Sk(X), as in (3.12). We cannot
interpret C∞(TX) as the Lie algebra of a Lie group in a meaningful way.
3.4 Manifolds with generalized corners
The author [40] studied ‘manifolds with generalized corners’, or ‘manifolds with
g-corners’ for short, a generalization of manifolds with corners. We give a brief
outline, for more details see [40].
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3.4.1 The definition of manifolds with g-corners
Manifolds with corners are locally modelled upon Rmk = [0,∞)
k ×Rm−k. Man-
ifolds with g-corners have a more general set of local model spaces XP for P a
weakly toric monoid, as in [40, §3.1–§3.2], which we now define.
Definition 3.15. A (commutative) monoid (P,+, 0) is a set P with a commu-
tative, associative operation + : P × P → P and an identity element 0 ∈ P .
Monoids are like abelian groups, but without inverses. They form a category
Mon. Some examples of monoids are the natural numbers N = {0, 1, 2, . . .},
the integers Z, any abelian group G, and [0,∞) =
(
[0,∞), ·, 1
)
.
A monoid P is called weakly toric if for some m, k > 0 and cji ∈ Z for
i = 1, . . . ,m, j = 1, . . . , k we have
P ∼= P ′ =
{
(l1, . . . , lm) ∈ Z
m : cj1l1 + · · ·+ c
j
mlm > 0, j = 1, . . . , k
}
. (3.15)
The rank of a weakly toric monoid P is rankP = dimR(P ⊗N R).
For example, Nk ×Zm−k is a weakly toric monoid of rank m for 0 6 k 6 m,
as it is the submonoid of (l1, . . . , lm) in Z
m satisfying lj > 0 for j = 0, . . . , k.
A weakly toric monoid P is called toric if P ′ in (3.15) has P ′ ∩ −P ′ = {0},
where the intersection is in Zm. For example, Nk is a toric monoid for k > 0.
Let P be a weakly toric monoid. Define XP to be the set of monoid mor-
phisms x : P → [0,∞), where
(
[0,∞), ·, 1
)
is the monoid [0,∞) with operation
multiplication and identity 1. Define the interior X◦P ⊂ XP of XP to be the
subset of x with x(P ) ⊆ (0,∞) ⊂ [0,∞).
For each p ∈ P , define a function λp : XP → [0,∞) by λp(x) = x(p). Then
λp+q = λp · λq for p, q ∈ P , and λ0 = 1.
Define a topology on XP to be the weakest topology such that λp : XP →
[0,∞) is continuous for all p ∈ P . This makes XP into a locally compact,
Hausdorff topological space, and X◦P is open in XP . If U ⊆ XP is an open set,
define the interior U◦ of U to be U◦ = U ∩X◦P .
Choose generators p1, . . . , pm for P, and a generating set of relations for
p1, . . . , pm of the form
aj1p1 + · · ·+ a
j
mpm = b
j
1p1 + · · ·+ b
j
mpm in P for j = 1, . . . , k,
where aji , b
j
i ∈ N for i = 1, . . . ,m and j = 1, . . . , k. Then λp1×· · ·×λpm : XP →
[0,∞)m is a homeomorphism from XP to
X ′P =
{
(x1, . . . , xm) ∈ [0,∞)
m : x
aj1
1 · · ·x
ajm
m = x
bj1
1 · · ·x
bjm
m , j = 1, . . . , k
}
,
regarding X ′P as a closed subset of [0,∞)
m with the induced topology.
Let U ⊆ XP be open, and U ′ = (λp1 × · · · × λpm)(U) be the corresponding
open subset of X ′P . We say that a continuous function f : U → R or f : U →
[0,∞) is smooth if there exists an open neighbourhood W of U ′ in [0,∞)m and
a smooth function g :W → R or g :W → [0,∞) in the sense of manifolds with
(ordinary) corners, such that f = g ◦ (λp1 × · · · × λpm). This definition turns
out to be independent of the choice of generators p1, . . . , pm.
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Now let Q be another weakly toric monoid, V ⊆ XQ be open, and f : U → V
be continuous. We say that f is smooth if λq ◦ f : U → [0,∞) is smooth in
the sense above for all q ∈ Q. We call a smooth map f : U → V interior if
f(U◦) ⊆ V ◦, and a diffeomorphism if f has a smooth inverse f−1 : V → U .
Example 3.16. Let P be the weakly toric monoid Nk × Zm−k for 0 6 k 6 m.
Define a map Φ : Rmk → XP by Φ(x1, . . . , xm) = ρ, where ρ : (l1, . . . , lm) =
xl11 · · ·x
lk
k e
lk+1xk+1+···+lmxm for all (l1, . . . , lm) ∈ P . It is easy to show [40, §3.2]
that Φ is a bijection, and a homeomorphism of topological spaces. Furthermore,
under this identification Rmk
∼= XP , the notions of smooth maps f : U → V for
open U ⊆ Rmk , V ⊆ R
n
l in Definition 3.1, and smooth maps f : U → V for open
U ⊆ XP , V ⊆ XQ with P = N
k × Zm−k, Q = Nl × Zn−l in Definition 3.15,
agree. Thus the spaces XP above generalize the R
m
k = [0,∞)
k×Rm−k in §3.1.
Definition 3.17. Let X be a second countable Hausdorff topological space. An
m-dimensional generalized chart, or g-chart, on X is a triple (P,U, φ), where
P is a weakly toric monoid with rankP = m, and P is a submonoid of Zn
for some n > 0, and U ⊆ XP is open, for XP as above, and φ : U → X is a
homeomorphism with an open set φ(U) in X .
Let (P,U, φ), (Q, V, ψ) bem-dimensional g-charts onX . We call (P,U, φ) and
(Q, V, ψ) compatible if ψ−1 ◦ φ : φ−1
(
φ(U) ∩ ψ(V )
)
→ ψ−1
(
φ(U) ∩ ψ(V )
)
is a
diffeomorphism between open subsets of XP , XQ, in the sense of Definition 3.15.
Anm-dimensional generalized atlas, or g-atlas, onX is a family {(P i, U i, φi) :
i∈I} of pairwise compatiblem-dimensional g-charts onX withX=
⋃
i∈I φ
i(U i).
We call such a g-atlas maximal if it is not a proper subset of any other g-atlas.
Any g-atlas {(P i, U i, φi) : i ∈ I} is contained in a unique maximal g-atlas, the
family of all g-charts (P,U, φ) on X compatible with (P i, U i, φi) for all i ∈ I.
An m-dimensional manifold with generalized corners, or g-corners, is a sec-
ond countable Hausdorff topological space X with a maximal m-dimensional
g-atlas. Usually we refer to X as the manifold, leaving the g-atlas implicit.
By a g-chart (P,U, φ) on X , we mean an element of the maximal g-atlas.
Write dimX = m.
Let X,Y be manifolds with g-corners, and f : X → Y a continuous map
of the underlying topological spaces. We say that f : X → Y is smooth (or
interior) if for all g-charts (P,U, φ) on X and (Q, V, ψ) on Y , the map
ψ−1 ◦ f ◦ φ : (f ◦ φ)−1(ψ(V )) −→ V
is a smooth (or interior) map between the open subsets (f ◦φ)−1(ψ(V )) ⊆ U ⊆
XP and V ⊆ XQ, in the sense of Definition 3.17. Then, manifolds with g-corners
and smooth maps form a category Mangc, and manifolds with g-corners and
interior maps form a subcategory Mangcin ⊂Man
gc.
As for Mˇanc in §3.1, write Mˇangc for the category whose objects are disjoint
unions
∐∞
m=0Xm, where Xm is a manifold with g-corners of dimension m, and
whose morphisms are continuous maps f :
∐∞
m=0Xm →
∐∞
n=0 Yn, such that
f |Xm∩f−1(Yn) : Xm ∩ f
−1(Yn) → Yn is smooth for all m,n > 0, and write
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Mˇangcin ⊂ Mˇan
gc for the subcategory with the same objects, and morphisms f
with f |Xm∩f−1(Yn) interior for all m,n > 0.
Now let X be an m-manifold with (ordinary) corners, in the sense of §3.1,
and (U, φ) be a chart on X with U ⊆ Rmk open. As in Example 3.16 we identify
Rmk
∼= XP for P = N
k × Zm−k, and then (Nk × Zm−k, U, φ) is a g-chart on X .
As in [40, §3.3], we can uniquely make X into a manifold with g-corners, which
we temporarily write as Xˆ, such that if (U, φ) is a chart on X with U ⊆ Rmk
then (Nk × Zm−k, U, φ) is a g-chart on Xˆ.
If Y is another manifold with corners and Yˆ the corresponding manifold
with g-corners, then f : X → Y is smooth (or interior) in Manc if and only if
f : Xˆ → Yˆ is smooth (or interior) in Mangc. Thus, identifying X with Xˆ we
can regard manifolds with corners as examples of manifolds with g-corners, and
Manc ⊂Mangc, Mˇanc ⊂ Mˇangc as full subcategories.
Example 3.18. Here is the simplest example of a manifold with g-corners
which is not a manifold with corners, taken from [40, Ex. 3.24]. Define
P =
{
(a, b, c) ∈ Z3 : a > 0, b > 0, a+ b > c > 0
}
.
Then P is a weakly toric monoid with rank 3. Write p1 = (1, 0, 0), p2 = (0, 1, 1),
p3 = (0, 1, 0), and p4 = (1, 0, 1). Then p1, p2, p3, p4 are generators for P , subject
to the single relation p1 + p2 = p3 + p4. As in Definition 3.15 we have
XP ∼= X
′
P =
{
(x1, x2, x3, x4) ∈ [0,∞)
4 : x1x2 = x3x4
}
. (3.16)
• (0, 0, 0, 0) ∼= δ0
•
(x1, 0, 0, 0) •
(0, 0, x3, 0)
•
(0, 0, 0, x4)
•
(0, x2, 0, 0)
•
(0, x2, 0, x4)
•
(x1, 0, x3, 0)
•(x1, 0, 0, x4) • (0, x2, x3, 0)
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Figure 3.1: 3-manifold with g-corners X ′P
∼= XP in (3.16)
We sketch X ′P in Figure 3.1. We can visualize XP
∼= X ′P as a 3-dimensional
infinite pyramid on a square base. Using the ideas of §3.2, X ′P has one ver-
tex (0, 0, 0, 0) corresponding to δ0 ∈ XP mapping δ0 : P →
(
[0,∞), ·
)
with
δ0(p) = 1 if p = (0, 0, 0) and δ0(p) = 0 otherwise, four 1-dimensional edges of
points (x1, 0, 0, 0), (0, x2, 0, 0), (0, 0, x3, 0), (0, 0, 0, x4), four 2-dimensional faces
of points (x1, 0, x3, 0), (x1, 0, 0, x4), (0, x2, x3, 0), (0, x2, 0, x4), and an interior
X ′◦P
∼= R3 of points (x1, x2, x3, x4). Then XP \ {δ0} is a 3-manifold with cor-
ners, but XP is not a manifold with corners near δ0, as we can see from the
non-simplicial face structure.
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Remark 3.19. Every weakly toric monoid P satisfies P ∼= Q×Zl for a unique
toric monoid Q, and then XP ∼= XQ × XZl ∼= XQ × R
l. Thus, an alternative
way to describe the local models for manifolds with g-corners is XQ × R
l for
toric monoids Q and l > 0, where XNk
∼= [0,∞)k.
If Q is a toric monoid there is a natural point δ0 ∈ XQ, the vertex of XQ,
acting by δ0 : Q→ [0,∞) with δ0(q) = 1 if q = 0 and δ0(q) = 0 if q ∈ Q \ {0}.
If X is a manifold with g-corners and x ∈ X then there is a toric monoid Q,
unique up to isomorphism, such that X near x is locally modelled on XQ × R
l
near (δ0, 0), where rankQ+ l = dimX .
3.4.2 Boundaries and corners of manifolds with g-corners
As in [40, §3.4], almost all of §3.2 extends to manifolds with g-corners: the depth
stratification X =
∐dimX
l=0 S
l(X), where Sl(X) is a manifold without boundary
of dimension dimX − l with S0(X) = X◦, local k-corner components γ, the
boundary ∂X and k-corners Ck(X) as manifolds with g-corners, the corners
C(X) =
∐dimX
k=0 Ck(X) in Mˇan
gc, the corner functor C : Mangc → Mˇangc,
and Lemmas 3.6, 3.8 and Proposition 3.9 (for simple maps in Mangc defined
as in §3.4.3) all extend to manifolds with g-corners in a straightforward way.
The main difference is that equations (3.5) and (3.9)–(3.11) are false for
general manifolds with g-corners X . For k = 2, we replace (3.5) and (3.10) by
C2(X) ∼=
{
(x, {β1, β2}) : x∈X, β1, β2 are distinct local boundary
components of X at x intersecting in codimension 2
}
,
∂2X ∼=
{
(x, β1, β2) : x∈X, β1, β2 are distinct local boundary
components of X at x intersecting in codimension 2
}
,
and S2 ∼= Z2 acts freely on ∂2X exchanging β1, β2, with C2(X) ∼= ∂2X/S2 as
in (3.11). For k > 2, Sk may not act on ∂
kX , so (3.11) does not make sense.
There is a natural, surjective, e´tale map ∂kX → Ck(X) for all k.
3.4.3 B-tangent bundles of manifolds with g-corners
In [40, §3.5] we discuss how to extend §3.3 to manifolds with g-corners.
One big difference between manifolds with corners and with g-corners, is
that manifolds with g-corners X do not have well-behaved tangent bundles TX .
One can define tangent spaces TxX for x ∈ X , which behave in a functorial
way. However, dim TxX is not constant, but only upper semicontinuous in x,
so that TX =
∐
x∈X TxX is neither a manifold, nor a vector bundle, but only
something like a coherent sheaf in algebraic geometry. For instance, in Example
3.18, dimTxXP is 3 if x 6= δ0, and 4 if x = δ0.
However, b-tangent bundles bTX and b-cotangent bundles bT ∗X are well-
defined for manifolds with g-corners X (though the definition is more compli-
cated than Definition 3.12), and have the same functorial properties. For the
model spaces XP , we have
bTXP ∼= XP ×HomMon(P,R).
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This is another instance of Principle 3.14: if we can write some piece of math-
ematics about manifolds with cornersX using b-(co)tangent bundles bTX, bT ∗X
rather than (co)tangent bundles TX, T ∗X , then it is likely to extend immedi-
ately to manifolds with g-corners.
Here is the analogue of Definition 3.13, from [40, §3.6]. Let X be a manifold
with g-corners, and x ∈ X . Then as in Remark 3.19, X near x is locally modelled
on XQ × R
l near (δ0, 0) for a toric monoid Q, giving an isomorphism
bTxX ∼= HomMon(Q,R)× R
l. (3.17)
Define M˜xX to be the subset of
bTxX identified with HomMon(Q,N) × {0}
by (3.17). Then M˜xX is a toric monoid isomorphic to the dual monoid Q
∨,
a submonoid of bTxX , and rank M˜xX = k if x ∈ Sk(X) ⊆ X . Also X is a
manifold with (ordinary) corners if and only if M˜xX ∼= N
k for all x ∈ X .
If f : X → Y is an interior map of manifolds with g-corners and x ∈ X
with f(x) = y ∈ Y , then bTxf : bTxX → bTyY maps M˜xX → M˜yY , and we
write M˜xf :=
bTxf |M˜xX : M˜xX → M˜yY , a monoid morphism. We define f
to be simple if M˜xf is an isomorphism for all x ∈ X . Write Man
gc
si for the
subcategory of Mangc with morphisms simple maps.
We can also define b-normal interior maps of manifolds with g-corners in
terms of properties of the M˜xf . By [40, §4.1], f is b-normal if and only if C(f)
maps Ck(X)→
∐k
l=0 Cl(Y ) for all k, as in Proposition 3.9(c).
We now have a diagram of categories of manifolds with (g-)corners:
Mancsi ⊂
//
⊂

Mangcsi
⊂

Mancis ⊂
//
⊂

Mancin ⊂
//
⊂

Mangcin
⊂

Mancst
⊂ //Manc
⊂ //Mangc.
(3.18)
One reason for considering manifolds with g-corners is that they are specially
well behaved under fibre products, as the next result shows [40, §4.3]:
Theorem 3.20. Let g : X → Z and h : Y → Z be interior maps of manifolds
with g-corners. Call g, h b-transverse if bTxg ⊕ bTyh : bTxX ⊕ bTyY → bTzZ
is a surjective linear map for all x ∈ X and y ∈ Y with g(x) = h(y) = z ∈ Z.
If g, h are b-transverse then the fibre product X ×g,Z,h Y exists in Man
gc
in .
The analogue is false for manifolds with (ordinary) corners, unless we impose
complicated extra restrictions on g, h over ∂jX, ∂kY, ∂lZ.
3.5 µ-Kuranishi spaces with boundary and with corners
In §2 we defined µ-Kuranishi spaces without boundary. We now explain how to
modify the picture to define µ-Kuranishi spaces with boundary and with corners.
We use the definitions and notation of §3.1–§3.3 throughout.
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Definition 3.21. Definition 2.1 defined our ‘O(s)’ and ‘O(s2)’ notation. Parts
(i),(ii),(vi),(vii) need no changes when V,W are manifolds with corners. How-
ever, if f, g : V → W are smooth maps of manifolds with corners, then parts
(iii)–(v) defining when f = g+O(s), or f = g+O(s2), or f = g+Λ · s+O(s2),
do need alteration, and we replace them with (iii)′–(v)′, as follows.
Let V,W be manifolds with corners, E → V a vector bundle, s ∈ C∞(E) a
smooth section, and f : V → W a smooth map. Then:
(iii)′ We write f = g +O(s) if:
(A) Whenever h : W → R is a smooth map, there exists α ∈ C∞(E∗)
such that h ◦ f = h ◦ g + α · s.
(B) Suppose v ∈ V with s(v) = 0. Then (A) implies that f(v) = g(v)
in W . Suppose W ′ is an open neighbourhood of f(v) in W , and
H : W ′ → [0,∞) is a smooth map. Then there exists an open
neighbourhood V ′ of v in f−1(W ′) ∩ g−1(W ′) and α ∈ C∞(E∗|V ′)
such that H ◦ f |V ′ = eα·sH ◦ g|V ′ : V ′ → [0,∞).
(iv)′ We write f = g+O(s2) if the obvious analogues of (iii)′(A),(B) hold, with
α ∈ C∞(E∗ ⊗ E∗) and α ∈ C∞(E∗ ⊗ E∗|V ′).
(v)′ If Λ ∈ C∞
(
E∗ ⊗ f∗(bTW )
)
, we write f = g + Λ · s+O(s2) if:
(A) Whenever h :W → R is a smooth map, there exists α ∈ C∞(E∗⊗E∗)
such that h ◦ f = h ◦ g + Λ · (s⊗ f∗(dh)) + α · (s⊗ s).
(B) Suppose v ∈ V with s(v) = 0. Then (A) implies that f(v) = g(v)
in W . Suppose W ′ is an open neighbourhood of f(v) in W , and H :
W ′ → [0,∞) is smooth. Then there exists an open neighbourhood
V ′ of v in f−1(W ′) ∩ g−1(W ′) and α ∈ C∞(E∗ ⊗ E∗|V ′) such that
H ◦ f |V ′ = eα·(s⊗s)H ◦ g|V ′ + Λ · (s⊗ f∗(dH)) : V ′ → R.
Remark 3.22. (a) In Remark 3.10 we explained that a smooth map f : V →W
of manifolds with corners comprises both ‘discrete’ and ‘continuous data’. One
consequence of Definition 3.21(iii)′–(v)′ is that if f = g+O(s), or f = g+O(s2),
or f = g + Λ · s + O(s2), then the discrete data of f, g : V → W agree near
s−1(0) ⊆ V . For example, in (iii)′(B), let (v1, . . . , vm) ∈ R
m
k be coordinates
near v on V , with v = (0, . . . , 0). Then by Definition 3.1(b)
H ◦ f |V ′ = F (v1, . . . , vm)v
a1
1 · · · v
ak
k or H ◦ f |V ′ = 0 near v in V ,
H ◦ g|V ′ = G(v1, . . . , vm)v
b1
1 · · · v
bk
k or H ◦ g|V ′ = 0 near v in V ,
where F,G > 0 and ai, bi ∈ N. Then H ◦ f |V ′ = eα·sH ◦ g|V ′ implies that
H ◦ f |V ′ = 0 if and only if H ◦ g|V ′ = 0 near v, and if not then ai = bi for all i.
(b) We can make (iii)′(B),(v)′(B) look more like (iii)′(A),(v)′(A) by setting
h = logH . Then H ◦ f |V ′ = eα·sH ◦ g|V ′ in (iii)′(B) becomes h◦ f = h◦ g+α · s
in (iii)′(A) wherever H > 0.
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(c) Note that we used the b-tangent bundle bTW rather than the tangent bundle
TW in Λ ∈ C∞
(
E∗ ⊗ f∗(bTW )
)
in (v)′. As stated in Principle 3.14, b-tangent
bundles are very often preferable to tangent bundles, and it is so in this case.
Next we modify Definitions 2.2 and 2.3 to the corners case.
Definition 3.23. Let X be a topological space. A µ-Kuranishi neighbourhood
(V,E, s, ψ) on X with boundary, or with corners, is as in Definition 2.2, except
that we take V,E to be manifolds with boundary, or with corners, respectively.
Definition 3.24. Let X,Y be topological spaces, f : X → Y a continuous map,
(Vi, Ei, si, ψi), (Vj , Ej , sj , ψj) be µ-Kuranishi neighbourhoods with boundary, or
with corners, on X,Y , and S ⊆ Imψi∩f−1(Imψj) ⊆ X be open. Define triples
(Vij , φij , φˆij), the binary relation ∼ on triples involving Λ, ∼-equivalence classes
[Vij , φij , φˆij ] of (Vij , φij , φˆij), and morphisms [Vij , φij , φˆij ] : (Vi, Ei, si, ψi) →
(Vj , Ej , sj, ψj) of µ-Kuranishi neighbourhoods with boundary, or with corners,
over (S, f), as in Definition 2.3, but with the following differences:
(i) Vi, Vj , Vij , V
′
ij , V˙ij , . . . are now manifolds with corners, and φij , φ
′
ij , . . . are
smooth maps of manifolds with corners, in the sense of §3.1.
(ii) In the definition of triples (Vij , φij , φˆij) in Definition 2.3(a)–(e), we impose
the following extra condition: let C be a connected component of Sk(Vij)
for k > 1, and C be the closure of C in Vij . Then C ∩ ψ
−1
i (S) 6= ∅.
(iii) We define ∼ with Λ : Ei|V˙ij → φ
∗
ij(
bTVj)|V˙ij , where we have used the
b-tangent bundle bTVj of §3.3 rather than the tangent bundle TVj.
(iv) The equation φ′ij = φij + Λ · si + O(s
2
i ) in (2.1) in the definition of ∼ is
interpreted as in Definition 3.21(v)′. This makes sense by (iii).
Remark 3.25. Here is what Definition 3.24(ii) is for.
In Remark 3.10 we explained that a smooth map of manifolds with corners
such as φij : Vij → Vj is comprised of ‘discrete data’ and ‘continuous data’,
and some interesting conditions, such as φij interior, or b-normal, or strongly
smooth, or simple, depend only on the discrete data.
We can show conditions such as φij simple (as in Proposition 3.26 below) hold
near ψ−1i (S) in Vij . But if a discrete condition on φij holds at x ∈ S
k(Vij) ⊆
Vij , then it also holds everywhere in the connected component C of S
k(Vij)
containing x. Therefore Definition 3.24(ii) implies that if a discrete condition
on φij holds near ψ
−1
i (S), then it holds on all of Vij .
If Vij does not satisfy Definition 3.24(ii), we can modify it to do so by deleting
any components C of Sk(Vij) for k > 1 with C ∩ ψ
−1
i (S) = ∅.
The restriction to k > 1 means Definition 3.24(ii) is vacuous in the ‘without
boundary’ case, as in §2.1–§2.4.
For Definitions 2.4–2.8, we insert ‘with boundary’ or ‘with corners’ through-
out. In Definition 2.5 we write µKurbS(X) ⊂ µKur
c
S(X) for the categories of
µ-Kuranishi neighbourhoods over S ⊆ X with boundary and with corners, and
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GµKurb ⊂ GµKurc for the categories of global µ-Kuranishi neighbourhoods
with boundary and with corners. For restrictions Φij |T of morphisms Φij on S
to T ⊆ S in Definition 2.7, where (Vij , φij , φˆij) represents the ∼S-equivalence
class Φij , note that Definition 3.24(ii) for (Vij , φij , φˆij), S does not imply Defi-
nition 3.24(ii) for (Vij , φij , φˆij), T . To deal with this, let V
′
ij ⊆ Vij be the dense
open subset obtained by deleting all connected components C of Sk(Vij) for
k > 1 such that C ∩ ψ−1i (T ) = ∅, let φ
′
ij = φij |V ′ij and φˆ
′
ij = φˆij |V ′ij , and define
Φij |T to be the ∼T -equivalence class of (V
′
ij , φ
′
ij , φˆ
′
ij). Otherwise there are no
significant changes. This extends §2.1 to the corners case.
Proposition 3.26. Suppose Φij : (Vi, Ei, si, ψi) → (Vj , Ej , sj , ψj) is a µ-
coordinate change with corners over S ⊆ X, that is, Φij is invertible in the cate-
gory µKurcS(X), and let (Vij , φij , φˆij) be a representative for the ∼-equivalence
class Φij . Then φij : Vij → Vj is a simple map, in the sense of §3.1.
Proof. Let Φji : (Vj , Ej , sj, ψj) → (Vi, Ei, si, ψi) be the inverse in µKur
c
S(X)
of Φij , and (Vji, φji, φˆji) a representative for Φji. Then Φji ◦Φij is represented
by
(Vii, φii, φˆii) =
(
φ−1ij (Vji), φji ◦ φij |Vii , φij |
∗
Vii(φˆji) ◦ φˆij |Vii
)
,
so Φji = Φ
−1
ij implies that (Vi, idVi , idEi) ∼ (Vii, φii, φˆii) and thus by Definition
3.24 there exist open ψ−1i (S) ⊆ V˙ii ⊆ Vii and Λ : Ei|V˙ii → id
∗
Vi(
bTVi)|V˙ii with
φji ◦ φij |V˙ii = idVi |V˙ii + Λ · si +O(s
2
i ). (3.19)
Similarly we have ψ−1j (S)⊆ V˙jj⊆φ
−1
ji (Vij) and Λ
′ : Ej |V˙jj→ id
∗
Vj (
bTVj)|V˙jj with
φij ◦ φji|V˙jj = idVj |V˙jj + Λ
′ · sj +O(s
2
j ). (3.20)
Let x ∈ S and set vi = ψ
−1
i (x) ∈ Vij ⊆ Vi and vj = ψ
−1
j (x) ∈ Vji ⊆ Vj , so
that φij(vi) = vj and φji(vj) = vi. Choose charts (U, χ) on Vij with (0, . . . , 0) ∈
U ⊆ Rmk open and χ(0, . . . , 0) = vi, and (W, ξ) on Vji with (0, . . . , 0) ∈ W ⊆
Rnl open and ξ(0, . . . , 0) = vj . Then (3.1) gives smooth maps ξ
−1 ◦ φij ◦ χ,
χ−1 ◦φji ◦ ξ between open subsets of R
m
k ,R
n
l . Write ξ
−1 ◦ φij ◦χ = (f1, . . . , fn)
for fq = fq(u1, . . . , um) and χ
−1 ◦φji ◦ ξ = (g1, . . . , gm) for gp = gp(w1, . . . , wn).
Then Definition 3.1(b) implies that near (0, . . . , 0) ∈ U we have
fq(u1, . . . , um) = Fq(u1, . . . , um) · u
a1,q
1 · · ·u
ak,q
k or fq = 0, (3.21)
for all q = 1, . . . , l, where Fq > 0 and ap,q ∈ N, and near (0, . . . , 0) ∈ W we have
gp(w1, . . . , wn) = Gp(w1, . . . , wn) · w
b1,p
1 · · ·w
bl,p
l or gp = 0, (3.22)
for all p = 1, . . . , k, where Gp > 0 and bq,p ∈ N.
By Remark 3.22(a), (3.19)–(3.20) imply that φji ◦φij and idVi have the same
discrete data near ψ−1i (S), and φij ◦ φji and idVj the same discrete data near
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ψ−1j (S). But using (3.21)–(3.22) we can compute the discrete data of φji ◦ φij
near vi and of φij ◦ φji near vj , and compare it to those for idVi , idVj . We find
that the possibilities fq = 0, gp = 0 in (3.21)–(3.22) do not occur, and k = l,
and
(
ap,q
)
k
p,q=1,
(
bq,p
)
k
q,p=1 are inverse matrices. Since ap,q, bq,p ∈ N, this is
only possible if
(
ap,q
)
k
p,q=1,
(
bq,p
)
k
q,p=1 have one 1 in each row and each column,
and are otherwise zero. By Definition 3.1(f), this means that φij and φji are
simple near vi, vj . Hence φij is simple near ψ
−1
i (S), so by Definition 3.24(ii)
and Remark 3.25, φij is simple.
Here are the analogues of Theorem 2.11 (the sheaf property for morphisms)
and Theorem 2.13 (criteria for invertibility of morphisms), proved in §6.3–§6.4.
Theorem 3.27. The analogue of Theorem 2.11 holds for µ-Kuranishi neigh-
bourhoods with boundary, and with corners.
Theorem 3.28. Let Φij = [Vij , φij , φˆij ] : (Vi, Ei, si, ψi) → (Vj , Ej , sj , ψj) be
a morphism of µ-Kuranishi neighbourhoods with corners on X over an open
subset S ⊆ X. Let x ∈ S, and set vi = ψ
−1
i (x) ∈ Vi and vj = ψ
−1
j (x) ∈ Vj .
Suppose φij is interior near vi (this is implied by the condition φij simple below).
Consider the sequence of finite-dimensional real vector spaces:
0 // bTviVi
bdsi|vi⊕
bdφij|vi // Ei|vi⊕
bTvjVj
−φˆij |vi⊕
bdsj |vj // Ej |vj // 0. (3.23)
Here bdsi|vi means the composition of the natural map IVi |vi :
bTviVi → TviVi
and ∇si|vi : TviVi → Ei|vi for any connection ∇ on Ei → Vi, and is independent
of the choice of ∇ as si(vi) = 0. Also bdφij |vi :
bTviVi →
bTvjVj is defined as
in §3.3, as φij is interior, and bdφij |vi , φˆij |vi are independent of the choice
of representative (Vij , φij , φˆij) for the ∼-equivalence class [Vij , φij , φˆij ]. Thus
(3.23) is well defined, and Definition 2.3(d) implies that (3.23) is a complex.
Then Φij is a µ-coordinate change over S if and only if φij is simple and
(3.23) is exact for all x ∈ S.
Here the condition φij simple is necessary for Φij to be a µ-coordinate
change, by Proposition 3.26.
In the corners analogue of Definition 2.14, we require embeddings of man-
ifolds with corners to be simple, by definition. Then the analogue of Lemma
2.15 for FOOO coordinate changes of Kuranishi neighbourhoods with corners
can be proved using Theorem 3.28, noting that φij : Vij →֒ Vj is simple. This
extends §2.2 to the corners case.
Now in §2.1–§2.2 we were doing differential geometry, so in µ-Kuranishi
neighbourhoods (Vi, Ei, si, ψi), it mattered that Vi is a manifold (possibly with
corners), Ei → Vi a vector bundle, and so on. In §2.3–§2.4, the arguments were
of a different character: we treated µ-Kuranishi neighbourhoods (Vi, Ei, si, ψi)
and their morphisms Φij just as objects and morphisms in certain categories
µKurS(X), without caring what they really are, and the proofs involved cate-
gories and sheaves on topological spaces, but no differential geometry.
Because of this, there really are no significant issues in extending §2.3–
§2.4 to the boundary and corners cases. We just insert ‘with boundary’ or ‘with
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corners’ throughout, use the definitions of µ-Kuranishi neighbourhoods and their
morphisms and µ-coordinate changes explained above, apply Theorem 3.27 in
place of Theorem 2.11, and everything just works, exactly as it did before.
Thus, as in Definitions 2.18 and 2.21 we can define µ-Kuranishi spaces with
boundary and with corners X and their morphisms f : X → Y , and as in
Theorem 2.22 we can define composition of morphisms g ◦ f : X → Z, and
show that µ-Kuranishi spaces, with boundary, and with corners form categories
µKurb,µKurc. We can regard µ-Kuranishi spaces (without boundary) and
their morphisms, as in §2.1–§2.3, as special examples of µ-Kuranishi spaces
with corners in which the Vi in (Vi, Ei, si, ψi) have ∂Vi = ∅ for each i ∈ I.
Hence, we have inclusions of full subcategories µKur ⊂ µKurb ⊂ µKurc.
Also, as in Definition 2.23, we can regard manifolds with boundary or corners
as examples of µ-Kuranishi spaces with boundary or corners, and define full and
faithful functors FµKur
b
Manb
: Manb → µKurb and FµKur
c
Manc : Man
c → µKurc.
As in Definition 2.28, we can define µ-Kuranishi neighbourhoods with boundary
or corners (Va, Ea, sa, ψa) on µ-Kuranishi spaces with boundary or corners X,
and the analogue of Theorem 2.29 holds.
3.6 Boundaries and corners of µ-Kuranishi spaces with
corners
Section 3.2 defined the boundary ∂X and k-corners Ck(X) of a manifold with
cornersX . The definition involved local boundary components and local k-corner
components of X at each x ∈ X . We now generalize these ideas to µ-Kuranishi
spaces with corners.
Definition 3.29. Let X = (X,K) be a µ-Kuranishi space with corners, with
K =
(
I, (Vi, Ei, si, ψi)i∈I ,Φij, i,j∈I
)
, and fix x ∈ X and k > 0.
For each i ∈ I with x ∈ Imψi, set vi = ψ
−1
i (x) ∈ Vi, and consider the set
Γkx,i =
{
local k-corner components of Vi at vi
}
. (3.24)
If i, j ∈ I with x ∈ Imψi ∩ Imψj , and (Vij , φij , φˆij) is a representative for
Φij = [Vij , φij , φˆij ], then vi ∈ Vij ⊆ Vi, and φij : Vij → Vj is a simple map of
manifolds with corners by Proposition 3.26, with φij(vi) = vj . Therefore Lemma
3.8 shows that γ 7→ γ′ = (φij)∗(γ) gives a 1-1 correspondence Γkx,i → Γ
k
x,j .
If (V ′ij , φ
′
ij , φˆ
′
ij) is an alternative representative for Φij then φij = φ
′
ij + Λ ·
si + O(s
2
i ) near vi for some Λ ∈ C
∞(E∗i ⊗ φ
∗
ij(
bTVj)). As in Remark 3.22(a),
we can show this implies that (φij)∗ = (φ
′
ij)∗ as maps Γ
k
x,i → Γ
k
x,j. Thus (φij)∗
depends only on Φij , and we write (Φij)∗ = (φij)∗ : Γ
k
x,i → Γ
k
x,j.
If h, i, j ∈ I with x ∈ Imψh∩ Imψi∩ Imψj , then by choosing representatives
for Φhi,Φhj ,Φij including φhi, φhj , φij and noting that as Φhj = Φij ◦ Φhi we
have φhj = φij ◦φhi+Λ · sh+O(s2h) for some Λ ∈ C
∞(E∗h⊗φ
∗
hj(
bTVj)), so that
(φhj)∗ = (φij)∗ ◦ (φhi)∗ : Γkx,h → Γ
k
x,j as above, we deduce that
(Φhj)∗ = (Φij)∗ ◦ (Φhi)∗ : Γ
k
x,h −→ Γ
k
x,j. (3.25)
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Also (Φii)∗ = (idVi)∗ = id : Γ
k
x,i −→ Γ
k
x,i.
Define a local k-corner component of X at x to be an element of the set
Γkx,X =
(∐
i∈I:x∈Imψi
Γkx,i
)/
≈, (3.26)
where≈ is the binary relation γi ≈ γj if γi ∈ Γkx,i and γj ∈ Γ
k
x,j with (Φij)∗(γi) =
γj . The discussion above implies that ≈ is an equivalence relation, and that
there are canonical bijections Γkx,i
∼= Γkx,X for each i ∈ I with x ∈ Imψi. That
is, local k-corner components of X at x are canonically identified with local
k-corner components of Vi at vi = ψ
−1
i (x), if i ∈ I with x ∈ Imψi.
When k = 1, we also call local 1-corner components ofX at x local boundary
components of X at x.
As in §3.2, there is a natural 1-1 correspondence between local k-corner
components γ of Vi at vi, and (unordered) sets {β1, . . . , βk} of k distinct lo-
cal boundary components β1, . . . , βk of Vi at vi. These 1-1 correspondences for
i, j ∈ I commute with the (Φij)∗ above. Therefore there is a natural 1-1 corre-
spondence between local k-corner components γ ofX at x, and sets {β1, . . . , βk}
of k distinct local boundary components β1, . . . , βk of X at x.
Write depthX x for the (necessarily finite) number of local boundary com-
ponents of X at x. Then the number of local k-corner components of X at x
is
∣∣Γkx,X∣∣ = (depthX xk ).
We will define a µ-Kuranishi space with corners Ck(X) =
(
Ck(X),K
Ck
)
for
each k ∈ N called the k-corners of X, with virtual dimension vdimCk(X) =
vdimX − k, and a morphism iX : Ck(X)→X, which is not interior for k > 0.
When k = 1, we also write ∂X = C1(X) and iX : ∂X → X, and call ∂X the
boundary of X. As in (3.4), the underlying topological space Ck(X) is given as
a set by
Ck(X) =
{
(x, γ) : x ∈ X , γ is a local k-corner component of X at x
}
, (3.27)
and the underlying continuous map is iX : (x, γ) 7→ x. We define the topology
on Ck(X) shortly. As in (3.5), the 1-1 correspondence above shows that
Ck(X) ∼=
{
(x, {β1, . . . , βk}) : x ∈ X, β1, . . . , βk are distinct
local boundary components for X at x
}
.
(3.28)
Define a µ-Kuranishi structure with corners KCk on Ck(X) by
KCk =
(
I, (V Cki , E
Ck
i , s
Ck
i , ψ
Ck
i )i∈I ,Φ
Ck
ij, i,j∈I
)
, (3.29)
where for each i ∈ I, V Cki = Ck(Vi), and E
Ck
i = i
∗
Vi
(Ei) for iVi : Ck(Vi) → Vi
the projection, and sCki = i
∗
Vi
(si), and ψ
Ck
i : (s
Ck
i )
−1(0) → Ck(X) maps ψ
Ck
i :
(vi, γ) 7→ (ψi(vi), [γ]), where γ ∈ Γkψi(vi),i is a local k-corner component of Vi at
vi ∈ s
−1
i (0) ⊆ Vi, and [γ] ∈ Γ
k
ψi(vi),X
the ≈-equivalence class of γ. Since ψi is
injective, and γ 7→ [γ] bijective, we see that ψCki is injective.
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If i, j ∈ I and (Vij , φij , φˆij) represents Φij = [Vij , φij , φˆij ], then we set
ΦCkij =
[
V Ckij , φ
Ck
ij , φˆ
Ck
ij
]
, (3.30)
with V Ckij = Ck(Vij), and φ
Ck
ij = Ck(φij) : V
Ck
ij = Ck(Vij) → Ck(Vj) = V
Ck
j ,
where φij is simple by Proposition 3.26 so that Ck(φij) : Ck(Vij) → Ck(Vj) is
defined by Proposition 3.9, and
φˆCkij = i
∗
Vij (φˆij) : E
Ck
i |V Ckij
= i∗Vij (Ei) −→
i∗Vij ◦ φ
∗
ij(Ej) = Ck(φij)
∗ ◦ i∗Vj (Ej) = (φ
Ck
ij )
∗(ECkj ),
where we use φij ◦ iVij = iVj ◦ Ck(φij) : Ck(Vij)→ Vj .
It is now easy to see that
(
V Ckij , φ
Ck
ij , φˆ
Ck
ij
)
satisfies Definition 2.3(a)–(e),
as (Vij , φij , φˆij) does. If (V
′
ij , φ
′
ij , φˆ
′
ij) is an alternative representative for Φij ,
so that (Vij , φij , φˆij) ∼ (V ′ij , φ
′
ij , φˆ
′
ij) using V˙ij and Λ in Definition 2.3, where
Λ : Ei|V˙ij → φ
∗
ij(
bTVj)|V˙ij by Definition 3.24(iii), then using V˙
Ck
ij = Ck(V˙ij)
and ΛCk determined by the commutative diagram
i∗
V˙ij
(Ei)=E
Ck
i |V˙ Ckij ΛCk
//
i∗
V˙ij
(Λ)
(φCkij )
∗(bTV Ckj )|V˙ Ckij
=Ck(φij)
∗(bT (Ck(Vj)))
i∗
V˙ij
◦ φ∗ij(
bTVj) Ck(φij)
∗ ◦ i∗Vj (
bTVj),
Ck(φij)
∗(Π)
OO
where Π : i∗Vj (
bTVj)→ bT (Ck(Vj)) is the natural projection, we see that
(
V Ckij ,
φCkij , φˆ
Ck
ij
)
∼
(
V ′Ckij , φ
′Ck
ij , φˆ
′Ck
ij
)
. Hence ΦCkij in (3.30) is independent of choices,
and is well-defined.
Since Γkx,i
∼= Γkx,X for x ∈ Imψi, we see that Imψ
Ck
i
∼= i−1X (Imψi) ⊆ Ck(X).
As X =
⋃
i∈I Imψi by Definition 2.18(d), it follows that Ck(X) =
⋃
i∈I Imψ
Ck
i ,
proving Definition 2.18(d) for (Ck(X),K
Ck). If i, j ∈ I then
ψ−1j ◦ ψi = φij |ψ−1i (Imψj)
: ψ−1i (Imψj) −→ ψ
−1
j (Imψi)
is a homeomorphism from an open set ψ−1i (Imψj) ⊆ s
−1
i (0) to an open set
ψ−1j (Imψi) ⊂ s
−1
j (0). Applying the corner functor Ck, we deduce that
(ψCkj )
−1◦ψCki =Ck(φij)|(ψCki )−1(Imψ
Ck
j )
: (ψCki )
−1(ImψCkj )−→(ψ
Ck
j )
−1(ImψCki )
is a homeomorphism from an open set (ψCki )
−1(ImψCkj ) ⊆ (s
Ck
i )
−1(0) to an
open set (ψCkj )
−1(ImψCki ) ⊂ (s
Ck
j )
−1(0). Also ψCki is injective, as above. From
all this, it follows that there is a unique topology on Ck(X) such that ψ
Ck
i is a
homeomorphism with an open set in Ck(X) for all i ∈ I.
We have now defined all the structures in Ck(X) =
(
Ck(X),K
Ck
)
. We must
verify Definition 2.18(a)–(f). Parts (a),(c),(d) are already proved. For (b), as
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dimVi − rankEi = vdimX and dimCk(Vi) = dimVi − k we have dim V
Ck
i −
rankECki = vdimX − k for all i ∈ I. Part (e) follows from Ck(idVi) = idCk(Vi),
and (f) by applying the corner functor Ck to Definition 2.18(f) for X. Hence
Ck(X) is a µ-Kuranishi space with corners with vdimCk(X) = vdimX − k,
and so the boundary ∂X = C1(X) is a µ-Kuranishi space with corners.
Define a morphism iX : Ck(X) → X by iX =
(
iX , (iX)ij, i∈I, j∈I
)
, where
iX : (x, γ) 7→ x as above, and for all i, j ∈ I, if (Vij , φij , φˆij) represents Φij =
[Vij , φij , φˆij ], then (iX)ij =
[
Ck(Vij), φij ◦iVij , i
∗
Vij
(φˆij)
]
, where iVij : Ck(Vij)→
Vij . It is easy to show this is well-defined.
We can now take boundaries repeatedly to get µ-Kuranishi spaces with cor-
ners ∂X, ∂2X, . . . , ∂kX, . . . . As for manifolds with corners in (3.9)–(3.11), we
can show that there is a natural identification of sets
∂kX ∼=
{
(x, β1, . . . , βk) :x ∈ X, β1, . . . , βk are distinct
local boundary components for X at x
}
,
(3.31)
and there is a natural, free action of the symmetric group Sk on ∂
kX by isomor-
phisms of µ-Kuranishi spaces, which on topological spaces acts by permutation
of β1, . . . , βk in (3.31), and as one would expect from (3.28) and (3.31), there
is a natural isomorphism of µ-Kuranishi spaces Ck(X) ∼= ∂
kX/Sk. Here the
quotient ∂kX/Sk exists in µKur as Sk acts freely by isomorphisms, so the
µ-Kuranishi structure can be pushed down locally from ∂kX to ∂kX/Sk, and
then glued using the sheaf property Theorem 3.27.
As for the categories Manc ⊂ Mˇanc in Definition 3.2, we enlarge µKurc:
Definition 3.30. Define a µ-Kuranishi space with corners X = (X,K) of
mixed dimension with K =
(
I, (Vi, Ei, si, ψi)i∈I ,Φij, i,j∈I
)
as for µ-Kuranishi
spaces with corners in §2.3 and §3.5, except that we omit the condition dim Vi−
rankEi = n in Definition 2.18(b), allowing dimVi − rankEi to take any value.
Write Im = {i ∈ I : dimVi− rankEi = m} for m ∈ Z, so that I =
∐
m∈Z Im,
andXm =
⋃
i∈Im
Imψi, so thatXm is open and closed inX withX=
∐
m∈ZXm,
allowing Im=Xm=∅. Set Km=
(
Im, (Vi, Ei, si, ψi)i∈Im ,Φij, i,j∈Im
)
for m ∈ Z.
It is then easy to see that Xm = (Xm,Km) is a µ-Kuranishi space with corners
with vdimXm = m for m ∈ Z, and X =
∐
m∈ZXm.
Define morphisms f : X → Y of µ-Kuranishi spaces with corners of mixed
dimension as for µ-Kuranishi spaces with corners in §2.3 and §3.5. Then µ-
Kuranishi spaces with corners of mixed dimension form a category µKˇurc.
Writing X =
∐
m∈ZXm and Y =
∐
n∈Z Yn with vdimXm = m, vdimY n = n,
then f |Xmn : Xmn → Yn is a morphism in µKur
c for all m,n ∈ Z, where
Xmn :=Xm ∩ f
−1(Y n) is open and closed in Xm ⊆X.
Alternatively, we can regard µKˇurc as the category with objects X =∐
m∈ZXm for Xm ∈ Kur
c with vdimXm = m, allowing Xm = ∅, and with
morphisms f :
∐
m∈ZXm →
∐
n∈Z Y n consisting of decompositions Xm =∐
n∈ZXmn for m ∈ Z with Xmn ⊆ Xm open and closed, and morphisms
fmn :Xmn → Y n in µKur
c for all m,n ∈ Z.
Clearly µKurc ⊂ µKˇurc is a full subcategory.
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In §3.2 we defined the corner functor C : Manc → Mˇanc. Here is the
analogue for µ-Kuranishi spaces with corners.
Definition 3.31. We will define a functor C : µKurc → µKˇurc, called the
corner functor. On objects X=(X,K) with K=
(
I, (Vi, Ei, si, ψi)i∈I ,Φij, i,j∈I
)
in µKurc, define
C(X) =
∐∞
k=0 Ck(X),
regarded as an object in µKˇurc. Write the indexing set for the µ-Kuranishi
structure on C(X) as I×N, where (i, k) ∈ I×N corresponds to the µ-Kuranishi
neighbourhood (V Cki , E
Ck
i , s
Ck
i , ψ
Ck
i ) on Ck(X) in (3.29).
Let f : X → Y be a morphism in µKurc. Use notation (2.14)–(2.15)
for X,Y , write f =
(
f,f ij, i∈I, j∈J
)
as in §2.3, and choose representatives
(Uij , fij , fˆij) for f ij : (Ui, Di, ri, χi)→ (Vj , Ej , sj , ψj) for i ∈ I and j ∈ J .
Let x ∈ X with y = f(x) ∈ Y . Suppose γ is a local k-corner component
of X at x for k > 0, as in Definition 3.29, so that (x, γ) ∈ Ck(X) ⊆ C(X).
Choose i ∈ I, j ∈ J with x ∈ Imχi ⊆ X and y ∈ Imψj ⊆ Y , and set
ui = χ
−1
i (x) ∈ Uij ⊆ Ui and vj = ψ
−1
j (y) ∈ Vj . Then γ = [γi] for some
unique local k-corner component γi of Uij at ui by (3.26), where [γi] is the
≈-equivalence class of γi.
Since fij : Uij → Vj is a smooth map in Manc with fij(ui) = vj , Definition
3.7 defines a local l-corner component (fij)∗(γi) of Vj at vj for some l > 0, so
[(fij)∗(γi)] is a local l-corner component of Y at y by (3.26). Using Definition
2.21(a),(b) and the definition of ≈ in (3.26), we can show that [(fij)∗(γi)] is
independent of the choice of i, j, so f∗(γ) := [(fij)∗(γi)] is well-defined.
Define C(f ) =
(
C(f), C(f )(i,k)(j,l), (i,k)∈I×N, (j,l)∈J×N
)
, where C(f) : C(X)
→ C(Y ) maps C(f) : (x, γ) 7→ (f(x),f∗(γ)), and for all (i, k) ∈ I × N,
(j, l) ∈ J × N we have C(f )(i,k)(j,l) =
[
U
Ck,l
ij , f
Ck,l
ij , fˆ
Ck,l
ij
]
, where in a similar
way to (3.30), if (Uij , fij , fˆij) is a representative for f ij then U
Ck,l
ij = Ck(Uij)∩
C(fij)
−1(Cl(Vj)) ⊆ Ck(Uij), and f
Ck,l
ij = C(fij)|UCk,lij
: U
Ck,l
ij → Cl(Vj), and
fˆ
Ck,l
ij = iUij |
∗
U
Ck,l
ij
(fˆij). It is now straightforward to check using functoriality of
C on Manc that C(f )(i,k)(j,l) is independent of the choice of (Uij , fij , fˆij), and
C(f ) : C(X)→ C(Y ) is a morphism in µKˇurc. It is also easy to show that if
g : Y → Z is another morphism in µKurc then C(g ◦ f ) = C(g) ◦ C(f), and
C(idX) = idC(X). So C : µKur
c → µKˇurc is a functor.
Definition 3.2 defines when a smooth map f : X → Y of manifolds with
corners is interior, or b-normal, or strongly smooth, or simple. We can extend
these to µ-Kuranishi spaces with corners.
Definition 3.32. Let f : X → Y be a morphism of µ-Kuranishi spaces with
corners, use notation (2.14)–(2.15) for X,Y and f =
(
f,f ij, i∈I, j∈J
)
, and let
(Uij , fij , fˆij) be a representative of the ∼-equivalence class f ij for each i ∈ I
and j ∈ J , so that Uij is an open neighbourhood of (f ◦χi)
−1(Imψj) in Ui, and
fij : Uij → Vj is a smooth map of manifolds with corners.
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We say that f is interior, or b-normal, or strongly smooth, or simple, if for
all i ∈ I and j ∈ J , the smooth map fij : Uij → Vj is interior, . . . , simple,
respectively. This is independent of the choice of representatives (Uij , fij , fˆij).
Note that as interior, b-normal, strongly smooth, and simple are discrete
conditions on smooth maps of manifolds with corners in the sense of Remark
3.10, Remarks 3.22(a), 3.25 and Definition 3.24(ii) for (Uij , fij , fˆij) imply that
fij is interior, . . . , simple on all of Uij if and only if fij is interior, . . . , simple
near (f ◦ χi)−1(Imψj) in Uij , respectively.
Also, if i, i′ ∈ I, j, j′ ∈ J and x ∈ Imχi ∩ Imχi′ ∩ f−1(Imψj ∩ Imψj′ ) ⊆ X
then as fi′j′ = υjj′ ◦ fij ◦ τi′i+O(si′) near χ
−1
i (x) with τi′i, υjj′ simple, one can
show that fij is interior, . . . , simple near χ
−1
i (x) if and only if fi′j′ is interior,
. . . , simple near χ−1i′ (x), respectively. That is, these are really local conditions
near each point x ∈ X, and are independent of the choice of i ∈ I, j ∈ J with
x ∈ Imψi ∩ f−1(Imψj) that we check the conditions for f ij = [Uij , fij , fˆij ].
The classes of interior, b-normal, strongly smooth, and simple morphisms of
µ-Kuranishi spaces with corners are each closed under composition and contain
identities, as this holds for the corresponding classes of morphisms of mani-
folds with corners. Thus, each class defines subcategories of µKurc,µKˇurc.
Write µKurcst,µKur
c
in,µKur
c
is,µKur
c
si for the subcategories of µKur
c with
strongly smooth morphisms, interior morphisms, interior strongly smooth mor-
phisms, and simple morphisms, respectively. Write µKˇurcst, µKˇur
c
in, µKˇur
c
is,
µKˇurcsi for the corresponding subcategories of µKˇur
c.
Proposition 3.9 now implies its analogue for µ-Kuranishi spaces:
Proposition 3.33. Let f :X → Y be a morphism in µKurc.
(a) C(f ) : C(X)→ C(Y ) is an interior morphism of µ-Kuranishi spaces with
corners of mixed dimension, so C is a functor C : µKurc → µKˇurcin.
(b) f is interior if and only if C(f ) maps C0(X)→ C0(Y ).
(c) f is b-normal if and only if C(f ) maps Ck(X)→
∐k
l=0 Cl(Y ) for all k.
(d) If f is simple then C(f ) maps Ck(X) → Ck(Y ) for all k > 0, and
Ck(f ) := C(f )|Ck(X) : Ck(X)→ Ck(Y ) is also a simple morphism.
Part (d) implies that we have a boundary functor ∂ : µKurcsi→µKur
c
si
mapping X 7→ ∂X on objects and f 7→ ∂f := C(f )|C1(X) : ∂X → ∂Y on
(simple) morphisms f : X → Y , and for all k > 0 a k-corner functor
Ck : µKur
c
si → µKur
c
si mapping X 7→ Ck(X) on objects and f 7→ Ck(f) :=
C(f )|Ck(X) : Ck(X)→ Ck(Y ) on morphisms.
3.7 (B-)tangent spaces and (b-)obstruction spaces
In §2.5 we defined tangent spaces TxX and obstruction spaces OxX for µ-
Kuranishi spaces. As in §3.3, manifolds with corners X have two notions of
tangent bundle TX and bTX . So µ-Kuranishi spaces with corners also have
two kinds of tangent space TxX,
bTxX and obstruction space OxX,
bOxX.
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Definition 3.34. Let X = (X,K) be a µ-Kuranishi space with corners, with
K =
(
I, (Vi, Ei, si, ψi)i∈I ,Φij, i,j∈I
)
, and let x ∈ X. Then the Vi and Vij ⊆ Vi
in Φij = [Vij , φij , φˆij ] are manifolds with corners, and so have tangent bundles
TVi, TVij = TVi|Vij and b-tangent bundles
bTVi,
bTVij =
bTVi|Vij as in §3.3.
Define the tangent space TxX and obstruction space OxX ofX at x exactly
as in Definition 2.33, using tangent bundles TVi, TVj, with one small change:
in the part where we show that κxij = κ
x
Vij ,φij,φˆij
and γxij = γ
x
Vij ,φij ,φˆij
are
independent of the choice of representatives (Vij , φij , φˆij) for Φij , we note that
two such representatives (Vij , φij , φˆij), (V
′
ij , φ
′
ij , φˆ
′
ij) are related by (2.27) for
some V˙ij ,Λ. As in Definition 3.24(iii), in the corners case Λ maps Ei|V˙ij →
φ∗ij(
bTVj)|V˙ij . So we replace (2.27) by
dφ′ij |vi = dφij |vi + (φ
∗
ij(IVj ) ◦ Λ)|vi ◦ dsi|vi and
φˆ′ij |vi = φˆij |vi + dsj |vj ◦ (φ
∗
ij(IVj ) ◦ Λ)|vi ,
where IVj :
bTVj → TVj is as in Definition 3.12.
As in Definition 2.33, we have
dimTxX − dimOxX = vdimX, (3.32)
and if (Va, Ea, sa, ψa) is any µ-Kuranishi neighbourhood on X in the sense of
§2.4 and §3.5 with x ∈ Imψa, we have a canonical exact sequence
0 // TxX // TvaVa
dsa|va // Ea|va // OxX // 0, (3.33)
where va = ψ
−1
a (x). The dual vector spaces of TxX, OxX are called the cotan-
gent space T ∗xX and coobstruction space O
∗
xX.
If f : X → Y is a morphism of µ-Kuranishi spaces with corners and x ∈ X
with y = f(x) ∈ Y , as in Definition 2.33 we define canonical, functorial linear
maps Txf : TxX → TyY and Oxf : OxX → OyY , such that if (Ua, Da, ra, χa)
and (Vb, Eb, sb, ψb) are µ-Kuranishi neighbourhoods on X,Y respectively with
x ∈ Imψa, y ∈ Imψb, and fab = [Uab, fab, fˆab] is the morphism of µ-Kuranishi
neighbourhoods over f given by Theorem 2.29(b), then setting ua = χ
−1
a (x),
vb = ψ
−1
b (y), the following commutes, with rows (3.33) for X, x and Y , y:
0 // TxX //
Txf

TuaUa dra|ua
//
dfab|ua
Da|ua
fˆab|ua
// OxX
Oxf

// 0
0 // TyY // TvbVb
dsb|vb // Eb|vb // OyY // 0.
(3.34)
There is also an analogue of the whole of this story for the b-tangent bundles
bTVi,
bTVj . Here, instead of (2.25) we start with the exact sequence
0 // bKxi //
bTviVi
bdsi|vi // bEi|vi //
bCxi
// 0,
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where bdsi|vi = dsi|vi ◦ IVi |vi , and instead of (2.26) we have
0 // bKxi //
bκx
Vij,φij,φˆij
∼= 
bTviVi bdsi|vi
//
bdφij |vi
Ei|vi
φˆij |vi
// bCxi
bγx
Vij ,φij ,φˆij
∼= 
// 0
0 // bKxj //
bTvjVj
bdsj |vj // Ej |vj //
bCxj
// 0,
where bdφij :
bTVij → φ∗ij(
bTVj) is defined as in §3.3 since φij is interior (as it
is simple). The rest of Definition 2.33 generalizes with the obvious changes.
Thus, we define the b-tangent space bTxX and b-obstruction space
bOxX of
X at x, which have
dim bTxX − dim
bOxX = vdimX. (3.35)
The dual vector spaces are the b-cotangent space bT ∗xX and b-coobstruction
space bO∗xX. If (Va, Ea, sa, ψa) is any µ-Kuranishi neighbourhood on X with
x ∈ Imψa and va = ψ−1a (x), we have a canonical exact sequence
0 // bTxX // bTvaVa
bdsa|va // Ea|va //
bOxX // 0. (3.36)
The morphisms IVi :
bTVi → TVi in Definition 3.12 induce canonical lin-
ear maps ITX,x :
bTxX → TxX and I
O
X,x :
bOxX → OxX, such that if
(Va, Ea, sa, ψa) is any µ-Kuranishi neighbourhood on X in the sense of §2.4
with x ∈ Imψa and va = ψ−1a (x), we have a canonical commutative diagram
0 // bTxX
ITX,x
// bTvaVa bdsa|va
//
IVa |va
Ea|va
id
// bOxX
IOX,x
// 0
0 // TxX // TvaVa
dsa|va // Ea|va // OxX // 0,
(3.37)
where the rows are (3.33) and (3.36).
To define analogues of Txf : TxX → TyY and Oxf : OxX → OyY for
bTxX,
bTyY ,
bOxX ,
bOyY , we must replace dfij |ui in (2.31) by
bdfij |ui , where
as in §3.3 bfij : bTVij → f∗ij(
bTVj) is defined only if fij is an interior map.
Therefore we must restrict to f : X → Y interior, in the sense of Definition
3.32. If f : X → Y is an interior morphism of µ-Kuranishi spaces with corners
and x ∈ X with y = f(x) ∈ Y , we define canonical, functorial linear maps
bTxf :
bTxX → bTyY and bOxf : bOxX → bOyY , such that if (Ua, Da, ra, χa)
and (Vb, Eb, sb, ψb) are µ-Kuranishi neighbourhoods on X,Y respectively with
x ∈ Imψa, y ∈ Imψb, and fab = [Uab, fab, fˆab] is the morphism of µ-Kuranishi
neighbourhoods over f given by Theorem 2.29(b), then setting ua = χ
−1
a (x),
vb = ψ
−1
b (y), the following commutes, with rows (3.36) for X, x and Y , y:
0 // bTxX //
bTxf
bTuaUa bdra|ua
//
bdfab|ua
Da|ua
fˆab|ua
// bOxX
bOxf
// 0
0 // bTyY // bTvbVb
bdsb|vb // Eb|vb //
bOyY // 0.
(3.38)
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Combining (3.34), (3.37) forX, x,Y , y, and (3.38), we see that Txf ◦ITX,x =
ITY ,y ◦
bTxf :
bTxX → TyY and Oxf ◦ IOX,x = I
O
Y ,y ◦
bOxf :
bOxX → OyY .
As in §2.5, these TxX, OxX, Txf , bTxX, bOxX, bTxf are very useful for
defining interesting properties of morphisms of µ-Kuranishi spaces with corners.
See [43] for more details.
3.8 µ-Kuranishi spaces with generalized corners
In §3.4 we discussed the author’s theory of manifolds with generalized corners,
or g-corners [40], and we saw that most of §3.1–§3.3 extends to manifolds with
g-corners, including all the essentials for µ-Kuranishi spaces with corners.
Therefore we can go through §3.5–§3.7 replacing manifolds with corners by
manifolds with g-corners throughout. Mostly this just works, but there are a
few places where the extension to g-corners fails because of a corresponding
failure for manifolds with (g-)corners explained in §3.4, and other places where
we prove results using local coordinates in [0,∞)k × Rm−k on manifolds with
corners, and the same results hold for g-corners, but need changes to the proofs.
In the following we give the new notation we use for µ-Kuranishi spaces with
g-corners, and draw attention to the parts of §3.5–§3.7 and §6.3–§6.4 that either
do not extend to g-corners, or need changes to their proofs.
(a) In Definition 3.23 we define µ-Kuranishi neighbourhoods (V,E, s, ψ) on X
with g-corners as before, but taking V,E to be manifolds with g-corners.
Morphisms and µ-coordinate changes of µ-Kuranishi neighbourhoods with
g-corners over S ⊆ X , and the category µKurgcS (X), are as in §3.5, but
with g-corners.
(b) Proposition 3.26 holds for µ-Kuranishi neighbourhoods with g-corners, but
the proof requires modification. We use the definition of simple maps of
manifolds with g-corners in §3.4.3. Rather than showing that
(
ap,q
)
,
(
bq,p
)
are inverse matrices, we show M˜viφij : M˜viVi → M˜vjVj and M˜vjφji :
M˜vjVj → M˜viVi are inverse monoid morphisms, using the notation of
§3.4.3, so that M˜viφij is an isomorphism, and φij is simple near vi.
(c) Theorem 3.27 holds for µ-Kuranishi neighbourhoods with g-corners. Its
proof in §6.3 can be adapted to the g-corners case, using ‘b-metrics’ as
in [40, §4.5.3], although the explicit coordinate expressions (6.43)–(6.45)
need to be rewritten.
(d) Theorem 3.28 holds for µ-Kuranishi neighbourhoods with g-corners, and
the proof in §6.4 can be rewritten for the g-corners case, using ideas in [40,
§4.2 & §5.1] similar to the proofs of [40, Th. 4.10 & Cor. 4.14].
(e) As in the end of §3.5, we define a category µKurgc of µ-Kuranishi spaces
with g-corners X. Regarding Manc ⊂Mangc as a full subcategory as in
§3.4.1, we see that Kuranishi spaces with corners are special examples of
Kuranishi spaces with g-corners, and µKurc ⊂ µKurgc is a full subcate-
gory. We define a full and faithful functor FµKur
gc
Mangc :Man
gc →֒ µKurgc,
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so we can also regard manifolds with g-corners as examples of Kuranishi
spaces with g-corners. As in §2.4, we define µ-Kuranishi neighbourhoods
with g-corners (Va, Ea, sa, ψa) on µ-Kuranishi spaces with g-corners X,
and the analogue of Theorem 2.29 holds.
(f) Almost everything in §3.6 extends to µ-Kuranishi spaces with g-corners,
with only trivial modifications. The exception is equation (3.28), which is
false for µ-Kuranishi spaces with corners, since the analogue for manifolds
with g-corners is false as in §3.4.2.
As in Definition 3.30, we define µ-Kuranishi spaces with g-corners X of
mixed dimension, which form a category µKˇurgc. The corner functor
C : µKurgc → µKˇurgc is then defined as in Definition 3.31. Follow-
ing Definition 3.32, we define interior, b-normal and simple morphisms
of µ-Kuranishi spaces with g-corners, and write µKurgcin ,µKˇur
gc
in and
µKurgcsi ,µKˇur
gc
si for the subcategories of µKur
gc,µKˇurgc with interior,
and simple, morphisms. Proposition 3.33 holds for g-corners.
(g) In §3.7, we do not define tangent spaces TxX and obstruction spaces OxX
for µ-Kuranishi spaces with g-corners, since as in §3.4.3 we do not de-
fine tangent bundles TX for manifolds with g-corners, but only b-tangent
bundles bTX . The material on b-tangent spaces bTxX and b-obstruction
spaces bOxX in §3.7, and the linear maps
bTxf :
bTxX →
bTyY ,
bOxf :
bOxX → bOyY for interior f : X → Y , extends immediately to µ-
Kuranishi spaces with g-corners X,Y .
Corresponding to the diagram of categories of manifolds with (g-)corners
(3.18), we have a diagram of categories of µ-Kuranishi spaces with (g-)corners:
µKurcsi ⊂
//
⊂

µKurgcsi
⊂

µKurcis ⊂
//
⊂

µKurcin ⊂
//
⊂

µKurgcin
⊂

µKurcst
⊂ // µKurc
⊂ // µKurgc.
4 The weak 2-category of Kuranishi spaces
We now generalize §2 from the ‘manifold’ (µ-) version to the ‘orbifold’ version
of Kuranishi spaces, including finite groups Γ in our Kuranishi neighbourhoods
(V,E,Γ, s, ψ) on X , so that X is locally modelled on s−1(0)/Γ. At the same
time, we pass from categories to (weak) 2-categories, so that instead of mor-
phisms of µ-Kuranishi neighbourhoods we have 1- and 2-morphisms of Kuranishi
neighbourhoods, and our Kuranishi spaces form a weak 2-category Kur.
The proofs of Theorems 4.14, 4.16, 4.61 and 4.67 are deferred until §7.1–§7.4.
For an introduction to 2-categories, see Appendix B.
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4.1 Kuranishi neighbourhoods and their 1-morphisms
and 2-morphisms
Here is our notion of Kuranishi neighbourhood, similar to those used in [9–17,
53, 68–70], as explained in Appendix A. The differences are in whether Γ must
act effectively on V , and whether the vector bundle E is assumed to be trivial.
Definition 4.1. Let X be a topological space. A Kuranishi neighbourhood on
X is a quintuple (V,E,Γ, s, ψ) such that:
(a) V is a smooth manifold (without boundary, in this section).
(b) π : E → V is a real vector bundle over V , called the obstruction bundle.
(c) Γ is a finite group with a smooth action on V (not necessarily effective),
and a compatible action on E preserving the vector bundle structure.
(d) s : V → E is a Γ-equivariant smooth section of E, called the Kuranishi
section.
(e) ψ is a homeomorphism from s−1(0)/Γ to an open subset Imψ =
{
ψ(Γv) :
v ∈ s−1(0)
}
in X , called the footprint of (V,E,Γ, s, ψ).
We will write ψ¯ : s−1(0) → Imψ ⊆ X for the composition of ψ with the
projection s−1(0)→ s−1(0)/Γ.
The next two crucial definitions, of 1- and 2-morphisms of Kuranishi neigh-
bourhoods, correspond in §2 to the first and second halves of Definition 2.3: 1-
morphisms correspond to triples (Vij , φij , φˆij) in §2, and 2-morphisms to equiva-
lences (Vij , φij , φˆij) ∼ (V ′ij , φ
′
ij , φˆ
′
ij) in §2, so that morphisms Φij = [Vij , φij , φˆij ]
in §2 correspond to 2-isomorphism classes of 1-morphisms below.
Definition 4.2. Let X,Y be topological spaces, f : X → Y a continuous
map, (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi), (Vj , Ej ,Γj, sj , ψj) be Kuranishi neighbourhoods onX,Y
respectively, and S ⊆ Imψi ∩ f
−1(Imψj) ⊆ X be an open set. A 1-morphism
Φij = (Pij , πij , φij , φˆij) : (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi) → (Vj , Ej ,Γj , sj , ψj) of Kuranishi
neighbourhoods over (S, f) is a quadruple (Pij , πij , φij , φˆij) satisfying
(a) Pij is a manifold, with commuting smooth actions of Γi,Γj (that is, with
a smooth action of Γi × Γj), with the Γj-action free.
(b) πij : Pij → Vi is a smooth map which is Γi-equivariant, Γj-invariant, and
e´tale (a local diffeomorphism). The image Vij := πij(Pij) is a Γi-invariant
open neighbourhood of ψ¯−1i (S) in Vi, and the fibres π
−1
ij (v) of πij for
v ∈ Vij are Γj-orbits, so that πij : Pij → Vij is a principal Γj-bundle.
We do not require ψ¯−1i (S) = Vij∩s
−1
i (0), only that ψ¯
−1
i (S) ⊆ Vij∩s
−1
i (0).
(c) φij : Pij → Vj is a Γi-invariant and Γj-equivariant smooth map, that is,
φij(γi · p) = φij(p), φij(γj · p) = γj ·φij(p) for all γi ∈ Γi, γj ∈ Γj , p ∈ Pij .
(d) φˆij : π
∗
ij(Ei) → φ
∗
ij(Ej) is a Γi- and Γj-equivariant morphism of vector
bundles on Pij , where the Γi,Γj-actions are induced by the given Γi-action
and the trivial Γj-action on Ei, and vice versa for Ej .
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(e) φˆij(π
∗
ij(si)) = φ
∗
ij(sj) +O(π
∗
ij(si)
2), in the sense of Definition 2.1.
(f) f ◦ ψ¯i ◦ πij = ψ¯j ◦ φij on π
−1
ij (s
−1
i (0)) ⊆ Pij .
If Y = X and f = idX then we call Φij a 1-morphism of Kuranishi neigh-
bourhoods over S, or just a 1-morphism over S.
Definition 4.3. Suppose X,Y are topological spaces, f : X → Y is a contin-
uous map, (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi), (Vj , Ej ,Γj , sj , ψj) are Kuranishi neighbourhoods
on X,Y respectively, S ⊆ Imψi ∩ f−1(Imψj) ⊆ X is open, and Φij ,Φ′ij :
(Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi) → (Vj , Ej ,Γj, sj , ψj) are two 1-morphisms over (S, f), with
Φij = (Pij , πij , φij , φˆij) and Φ
′
ij = (P
′
ij , π
′
ij , φ
′
ij , φˆ
′
ij).
Consider triples (P˙ij , λij , λˆij) satisfying:
(a) P˙ij is a Γi- and Γj-invariant open neighbourhood of π
−1
ij (ψ¯
−1
i (S)) in Pij .
(b) λij : P˙ij → P ′ij is a Γi- and Γj-equivariant smooth map with π
′
ij ◦ λij =
πij |P˙ij . This implies that λij is an isomorphism of principal Γj-bundles
over V˙ij := πij(P˙ij), so λij is a diffeomorphism with a Γi- and Γj-invariant
open set λij(P˙ij) in P
′
ij .
(c) λˆij : π
∗
ij(Ei)|P˙ij → φ
∗
ij(TVj)|P˙ij is a Γi- and Γj-invariant smooth morphism
of vector bundles on P˙ij , satisfying
φ′ij ◦ λij = φij |P˙ij + λˆij · π
∗
ij(si) +O
(
π∗ij(si)
2
)
and
λ∗ij(φˆ
′
ij) = φˆij |P˙ij + λˆij · φ
∗
ij(dsj) +O
(
π∗ij(si)
)
on P˙ij ,
(4.1)
in the notation of Definition 2.1, interpreting dsj as in (2.1).
Define a binary relation ≈ on such triples by (P˙ij , λij , λˆij) ≈ (P˙
′
ij , λ
′
ij , λˆ
′
ij)
if there exists an open neighbourhood P¨ij of π
−1
ij (ψ¯
−1
i (S)) in P˙ij ∩ P˙
′
ij with
λij |P¨ij = λ
′
ij |P¨ij and λˆij |P¨ij = λˆ
′
ij |P¨ij +O
(
π∗ij(si)
)
on P¨ij . (4.2)
Then≈ is an equivalence relation. We also write≈S for ≈ if we wish to stress the
open set S. Write [P˙ij , λij , λˆij ] for the ≈-equivalence class of (P˙ij , λij , λˆij). We
say that [P˙ij , λij , λˆij ] : Φij ⇒ Φ′ij is a 2-morphism of 1-morphisms of Kuranishi
neighbourhoods on X over (S, f), or just a 2-morphism over (S, f). We often
write Λij = [P˙ij , λij , λˆij ].
If Y = X and f = idX then we call Λij a 2-morphism of Kuranishi neigh-
bourhoods over S, or just a 2-morphism over S.
Remark 4.4. If Γi = Γj = {1} then morphisms [Vij , φij , φˆij ] : (Vi, Ei, si, ψi)→
(Vj , Ej , sj, ψj) in Definition 2.3 correspond naturally to 2-isomorphism classes of
1-morphisms Φij=(Vij , idVij , φij , φˆij) : (Vi, Ei, {1}, si, ψi)→ (Vj , Ej , {1}, sj, ψj)
in Definitions 4.2 and 4.3.
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In Definition 2.5 we defined a category µKurS(X) of µ-Kuranishi neigh-
bourhoods over S ⊆ X . The analogue in this section will be a weak 2-category
KurS(X) of Kuranishi neighbourhoods over S ⊆ X . We have defined the 1-
morphisms and 2-morphisms. Next we define the remaining structures of a weak
2-category: composition of 1-morphisms, horizontal and vertical composition
of 2-morphisms, identity 1- and 2-morphisms, and coherence 2-isomorphisms
αg,f,e, βf , γf as in (B.6) and (B.9).
Definition 4.5. Let X,Y, Z be topological spaces, f : X → Y , g : Y → Z
be continuous maps, (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi), (Vj , Ej ,Γj, sj , ψj), (Vk, Ek,Γk, sk, ψk) be
Kuranishi neighbourhoods on X,Y, Z respectively, and T ⊆ Imψj ∩ g
−1(Imψk)
⊆ Y and S ⊆ Imψi ∩ f−1(T ) ⊆ X be open. Suppose Φij = (Pij , πij , φij , φˆij) :
(Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi)→ (Vj , Ej ,Γj, sj , ψj) is a 1-morphism of Kuranishi neighbour-
hoods over (S, f), and Φjk = (Pjk, πjk, φjk, φˆjk) : (Vj , Ej ,Γj , sj , ψj)→ (Vk, Ek,
Γk, sk, ψk) is a 1-morphism of Kuranishi neighbourhoods over (T, g).
Consider the diagram of manifolds and smooth maps:
Pij ×Vj Pjk
Γi×Γj×Γk

πPij
tt✐✐✐✐
✐✐✐
πPjk
**❯❯❯
❯❯❯❯
Pij
Γi×Γj
,,
πijvv♥♥♥
♥♥♥
♥
φij **❯❯❯
❯❯❯❯
❯❯❯❯
Pjk
Γj×Γk
rr
πjktt✐✐✐✐
✐✐✐✐
✐✐✐
φjk ((◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
Vi
Γi -- Vj
Γj

Vk.
Γkrr
Here the fibre product Pij ×Vj Pjk is transverse, and so exists, as πjk is e´tale.
We have shown the actions of various combinations of Γi,Γj ,Γk on each space.
In fact Γi × Γj × Γk acts on the whole diagram, with all maps equivariant, but
we have omitted the trivial actions (for instance, Γj ,Γk act trivially on Vi).
As Γj acts freely on Pij , it also acts freely on Pij ×Vj Pjk, so Pik := (Pij ×Vj
Pjk)/Γj is a manifold, with projection Π : Pij ×Vj Pjk → Pik. The commuting
actions of Γi,Γk on Pij ×Vj Pjk descend to commuting actions of Γi,Γk on
Pik such that Π is Γi- and Γk-equivariant. As πij ◦ πPij : Pij ×Vj Pjk → Vi
and φjk ◦ πPjk : Pij ×Vj Pjk → Vk are Γj-invariant, they factor through Π, so
there are unique smooth maps πik : Pik → Vi and φik : Pik → Vk such that
πij ◦ πPij = πik ◦Π and φjk ◦ πPjk = φik ◦Π.
Consider the diagram of vector bundles on Pij ×Vj Pjk:
Π∗ ◦ π∗ik(Ei)
Π∗(φˆik)
// Π∗ ◦ φ∗ik(Ek)
π∗Pij ◦π
∗
ij(Ei)
π∗Pij
(φˆij)
// π∗Pij ◦φ
∗
ij(Ej) π
∗
Pjk
◦π∗jk(Ej)
π∗Pjk
(φˆjk)
// π∗Pjk ◦φ
∗
jk(Ek).
There is a unique morphism on the top line making the diagram commute. As
φˆij , φˆjk are Γj-equivariant, this is Γj-equivariant, so it is the pullback under Π
∗
of a unique morphism φˆik : π
∗
ik(Ei) → φ
∗
ik(Ek), as shown. It is now easy to
check that (Pik, πik, φik, φˆik) satisfies Definition 4.2(a)–(f), and is a 1-morphism
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Φik = (Pik, πik, φik, φˆik) : (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi)→ (Vk, Ek,Γk, sk, ψk) over (S, g ◦f).
We write Φjk ◦ Φij = Φik, and call it the composition of 1-morphisms.
If we have three such 1-morphisms Φij ,Φjk,Φkl, define
λijkl :
[
Pij×Vj
(
(Pjk×VkPkl)/Γk
)]
/Γj →
[(
(Pij×VjPjk)/Γj
)
×VkPkl
]
/Γk (4.3)
to be the natural identification. Then we have a 2-isomorphism
αΦkl,Φjk,Φij :=
[
[Pij ×Vj ((Pjk ×Vk Pkl)/Γk)]/Γj, λijkl , 0
]
:
(Φkl ◦ Φjk) ◦ Φij =⇒ Φkl ◦ (Φjk ◦ Φij).
(4.4)
That is, composition of 1-morphisms is associative up to canonical 2-isomorph-
ism, as for weak 2-categories in §B.1.
Let (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi) be a Kuranishi neighbourhood on X , and S ⊆ Imψi
be open. We will define the identity 1-morphism
id(Vi,Ei,Γi,si,ψi)=(Pii, πii, φii, φˆii) : (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi)→(Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi). (4.5)
Since Pii must have two different actions of Γi, for clarity we write Γ
1
i = Γ
2
i = Γi,
where Γ1i and Γ
2
i mean the copies of Γi acting on the domain and target of the
1-morphism in (4.5), respectively.
Define Pii = Vi × Γi, and let Γ1i act on Pii by γ
1 : (v, γ) 7→ (γ1 · v, γ(γ1)−1)
and Γ2i act on Pii by γ
2 : (v, γ) 7→ (v, γ2γ). Define πii, φii : Pii → Vi by πii :
(v, γ) 7→ v and φii : (v, γ) 7→ γ · v. Then πii is Γ1i -equivariant and Γ
2
i -invariant,
and is a Γ2i -principal bundle, and φii is Γ
1
i -invariant and Γ
2
i -equivariant.
At (v, γ) ∈ Pii, the morphism φˆii : π∗ii(Ei) → φ
∗
ii(Ei) must map Ei|v →
Ei|γ·v. We have such a map, the lift of the γ-action on Vi to Ei. So we define
φˆii on Vi × {γ} ⊆ Pii to be the lift to Ei of the γ-action on Vi, for each γ ∈ Γ.
It is now easy to check that (Pii, πii, φii, φˆii) satisfies Definition 4.2(a)–(f), so
(4.5) is a 1-morphism over S.
For Φij : (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi)→ (Vj , Ej ,Γj , sj, ψj) as above, define
µij : ((Vi × Γi)×Vi Pij)/Γi −→ Pij ,
νij : (Pij ×Vj (Vj × Γj))/Γj −→ Pij ,
to be the natural identifications. Then we have 2-isomorphisms
βΦij :=
[
((Vi × Γi)×Vi Pij)/Γi, µij , 0
]
: Φij ◦ id(Vi,Ei,Γi,si,ψi) =⇒ Φij ,
γΦij :=
[
(Pij ×Vj (Vj × Γj))/Γj , νij , 0
]
: id(Vj ,Ej ,Γj ,sj ,ψj) ◦ Φij =⇒ Φij ,
(4.6)
so identity 1-morphisms behave as they should up to canonical 2-isomorphism,
as for weak 2-categories in §B.1.
Definition 4.6. Let X,Y be topological spaces, f : X → Y be continu-
ous, (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi), (Vj , Ej ,Γj , sj , ψj) be Kuranishi neighbourhoods on X,Y ,
S ⊆ Imψi ∩ f−1(Imψj) ⊆ X be open, and Φij ,Φ′ij ,Φ
′′
ij : (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi) →
(Vj , Ej ,Γj, sj , ψj) be 1-morphisms over (S, f) with Φij = (Pij , πij , φij , φˆij),
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Φ′ij = (P
′
ij , π
′
ij , φ
′
ij , φˆ
′
ij), Φ
′′
ij = (P
′′
ij , π
′′
ij , φ
′′
ij , φˆ
′′
ij). Suppose Λij = [P˙ij , λij , λˆij ] :
Φij ⇒ Φ′ij and Λ
′
ij = [P˙
′
ij , λ
′
ij , λˆ
′
ij ] : Φ
′
ij ⇒ Φ
′′
ij are 2-morphisms over (S, f). We
will define the vertical composition of 2-morphisms over (S, f), written
Λ′ij ⊙ Λij = [P˙
′
ij , λ
′
ij , λˆ
′
ij ]⊙ [P˙ij , λij , λˆij ] : Φij =⇒ Φ
′′
ij .
Choose representatives (P˙ij , λij , λˆij), (P˙
′
ij , λ
′
ij , λˆ
′
ij) in the ≈-equivalence cla-
sses [P˙ij , λij , λˆij ], [P˙
′
ij , λ
′
ij , λˆ
′
ij ]. Define P˙
′′
ij = λ
−1
ij (P˙ij) ⊆ P˙ij ⊆ Pij , and λ
′′
ij =
λ′ij ◦ λij |P˙ ′′ij
. Consider the morphism of vector bundles
λ∗ij(λˆ
′
ij) : π
∗
ij(Ei)|P˙ ′′ij
=λ∗ij ◦ π
′∗
ij (Ei)|P˙ ′′ij
−→λ∗ij ◦ φ
′∗
ij(TVj)=(φ
′
ij ◦ λij)
∗(TVj)|P˙ ′′ij
.
Since φ′ij ◦λij |P˙ ′′ij
= φij |P˙ ′′ij
+O(π∗ij(si)) by (4.1), the discussion after Definition
2.1(vi) shows that there exists λˇ′ij : π
∗
ij(Ei)|P˙ ′′ij
→ φ∗ij(TVj)|P˙ ′′ij
with
λˇ′ij = λij |
∗
P˙ ′′ij
(λˆ′ij) +O(π
∗
ij(si)), (4.7)
as in Definition 2.1(vi), and λˇ′ij is unique up to O(π
∗
ij(si)). By averaging over
the Γi × Γj-action we can suppose λˇ′ij is Γi- and Γj-equivariant, as λˆ
′
ij is.
Define λˆ′′ij : π
∗
ij(Ei)|P˙ ′′ij
→ φ∗ij(TVj)|P˙ ′′ij
by λˆ′′ij = λˆij |P˙ ′′ij
+ λˇ′ij . It is now
easy to see that (P˙ ′′ij , λ
′′
ij , λˆ
′′
ij) satisfies Definition 4.3(a)–(c) for Φij ,Φ
′′
ij , using
(4.1) for λˆij , λˆ
′
ij and (4.7) to prove (4.1) for λˆ
′′
ij . Hence Λ
′′
ij = [P˙
′′
ij , λ
′′
ij , λˆ
′′
ij ] :
Φij ⇒ Φ′′ij is a 2-morphism over (S, f). It is independent of choices. We define
[P˙ ′ij , λ
′
ij , λˆ
′
ij ]⊙ [P˙ij , λij , λˆij ] = [P˙
′′
ij , λ
′′
ij , λˆ
′′
ij ], or Λ
′
ij ⊙ Λij = Λ
′′
ij .
For vertical composition of three 2-morphisms, at the level of representatives
(P˙ij , λij , λˆij), the definitions of P˙
′′
ij , λ
′′
ij above are strictly associative, and the
definition of λˆ′′ij is associative up to O(π
∗
ij(si)). So passing to ≈-equivalence
classes, vertical composition of 2-morphisms is associative.
For a 1-morphism Φij = (Pij , πij , φij , φˆij), define the identity 2-morphism
idΦij = [Pij , idPij , 0] : Φij =⇒ Φij .
Clearly, it acts as the identity under vertical composition of 2-morphisms.
Let Λij : Φij ⇒ Φ
′
ij be a 2-morphism over (S, f), and choose a representative
(P˙ij , λij , λˆij) for Λij = [P˙ij , λij , λˆij ]. Define P˙
′
ij = λij(P˙ij), so that P˙
′
ij ⊆ P
′
ij is
open and λij : P˙ij → P˙ ′ij is a diffeomorphism. Set λ
′
ij = λ
−1
ij : P˙
′
ij → P˙ij ⊆ Pij .
Then P˙ ′ij is Γi- and Γj-invariant, and λ
′
ij is Γi- and Γj-equivariant.
Now φ′ij = φij ◦ λ
′
ij + O(π
′∗
ij (si)), so the discussion after Definition 2.1(vi)
shows that there exists λˆ′ij : π
′∗
ij (Ei)|P˙ ′ij
→ φ′∗ij(TVj)|P˙ ′ij
with λˆ′ij = −λ
′∗
ij(λˆij) +
O(π′∗ij (si)), as in Definition 2.1(vi). Since λˆij is Γi,Γj-equivariant, by averaging
λˆ′ij over the Γi × Γj-action we can suppose λˆ
′
ij is Γi,Γj-equivariant. It is not
difficult to show that (P˙ ′ij , λ
′
ij , λˆ
′
ij) satisfies Definition 4.3(a)–(c), so that Λ
′
ij =
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[P˙ ′ij , λ
′
ij , λˆ
′
ij ] : Φ
′
ij ⇒ Φij is a 2-morphism over (S, f). One can check that
Λ′ij is a two-sided inverse Λ
−1
ij for Λij under vertical composition. Thus, all
2-morphisms over (S, f) are invertible under vertical composition, that is, they
are 2-isomorphisms.
If f : X → Y is continuous, (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi), (Vj , Ej ,Γj, sj , ψj) are Ku-
ranishi neighbourhoods on X,Y , and S ⊆ Imψi ∩ f−1(Imψj) ⊆ X is open,
write HomS,f
(
(Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi), (Vj , Ej ,Γj , sj , ψj)
)
for the groupoid with ob-
jects 1-morphisms Φij : (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi) → (Vj , Ej ,Γj , sj, ψj) over (S, f), and
morphisms 2-morphisms Λij : Φij ⇒ Φ
′
ij over (S, f).
If X=Y and f=idX , we write HomS
(
(Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi), (Vj , Ej ,Γj , sj , ψj)
)
in place of HomS,f
(
(Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi), (Vj , Ej ,Γj , sj , ψj)
)
.
Definition 4.7. Let X,Y, Z be topological spaces, f : X → Y , g : Y → Z
be continuous maps, (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi), (Vj , Ej ,Γj, sj , ψj), (Vk, Ek,Γk, sk, ψk) be
Kuranishi neighbourhoods on X,Y, Z, and T ⊆ Imψj ∩ g−1(Imψk) ⊆ Y and
S ⊆ Imψi ∩ f−1(T ) ⊆ X be open. Suppose Φij ,Φ′ij : (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi) →
(Vj , Ej ,Γj, sj , ψj) are 1-morphisms of Kuranishi neighbourhoods over (S, f),
and Λij : Φij ⇒ Φ′ij is a 2-morphism over (S, f), and Φjk,Φ
′
jk : (Vj , Ej ,Γj , sj ,
ψj) → (Vk, Ek,Γk, sk, ψk) are 1-morphisms of Kuranishi neighbourhoods over
(T, g), and Λjk : Φjk ⇒ Φ′jk is a 2-morphism over (T, g).
We will define the horizontal composition of 2-morphisms, written
Λjk ∗ Λij : Φjk ◦ Φij =⇒ Φ
′
jk ◦ Φ
′
ij over (S, g ◦ f). (4.8)
Use our usual notation for Φij , . . . ,Λjk, and write (Pik, πik, φik, φˆik) = Φjk ◦Φij ,
(P ′ik, π
′
ik, φ
′
ik, φˆ
′
ik) = Φ
′
jk ◦ Φ
′
ij , as in Definition 4.5. Choose representatives
(P˙ij , λij , λˆij), (P˙jk , λjk, λˆjk) for Λij = [P˙ij , λij , λˆij ] and Λjk = [P˙jk, λjk, λˆjk].
Then Pik = (Pij ×Vj Pjk)/Γj, and P˙ij ⊆ Pij , P˙jk ⊆ Pjk are open and
Γj-invariant, so P˙ij ×Vj P˙jk is open and Γj-invariant in Pij ×Vj Pjk. Define
P˙ik = (P˙ij ×Vj P˙jk)/Γj, as an open subset of Pik. It is Γi- and Γk-invariant, as
P˙ij , P˙jk are Γi- and Γk-invariant, respectively.
The maps λij : P˙ij → P ′ij , λjk : P˙jk → P
′
jk satisfy φ
′
ij ◦ λij = φij |P˙ij : P˙ij →
Vj and π
′
jk◦λjk = πjk|P˙jk : P˙jk → Vj . Hence by properties of fibre products they
induce a unique smooth map λ˜ik : P˙ij ×φij,Vj ,πjk P˙jk → P
′
ij ×φ′ij ,Vj ,π′jk P
′
jk with
πP ′
ij
◦λ˜ik = λij ◦πP˙ij and πP ′jk ◦λ˜ik = λjk ◦πP˙jk . As everything is Γj-equivariant,
λ˜ik descends to the quotients by Γj . Thus we obtain a unique smooth map
λik : P˙ik = (P˙ij ×Vj P˙jk)/Γj −→ (P
′
ij ×Vj P
′
jk)/Γj = P
′
ik
with λik◦Π = Π′◦λ˜ik, for Π : P˙ij×Vj P˙jk → (P˙ij×Vj P˙jk)/Γj , Π
′ : P ′ij×Vj P
′
jk →
(P ′ij ×Vj P
′
jk)/Γj the projections.
Define a morphism of vector bundles on P˙ij ×Vj P˙jk
λˇik : Π
∗◦π∗ik(Ei)=(πij ◦πP˙ij )
∗(Ei)−→(φjk◦πP˙jk)
∗(TVk)=Π
∗◦φ∗ik(TVk)
by λˇik = π
∗
P˙jk
(dφjk ◦ (dπjk)
−1) ◦ π∗
P˙ij
(λˆij) + π
∗
P˙jk
(λˆjk) ◦ π
∗
P˙ij
(φˆij),
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where the morphisms are given in the diagram
(πij ◦πP˙ij )
∗(Ei)
π∗
P˙ij
(λˆij)
π∗
P˙ij
(φˆij)
// (φij ◦πP˙ij )
∗(Ej) (πjk◦πP˙jk)
∗(Ej)
π∗
P˙jk
(λˆjk)

(φij ◦πP˙ij )
∗(TVj)
(πjk◦πP˙jk )
∗(TVj)
π∗
P˙jk
((dπjk)
−1)
//
π∗
P˙jk
(T P˙jk)
π∗
P˙jk
(dφjk)
//
π∗
P˙jk
(dπjk)
oo (φjk◦πP˙jk)
∗(TVk).
Here dπjk : T P˙jk → π
∗
jk(TVj) is invertible as πjk is e´tale. As all the ingredients
are Γi,Γj,Γk-invariant or equivariant, λˇik is Γj-invariant, and so descends to
P˙ik = (P˙ij×Vj P˙jk)/Γj. That is, there is a unique morphism λˆik : πik|
∗
P˙ik
(Ei)→
φik|∗P˙ik
(TVk) of vector bundles on P˙ik with Π
∗(λˆik) = λˇik. As λˇik is Γi- and
Γk-equivariant, so is λˆik.
One can now check that (P˙ik, λik, λˆik) satisfies Definition 4.3(a)–(c), where
(4.1) for λˆik follows from adding the pullbacks to P˙ij×Vj P˙jk of (4.1) for λˆij , λˆjk,
so Λik = [P˙ik, λik, λˆik] is a 2-morphism as in (4.8), which is independent of
choices of (P˙ij , λij , λˆij), (P˙jk , λjk, λˆjk). We define Λjk ∗ Λij = Λik in (4.8).
We have now defined all the structures of a weak 2-category: objects (Ku-
ranishi neighbourhoods), 1- and 2-morphisms, their three kinds of composition,
two kinds of identities, and the coherence 2-isomorphisms (4.4), (4.6) for asso-
ciativity and identities. However, our 1- and 2-morphisms are defined over an
open set S ⊆ X , which is not part of the usual 2-category structure. There are
two ways to make a genuine weak 2-category: either (a) work on a fixed topolog-
ical space X and open S ⊆ X with 1- and 2-morphisms over f = idX : X → X
only; or (b) allow X, f to vary but require S = X throughout.
Definition 4.8. Let X be a topological space and S ⊆ X be open. Define the
weak 2-category KurS(X) of Kuranishi neighbourhoods over S to have objects
Kuranishi neighbourhoods (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi) on X with S ⊆ Imψi, and 1- and
2-morphisms Φij ,Λij to be 1- and 2-morphisms of Kuranishi neighbourhoods
over S (i.e. with f = idX : X → X), and compositions etc. are as above.
Define the weak 2-category GKur of global Kuranishi neighbourhoods by:
• Objects
(
X, (V,E,Γ, s, ψ)
)
in GKur are pairs of a topological space X
and a Kuranishi neighbourhood (V,E,Γ, s, ψ) on X with Imψ = X .
• 1-morphisms (f,Φ) :
(
X, (V,E,Γ, s, ψ)
)
→
(
Y, (W,F,∆, t, χ)
)
in GKur
are pairs of a continuous map f : X → Y and a 1-morphism Φ : (V,E,Γ,
s, ψ)→ (W,F,∆, t, χ) of Kuranishi neighbourhoods over (X, f).
• For 1-morphisms (f,Φ), (g,Ψ) :
(
X, (V,E,Γ, s, ψ)
)
→
(
Y, (W,F,∆, t, χ)
)
,
the 2-morphisms Λ : (f,Φ)⇒ (g,Ψ) in GKur exist only if f = g, and are
2-morphisms Λ : Φ⇒ Ψ of Kuranishi neighbourhoods over (X, f).
Compositions, identities, etc. in GKur are as above.
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For both KurS(X) and GKur, verifying the remaining 2-category axioms
in §B.1 that we have not already proved above is tedious but straightforward.
All 2-morphisms inKurS(X),GKur are 2-isomorphisms, that is,KurS(X),
GKur are (2, 1)-categories.
The next three definitions are analogues of Definitions 2.6–2.8.
Definition 4.9. Recall from Appendix B that an equivalence in a 2-category C
is a 1-morphism f : A→ B in C such that there exist a 1-morphism g : B → A
(called a quasi-inverse) and 2-isomorphisms η : g ◦ f ⇒ idA and ζ : f ◦ g ⇒ idB.
A 1-morphism f : A → B is an equivalence if and only if [f ] : A → B is an
isomorphism (is invertible) in the homotopy category Ho(C).
A 1-morphism Φij : (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi)→ (Vj , Ej ,Γj , sj , ψj) on X over S is a
coordinate change over S if Φij is an equivalence in the 2-category KurS(X).
Definition 4.10. Let T ⊆ S ⊆ X be open. Define the restriction 2-functor
|T : KurS(X) → KurT (X) to map objects (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi) to exactly the
same objects, and 1-morphisms Φij to exactly the same 1-morphisms but re-
garded as 1-morphisms over T , and 2-morphisms Λij = [P˙ij , λij , λˆij ] over S to
Λij |T = [P˙ij , λij , λˆij ]|T , where [P˙ij , λij , λˆij ]|T is the ≈T -equivalence class of any
representative (P˙ij , λij , λˆij) for the ≈S-equivalence class [P˙ij , λij , λˆij ].
Then |T : KurS(X) → KurT (X) commutes with all the structure, so it
is actually a ‘strict 2-functor of weak 2-categories’, but as this is not a very
well-behaved notion, we regard |T as a weak 2-functor as in §B.2 for which the
additional 2-isomorphisms Fg,f are identities.
If U ⊆ T ⊆ S ⊆ X are open then |U ◦ |T = |U : KurS(X)→ KurU (X).
Also |S gives a functor |T : HomS
(
(Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi), (Vj , Ej ,Γj, sj , ψj)
)
→
HomT
(
(Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi), (Vj , Ej ,Γj , sj, ψj)
)
when T ⊆ S ⊆ Imψi ∩ Imψj , in
the notation of Definition 4.6.
Definition 4.11. So far we have discussed 1- and 2-morphisms of Kuranishi
neighbourhoods, and coordinate changes, over a specified open set S ⊆ X , or
over (S, f). We now make the convention that when we do not specify a domain
S for a 1-morphism, 2-morphism, or coordinate change, the domain should be
as large as possible. For example, if we say that Φij : (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi) →
(Vj , Ej ,Γj, sj , ψj) is a 1-morphism (or a 1-morphism over f : X → Y ) without
specifying S, we mean that S = Imψi ∩ Imψj (or S = Imψi ∩ f−1(Imψj)).
Similarly, if we write a formula involving several 2-morphisms (possibly de-
fined on different domains), without specifying the domain S, we make the
convention that the domain where the formula holds should be as large as pos-
sible. That is, the domain S is taken to be the intersection of the domains of
each 2-morphism in the formula, and we implicitly restrict each morphism in
the formula to S as in Definition 4.10, to make it make sense.
Remark 4.12. (i) Our coordinate changes in Definition 4.9 are closely re-
lated to coordinate changes between Kuranishi neighbourhoods in the theory of
Fukaya, Oh, Ohta and Ono [9–18], as described in Appendix A. We explain the
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connection in §A.1. One of the most important innovations in our theory is to
introduce the notion of 2-morphism between coordinate changes.
(ii) Our 1-morphisms of Kuranishi neighbourhoods involve Vi
πij
←−Pij
φij
−→Vj
with πij a Γi-equivariant principal Γj-bundle, and φij Γi-invariant and Γj-
equivariant. As in §4.5, this is a known way of writing 1-morphisms of orbifolds
[Vi/Γi]→ [Vj/Γj], called Hilsum–Skandalis morphisms. So the data Pij , πij , φij
in Φij = (Pij , πij , φij , φˆij) is very natural from the orbifold point of view.
(iii) In the definition of 2-morphisms Λij = [P˙ij , λij , λˆij ] in Definition 4.3, by
restricting to arbitrarily small open neighbourhoods P˙ij of π
−1
ij (ψ¯
−1
i (S)) in Pij
and then taking equivalence classes, we are in effect taking germs about ψ¯−1i (S)
in Vi, or germs about π
−1
ij (ψ¯
−1
i (S)) in Pij . Fukaya–Ono’s first definition of
Kuranishi space [18, §5] involved germs of Kuranishi neighbourhoods at points.
We take germs at larger subsets ψ¯−1i (S) in 2-morphisms.
4.2 Properties of 1- and 2-morphisms
We now generalize §2.2 to the orbifold/2-category case. The 2-category analogue
of sheaves in Definition 2.10 are stacks on a topological space:
Definition 4.13. Let X be a topological space. A prestack (or prestack in
groupoids, or 2-presheaf ) E on X , consists of the data of a groupoid E(S) for
every open set S ⊆ X , and a functor ρST : E(S) → E(T ) called the restriction
map for every inclusion T ⊆ S ⊆ X of open sets, and a natural isomorphism of
functors ηSTU : ρTU ◦ ρST ⇒ ρSU for all inclusions U ⊆ T ⊆ S ⊆ X of open
sets, satisfying the conditions that:
(i) ρSS = idE(S) : E(S) → E(S) for all open S ⊆ X , and ηSST = ηSTT =
idρST for all open T ⊆ S ⊆ X ; and
(ii) ηSUV ⊙ (idρUV ∗ηSTU ) = ηSTV ⊙ (ηTUV ∗ idρST ) : ρUV ◦ρTU ◦ρST =⇒ ρSV
for all open V ⊆ U ⊆ T ⊆ S ⊆ X .
A prestack E on X is called a stack (or stack in groupoids, or 2-sheaf ) on X
if whenever S ⊆ X is open and {Ti : i ∈ I} is an open cover of S, then:
(iii) If α, β : A→ B are morphisms in E(S) and ρSTi(α) = ρSTi(β) : ρSTi(A)→
ρSTi(B) in E(Ti) for all i ∈ I, then α = β.
(iv) If A,B are objects of E(S) and αi : ρSTi(A)→ ρSTi(B) are morphisms in
E(Ti) for all i ∈ I with
ηSTi(Ti∩Tj)(B) ◦ ρTi(Ti∩Tj)(αi) ◦ ηSTi(Ti∩Tj)(A)
−1
= ηSTj(Ti∩Tj)(B) ◦ ρTj(Ti∩Tj)(αj) ◦ ηSTj(Ti∩Tj)(A)
−1
in E(Ti ∩ Tj) for all i, j ∈ I, then there exists α : A→ B in E(S) (neces-
sarily unique by (iii)) with ρSTi(α) = αi for all i ∈ I.
(v) If Ai ∈ E(Ti) for i ∈ I and αij : ρTi(Ti∩Tj)(Ai) → ρTj(Ti∩Tj)(Aj) are
morphisms in E(Ti ∩ Tj) for all i, j ∈ I satisfying
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ηTk(Tj∩Tk)(Ti∩Tj∩Tk)(Ak)◦ρ(Tj∩Tk)(Ti∩Tj∩Tk)(αjk)◦ηTj(Tj∩Tk)(Ti∩Tj∩Tk)(Aj)
−1
◦ ηTj(Ti∩Tj)(Ti∩Tj∩Tk)(Aj)◦ρ(Ti∩Tj)(Ti∩Tj∩Tk)(αij)◦ηTi(Ti∩Tj)(Ti∩Tj∩Tk)(Ai)
−1
=ηTk(Ti∩Tk)(Ti∩Tj∩Tk)(Ak)◦ρ(Ti∩Tk)(Ti∩Tj∩Tk)(αik)◦ηTi(Ti∩Tk)(Ti∩Tj∩Tk)(Ai)
−1
for all i, j, k ∈ I, then there exist an object A in E(S) and morphisms
βi : Ai → ρSTi(A) for i ∈ I such that for all i, j ∈ I we have
ηSTi(Ti∩Tj)(A) ◦ ρTi(Ti∩Tj)(βi) = ηSTj(Ti∩Tj)(A) ◦ ρTj(Ti∩Tj)(βj) ◦ αij .
If A˜, β˜i are alternative choices then (iii),(iv) imply there is a unique iso-
morphism γ : A→ A˜ in E(S) with ρSTi(γ) = β˜i ◦ β
−1
i for all i ∈ I.
In the examples of stacks on topological spaces that will be important to us,
we will have ρTU ◦ ρST = ρSU and ηSTU = idρSU for all open U ⊆ T ⊆ S ⊆ X .
So (ii) is automatic, and all the η···(· · · ) terms in (iv),(v) can be omitted.
Here is the analogue of Theorem 2.11, proved in §7.1, which is very important
in our theory. We will call Theorem 4.14 the stack property. We will use it in §4.3
to construct compositions of 1- and 2-morphisms of Kuranishi spaces, and in
§4.4 to prove good behaviour of Kuranishi neighbourhoods on Kuranishi spaces.
The first part of (a) is a special case of (b) when f = idX : X → X .
Theorem 4.14. (a) Let (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi), (Vj , Ej ,Γj , sj , ψj) be Kuranishi nei-
ghbourhoods on a topological space X. For each open S ⊆ Imψi ∩ Imψj , set
Hom
(
(Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi), (Vj , Ej ,Γj , sj, ψj)
)
(S)
= HomS
(
(Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi), (Vj , Ej ,Γj , sj , ψj)
)
,
as in Definition 4.6, for all open T ⊆ S ⊆ Imψi ∩ Imψj define a functor
ρST : Hom
(
(Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi), (Vj , Ej ,Γj , sj, ψj)
)
(S) −→
Hom
(
(Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi), (Vj , Ej ,Γj , sj, ψj)
)
(T )
by ρST = |T , as in Definition 4.10, and for all open U ⊆ T ⊆ S ⊆ Imψi ∩
Imψj take the obvious isomorphism ηSTU = idρSU : ρTU ◦ ρST ⇒ ρSU . Then
Hom
(
(Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi), (Vj , Ej ,Γj , sj, ψj)
)
is a stack on Imψi ∩ Imψj.
Coordinate changes (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi)→ (Vj , Ej ,Γj , sj , ψj) also form a stack
Equ
(
(Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi), (Vj , Ej ,Γj , sj , ψj)
)
on Imψi∩ Imψj , which is a substack
of Hom
(
(Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi), (Vj , Ej ,Γj , sj , ψj)
)
.
(b) Let f : X→ Y be continuous, and (Ui, Di,Bi, ri, χi), (Vj , Ej ,Γj , sj , ψj) be
Kuranishi neighbourhoods on X,Y, respectively. Then 1- and 2-morphisms from
(Ui, Di,Bi, ri, χi) to (Vj , Ej ,Γj , sj, ψj) over f form a stack Homf
(
(Ui, Di,Bi,
ri, χi), (Vj , Ej ,Γj , sj , ψj)
)
on Imχi ∩ f−1(Imψj) ⊆ X.
Remark 4.15. Setting Γi = Bi = Γj = {1} and taking 2-isomorphism classes
in Theorem 4.14 does not imply Theorem 2.11, since taking isomorphism classes
in a stack only gives a presheaf of sets, not a sheaf. In fact, if Γj 6= {1} then
taking 2-isomorphism classes in Theorem 4.14 generally yields a presheaf but
not a sheaf. This is why the ‘µ-Kuranishi’ construction in §2–§3 does not work
in the orbifold case.
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Here is the analogue of Theorem 2.13, proved in §7.2.
Theorem 4.16. Let Φij = (Pij , πij , φij , φˆij) : (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi) → (Vj , Ej ,
Γj , sj, ψj) be a 1-morphism of Kuranishi neighbourhoods over S ⊆ X. Let
p ∈ π−1ij (ψ¯
−1
i (S)) ⊆ Pij , and set vi = πij(p) ∈ Vi and vj = φij(p) ∈ Vj . As in
(2.8), consider the sequence of real vector spaces:
0 // TviVi
dsi|vi⊕(dφij |p◦dπij |
−1
p ) // Ei|vi⊕TvjVj
−φˆij |p⊕dsj |vj // Ej |vj // 0. (4.9)
Here dπij |p : TpPij → TviVi is invertible as πij is e´tale. Definition 4.2(e) implies
that (4.9) is a complex. Also consider the morphism of finite groups
ρp :
{
(γi, γj) ∈ Γi × Γj : (γi, γj) · p = p
}
−→
{
γj ∈ Γj : γj · vj = vj
}
,
ρp : (γi, γj) 7−→ γj .
(4.10)
Then Φij is a coordinate change over S, in the sense of Definition 4.9, if and
only if (4.9) is exact and (4.10) is an isomorphism for all p ∈ π−1ij (ψ¯
−1
i (S)).
4.3 The definition of Kuranishi space
We can now at last give one of the main definitions of the book:
Definition 4.17. Let X be a Hausdorff, second countable topological space
(not necessarily compact), and n ∈ Z. A Kuranishi structure K on X of virtual
dimension n is data K =
(
I, (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi)i∈I , Φij, i,j∈I , Λijk, i,j,k∈I
)
, where:
(a) I is an indexing set (not necessarily finite).
(b) (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi) is a Kuranishi neighbourhood on X for each i ∈ I,
with dim Vi − rankEi = n.
(c) Φij = (Pij , πij , φij , φˆij) : (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi)→ (Vj , Ej ,Γj , sj, ψj) is a coor-
dinate change for all i, j ∈ I (as usual, defined over S = Imψi ∩ Imψj).
(d) Λijk = [P˙ijk, λijk , λˆijk] : Φjk ◦Φij ⇒ Φik is a 2-morphism for all i, j, k ∈ I
(as usual, defined over S = Imψi ∩ Imψj ∩ Imψk).
(e)
⋃
i∈I Imψi = X .
(f) Φii = id(Vi,Ei,Γi,si,ψi) for all i ∈ I.
(g) Λiij = βΦij and Λijj = γΦij for all i, j ∈ I, for βΦij ,γΦij as in (4.6).
(h) The following diagram of 2-morphisms over S = Imψi ∩ Imψj ∩ Imψk ∩
Imψl commutes for all i, j, k, l ∈ I, for αΦkl,Φjk,Φij as in (4.4):
(Φkl ◦ Φjk) ◦ Φij
αΦkl,Φjk,Φij
Λjkl∗idΦij
+3 Φjl ◦ Φij
Λijl

Φkl ◦ (Φjk ◦ Φij)
idΦkl∗Λijk +3 Φkl ◦ Φik
Λikl +3 Φil.
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We call X = (X,K) a Kuranishi space, of virtual dimension vdimX = n.
When we write x ∈X, we mean that x ∈ X .
Remark 4.18. Our basic assumption on the topological space X of a Kuran-
ishi space X = (X,K) is that X should be Hausdorff and second countable,
following the usual topological assumptions on manifolds, and the definitions of
d-manifolds and d-orbifolds [37–39]. Here is how this relates to other conditions.
Since X can be covered by open sets Imψi ∼= s
−1
i (0)/Γ, it is automatically
locally compact, locally second countable, and regular. Hausdorff, second count-
able, and locally compact imply paracompact. Hausdorff, second countable, and
regular imply metrizable. Compact and locally second countable, imply second
countable. Metrizable implies Hausdorff.
Thus, if X = (X,K) is a Kuranishi space in our sense, then X is also Haus-
dorff, second countable, locally compact, regular, paracompact, and metrizable.
Paracompactness is very useful.
The usual topological assumption in previous papers on Kuranishi spaces
[10, 15, 18, 51–53, 68–70] is that X is compact and metrizable. Since X is auto-
matically locally second countable as it can be covered by Kuranishi neighbour-
hoods, this implies that X is Hausdorff and second countable.
Here is the analogue of Example 2.20.
Example 4.19. Let V be a manifold, E → V a vector bundle, Γ a finite
group with a smooth action on V and a compatible action on E preserving
the vector bundle structure, and s : V → E a Γ-equivariant smooth section.
Set X = s−1(0)/Γ, with the quotient topology induced from the closed subset
s−1(0) ⊆ V . Then X is Hausdorff and second countable, as V is and Γ is finite.
Define a Kuranishi structure K =
(
{0}, (V0, E0,Γ0, s0, ψ0),Φ00,Λ000
)
on X
with indexing set I = {0}, one Kuranishi neighbourhood (V0, E0,Γ0, s0, ψ0)
with V0 = V , E0 = E, Γ0 = Γ, s0 = s and ψ0 = idX , one coordinate change
Φ00 = id(V0,E0,Γ0,s0,ψ0), and one 2-morphism Λ000 = idΦ00 . Then X = (X,K) is
a Kuranishi space, with vdimX = dimV − rankE. We write SV,E,Γ,s =X.
We will need notation to distinguish Kuranishi neighbourhoods, coordinate
changes, and 2-morphisms on different Kuranishi spaces. As for (2.13)–(2.16),
we will often use the following notation for Kuranishi spaces W,X,Y ,Z:
W = (W,H), H =
(
H, (Th, Ch,Ai, qh, ϕh)h∈H , Σhh′ = (Ohh′ , πhh′ , σhh′ ,
σˆhh′)h,h′∈H , Ihh′h′′ = [O˙hh′h′′ , ιhh′h′′ , ιˆhh′h′′ ]h,h′,h′′∈H
)
, (4.11)
X = (X, I), I =
(
I, (Ui, Di,Bi, ri, χi)i∈I , Tii′ = (Pii′ , πii′ , τii′ ,
τˆii′)i,i′∈I , Kii′i′′ = [P˙ii′i′′ , κii′i′′ , κˆii′i′′ ]i,i′,i′′∈I
)
, (4.12)
Y = (Y,J ), J =
(
J, (Vj , Ej ,Γj , sj , ψj)j∈J , Υjj′ = (Qjj′ , πjj′ , υjj′ ,
υˆjj′ )j,j′∈J , Λjj′j′′ = [Q˙jj′j′′ , λjj′j′′ , λˆjj′j′′ ]j,j′,j′′∈J
)
, (4.13)
Z = (Z,K), K =
(
K, (Wk, Fk,∆k, tk, ωk)k∈K , Φkk′ = (Rkk′ , πkk′ , φkk′ ,
φˆkk′ )k,k′∈K , Mkk′k′′ = [R˙kk′k′′ , µkk′k′′ , µˆkk′k′′ ]k,k′,k′′∈K
)
. (4.14)
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The rest of the section will make Kuranishi spaces into a weak 2-category,
as in §B.1. We first define 1- and 2-morphisms of Kuranishi spaces. Note a
possible confusion: we will be defining 1-morphisms of Kuranishi spaces f , g :
X → Y and 2-morphisms of Kuranishi spaces η : f ⇒ g, but these will be built
out of 1-morphisms of Kuranishi neighbourhoods f ij , gij : (Ui, Di,Bi, ri, χi) →
(Vj , Ej ,Γj, sj , ψj) and 2-morphisms of Kuranishi neighbourhoods ηij : f ij ⇒ gij
in the sense of §4.1, so ‘1-morphism’ and ‘2-morphism’ can mean two things.
Definition 4.20. Let X = (X, I) and Y = (Y,J ) be Kuranishi spaces, with
notation (4.12)–(4.13). A 1-morphism of Kuranishi spaces f :X → Y is data
f =
(
f,f ij, i∈I, j∈J , F
j, j∈J
ii′, i,i′∈I , F
jj′, j,j′∈J
i, i∈I
)
, (4.15)
satisfying the conditions:
(a) f : X → Y is a continuous map.
(b) f ij = (Pij , πij , fij , fˆij) : (Ui, Di,Bi, ri, χi) → (Vj , Ej ,Γj , sj , ψj) is a 1-
morphism of Kuranishi neighbourhoods over f for all i ∈ I, j ∈ J (defined
over S = Imχi ∩ f−1(Imψj), as usual).
(c) F jii′ = [P˙
j
ii′ , F
j
ii′ , Fˆ
j
ii′ ] : f i′j ◦ Tii′ ⇒ f ij is a 2-morphism over f for all
i, i′ ∈ I and j ∈ J (defined over S = Imχi ∩ Imχi′ ∩ f−1(Imψj)).
(d) F jj
′
i = [P˙
jj′
i , F
jj′
i , Fˆ
jj′
i ] : Υjj′ ◦ f ij ⇒ f ij′ is a 2-morphism over f for all
i ∈ I and j, j′ ∈ J (defined over S = Imχi ∩ f−1(Imψj ∩ Imψj′)).
(e) F jii = βf ij and F
jj
i = γf ij for all i ∈ I, j ∈ J , for βfij ,γfij as in (4.6).
(f) The following commutes for all i, i′, i′′ ∈ I and j ∈ J :
(f i′′j ◦ Ti′i′′ ) ◦ Tii′
αf
i′′j
,T
i′i′′
,T
ii′
F
j
i′i′′
∗idT
ii′
+3 f i′j ◦ Tii′
F
j
ii′ 
f i′′j ◦ (Ti′i′′ ◦ Tii′ )
idf
i′′j
∗Kii′i′′
+3 f i′′j ◦ Tii′′
F
j
ii′′ +3 f ij .
(g) The following commutes for all i, i′ ∈ I and j, j′ ∈ J :
(Υjj′ ◦ f i′j) ◦ Tii′
αΥ
jj′
,f
i′j
,T
ii′
F
jj′
i′
∗idT
ii′
+3 f i′j′ ◦ Tii′
F
j′
ii′ 
Υjj′ ◦ (f i′j ◦ Tii′)
idΥ
jj′
∗F j
ii′ +3 Υjj′ ◦ f ij
F
jj′
i +3 f ij′ .
(h) The following commutes for all i ∈ I and j, j′, j′′ ∈ J :
(Υj′j′′ ◦Υjj′ ) ◦ f ij
αΥ
j′j′′
,Υ
jj′
,fij

Λjj′j′′∗idfij
+3 Υjj′′ ◦ f ij
F
jj′′
i 
Υj′j′′ ◦ (Υjj′ ◦ f ij)
idΥ
j′j′′
∗F jj
′
i +3 Υj′j′′ ◦ f ij′
F
j′j′′
i +3 f ij′′ .
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If x ∈X (i.e. x ∈ X), we will write f(x) = f(x) ∈ Y .
When Y =X, define the identity 1-morphism idX :X →X by
idX =
(
idX ,Tij, i,j∈I , K
j∈I
ii′j, i,i′∈I , K
j,j′∈I
ijj′ , i∈I
)
, (4.16)
Then Definition 4.17(h) implies that (f)–(h) above hold.
Definition 4.21. Let X = (X, I) and Y = (Y,J ) be Kuranishi spaces, with
notation as in (4.12)–(4.13), and f , g : X → Y be 1-morphisms. Suppose the
continuous maps f, g : X → Y in f , g satisfy f = g. A 2-morphism of Kuranishi
spaces η : f ⇒ g is data η =
(
ηij, i∈I, j∈J
)
, where ηij = [P˙ij , ηij , ηˆij ] : f ij ⇒
gij is a 2-morphism of Kuranishi neighbourhoods over f = g (defined over
S = Imχi ∩ f−1(Imψj), as usual), satisfying the conditions:
(a) Gjii′ ⊙ (ηi′j ∗ idTii′ ) = ηij ⊙ F
j
ii′ : f i′j ◦ Tii′ ⇒ gij for all i, i
′ ∈ I, j ∈ J .
(b) Gjj
′
i ⊙ (idΥjj′ ∗ηij) = ηij′ ⊙F
jj′
i : Υjj′ ◦f ij ⇒ gij′ for all i ∈ I, j, j
′ ∈ J .
Note that by definition, 2-morphisms η : f ⇒ g only exist if f = g.
If f = g, the identity 2-morphism is idf =
(
idf ij , i∈I, j∈J
)
: f ⇒ f .
Next we will define composition of 1-morphisms. For morphisms of µ-
Kuranishi spaces f : X → Y , g : Y → Z in §2, Theorem 2.22 used the
sheaf property of morphisms of µ-Kuranishi neighbourhoods in Theorem 2.11
to construct the composition g ◦ f : X → Z, and g ◦ f was unique. In the
2-category Kuranishi space version, things are more complicated: we must use
the stack property in Theorem 4.14 to construct compositions of 1-morphisms
g ◦ f :X → Z, and g ◦ f is only unique up to 2-isomorphism.
In the next proposition, part (a) constructs candidates h for g ◦ f , part (b)
shows such h are unique up to canonical 2-isomorphism, and part (c) that g
and f are allowed candidates for g ◦ idY , idY ◦ f respectively.
Proposition 4.22. (a) Let X = (X, I),Y = (Y,J ),Z = (Z,K) be Kuranishi
spaces with notation (4.12)–(4.14), and f :X → Y , g : Y → Z be 1-morphisms,
with f =
(
f,f ij ,F
j
ii′ ,F
jj′
i
)
, g =
(
g, gjk,G
k
jj′ ,G
kk′
j
)
. Then there exists a 1-
morphism h :X → Z with h =
(
h,hik,H
k
ii′ ,H
kk′
i
)
, such that h = g ◦ f : X →
Z, and for all i ∈ I, j ∈ J, k ∈ K we have 2-morphisms over h
Θijk : gjk ◦ f ij =⇒ hik, (4.17)
where as usual (4.17) holds over S = Imχi ∩ f
−1(Imψj)∩ h
−1(Imωk), and for
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all i, i′ ∈ I, j, j′ ∈ J, k, k′ ∈ K the following commute:
(gjk ◦ f i′j) ◦ Tii′
αgjk,fi′j ,Tii′
Θi′jk∗idTii′
+3 hi′k ◦ Tii′
Hk
ii′ 
gjk ◦ (f i′j ◦ Tii′ )
idgjk∗F
j
ii′ +3 gjk ◦ f ij
Θijk +3 hik,
(4.18)
(gj′k ◦Υjj′ ) ◦ f ij
αg
j′k
,Υ
jj′
,fij

Gk
jj′
∗idfij
+3 gjk ◦ f ij
Θijk

gj′k ◦ (Υjj′ ◦ f ij)
idg
j′k
∗F jj
′
i +3 gj′k ◦ f ij′
Θij′k +3 hik,
(4.19)
(Φkk′ ◦ gjk) ◦ f ij
αΦ
kk′
,gjk,fij
Gkk
′
j ∗idfij
+3 gjk′ ◦ f ij
Θijk′

Φkk′ ◦ (gjk ◦ f ij)
idΦ
kk′
∗Θijk +3 Φkk′ ◦ hik
Hkk
′
i +3 hik′ .
(4.20)
(b) If h˜ =
(
h, h˜ik, H˜
k
ii′ , H˜
kk′
i
)
, Θ˜ijk are alternative choices for h,Θijk in (a),
then there is a unique 2-morphism of Kuranishi spaces η = (ηik) : h ⇒ h˜
satisfying ηik ⊙Θijk = Θ˜ijk : gjk ◦ f ij ⇒ h˜ik for all i ∈ I, j ∈ J, k ∈ K.
(c) If X = Y and f = idY in (a), so that I = J, then a possible choice for
h,Θijk in (a) is h = g and Θijk = G
k
ij.
Similarly, if Z = Y and g = idY in (a), so that K = J, then a possible
choice for h,Θijk in (a) is h = f and Θijk = F
jk
i .
Proof. For (a), define h = g ◦ f : X → Z. Let i ∈ I and k ∈ K, and set
S = Imχi ∩ h−1(Imωk), so that S is open in X . We want to choose a 1-
morphism hik : (Ui, Di,∆i, ri, χi) → (Wk, Fk,∆k, tk, ωk) of Kuranishi neigh-
bourhoods over (S, h). Since {Imψj : j ∈ J} is an open cover of Y and f is
continuous,
{
S ∩ f−1(Imψj) : j ∈ J
}
is an open cover of S. For all j, j′ ∈ J we
have a 2-morphism over S ∩ f−1(Imψj ∩ Imψj′), h
(idgj′k ∗ F
jj′
i )⊙ (G
k
jj′ ∗ idfij )
−1 :
gjk ◦ f ij |S∩f−1(Imψj∩Imψj′ ) =⇒ gj′k ◦ f ij′ |S∩f−1(Imψj∩Imψj′ ).
(4.21)
For j, j′, j′′ ∈ J , consider the diagram of 2-morphisms over S ∩ f−1(Imψj ∩
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Imψj′ ∩ Imψj′′), h
gjk◦f ij
(gj′k◦Υjj′ )◦f ij
G
k
jj′
∗idfij
OO
αg
j′k
,Υ
jj′
,fij

(gj′′k◦Υjj′′ )◦f ij
G
k
jj′′
∗idfij
44❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤
αg
j′′k
,Υ
jj′′
,fij

((gj′′k◦Υj′j′′)◦Υjj′ )◦f ij
α···
xxqqq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
(Gk
j′j′′
∗idΥ
jj′
)∗idfij
44❤❤❤❤❤❤❤
α···

gj′k◦(Υjj′ ◦f ij)
idg
j′k
∗F
jj′
i

(gj′′k◦(Υj′j′′ ◦Υjj′))◦f ij
α···

(idg
j′′k
∗Λjj′j′′ )∗idfij
ff▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼
(gj′′k◦Υj′j′′ )◦(Υjj′ ◦f ij)
α···

(idg
j′′k
∗idΥ
j′j′′
)∗F
jj′
i &&▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
G
k
j′j′′
∗(idΥ
jj′
∗idfij
)
88qqqqqqqqqqqqqq
gj′k◦f ij′
gj′′k◦((Υj′j′′ ◦Υjj′)◦f ij)
α···
&&▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
idg
j′′k
∗(Λjj′j′′ ∗idfij
)
xxqqq
qqq
qqq
qqq
qq
(gj′′k◦Υj′j′′)◦f ij′
G
k
j′j′′
∗idf
ij′
OO
αg
j′′k
,Υ
j′j′′
,f
ij′

gj′′k◦(Υjj′′ ◦f ij)
idg
j′′k
∗F
jj′′
i
++❱❱❱❱
❱❱❱❱
❱❱❱❱
❱❱❱❱
❱❱❱❱
❱❱❱❱
❱❱❱❱
❱❱❱❱
❱❱❱❱
❱❱❱❱
❱❱❱❱
❱
gj′′k◦(Υj′j′′ ◦(Υjj′ ◦f ij))
idg
j′′k
∗(idΥ
j′j′′
∗F
jj′
i
) ++❱❱❱
❱❱❱❱
gj′′k◦(Υj′j′′ ◦f ij′)
idg
j′′k
∗F
j′j′′
i

gj′′k◦f ij′′ .
(4.22)
Here the top pentagon of (4.22) commutes by Definition 4.20(f) for g com-
posed with idfij , the bottom pentagon commutes by Definition 4.20(h) for f
composed with idgj′′k , and the rest commutes by properties of weak 2-categories.
Thus (4.22) commutes. This implies that
(
(idgj′′k ∗ F
j′j′′
i )⊙αgj′′k,Υj′j′′ ,f ij′ ⊙ (G
k
j′j′′ ∗ idf ij′ )
−1
)
⊙(
(idgj′k ∗ F
jj′
i )⊙αgj′k,Υjj′ ,fij ⊙ (G
k
jj′ ∗ idfij )
−1
)
= (idgj′′k ∗ F
jj′′
i )⊙αgj′′k,Υjj′′ ,fij ⊙ (G
k
jj′′ ∗ idf ij )
−1.
(4.23)
Now Theorem 4.14(b) says that 1- and 2-morphisms from (Ui, Di,Bi, ri, χi)
to (Wk, Fk,∆k, tk, ωk) over h form a stack on S, so applying Definition 4.13(v)
to the open cover
{
S ∩ f−1(Imψj) : j ∈ J
}
of S with gjk ◦ f ij in place of
Aj , (4.21) in place of αjj′ , and (4.23), shows that there exist a 1-morphism
hik : (Ui, Di,Bi, ri, χi)→ (Wk, Fk,∆k, tk, ωk) over (S, h), and 2-morphisms
Θijk : gjk ◦ f ij |S∩f−1(Imψj) =⇒ hik|S∩f−1(Imψj)
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for all j ∈ J , satisfying for all j, j′ ∈ J
Θijk|S∩f−1(Imψj∩Imψj′ )
= Θij′k ⊙ (idgj′k ∗ F
jj′
i )⊙αgj′k,Υjj′ ,fij ⊙ (G
k
jj′ ∗ idfij )
−1.
(4.24)
Observe that (4.24) is equivalent to equation (4.19) in the proposition.
So far we have chosen the data h,hik for all i, k in h =
(
h,hik,H
k
ii′ ,H
kk′
i
)
,
where hik involved an arbitrary choice. To define H
k
ii′ for i, i
′ ∈ I and k ∈ K,
note that for each j ∈ J , equation (4.18) of the proposition implies that
Hkii′ |Imχi∩Imχi′∩f−1(Imψj)∩h−1(Imωk)
= Θijk ⊙ (idgjk ∗ F
j
ii′ )⊙αgjk,fi′j ,Tii′ ⊙
(
Θi′jk ∗ idTii′
)
−1.
(4.25)
Using (4.24) for i, i′ and a similar commutative diagram to (4.22), we can show
that the prescribed values (4.25) for j, j′ ∈ J agree when restricted to Imχi ∩
Imχi′∩f−1(Imψj∩Imψj′ )∩h−1(Imωk). Therefore the stack property Theorem
4.14(b) and Definition 4.13(iii),(iv) show that there is a unique 2-morphism
Hkii′ : hi′k ◦ Tii′ ⇒ hik over h satisfying (4.25) for all j ∈ J , or equivalently,
satisfying (4.18) for all j ∈ J . Similarly, there is a unique 2-morphism Hkk
′
i :
Φkk′ ◦ hik ⇒ hik′ over h satisfying (4.20) for all j ∈ J .
We now claim that h =
(
h,hik,H
k
ii′ ,H
kk′
i
)
is a 1-morphism h : X → Z.
It remains to show Definition 4.20(f)–(h) hold for h. To prove this, we first fix
j ∈ J and prove the restrictions of (f)–(h) to the intersections of their domains
with f−1(Imψj). For instance, for part (f), for i, i
′, i′′ ∈ I and k ∈ K we have
(
Hkii′′ ⊙ (idhi′′k ∗Kii′i′′)⊙αhi′′k,Ti′i′′ ,Tii′
)
|Imχi∩···∩h−1(Imωk)
=
[
Θijk ⊙ (idgjk ∗ F
j
ii′′ )⊙αgjk,fi′′j ,Tii′′ ⊙
(
Θi′′jk ∗ idTii′′
)
−1
]
⊙ (idhi′′k ∗Kii′i′′)⊙αhi′′k,Ti′i′′ ,Tii′
= Θijk ⊙
(
idgjk ∗ (F
j
ii′′ ⊙ (idf ij′′ ∗Kii′i′′ )⊙αfi′′j ,Ti′i′′ ,Tii′ )
)
⊙αgjk,fi′′j◦Ti′i′′ ,Tii′ ⊙ (αgjk,fi′′j ,Ti′i′′ ∗ idTii′ )⊙
(
(Θ−1i′′jk ∗ idTi′i′′ ) ∗ idTii′
)
= Θijk ⊙
(
idgjk ∗ (F
j
ii′ ⊙ (F
j
i′i′′ ∗ idTii′ ))
)
⊙αgjk,fi′′j◦Ti′i′′ ,Tii′ ⊙ (αgjk,fi′′j ,Ti′i′′ ∗ idTii′ )⊙
(
(Θ−1i′′jk ∗ idTi′i′′ ) ∗ idTii′
)
=
[
Θijk ⊙ (idgjk ∗ F
j
ii′ )⊙ αgjk,fi′j ,Tii′ ⊙
(
Θi′jk ∗ idTii′
)
−1
]
⊙
([(
Θi′jk ⊙ (idgjk ∗ F
j
i′i′′ )
)
⊙αgjk,fi′′j ,Ti′i′′ ⊙
(
Θi′′jk ∗ idTi′i′′
)
−1
]
∗ idTii′
)
=
(
Hkii′ ⊙ (H
k
i′i′′ ∗ idTii′ )
)
|Imχi∩Imχi′∩Imχi′′∩f−1(Imψj)∩h−1(Imωk),
using (4.25) in the first and fifth steps, Definition 4.20(f) for f in the third,
and properties of weak 2-categories. Then we use the stack property Theorem
4.14(b) and Definition 4.13(iii) to deduce that as Definition 4.20(f)–(h) for h
hold on the sets of an open cover, they hold globally. Therefore h : X → Z is
a 1-morphism of Kuranishi spaces satisfying (4.18)–(4.20), proving (a).
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For (b), if h˜, Θ˜ijk are alternatives, then hik, h˜ik are alternative solutions to
the application of Theorem 4.14(b) and Definition 4.13(v) above, for all i ∈ I
and k ∈ K. Thus, the last part of Definition 4.13(v) implies that there is a
unique 2-morphism ηik : hik ⇒ h˜ik over h such that for all j ∈ J we have
ηik|Imχi∩f−1(Imψj)∩h−1(Imωk) = Θ˜ijk ⊙Θ
−1
ijk. (4.26)
This implies that ηik ⊙Θijk = Θ˜ijk, as in (b). For each j ∈ J we have(
H˜kii′ ⊙ (ηi′k ∗ idTii′ )
)
|Imχi∩Imχi′∩f−1(Imψj)∩h−1(Imωk)
=
[
Θ˜ijk ⊙ (idgjk ∗ F
j
ii′ )⊙αgjk,fi′j ,Tii′ ⊙
(
Θ˜i′jk ∗ idTii′
)
−1
]
⊙
[(
Θ˜i′jk ⊙Θ
−1
i′jk
)
∗ idTii′
]
=
[
Θ˜ijk ⊙Θ
−1
ijk
]
⊙
[
Θijk ⊙ (idgjk ∗ F
j
ii′)⊙αgjk,f i′j ,Tii′ ⊙
(
Θi′jk ∗ idTii′
)
−1
]
=
(
ηik ⊙H
k
ii′
)
|Imχi∩Imχi′∩f−1(Imψj)∩h−1(Imωk),
using (4.25) and (4.26) in the first and third steps. So by Definition 4.13(iii)
we deduce that H˜kii′ ⊙ (ηi′k ∗ idTii′ ) = ηik ⊙H
k
ii′ , which is Definition 4.21(a)
for η = (ηik) : h ⇒ h˜. Similarly Definition 4.21(b) holds, so η : h ⇒ h˜ is a
2-morphism of Kuranishi spaces. This proves (b). Part (c) is immediate, using
Definition 4.20(f)–(h) for f , g to prove (4.18)–(4.20) hold for the given choices
of h and Θijk. This completes the proof of Proposition 4.22.
Proposition 4.22(a) gives possible values h for the composition g ◦ f :X →
Z. Since there is no distinguished choice, we choose g ◦ f arbitrarily.
Definition 4.23. For all pairs of 1-morphisms of Kuranishi spaces f :X → Y
and g : Y → Z, use the Axiom of Global Choice (see Remark 4.24) to choose
possible values of h : X → Z and Θijk in Proposition 4.22(a), and write
g ◦ f = h, and for i ∈ I, j ∈ J , k ∈ K
Θg,fijk = Θijk : gjk ◦ f ij =⇒ (g ◦ f)ik.
We call g ◦ f the composition of 1-morphisms of Kuranishi spaces.
For general f , g we make these choices arbitrarily. However, if X = Y and
f = idY then we choose g ◦ idY = g and Θ
g,idY
jj′k = G
k
jj′ , and if Z = Y and
g = idY then we choose idY ◦ f = f and Θ
idY ,f
ijj′ = F
jj′
i . This is allowed by
Proposition 4.22(c).
The definition of a weak 2-category in Appendix B includes 2-isomorphisms
βf : f ◦ idX ⇒ f and γf : idY ◦ f ⇒ f in (B.9), since one does not require
f ◦ idX = f and idY ◦ f = f in a general weak 2-category. We define
βf = idf : f ◦ idX =⇒ f , γf = idf : idY ◦ f =⇒ f . (4.27)
Remark 4.24. As in Shulman [63, §7] or Herrlick and Strecker [22, §1.2], the
Axiom of Global Choice, or Axiom of Choice for classes, used in Definition 4.23,
is a strong form of the Axiom of Choice.
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As in Jech [30], in Set Theory one distinguishes between sets, and ‘classes’,
which are like sets but may be larger. We are not allowed to consider things like
‘the set of all sets’, or ‘the set of all manifolds’, as this would lead to paradoxes
such as ‘the set of all sets which are not members of themselves’. Instead sets,
manifolds, . . . form classes, upon which more restrictive operations are allowed.
The Axiom of Choice says that if {Si : i ∈ I} is a family of nonempty sets,
with I a set, then we can simultaneously choose an element si ∈ Si for all i ∈ I.
The Axiom of Global Choice says the same thing, but allowing I (and possibly
also the Si) to be classes rather than sets. As in [63, §7], the Axiom of Global
Choice follows from the axioms of von Neumann–Bernays–Go¨del Set Theory.
The Axiom of Global Choice is used, implicitly or explicitly, in the proofs
of important results in category theory in their most general form, for example,
Adjoint Functor Theorems, or that every category has a skeleton, or that every
weak 2-category can be strictified.
We need to use the Axiom of Global Choice above because we make an
arbitrary choice of g ◦ f for all f : X → Y and g : Y → Z in Kur, and as we
have defined things, the collection of all such (f , g) is a proper class, not a set.
We could avoid this by arranging our foundations differently. For example, if
we require that all topological spaces and manifolds in this book are subsets (or
subspaces, or submanifolds) of some fixed R∞, then the collection of all (f , g)
would be a set, and the usual Axiom of Choice would suffice.
If we did not make arbitrary choices of compositions g ◦ f at all, then Kur
would not be a weak 2-category in Theorem 4.31 below, since for 1-morphisms
f :X → Y and g : Y → Z in Kur we would not be given a unique composition
g ◦ f :X → Z, but only a nonempty family of possible choices for g ◦ f , which
are all 2-isomorphic. Such structures appear in the theory of quasi-categories,
as in Boardman and Vogt [4] or Joyal [31], which are a form of∞-category, and
Kur would be an example of a 3-coskeletal quasi-category.
If we only wanted to define the homotopy category Ho(Kur), there would be
no need for the Axiom of Global Choice, as to define composition [g]◦[f ] = [g◦f ]
in Ho(Kur) we only need to know the 2-isomorphism class of g ◦ f in Kur.
Since composition of 1-morphisms g ◦ f is natural only up to canonical 2-
isomorphism, as in Proposition 4.22(b), composition is associative only up to
canonical 2-isomorphism. Note that the 2-isomorphisms αg,f ,e in (4.28) are
part of the definition of a weak 2-category in Appendix B, as in (B.6).
Proposition 4.25. Let e :W → X, f : X → Y , g : Y → Z be 1-morphisms
of Kuranishi spaces, and define composition of 1-morphisms as in Definition
4.23. Then using notation (4.11)–(4.14), there is a unique 2-morphism
αg,f ,e : (g ◦ f) ◦ e =⇒ g ◦ (f ◦ e) (4.28)
with the property that for all h ∈ H, i ∈ I, j ∈ J and k ∈ K we have
(αg,f ,e)hk⊙Θ
g◦f ,e
hik ⊙(Θ
g,f
ijk ∗ idehi)=Θ
g,f◦e
hjk ⊙(idgjk ∗Θ
f ,e
hij )⊙αgjk,fij ,ehi . (4.29)
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Proof. The proof uses similar ideas to that of Proposition 4.22, so we will be
brief. Note that for h ∈ H, i ∈ I, j ∈ J, k ∈ K, equation (4.29) implies that
(αg,f ,e)hk|Imϕh∩e−1(Imχi)∩(f◦e)−1(Imψj)∩(g◦f◦e)−1(Imωk)
= Θg,f◦ehjk ⊙(idgjk ∗Θ
f ,e
hij )⊙αgjk,fij ,ehi⊙(Θ
g,f
ijk ∗ idehi)
−1⊙(Θg◦f ,ehik )
−1.
(4.30)
We show that for i′ ∈ I, j′ ∈ J , the right hand sides of (4.30) for h, i, j, k
and for h, i′, j′, k agree on the overlap of their domains, using the properties
(4.18)–(4.20) of the Θg,fijk . Then we use the stack property Theorem 4.14(b) and
Definition 4.13(iii),(iv) to deduce that there is a unique 2-morphism (αg,f ,e)hk
satisfying (4.30) for all i ∈ I, j ∈ J .
We prove the restriction of Definition 4.21(a),(b) for αg,f ,e = ((αg,f ,e)hk) to
the intersection of their domains with e−1(Imχi)∩ (f ◦e)−1(Imψj), for all i ∈ I
and j ∈ J , using (4.30) and properties of the Θg,fijk . Since these intersections
form an open cover of the domains, Theorem 4.14(b) and Definition 4.13(iii)
imply that Definition 4.21(a),(b) for αg,f ,e hold on the correct domains, so
αg,f ,e is a 2-morphism, as in (4.28). Uniqueness follows from uniqueness of
(αg,f ,e)hk above. This completes the proof.
We define vertical and horizontal composition of 2-morphisms:
Definition 4.26. Let f , g,h : X → Y be 1-morphisms of Kuranishi spaces,
using notation (4.12)–(4.13), and η = (ηij) : f ⇒ g, ζ = (ζij) : g ⇒ h be
2-morphisms. Define the vertical composition of 2-morphisms ζ⊙η : f⇒h by
ζ ⊙ η =
(
ζij ⊙ ηij , i ∈ I, j ∈ J
)
. (4.31)
To see that ζ⊙η satisfies Definition 4.21(a),(b), for (a) note that for all i, i′ ∈ I
and j ∈ J , by Definition 4.21(a) for η, ζ we have
H
j
ii′ ⊙ ((ζi′j ⊙ ηi′j) ∗ idTii′ ) =H
j
ii′ ⊙ (ζi′j ∗ idTii′ )⊙ (ηi′j ∗ idTii′ )
= ζij ⊙G
j
ii′ ⊙ (ηi′j ∗ idTii′ ) = (ζij ⊙ ηij)⊙ F
j
ii′ ,
and Definition 4.21(b) for ζ ⊙ η is proved similarly.
Clearly, vertical composition of 2-morphisms of Kuranishi spaces is associa-
tive, (θ ⊙ ζ) ⊙ η = θ ⊙ (ζ ⊙ η), since vertical composition of 2-morphisms of
Kuranishi neighbourhoods is associative.
If g = h and ζ = idg then idg⊙η = (idgij ⊙ηij) = (ηij) = η, and similarly
ζ ⊙ idg = ζ, so identity 2-morphisms behave as expected under ⊙.
If η = (ηij) : f ⇒ g is a 2-morphism of Kuranishi spaces, then as 2-
morphisms ηij of Kuranishi neighbourhoods are invertible, we may define η
−1 =
(η−1ij ) : g ⇒ f . It is easy to check that η
−1 is a 2-morphism, and η−1⊙η = idf ,
η⊙ η−1 = idg. Thus, all 2-morphisms of Kuranishi spaces are 2-isomorphisms.
Definition 4.27. Let e,f : X → Y and g,h : Y → Z be 1-morphisms
of Kuranishi spaces, using notation (4.12)–(4.14), and η = (ηij) : e ⇒ f ,
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ζ = (ζjk) : g ⇒ h be 2-morphisms. We claim there is a unique 2-morphism
θ = (θik) : g ◦ e⇒ h ◦ f , such that for all i ∈ I, j ∈ J , k ∈ K, we have
θik|Imχi∩e−1(Imψj)∩(g◦e)−1(Imωk) = Θ
h,f
ijk ⊙ (ζjk ∗ ηij)⊙ (Θ
g,e
ijk )
−1. (4.32)
To prove this, suppose j, j′ ∈ J , and consider the diagram of 2-morphisms
over Imχi ∩ e−1(Imψj ∩ Imψj′) ∩ (g ◦ e)−1(Imωk):
gjk ◦ eij ζjk∗ηij
// hjk ◦ f ij Θh,f
ijk
(gj′k ◦Υjj′) ◦ eij
(ζj′k∗idΥjj′
)∗ηij
//
Gk
jj′
∗ideij
OO
αg
j′k
,Υ
jj′
,eij
(hj′k ◦Υjj′ ) ◦ f ij
Hk
jj′
∗idfij
OO
αh
j′k
,Υ
jj′
,fij (g ◦ e)ik
(Θg,e
ijk
)−1
44
(Θg,e
ij′k
)−1 **
(h ◦ f)ik
gj′k ◦ (Υjj′ ◦ eij)
ζj′k∗(idΥjj′
∗ηij)
//
idg
j′k
∗Ejj
′
i

hj′k ◦ (Υjj′ ◦ f ij)
idh
j′k
∗F jj
′
i 
gj′k ◦ eij′
ζj′k∗ηij′ // hj′k ◦ f ij′
Θh,f
ij′k
EE (4.33)
Here the left and right polygons commute by (4.19), the top and bottom rect-
angles commute by Definition 4.21(a),(b) for ζ,η, and the central rectangle
commutes by properties of weak 2-categories. Hence (4.33) commutes.
The two routes round the outside of (4.33) imply that the prescribed values
(4.32) for θik agree on overlaps between open sets for j, j
′. As the Imχi ∩
e−1(Imψj)∩(g◦e)−1(Imωk) for j ∈ J form an open cover of the correct domain
Imχi ∩ (g ◦ e)−1(Imωk), by Theorem 4.14(b) and Definition 4.13(iii),(iv), there
is a unique 2-morphism θik : (g ◦e)ik ⇒ (h ◦f)ik satisfying (4.32) for all j ∈ J .
To show θ = (θik) : g ◦e⇒ h◦f is a 2-morphism, we must verify Definition
4.21(a),(b) for θ. We do this by first showing that (a),(b) hold on the intersec-
tions of their domains with e−1(Imψj) for j ∈ J using (4.18), (4.20), (4.32), and
Definition 4.21 for η, ζ, and then use Theorem 4.14(b) and Definition 4.13(iii)
to deduce that Definition 4.21(a),(b) for θ hold on their whole domains. So θ
is a 2-morphism of Kuranishi spaces.
Define the horizontal composition of 2-morphisms ζ ∗ η : g ◦ e ⇒ h ◦ f to
be ζ ∗ η = θ. By (4.32), for all i ∈ I, j ∈ J , k ∈ K we have
(ζ ∗ η)ik ⊙Θ
g,e
ijk = Θ
h,f
ijk ⊙ (ζjk ∗ ηij), (4.34)
and this characterizes ζ ∗ η uniquely.
We have now defined all the structures of a weak 2-category of Kuranishi
spaces Kur, as in Appendix B: objects X,Y , 1-morphisms f , g : X → Y ,
2-morphisms η : f ⇒ g, identity 1- and 2-morphisms, composition of 1-
morphisms, vertical and horizontal composition of 2-morphisms, 2-isomorph-
isms αg,f ,e in (4.28) for associativity of 1-morphisms, and βf ,γf in (4.27) for
identity 1-morphisms. To show that Kur is a weak 2-category, it remains only
to prove the 2-morphism identities (B.5), (B.7), (B.8), (B.10) and (B.11). Of
these, (B.10)–(B.11) are easy as βf = γf = idf , and we leave them as an
exercise. The next three propositions prove (B.5), (B.7) and (B.8) hold.
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Proposition 4.28. Let f , f˙ , f¨ : X → Y , g, g˙, g¨ : Y → Z be 1-morphisms
of Kuranishi spaces, and η : f ⇒ f˙ , η˙ : f˙ ⇒ f¨ , ζ : g ⇒ g˙, ζ˙ : g˙ ⇒ g¨ be
2-morphisms. Then
(ζ˙ ⊙ ζ) ∗ (η˙ ⊙ η) = (ζ˙ ∗ η˙)⊙ (ζ ∗ η) : g ◦ f =⇒ g¨ ◦ f¨ . (4.35)
Proof. Use notation (4.12)–(4.14) for X,Y ,Z. For i ∈ I, j ∈ J , k ∈ K we have[
(ζ˙ ⊙ ζ) ∗ (η˙ ⊙ η)
]
ik
∣∣
Imχi∩f−1(Imψj)∩(g◦f)−1(Imωk)
= Θg¨,f¨ijk ⊙
(
(ζ˙jk ⊙ ζjk) ∗ (η˙ij ⊙ ηij)
)
⊙ (Θg,fijk )
−1
= Θg¨,f¨ijk ⊙
(
(ζ˙jk ∗ η˙ij)⊙ (ζjk ∗ ηij)
)
⊙ (Θg,fijk )
−1
=
[
Θg¨,f¨ijk ⊙ (ζ˙jk ∗ η˙ij)⊙ (Θ
g˙,f˙
ijk )
−1
]
⊙
[
Θg˙,f˙ijk ⊙ (ζjk ∗ ηij)⊙ (Θ
g,f
ijk )
−1
]
=
[
(ζ˙ ∗ η˙)⊙ (ζ ∗ η)
]
ik|Imχi∩f−1(Imψj)∩(g◦f)−1(Imωk),
using (4.31) and (4.34) in the first and fourth steps, and compatibility of vertical
and horizontal composition for 2-morphisms of Kuranishi neighbourhoods in the
second. Since the Imχi∩f−1(Imψj)∩(g◦f)−1(Imωk) for all j ∈ J form an open
cover of the domain Imχi ∩ (g ◦ f)−1(Imωk), Theorem 4.14(b) and Definition
4.13(iii) imply that
[
(ζ˙ ⊙ ζ) ∗ (η˙ ⊙ η)
]
ik =
[
(ζ˙ ∗ η˙) ⊙ (ζ ∗ η)
]
ik. As this holds
for all i ∈ I and k ∈ K, equation (4.35) follows.
Proposition 4.29. Suppose e, e˙ : W → X, f , f˙ : X → Y , g, g˙ : Y → Z are
1-morphisms of Kuranishi spaces, and ǫ : e ⇒ e˙, η : f ⇒ f˙ , ζ : g ⇒ g˙ are
2-morphisms. Then the following diagram of 2-morphisms commutes:
(g ◦ f) ◦ e
αg,f,e
+3
(ζ∗η)∗ǫ
g ◦ (f ◦ e)
ζ∗(η∗ǫ) 
(g˙ ◦ f˙) ◦ e˙
α
g˙,f˙,e˙ +3 g˙ ◦ (f˙ ◦ e˙).
(4.36)
Proof. Use notation (4.11)–(4.14) for W,X,Y ,Z. For h ∈ H , i ∈ I, j ∈ J ,
k ∈ K we have[
(ζ ∗ (η ∗ ǫ))⊙αg,f ,e
]
hk
∣∣
Imϕh∩e−1(Imχi)∩(f◦e)−1(Imψj)∩(g◦f◦e)−1(Imωk)
=
[
Θg˙,f˙◦e˙hjk ⊙
[
ζjk ∗
(
Θf˙ ,e˙hij ⊙ (ηij ∗ ǫhi)⊙ (Θ
f ,e
hij )
−1
)]
⊙ (Θg,f◦ehjk )
−1
]
⊙
[
Θg,f◦ehjk ⊙ (idgjk ∗Θ
f ,e
hij )⊙αgjk,fij ,ehi ⊙ (Θ
g,f
ijk ∗ idehi)
−1 ⊙ (Θg◦f ,ehik )
−1
]
= Θg˙,f˙◦e˙hjk ⊙ (idg˙jk ∗Θ
f˙,e˙
hij )⊙ (ζjk ∗ (ηij ∗ ǫhi))
⊙αgjk,fij ,ehi ⊙ (Θ
g,f
ijk ∗ idehi)
−1 ⊙ (Θg◦f ,ehik )
−1
=
[
Θg˙,f˙◦e˙hjk ⊙ (idg˙jk ∗Θ
f˙ ,e˙
hij )⊙αg˙jk,f˙ij ,e˙hi ⊙ (Θ
g˙,f˙
ijk ∗ ide˙hi)
−1 ⊙ (Θg˙◦f˙ ,e˙hik )
−1
]
⊙
[
Θg˙◦f˙ ,e˙hik ⊙
[(
Θg˙,f˙ijk ⊙ (ζjk ∗ ηij)⊙ (Θ
g,f
ijk )
−1
)
∗ ǫhi
]
⊙ (Θg◦f ,ehik )
−1
]
=
[
αg˙,f˙ ,e˙ ⊙ ((ζ ∗ η) ∗ ǫ)
]
hk
∣∣
Imϕh∩e−1(Imχi)∩(f◦e)−1(Imψj)∩(g◦f◦e)−1(Imωk),
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using (4.29) and (4.34) in the first and fourth steps, and properties of weak
2-categories in the second and third. This proves the restriction of the ‘hk’
component of (4.36) to Imϕh∩e−1(Imχi)∩(f ◦e)−1(Imψj)∩(g◦f ◦e)−1(Imωk)
commutes. Since these subsets for all i, j form an open cover of the domain,
Theorem 4.14(b) and Definition 4.13(iii) imply that the ‘hk’ component of (4.36)
commutes for all h ∈ H , k ∈ K, so (4.36) commutes.
Proposition 4.30. Let d : V →W, e : W → X, f : X → Y , g : Y → Z be
1-morphisms of Kuranishi spaces. Then in 2-morphisms we have
αg,f ,e◦d ⊙αg◦f ,e,d = (idg ∗αf ,e,d)⊙αg,f◦e,d ⊙ (αg,f ,e ∗ idd) :
((g ◦ f) ◦ e) ◦ d =⇒ g ◦ (f ◦ (e ◦ d)).
(4.37)
Proof. Use notation (4.11)–(4.14) forW,X,Y ,Z, and takeG to be the indexing
set for V . Then for g ∈ G, h ∈ H , i ∈ I, j ∈ J , k ∈ K, on Im υg ∩ d−1(Imϕh)
∩ (e ◦ d)−1(Imχi) ∩ (f ◦ e ◦ d)−1(Imψj) ∩ (g ◦ f ◦ e ◦ d)−1(Imωk) we have[
(αg,f ,e◦d)⊙ (αg◦f ,e,d)
]
gk
∣∣
...
=
{
Θ
g,f◦(e◦d)
gjk ⊙ (idgjk ∗Θ
f ,e◦d
gij )⊙ αgjk,f ij ,(e◦d)gi ⊙ (Θ
g,f
ijk ∗ id(e◦d)gi)
−1
⊙ (Θg◦f ,e◦dgik )
−1
}
⊙
{
Θg◦f ,e◦dgik ⊙ (id(g◦f)ik ∗Θ
e,d
ghi)⊙ α(g◦f)ik,ehi,dgh
⊙ (Θg◦f ,ehik ∗ iddgh)
−1 ⊙ (Θ
(g◦f)◦e,d
ghk )
−1
}
= Θ
g,f◦(e◦d)
gjk ⊙ (idgjk ∗Θ
f ,e◦d
gij )⊙ αgjk,fij ,(e◦d)gi ⊙ ((Θ
g,f
ijk )
−1 ∗Θe,dghi)
⊙ α(g◦f)ik,ehi,dgh ⊙ (Θ
g◦f ,e
hik ∗ iddgh)
−1 ⊙ (Θ
(g◦f)◦e,d
ghk )
−1
=
{
Θ
g,f◦(e◦d)
gjk ⊙
(
idgjk ∗
[
Θf ,e◦dgij ⊙ (idfij ∗Θ
e,d
ghi)⊙ αf ij ,ehi,dgh
⊙ (Θf ,ehij ∗ iddgh)
−1 ⊙ (Θf◦e,dghj )
−1
])
⊙ (Θ
g,(f◦e)◦d
gjk )
−1
}
⊙
{
Θ
g,(f◦e)◦d
gjk
⊙ (idgjk ∗Θ
f◦e,d
ghj )⊙ αgjk,(f◦e)hj ,dgh ⊙ (Θ
g,f◦e
hjk ∗ iddgh)
−1 ⊙ (Θ
g◦(f◦e),d
ghk )
−1
}
⊙
{
Θ
g◦(f◦e),d
ghk )⊙
([
Θg,f◦ehjk ⊙ (idgjk ∗Θ
f ,e
hij )⊙ αgjk,fij ,ehi ⊙ (Θ
g,f
ijk ∗ idehi)
−1
⊙ (Θg◦f ,ehik )
−1
]
∗ iddgh
)
⊙ (Θ
(g◦f)◦e,d
ghk )
−1
}
=
[
(idg ∗αf ,e,d)⊙αg,f◦e,d ⊙ (αg,f ,e ∗ idd)
]
gk
∣∣
...,
using (4.29) and (4.34) in the first and fourth steps, and properties of weak
2-categories in the second and third. This proves the restriction of the ‘gk’
component of (4.37) to the subset Im υg ∩ d−1(Imϕh) ∩ (e ◦ d)−1(Imχi) ∩ (f ◦
e ◦ d)−1(Imψj) ∩ (g ◦ f ◦ e ◦ d)−1(Imωk). Since these subsets for all h, i, j form
an open cover of the domain, Theorem 4.14(b) and Definition 4.13(iii) imply
that the ‘gk’ component of (4.37) commutes for all g ∈ G and k ∈ K, so (4.37)
commutes.
We summarize the work of this section in the following:
Theorem 4.31. The definitions and propositions above define a weak 2-cat-
egory of Kuranishi spaces Kur.
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Remark 4.32. (a)We proved in §4.1 that Kuranishi neighbourhoods over S ⊆
X form a weak 2-category KurS(X), and now we have shown that Kuranishi
spaces also form a weak 2-category Kur. But morally, KurS(X) is closer to
being a strict 2-category. In KurS(X) there is a natural notion of composition
of 1-morphisms Φjk ◦ Φij , but it just fails to be strictly associative, as the
canonical isomorphism of fibre products λijkl in (4.3) is not the identity. The
analogue mKurS(X) for m-Kuranishi spaces in §4.7 is a strict 2-category.
In Kur, there is no natural notion of composition of 1-morphisms g ◦ f , so
as in Definition 4.23 we have to choose g ◦ f using the Axiom of Global Choice,
and composition of 1-morphisms in Kur is far from being strictly associative.
(b) The 2-categoryGKur of global Kuranishi neighbourhoods in Definition 4.8
is equivalent to the full 2-subcategory of Kur with objects (X,K) ∈ Kur whose
Kuranishi structure K contains only one Kuranishi neighbourhood.
In a similar way to Definition 2.23, we can define a (weak 2-)functor from
manifolds to Kuranishi spaces. Weak 2-functors are defined in §B.2. Since Kur
is a weak 2-category, no other kind of functor to Kur makes sense.
Definition 4.33. We will define a weak 2-functor FKurMan :Man→ Kur. If X is
a manifold, define a Kuranishi space FKurMan(X) = X = (X,K) with topological
space X and Kuranishi structure K =
(
{0}, (V0, E0,Γ0, s0, ψ0),Φ00,Λ000
)
, with
indexing set I = {0}, one Kuranishi neighbourhood (V0, E0,Γ0, s0, ψ0) with
V0 = X , E0 → V0 the zero vector bundle, Γ0 = {1}, s0 = 0, and ψ0 = idX , one
coordinate change Φ00 = id(V0,E0,Γ0,s0,ψ0), and one 2-morphism Λ000 = idΦ00 .
On (1-)morphisms, if f : X → Y is a smooth map of manifolds and X =
FKurMan(X), Y = F
Kur
Man(Y ), define a 1-morphism F
Kur
Man(f) = f :X → Y by f =
(f,f00,F
0
00,F
00
0 ), where f00 = (P00, π00, f00, fˆ00) with P00 = X , π00 = idX ,
f00 = f , and fˆ00 is the zero map on zero vector bundles, and F
0
00 = F
00
0 = idf00 .
On 2-morphisms, regardingMan as a 2-category, the only 2-morphisms are
identity morphisms idf : f ⇒ f for (1-)morphisms f : X → Y in Man. We
define FKurMan(idf ) = idFKurMan(f).
Suppose f : X → Y , g : Y → Z are (1-)morphisms in Man, and write
X,Y ,Z,f , g for the images of X,Y, Z, f, g under FKurMan. As in (4.12)–(4.14),
write (U0, D0,B0, r0, χ0), (V0, E0,Γ0, s0, ψ0), (W0, F0,∆0, t0, ω0) for the Kuran-
ishi neighbourhoods onX,Y ,Z. Let h = g◦f be the composition in Kur from
Definition 4.23, where h =
(
g◦f,h00,H
0
00,H
00
0
)
with h00 = (Q00, π00, h00, hˆ00).
Then π00 : Q00 → U00 is a principal ∆0-bundle over an open neighbourhood
U00 of r
−1
0 (0) in U0 = X . Since r0 = 0 this forces U00 = X , so π00 : Q00 → X
is a diffeomorphism as ∆0 = {1}. Also h00 = g ◦ f ◦ π00 : Q00 → W0 = Z and
hˆ00 = 0, and H
0
00,H
00
0 are identity 2-morphisms. Then
(FKurMan)g,f :=
(
[Q00, π00, 0]00
)
: FKurMan(g) ◦ F
Kur
Man(f) =⇒ F
Kur
Man(g ◦ f)
is a 2-morphism in Kur. For any object X in Man, define
(FKurMan)X := ididX : F
Kur
Man(idX) = idX =⇒ idX = idFKur
Man
(X).
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We have now defined all the data of a weak 2-functor FKurMan :Man→ Kur
in Definition B.3. It is easy to check that FKurMan is a weak 2-functor, which is full
and faithful. Applying FKurMan, we can regard manifolds X as special examples of
Kuranishi spaces. We will usually write manifolds as X,Y, Z, . . . , rather than in
bold X,Y ,Z, . . . , even when we regard them as Kuranishi spaces, so we write
FKurMan(X) as X rather than X.
We say that a Kuranishi space X is a manifold if X ≃ FKurMan(X
′) in Kur,
for some manifold X ′.
As in Example 2.26, if X,Y are Kuranishi spaces with notation (4.12)–
(4.13), we can define an explicit product Kuranishi space X × Y = (X × Y,K),
where K has indexing set I × J and Kuranishi neighbourhoods
(W(i,j), F(i,j),∆(i,j), t(i,j), ω(i,j)) =(
Ui × Vj , π
∗
Ui(Di)⊕ π
∗
Vj (Ej),Bi × Γj , π
∗
Ui(ri)⊕ π
∗
Vj (sj), χi × ψj
)
,
with vdim(X × Y ) = vdimX + vdimY , and projection 1-morphisms πX :
X × Y → X, πY : X × Y → Y . It will follow from results in [43] that these
satisfy the universal property of products in a weak 2-category.
4.4 Kuranishi neighbourhoods on Kuranishi spaces
Here is the analogue of Definition 2.28 in §2.4.
Definition 4.34. Suppose X = (X,K) is a Kuranishi space, where K =(
I, (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi)i∈I , Φij, i,j∈I , Λijk, i,j,k∈I
)
. A Kuranishi neighbourhood on
the Kuranishi space X is data (Va, Ea,Γa, sa, ψa), Φai, i∈I and Λaij, i,j∈I where
(Va, Ea,Γa, sa, ψa) is a Kuranishi neighbourhood on the topological space X in
the sense of Definition 4.1, and Φai : (Va, Ea,Γa, sa, ψa) → (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi)
is a coordinate change for each i ∈ I (over S = Imψa ∩ Imψi, as usual)
as in Definition 4.9, and Λaij : Φij ◦ Φai ⇒ Φaj is a 2-morphism (over S =
Imψa ∩ Imψi ∩ Imψj , as usual) as in Definition 4.3 for all i, j ∈ I, such that
Λaii = idΦai for all i ∈ I, and as in Definition 4.17(h), for all i, j, k ∈ I we have
Λajk ⊙ (idΦjk ∗ Λaij)⊙αΦjk ,Φij ,Φai = Λaik ⊙ (Λijk ∗ idΦai) :
(Φjk ◦ Φij) ◦ Φai =⇒ Φak,
(4.38)
where (4.38) holds over S = Imψa∩Imψi∩Imψj∩Imψk by our usual convention.
Here the subscript ‘a’ in (Va, Ea,Γa, sa, ψa) is just a label used to distinguish
Kuranishi neighbourhoods, generally not in I. If we omit a we will write ‘∗’ in
place of ‘a’ in Φai,Λaij , giving Φ∗i : (V,E,Γ, s, ψ)→ (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi) and Λ∗ij :
Φij ◦ Φ∗i ⇒ Φ∗j .
We will usually just say (Va, Ea,Γa, sa, ψa) or (V,E,Γ, s, ψ) is a Kuranishi
neighbourhood on X, leaving the data Φai,Λaij or Φ∗i,Λ∗ij implicit. We call
such a (V,E,Γ, s, ψ) a global Kuranishi neighbourhood on X if Imψ = X .
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Definition 4.35. Using the same notation, suppose (Va, Ea,Γa, sa, ψa),Φai, i∈I ,
Λaij, i,j∈I and (Vb, Eb,Γb, sb, ψb), Φbi, i∈I , Λbij, i,j∈I are Kuranishi neighbour-
hoods on X, and S ⊆ Imψa ∩ Imψb is open. A coordinate change from
(Va, Ea,Γa, sa, ψa) to (Vb, Eb,Γb, sb, ψb) over S on the Kuranishi space X is
data Φab, Λabi, i∈I , where Φab : (Va, Ea,Γa, sa, ψa) → (Vb, Eb,Γb, sb, ψb) is a
coordinate change over S as in Definition 4.9, and Λabi : Φbi ◦ Φab ⇒ Φai is a
2-morphism over S ∩ Imψi as in Definition 4.3 for each i ∈ I, such that for all
i, j ∈ I we have
Λaij ⊙ (idΦij ∗ Λabi)⊙ αΦij ,Φbi,Φab = Λabj ⊙ (Λbij ∗ idΦab) :
(Φij ◦ Φbi) ◦ Φab =⇒ Φaj ,
(4.39)
where (4.39) holds over S ∩ Imψi ∩ Imψj .
We will usually just say that Φab : (Va, Ea,Γa, sa, ψa) → (Vb, Eb,Γb, sb, ψb)
is a coordinate change over S on X, leaving the data Λabi, i∈I implicit.
If we do not specify S, we mean that S is as large as possible, that is, S =
Imψa ∩ Imψb.
Suppose Φab : (Va, Ea,Γa, sa, ψa) → (Vb, Eb,Γb, sb, ψb), Λabi, i∈I and Φbc :
(Vb, Eb,Γb, sb, ψb) → (Vc, Ec,Γc, sc, ψc), Λbci, i∈I are such coordinate changes
over S ⊆ Imψa ∩ Imψb ∩ Imψc. Define Φac = Φbc ◦ Φab : (Va, Ea,Γa, sa, ψa)→
(Vc, Ec,Γc, sc, ψc) and Λaci = Λabi⊙(Λbci∗idΦab)⊙α
−1
Φci,Φbc,Φab
: Φci◦Φac ⇒ Φai
for all i ∈ I. It is easy to show that Φac = Φbc ◦ Φab, Λaci, i∈I is a coordinate
change from (Va, Ea,Γa, sa, ψa) to (Vc, Ec,Γc, sc, ψc) over S on X. We call this
composition of coordinate changes.
Definition 4.36. Let f :X → Y be a 1-morphism of Kuranishi spaces, and use
notation (4.12)–(4.13) for X,Y , and (4.15) for f . Suppose (Ua, Da,Ba, ra, χa),
Tai, i∈I , Kaii′, i,i′∈I is a Kuranishi neighbourhood on X, and (Vb, Eb,Γb, sb, ψb),
Υbj, j∈J , Λbjj′, j,j′∈J a Kuranishi neighbourhood on Y , as in Definition 4.34.
Let S ⊆ Imχa ∩ f−1(Imψb) be open. A 1-morphism from (Ua, Da,Ba, ra, χa)
to (Vb, Eb,Γb, sb, ψb) over (S,f ) on the Kuranishi spaces X,Y is data fab,
F
bj, j∈J
ai, i∈I , where fab : (Ua, Da,Ba, ra, χa) → (Vb, Eb,Γb, sb, ψb) is a 1-morphism
of Kuranishi neighbourhoods over (S, f) in the sense of Definition 4.2, and
F
bj
ai : Υbj ◦ fab ⇒ f ij ◦ Tai is a 2-morphism over S ∩ Imχi ∩ f
−1(Imψj), f as
in Definition 4.3 for all i ∈ I, j ∈ J , such that for all i, i′ ∈ I, j, j′ ∈ J we have
(F bjai)
−1 ⊙ (F jii′ ∗ idTai) = (F
bj
ai′)
−1 ⊙ (idf i′j ∗Kaii′)⊙αfi′j ,Tii′ ,Tai :
(f i′j ◦ Tii′ ) ◦ Tai =⇒ Υbj ◦ fab,
F
bj′
ai ⊙ (Λbjj′ ∗ idfab) = (F
jj′
i ∗ idTai)⊙ (idΥjj′ ∗ F
bj
ai)⊙αΥjj′ ,Υbj ,fab :
(Υjj′ ◦Υbj) ◦ fab =⇒ f ij′ ◦Tai.
We will usually just say that fab : (Ua, Da,Ba, ra, χa) → (Vb, Eb,Γb, sb, ψb)
is a 1-morphism of Kuranishi neighbourhoods over (S,f ) on X,Y , leaving the
data F bj, j∈Jai, i∈I implicit.
Suppose g : Y → Z is another 1-morphism of Kuranishi spaces, using
notation (4.14) for Z, and (Wc, Fc,∆c, tc, ωc) is a Kuranishi neighbourhood
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on Y , and T ⊆ Imψb ∩ g−1(Imωc), S ⊆ Imχa ∩ f−1(T ) are open, fab :
(Ua, Da,Ba, ra, χa) → (Vb, Eb,Γb, sb, ψb) is a 1-morphism of Kuranishi neigh-
bourhoods over (S,f) on X,Y , and gbc : (Vb, Eb,Γb, sb, ψb) → (Wc, Fc,∆c, tc,
ωc) is a 1-morphism of Kuranishi neighbourhoods over (T, g) on Y ,Z.
Define h = g ◦ f :X → Z, so that Definition 4.23 gives 2-morphisms
Θg,fijk : gjk ◦ f ij =⇒ hik
for all i ∈ I, j ∈ J and k ∈ K. Set hac = gbc ◦ fab : (Ua, Da,Ba, ra, χa) →
(Wc, Fc,∆c, tc, ωc). Using the stack property Theorem 4.14(b), one can show
that for all i ∈ I, k ∈ K there is a unique 2-morphismHckai : Φck◦hac ⇒ hik◦Tai
over S ∩ Imχi ∩ h−1(Imωk), h, such that for all j ∈ J we have
Hckai |S∩Imχi∩f−1(Imψj)∩h−1(Imωk) = (Θ
g,f
ijk ∗ idTai)⊙α
−1
gjk,fij ,Tai
⊙ (idgjk ∗ F
bj
ai)⊙αgjk,Υbj ,fab ⊙ (G
ck
bj ∗ idfab)⊙α
−1
Φck,gbc,fab
.
It is then easy to prove that hac = gbc ◦ fab, H
ck, k∈K
ai, i∈I is a 1-morphism from
(Ua, Da,Ba, ra, χa) to (Wc, Fc,∆c, tc, ωc) over (S,h) on X,Z. We call this
composition of 1-morphisms.
As for Theorem 2.29, the next theorem can be proved using the stack prop-
erty Theorem 4.14 by very similar methods to Propositions 4.22, 4.25, 4.28, 4.29
and 4.30, so we leave the proof as an exercise for the reader.
Theorem 4.37. (a) Let X = (X,K) be a Kuranishi space, where K =
(
I, (Vi,
Ei,Γi, si, ψi)i∈I , Φij , Λijk
)
, and (Va, Ea,Γa, sa, ψa), (Vb, Eb,Γb, sb, ψb) be Ku-
ranishi neighbourhoods on X, in the sense of Definition 4.34, and S ⊆ Imψa ∩
Imψb be open. Then there exists a coordinate change Φab : (Va, Ea,Γa, sa, ψa)
→ (Vb, Eb,Γb, sb, ψb),Λabi, i∈I over S on X, in the sense of Definition 4.35.
If Φab, Φ˜ab are two such coordinate changes, there is a unique 2-morphism
Ξab : Φab ⇒ Φ˜ab over S as in Definition 4.3, such that for all i ∈ I we have
Λabi = Λ˜abi ⊙ (idΦbi ∗ Ξab) : Φbi ◦ Φab =⇒ Φai, (4.40)
which holds over S ∩ Imψi by our usual convention.
(b) Let f : X → Y be a 1-morphism of Kuranishi spaces, and use nota-
tion (4.12), (4.13), (4.15). Let (Ua, Da,Ba, ra, χa), (Vb, Eb,Γb, sb, ψb) be Ku-
ranishi neighbourhoods on X,Y respectively in the sense of Definition 4.34,
and let S ⊆ Imχa ∩ f−1(Imψb) be open. Then there exists a 1-morphism
fab : (Ua, Da,Ba, ra, χa)→ (Vb, Eb,Γb, sb, ψb) of Kuranishi neighbourhoods over
(S,f) on X,Y , in the sense of Definition 4.36.
If fab, f˜ab are two such 1-morphisms, there is a unique 2-morphism Ξab :
fab ⇒ f˜ab over (S, f) as in Definition 4.3, such that for i ∈ I, j ∈ J we have
F
bj
ai = F˜
bj
ai ⊙ (idΥbj ∗ Ξab) : Υbj ◦ fab =⇒ f ij ◦ Tai,
which holds over S ∩ Imχi ∩ f−1(Imψj) by our usual convention.
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Remark 4.38. Note that we make the (potentially confusing) distinction be-
tween Kuranishi neighbourhoods (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi) on a topological space X , as
in Definition 4.1, and Kuranishi neighbourhoods (Va, Ea,Γa, sa, ψa) on a Ku-
ranishi space X = (X,K), which are as in Definition 4.34, and come equipped
with the extra implicit data Φai, i∈I , Λaij, i,j∈I giving the compatibility with
the Kuranishi structure K on X .
We also distinguish between coordinate changes Φij : (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi) →
(Vj , Ej ,Γj, sj , ψj) between Kuranishi neighbourhoods on a topological space X ,
which are as in Definition 4.9 and for which there may be many choices or none,
and coordinate changes Φab : (Va, Ea, sa, ψa) → (Vb, Eb, sb, ψb) between Kuran-
ishi neighbourhoods on a Kuranishi space X, which are as in Definition 4.35,
and come equipped with implicit extra data Λabi, i∈I , and which by Theorem
4.37(a) always exist, and are unique up to unique 2-isomorphism.
Similarly, we distinguish between 1-morphisms f ij : (Ui, Di,Bi, ri, χi) →
(Vj , Ej ,Γj, sj , ψj) of Kuranishi neighbourhoods over a continuous map of topo-
logical spaces f : X → Y , which are as in Definition 4.2 and for which there
may be many choices or none, and 1-morphisms fab : (Ua, Da,Ba, ra, χa) →
(Vb, Eb,Γb, sb, ψb) of Kuranishi neighbourhoods over a 1-morphism of Kuranishi
spaces f : X → Y , which are as Definition 4.36, and come equipped with im-
plicit extra data F bj, j∈Jai, i∈I , and which by Theorem 4.37(b) always exist, and are
unique up to unique 2-isomorphism.
Here are the analogues of Proposition 2.31 and Corollary 2.32. The proofs
are similar but a little more complicated, and we leave them as an exercise.
Proposition 4.39. Let X = (X,K) be a Kuranishi space, and
{
(Va, Ea,Γa, sa,
ψa) : a ∈ A
}
a family of Kuranishi neighbourhoods on X with X =
⋃
a∈A Imψa.
For all a, b ∈ A, let Φab : (Va, Ea,Γa, sa, ψa) → (Vb, Eb,Γb, sb, ψb) be a co-
ordinate change over S = Imψa ∩ Imψb on X given by Theorem 4.37(a),
which is unique up to 2-isomorphism. For all a, b, c ∈ A, both Φbc ◦ Φab|S
and Φac|S are coordinate changes (Va, Ea,Γa, sa, ψa)→ (Vc, Ec,Γc, sc, ψc) over
S = Imψa∩Imψb∩Imψc on X, so Theorem 4.37(a) gives a unique 2-morphism
Λabc : Φbc ◦ Φab|S ⇒ Φac|S. Then K
′ =
(
A, (Va, Ea,Γa, sa, ψa)a∈A,Φab, a,b∈A,
Λabc, a,b,c∈A
)
is a Kuranishi structure on X, and X ′ = (X,K′) is equivalent to
X in Kur, by an equivalence i :X →X ′ canonical up to 2-isomorphism.
Corollary 4.40. Let X = (X,K) be a Kuranishi space with K =
(
I, (Vi, Ei,Γi,
si, ψi)i∈I ,Φij, i,j∈I ,Λijk, i,j,k∈I
)
. Suppose J ⊆ I with
⋃
j∈J Imψj = X. Then
K′ =
(
J, (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi)i∈J ,Φij, i,j∈J ,Λijk, i,j,k∈J
)
is a Kuranishi structure on
X, and X ′ = (X,K′) is equivalent to X in Kur.
Just as in §2.4, we can now state our philosophy for working with Kuranishi
spaces, but we will not explain it in detail.
4.5 Orbifolds and Kuranishi spaces
The next remark reviews different definitions of orbifolds in the literature.
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Remark 4.41. Orbifolds are generalizations of manifolds locally modelled on
Rn/G, for G a finite group acting linearly on Rn. They were introduced by
Satake [62], who called them ‘V-manifolds’. Later they were studied by Thurston
[64, Ch. 13] who gave them the name ‘orbifold’.
As for Kuranishi spaces, defining orbifolds X,Y and smooth maps f : X→ Y
was initially problematic, and early definitions of ordinary categories of orbifolds
[62,64] had some bad differential-geometric behaviour (e.g. for some definitions,
one cannot define pullbacks f∗(E) of orbifold vector bundles E → Y). It is
now generally agreed that it is best to define orbifolds to be a 2-category. See
Lerman [46] for a good overview of ways to define orbifolds.
There are three main definitions of ordinary categories of orbifolds:
(a) Satake [62] and Thurston [64] defined an orbifold X to be a Hausdorff
topological space X with an atlas
{
(Vi,Γi, ψi) : i ∈ I
}
of orbifold charts
(Vi,Γi, ψi), where Vi is a manifold, Γi a finite group acting smoothly (and
locally effectively) on Vi, and ψi : Vi/Γi → X a homeomorphism with an
open set in X , and pairs of charts (Vi,Γi, φi), (Vj ,Γj , φj) satisfy compati-
bility conditions on their overlaps in X . Smooth maps f : X→ Y between
orbifolds are continuous maps f : X → Y of the underlying spaces, which
lift locally to smooth maps on the charts, giving a category OrbST.
(b) Chen and Ruan [7, §4] defined orbifolds X in a similar way to [62,64], but
using germs of orbifold charts (Vp,Γp, ψp) for p ∈ X . Their morphisms
f : X→ Y are called good maps, giving a category OrbCR.
(c) Moerdijk and Pronk [58, 59] defined a category of orbifolds OrbMP as
proper e´tale Lie groupoids in Man. Their definition of smooth map f :
X → Y, called strong maps [59, §5] is complicated: it is an equivalence
class of diagrams X
φ
←−X′
ψ
−→Y, where X′ is a third orbifold, and φ, ψ are
morphisms of groupoids with φ an equivalence (loosely, a diffeomorphism).
A book on orbifolds in the sense of [7, 58, 59] is Adem, Leida and Ruan [1].
There are four main definitions of 2-categories of orbifolds:
(i) Pronk [61] defines a strict 2-category LieGpd of Lie groupoids inMan as
in (c), with the obvious 1-morphisms of groupoids, and localizes by a class
of weak equivalencesW to get a weak 2-categoryOrbPr = LieGpd[W−1].
(ii) Lerman [46, §3.3] defines a weak 2-category OrbLe of Lie groupoids in
Man as in (c), with a non-obvious notion of 1-morphism called ‘Hilsum–
Skandalis morphisms’ involving ‘bibundles’, and does not need to localize.
Henriques and Metzler [21] also use Hilsum–Skandalis morphisms.
(iii) Behrend and Xu [3, §2], Lerman [46, §4] and Metzler [57, §3.5] define a
strict 2-category of orbifolds OrbManSta as a class of Deligne–Mumford
stacks on the site (Man,JMan) of manifolds with Grothendieck topology
JMan coming from open covers.
(iv) The author [35] defines a strict 2-category of orbifoldsOrbC∞Sta as a class
of Deligne–Mumford stacks on the site (C∞Sch,JC∞Sch) of C∞-schemes.
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As in Behrend and Xu [3, §2.6], Lerman [46], Pronk [61], and the author [35,
Th. 9.26], approaches (i)–(iv) give equivalent weak 2-categories OrbPr,OrbLe,
OrbManSta,OrbC∞Sta. As they are equivalent, the differences between them
are not of mathematical importance, but more a matter of convenience or taste.
Properties of localization also imply that OrbMP ≃ Ho(OrbPr). Thus, all of
(c) and (i)–(iv) are equivalent at the level of homotopy categories.
We now give a fifth definition of a weak 2-category of orbifolds, essentially
as a full 2-subcategory OrbKur ⊂ Kur, and we will show that OrbKur is equiv-
alent to OrbPr,OrbLe,OrbManSta,OrbC∞Sta in (i)–(iv) above. This provides
a convenient way to relate orbifolds and Kuranishi spaces. Fukaya et al. [15, §9]
and McDuff [50] also define (effective) orbifolds as special examples of their
notions of Kuranishi space/Kuranishi atlas.
The basic idea is that orbifolds X in OrbKur are just Kuranishi spaces X =
(X,K) with K =
(
I, (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi)i∈I , Φij = (Pij , πij , φij , φˆij)i,j∈I , Λijk =
[P˙ijk, λijk , λˆijk]i,j,k∈I
)
, for which the obstruction bundles Ei → Vi are zero for
all i ∈ I, so that the sections si are also zero. This allows us to simplify the
notation a lot. Equations in §4.1 involving error terms O
(
π∗ij(si)
)
or O
(
π∗ij(si)
2
)
become exact, as si = 0.
As Ei, si are zero we can take ‘orbifold charts’ to be (Vi,Γi, ψi). As φˆij = 0
we can take coordinate changes to be Φij = (Pij , πij , φij), and we can also take
Vij = πij(Pij) to be equal to ψ¯
−1
i (S), rather than just an open neighbourhood
of ψ¯−1i (S) in Vi, since ψ¯
−1
i (S) is open in Vi when si = 0. For 2-morphisms
Λij = [P˙ij , λij , λˆij ] : Φij ⇒ Φ′ij in §4.1, we have λˆij = 0, and we are forced to
take P˙ij = Pij , and the equivalence relation ≈ in Definition 4.3 becomes trivial,
so we can take 2-morphisms to be just λij . Here are the analogues of Definitions
4.1–4.3 and 4.5–4.9 with these simplifications made:
Definition 4.42. Let X be a topological space. An orbifold chart on X is a
triple (V,Γ, ψ), where V is a smooth manifold, Γ a finite group with a smooth
action on V , and ψ a homeomorphism from V/Γ to an open subset Imψ in X .
We write ψ¯ : V → X for the composition of ψ with the projection V → V/Γ.
We call an orbifold chart (V,Γ, ψ) effective if the action of Γ on V is locally
effective, that is, no nonempty open set U ⊆ V is fixed by 1 6= γ ∈ Γ.
Definition 4.43. Let (Vi,Γi, ψi), (Vj ,Γj , ψj) be orbifold charts on a topolog-
ical space X , and S ⊆ Imψi ∩ Imψj be open. A coordinate change Φij :
(Vi,Γi, ψi)→ (Vj ,Γj , ψj) over S is a triple Φij = (Pij , πij , φij) satisfying:
(a) Pij is a manifold, with commuting smooth, free actions of Γi,Γj .
(b) πij : Pij → Vi is a smooth map which is Γi-equivariant, Γj-invariant, and
e´tale, with πij(Pij) = ψ¯
−1
i (S). The fibres π
−1
ij (v) of πij for v ∈ ψ¯
−1
i (S)
are Γj-orbits, so that πij : Pij → ψ¯
−1
i (S) is a principal Γj-bundle.
(c) φij : Pij → Vj is a smooth map which is Γi-invariant, Γj-equivariant, and
e´tale, with φij(Pij) = ψ¯
−1
j (S). The fibres φ
−1
ij (v) of φij for v ∈ ψ¯
−1
j (S)
are Γi-orbits, so that φij : Pij → ψ¯
−1
j (S) is a principal Γi-bundle.
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(d) ψ¯i ◦ πij = ψ¯j ◦ φij : Pij → X .
Definition 4.44. Let Φij ,Φ
′
ij : (Vi,Γi, ψi)→ (Vj ,Γj , ψj) be coordinate changes
of orbifold charts over S ⊆ Imψi ∩ Imψj ⊆ X , where Φij = (Pij , πij , φij) and
Φ′ij = (P
′
ij , π
′
ij , φ
′
ij). A 2-morphism λij : Φij ⇒ Φ
′
ij is a Γi- and Γj-equivariant
diffeomorphism λij : Pij → P ′ij with π
′
ij ◦ λij = πij and φ
′
ij ◦ λij = φij . That
is, 2-morphisms are just isomorphisms of coordinate changes preserving all the
structure, in the most obvious way.
Definition 4.45. Suppose Φij = (Pij , πij , φij) : (Vi,Γi, ψi) → (Vj ,Γj , ψj) and
Φjk = (Pjk, πjk, φjk) : (Vj ,Γj , ψj) → (Vk,Γk, ψk) are coordinate changes of
orbifold charts over S ⊆ Imψi ∩ Imψj ∩ Imψk ⊆ X . As in Definition 4.5, Γj
acts freely on the transverse fibre product Pij×Vj Pjk, so Pik = (Pij×Vj Pjk)/Γj
is a manifold, with projection Π : Pij ×Vj Pjk → Pik. There are unique smooth
maps πik : Pik → Vi and φik : Pik → Vk such that πij ◦ πPij = πik ◦ Π
and φjk ◦ πPjk = φik ◦ Π. Then Φik = (Pik, πik, φik) is a coordinate change
(Vi,Γi, ψi) → (Vk,Γk, ψk) over S. We write Φjk ◦ Φij = Φik, and call it the
composition of coordinate changes.
If S ⊆ Imψi ⊆ X is open, we define the identity coordinate change over S
id(Vi,Γi,ψi) = (Vi × Γi, πii, φii) : (Vi,Γi, ψi) −→ (Vi,Γi, ψi),
where πii, φii : Vi × Γi → Vi map πii : (v, γ) 7→ v and φii : (v, γ) 7→ γ · v.
As in (4.4) and (4.6), there are canonical 2-morphisms
αΦkl,Φjk ,Φij : (Φkl ◦ Φjk) ◦ Φij =⇒ Φkl ◦ (Φjk ◦Φij),
βΦij : Φij ◦ id(Vi,Γi,ψi) =⇒ Φij , γΦij : id(Vj ,Γj ,ψj) ◦ Φij =⇒ Φij .
Given coordinate changes Φij ,Φ
′
ij ,Φ
′′
ij : (Vi,Γi, ψi) → (Vj ,Γj , ψj) and 2-
morphisms λij : Φij ⇒ Φ′ij , λ
′
ij : Φ
′
ij ⇒ Φ
′′
ij over S, the vertical composition
λ′ij ⊙ λij : Φij ⇒ Φ
′′
ij is just the composition λ
′
ij ⊙ λij = λ
′
ij ◦ λij : Pij → P
′′
ij .
Given coordinate changes Φij ,Φ
′
ij : (Vi,Γi, ψi) → (Vj ,Γj , ψj), Φjk,Φ
′
jk :
(Vj ,Γj , ψj) → (Vk,Γk, ψk) and 2-morphisms λij : Φij ⇒ Φ
′
ij , λjk : Φjk ⇒
Φ′jk over S, write λjk ×Vj λij : Pij ×Vj Pjk → P
′
ij ×Vj P
′
jk for the induced
diffeomorphism of fibre products. It is Γj-equivariant, and so induces a unique
diffeomorphism λjk ∗ λij : Pik = (Pij ×Vj Pjk)/Γj → (P
′
ij ×Vj P
′
jk)/Γj = P
′
ik.
Then λjk ∗ λij : Φjk ◦Φij ⇒ Φ′jk ◦Φ
′
ij is a 2-morphism, horizontal composition.
The identity 2-morphism idΦij : Φij ⇒ Φij is idΦij = idPij : Pij → Pij .
As for KurS(X) in §4.1, if S ⊆ X is open we have now defined a weak 2-
category OrbS(X), with objects orbifold charts (Vi,Γi, ψi) onX with S ⊆ Imψi,
1-morphisms coordinate changes Φij ,Φ
′
ij : (Vi,Γi, ψi) → (Vj ,Γj , ψj), and 2-
morphisms λij : Φij ⇒ Φ′ij as above.
We can now follow §4.1–§4.3 from Definition 4.10 until Theorem 4.31, taking
the Ei, si, φˆijk , λˆijk to be zero throughout. This gives:
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Theorem 4.46. We can define a weak 2-category OrbKur of Kuranishi orb-
ifolds, or just orbifolds. Objects of OrbKur are X = (X,O) for X a Haus-
dorff, second countable topological space and O =
(
I, (Vi,Γi, ψi)i∈I , Φij, i,j∈I ,
λijk, i,j,k∈I
)
an orbifold structure on X of dimension n ∈ N, defined as in
§4.3 but using orbifold charts, coordinate changes and 2-morphisms as above.
There is a natural full and faithful 2-functor FKurOrbKur : OrbKur →֒ Kur
embedding OrbKur as a full 2-subcategory of Kur, which on objects maps
FKurOrbKur : (X,O) 7→ (X,K), where for O as above, K =
(
I, (Vi, 0,Γi, 0, ψi)i∈I ,
(Pij , πij , φij , 0)ij, i,j∈I , [Pijk , λijk, 0]i,j,k∈I
)
is the Kuranishi structure obtained
by taking all the obstruction bundle data Ei, si, φˆijk, λˆijk to be zero.
We say that a Kuranishi space X is an orbifold if X ≃ FKurOrbKur(X) in
Kur for some X ∈ OrbKur.
We relate this to previous definitions of (2-)categories of orbifolds.
Theorem 4.47. The 2-category of Kuranishi orbifolds OrbKur in Theorem 4.46
is equivalent as a weak 2-category to the 2-categories of orbifolds OrbPr, OrbLe,
OrbManSta, OrbC∞Sta in [3,35,46,57,61] described in Remark 4.41. Also there
is an equivalence of categories Ho(OrbKur) ≃ OrbMP, for OrbMP the category
of orbifolds from Moerdijk and Pronk [58, 59].
Proof. Use the notation of Remark 4.41. We will define a full and faithful weak
2-functor FOrbLeOrbKur : OrbKur → OrbLe, which is an equivalence of 2-categories.
Given an orbifold X = (X,O) in our sense with O =
(
I, (Vi,Γi, ψi)i∈I , Φij =
(Pij , πij , φij)i,j∈I , λijk, i,j,k∈I
)
, we define a natural proper e´tale Lie groupoid
[V ⇒ U ] = (U, V, s, t, u, i,m) in Man (that is, a groupoid-orbifold in the sense
of [58,59,61] and [46, §3.3], as in Remark 4.41(c),(i),(ii)) with U =
∐
i∈I Vi, and
V =
∐
i,j∈I Pij , and s, t : V → U given by s =
∐
i,j∈I πij and t =
∐
i,j∈I φij ,
where the data λijk, i,j,k∈I gives the multiplication map m : V ×U V → V . We
define FOrbLeOrbKur(X) = [V ⇒ U ].
By working through the definitions, it turns out that Lerman’s definitions of
1- and 2-morphisms inOrbLe in terms of ‘bibundles’, when applied to groupoids
[V ⇒ U ] of the form FOrbLeOrbKur(X), reduce exactly to 1- and 2-morphisms in
OrbKur as above. Thus, the definition of F
OrbLe
OrbKur
on 1- and 2-morphisms, and
that FOrbLeOrbKur is full and faithful, are immediate. The rest of the weak 2-functor
data and conditions are straightforward. To show FOrbLeOrbKur is an equivalence,
we need to show that every groupoid-orbifold [V ⇒ U ] is equivalent in OrbLe
to FOrbLeOrbKur(X) for some X in OrbKur. This can be done as in Moerdijk and
Pronk [59, Proof of Th. 4.1].
The discussion in Remark 4.41 now shows that our OrbKur is equivalent
as a weak 2-category to OrbPr,OrbLe,OrbManSta,OrbC∞Sta, and also that
Ho(OrbKur) ≃ OrbMP as categories.
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4.6 Isotropy groups, and tangent and obstruction spaces
In §2.5, for a µ-Kuranishi space X, we defined a tangent space TxX and an
obstruction space OxX for each x ∈ X, which were unique up to canonical
isomorphism and behaved functorially under morphisms of µ-Kuranishi spaces.
We now generalize these ideas to Kuranishi spaces X.
Definition 4.48. Let X = (X,K) be a Kuranishi space, with K =
(
I, (Vi, Ei,
Γi, si, ψi)i∈I , Φij, i,j∈I , Λijk, i,j,k∈I
)
, and let x ∈ X.
Choose an arbitrary i ∈ I with x ∈ Imψi, and choose vi ∈ s
−1
i (0) ⊆ Vi with
ψ¯i(vi) = x. Our definitions of GxX, TxX, OxX will depend on these choices,
and we explain shortly to what extent.
Define a finite group GxX called the isotropy group of X at x by
GxX =
{
γ ∈ Γi : γ · vi = vi
}
= StabΓi(vi), (4.41)
as a subgroup of Γi. Define finite-dimensional real vector spaces TxX, the
tangent space of X at x, and OxX, the obstruction space of X at x, to be the
kernel and cokernel of dsi|vi , so that as in (2.30) they fit into an exact sequence
0 // TxX // TviVi
dsi|vi // Ei|vi // OxX // 0. (4.42)
The actions of Γi on Vi, Ei induce linear actions of GxX on TxX, OxX, by the
commutative diagram for each γ ∈ GxX:
0 // TxX //
γ·

TviVi dsi|vi
//
d(γ·)

Ei|vi
γ·

// OxX
γ·

// 0
0 // TxX // TviVi
dsi|vi // Ei|vi // OxX // 0.
This makes TxX, OxX into representations of GxX. Definition 4.17(b) yields
dimTxX − dimOxX = vdimX. (4.43)
The dual vector spaces of TxX, OxX will be called the cotangent space,
written T ∗xX, and the coobstruction space, written O
∗
xX.
We now explain how the triple (GxX, TxX , OxX) depends on the choice of
i, vi. Let j, vj be alternative choices, giving another triple (G
′
xX, T
′
xX , O
′
xX).
Then we have a coordinate change Φij = (Pij , πij , φij , φˆij). Consider the set
Sx =
{
p ∈ Pij : πij(p) = vi, φij = vj
}
. (4.44)
Using Theorem 4.16, we find that Sx is invariant under the commuting actions
of GxX = StabΓi(vi) ⊆ Γi and G
′
xX = StabΓj (vj) ⊆ Γj on Pij induced by the
Γi,Γj-actions on Pij , and GxX, G
′
xX each act freely and transitively on Sx.
Pick p ∈ Sx. Define isomorphisms IGx : GxX → G
′
xX, I
T
x : TxX → T
′
xX,
IOx : OxX → O
′
xX by I
G
x (γ) = γ
′ if γ · p = (γ′)−1 · p in Sx, using the free
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transitive actions of GxX, G
′
xX on Sx, and the commutative diagram
0 // TxX //
ITx
TviVi dsi|vi
//
dφij |p◦(dπij |p)
−1

Ei|vi
φˆij |p

// OxX
IOx
// 0
0 // T ′xX // TvjVj
dsj |vj // Ej |vj // O
′
xX
// 0.
Then ITx , I
O
x are I
x
G-equivariant isomorphisms.
Suppose we instead picked p˜ ∈ Sx, yielding isomorphisms I˜Gx , I˜
T
x , I˜
O
x . Since
G′xX acts freely transitively on Sx, there is a unique δ ∈ G
′
xX with δ · p = p˜.
Then we can show that I˜Gx (γ) = δI
G
x (γ)δ
−1, I˜Tx (v) = δ · I
T
x (v) and I˜
O
x (w) =
δ · IOx (w) for all γ ∈ GxX, v ∈ TxX , and w ∈ OxX.
If k, vk is a third choice for i, vi, yielding a triple (G
′′
xX, T
′′
xX, O
′′
xX), then
as above by picking points p ∈ Sx we can define isomorphisms of triples
(IGx , I
T
x , I
O
x ) : (GxX, TxX, OxX) −→ (G
′
xX, T
′
xX, O
′
xX),
(I˙Gx , I˙
T
x , I˙
O
x ) : (G
′
xX, T
′
xX, O
′
xX) −→ (G
′′
xX, T
′′
xX , O
′′
xX),
(I¨Gx , I¨
T
x , I¨
O
x ) : (GxX, TxX, OxX) −→ (G
′′
xX, T
′′
xX , O
′′
xX).
We can show that (I˙Gx , I˙
T
x , I˙
O
x )◦(I
G
x , I
T
x , I
O
x ) and (I¨
G
x , I¨
T
x , I¨
O
x ) differ by the action
of some canonical δ ∈ G′′xX, as for (I
G
x , I
T
x , I
O
x ), (I˜
G
x , I˜
T
x , I˜
O
x ) above.
To summarize: the triple (GxX, TxX, OxX) is independent of the choice
of i, vi up to isomorphism, but not up to canonical isomorphism. There are
isomorphisms (IGx , I
T
x , I
O
x ) : (GxX, TxX, OxX)→ (G
′
xX, T
′
xX, O
′
xX) between
any two choices for (GxX , TxX, OxX), which are canonical up to conjugation
by an element of G′xX, and behave as expected under composition.
We discuss functoriality of the GxX, TxX , OxX under 1- and 2-morphisms.
Definition 4.49. Let f : X → Y be a 1-morphism of Kuranishi spaces, with
notation (4.12)–(4.13), and let x ∈X with f(x) = y ∈ Y . Then Definition 4.48
gives GxX, TxX, OxX , defined using i ∈ I and ui ∈ Ui with χ¯i(ui) = x, and
GyY , TyY , OyY , defined using j ∈ J and vj ∈ Vj with χ¯j(vj) = y. In f we have
a 1-morphism f ij = (Pij , πij , fij , fˆij) over f . As in (4.44), define
Sx,f =
{
p ∈ Pij : πij(p) = ui, fij(p) = vj
}
. (4.45)
As for Sx in Definition 4.48, we find that Sx,f is invariant under the commuting
actions of GxX = StabBi(ui) ⊆ Bi and GyY = StabΓj (vj) ⊆ Γj on Pij induced
by the Bi,Γj-actions on Pij . But this time, GyY acts freely and transitively on
Sx,f , but the action of GxX need not be free or transitive. Choose an arbitrary
point p0 ∈ Sx,f . Our definitions of Gxf , Txf , Oxf will depend on this choice.
Define morphisms Gxf : GxX → GyY , Txf : TxX → TyY , Oxf : OxX →
OyY by Gxf(γ) = γ
′ if γ ·p0 = (γ′)−1 ·p0 in Sx,f , using the actions of GxX, GyY
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on Sx,f with GyY free and transitive, and the commutative diagram
0 // TxX //
Txf

TuiUi dri|ui
//
dfij |p0◦(dπij |p0)
−1

Di|ui
fˆij |p0
// OxX
Oxf

// 0
0 // TyY // TvjVj
dsj |vj // Ej |vj // OyY // 0.
(4.46)
Then Txf , Oxf are Gxf -equivariant linear maps.
If p′0 ∈ Sx,f is an alternative choice for p0, yielding G
′
xf , T
′
xf , O
′
xf , there
is a unique δ ∈ GyY with δ · p0 = p′0, and then G
′
xf(γ) = δ(Gxf(γ))δ
−1,
T ′xf(v) = δ · Txf(v), O
′
xf(w) = δ · Oxf (w) for all γ ∈ GxX, v ∈ TxX, and
w ∈ OxX. That is, the triple (Gxf , Txf , Oxf) is canonical up to conjugation
by an element of GyY .
Continuing with the same notation, suppose g : X → Y is another 1-
morphism and η : f ⇒ g a 2-morphism in Kur. Then above we define
Gxg, Txg, Oxg by choosing an arbitrary point q0 ∈ Sx,g, where
Sx,g =
{
q ∈ Qij : πij(q) = ui, gij(q) = vj
}
,
with gij = (Qij , πij , gij , gˆij) in g. In η we have ηij = [P˙ij , λij , λˆij ] represented
by (P˙ij , λij , λˆij), where P˙ij ⊆ Pij and λij : P˙ij → Qij . From the definitions
we find that Sx,f ⊆ P˙ij , and λij |Sx,f : Sx,f → Sx,g is a bijection. Since GyY
acts freely and transitively on Sx,g, there is a unique element Gxη ∈ GyY with
Gxη · λij(p0) = q0. One can now check that
Gxg(γ) = (Gxη)(Gxf(γ))(Gxη)
−1, Txg(v) = Gxη · Txf(v), and
Oxg(w) = Gxη ·Oxf (w) for all γ ∈ GxX, v ∈ TxX, and w ∈ OxX.
That is, (Gxg, Txg, Oxg) is conjugate to (Gxf , Txf , Oxf ) under Gxη ∈ GyY ,
the same indeterminacy as in the definition of (Gxf , Txf , Oxf ).
Suppose instead that g : Y → Z is another 1-morphism of Kuranishi spaces
and g(y) = z ∈ Z. Then in a similar way we can show there is a canonical
element Gx,g,f ∈ GzZ such that for all γ ∈ GxX, v ∈ TxX, w ∈ OxX we have
Gx(g ◦ f )(γ) = (Gx,g,f )((Gyg ◦Gxf)(γ))(Gx,g,f )
−1,
Tx(g ◦ f)(v) = Gx,g,f · (Tyg ◦ Txf )(v),
Ox(g ◦ f)(w) = Gx,g,f · (Oyg ◦Oxf)(w).
That is, (Gx(g ◦ f ), Tx(g ◦ f), Ox(g ◦ f)) is conjugate to (Gyg, Tyg, Oyg) ◦
(Gxf , Txf , Oxf) under Gx,g,f ∈ GzZ.
Since 2-morphisms η : f ⇒ g relate triples (Gxf , Txf , Oxf) and (Gxg,
Txg, Oxg) by isomorphisms, if f : X → Y is an equivalence in Kur then
Gxf , Txf , Oxf are isomorphisms for all x ∈ X.
Remark 4.50. (a) The definitions of GxX, TxX , OxX, Gxf , Txf , Oxf above
depend on arbitrary choices. We could use the Axiom of (Global) Choice as in
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Remark 4.24 to choose particular values for GxX, . . . , Oxf for all X, x,f . But
this is not really necessary, we can just bear the non-uniqueness in mind when
working with them. All the definitions we make using GxX, . . . , Oxf will be
independent of the arbitrary choices in Definitions 4.48 and 4.49.
(b) If we do choose particular values for GxX, . . . , Oxf , then we can express
the naturality and functoriality of the GxX, . . . , Oxf succinctly as follows: we
have defined a weak 2-functor Kur∗ → GVect
2 as in §B.2, where Kur∗ is the
weak 2-category of ‘pointed Kuranishi spaces’ with objects (X, x) forX ∈ Kur
and x ∈ X, and GVect2 is the strict 2-category with objects triples (G, T,O)
for G a finite group and T,O finite-dimensional real G-representations, and 1-
morphisms (ρ, L,M) : (G, T,O) → (G′, T ′, O′) where ρ : G → G′ is a group
morphism and L : T → T ′, M : O → O′ are ρ-equivariant linear maps, and
2-morphisms δ : (ρ, L,M) ⇒ (ρ˜, L˜, M˜) of 1-morphisms (ρ, L,M), (ρ˜, L˜, M˜) :
(G, T,O) → (G′, T ′, O′) being elements δ ∈ G′ with ρ˜(γ) = δρ(γ)δ−1, L˜(v) =
δ · L(v), M˜(w) = δ ·M(w) for all γ ∈ G, v ∈ T and w ∈ O.
As in §2.5, we quote from the sequel [43].
Definition 4.51 ([43]). Let f : X → Y be a 1-morphism of Kuranishi spaces.
(a) Call f representable if Gxf : GxX → Gf(x)Y is injective for all x ∈ X.
(b) Call f a w-submersion if Oxf : OxX → Of(x)Y is surjective for all x ∈ X.
(c) Call f a submersion if Txf : TxX → Tf(x)Y is surjective and Oxf : OxX →
Of(x)Y is an isomorphism for all x ∈X.
(d) Call f a w-immersion if it is representable and Txf : TxX → Tf(x)Y
is injective for all x ∈ X. Call f an immersion if it is a w-immersion and
Oxf : OxX → Of(x)Y is surjective for all x ∈ X.
(e) Call f a w-embedding (or an embedding) if it is a w-immersion (or an
immersion, respectively), and Gxf : GxX → Gf(x)Y is an isomorphism for all
x ∈ X, and f : X → f(X) is a homeomorphism.
Definition 4.52 ([43]). Let g : X → Z and h : Y → Z be 1-morphisms of
Kuranishi spaces. Call g,h d-transverse if for all x ∈ X, y ∈ Y with g(x) =
h(y) = z in Z, and all γ ∈ GzZ, then Oxg ⊕ (γ · Oyh) : OxX ⊕ OyY → OzZ
is surjective.
If g or h is a w-submersion, then g,h are automatically d-transverse.
Here are some sample results:
Example 4.53 ([43]). (i) A Kuranishi space X is an orbifold, in the sense of
Theorem 4.46, if and only if OxX = 0 for all x ∈ X. Also X is a manifold, as
in Definition 4.33, if and only if GxX = {1} and OxX = 0 for all x ∈X.
(ii) A representable 1-morphism f : X → Y in Kur is e´tale if and only if
Txf : TxX → Tf(x)Y and Oxf : OxX → Of(x)Y are isomorphisms for all
x ∈ X. Also f is an equivalence in Kur if and only if f is e´tale, and Gxf :
GxX → Gf(x)Y is an isomorphism for all x ∈X, and f : X → Y is a bijection.
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(iii) Let g :X → Z and h : Y → Z be d-transverse 1-morphisms of Kuranishi
spaces. Then the fibre product W =X ×g,Z,h Y exists in the weak 2-category
Kur, in the sense of §B.3, with vdimW = vdimX +vdimY − vdimZ. As sets
we have
W ∼=
{
(x, y, C) :x ∈X, y ∈ Y , g(x) = h(y) = z ∈ Z,
C ∈ Gxg(GxX)
∖
GzZ
/
Gyh(GyY )
}
.
If g is a submersion and Y is an orbifold, then W is an orbifold.
4.7 m-Kuranishi spaces and µ-Kuranishi spaces
In §4.5 we defined a weak 2-category of orbifolds OrbKur, essentially as the full
2-subcategory OrbKur ⊂ Kur of Kuranishi spaces X = (X,K) for which all
the obstruction bundles Ei in the Kuranishi neighbourhoods (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi)
in K are zero. This allowed us to simplify our notation: we took orbifold charts
to be (Vi,Γi, ψi) rather than (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi), and coordinate changes to be
(Pij , πij , φij) rather than (Pij , πij , φij , φˆij), and 2-morphisms to be λij rather
than [P˙ij , λij , λˆij ], as in the orbifold case Ei, si, φˆij , λˆij are zero and P˙ij = Pij .
In a similar way, we now define a weak 2-category of m-Kuranishi spaces
mKur, a kind of derived manifold, essentially as the full 2-subcategorymKur ⊂
Kur of Kuranishi spaces X with groups Γi = {1} for all i ∈ I. This al-
lows us to simplify our notation. We take ‘m-Kuranishi neighbourhoods’ to
be (Vi, Ei, si, ψi) rather than (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi). In coordinate changes, πij :
Pij → Vij in §4.1 is a diffeomorphism, since it is a principal Γj-bundle for
Γj = {1}, so we can replace Pij by Vij and take ‘m-coordinate changes’ to be
(Vij , φij , φˆij), and 2-morphisms to be [V˙ij , λˆij ] for open V˙ij ⊆ Vij ⊆ Vi. The
analogue mKurS(X) of KurS(X) in §4.1 is then a strict 2-category, as the
canonical identification λijkl in (4.3) is replaced by the identity map.
Here are the simplified analogues of Definitions 4.1–4.3 and 4.5–4.9. Note
the strong similarity to µ-Kuranishi neighbourhoods and morphisms in §2.1.
Definition 4.54. Let X be a topological space. An m-Kuranishi neighbourhood
(V,E, s, ψ) on X is a µ-Kuranishi neighbourhood on X from Definition 2.2.
Let (Vi, Ei, si, ψi), (Vj , Ej , sj, ψj) be m-Kuranishi neighbourhoods on a topo-
logical space X , and S ⊆ Imψi ∩ Imψj an open set. A 1-morphism Φij :
(Vi, Ei, si, ψi) → (Vj , Ej , sj, ψj) of m-Kuranishi neighbourhoods over S is a
triple Φij = (Vij , φij , φˆij) satisfying:
(a) Vij is an open neighbourhood of ψ
−1
i (S) in Vi. We do not require that
Vij ∩ s
−1
i (0) = ψ
−1
i (S), only that ψ
−1
i (S) ⊆ Vij ∩ s
−1
i (0) ⊆ Vij .
(b) φij : Vij → Vj is a smooth map.
(c) φˆij : Ei|Vij → φ
∗
ij(Ej) is a morphism of vector bundles on Vij .
(d) φˆij(si|Vij ) = φ
∗
ij(sj) + O(s
2
i ).
(e) ψi = ψj ◦ φij on s
−1
i (0) ∩ Vij .
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The identity 1-morphism is id(Vi,Ei,si,ψi) = (Vi, idVi , idEi).
Definition 4.55. Let Φij ,Φ
′
ij : (Vi, Ei, si, ψi)→ (Vj , Ej , sj , ψj) be 1-morphisms
of m-Kuranishi neighbourhoods over S ⊆ Imψi ∩ Imψj ⊆ X , where Φij =
(Vij , φij , φˆij) and Φ
′
ij = (V
′
ij , φ
′
ij , φˆ
′
ij). Consider pairs (V˙ij , λˆij) satisfying:
(a) V˙ij is an open neighbourhood of ψ
−1
i (S) in Vij ∩ V
′
ij .
(b) λˆij : Ei|V˙ij → φ
∗
ij(TVj)|V˙ij is a vector bundle morphism on V˙ij with
φ′ij = φij + λˆij · si+O(s
2
i ) and φˆ
′
ij = φˆij + λˆij ·φ
∗
ij(dsj)+O(si) on V˙ij . (4.47)
Define a binary relation ≈ on such pairs by (V˙ij , λˆij) ≈ (V˙ ′ij , λˆ
′
ij) if there
exists an open neighbourhood V¨ij of ψ
−1
i (S) in V˙ij ∩ V˙
′
ij with
λˆij |V¨ij = λˆ
′
ij |V¨ij +O(si) on V¨ij . (4.48)
Clearly ≈ is an equivalence relation. Write [V˙ij , λˆij ] for the ≈-equivalence class
of (V˙ij , λˆij). We say that [V˙ij , λˆij ] : Φij ⇒ Φ′ij is a 2-morphism of 1-morphisms
of m-Kuranishi neighbourhoods on X over S, or just a 2-morphism over S. We
often write Λij = [V˙ij , λˆij ].
The identity 2-morphism of Φij is idΦij = [Vij , 0] : Φij ⇒ Φij .
Definition 4.56. Suppose Φij =(Vij , φij , φˆij) : (Vi, Ei, si, ψi)→ (Vj , Ej , sj , ψj)
and Φjk = (Vjk, φjk, φˆjk) : (Vj , Ej , sj, ψj) → (Vk, Ek, sk, ψk) are 1-morphisms
of m-Kuranishi neighbourhoods over S ⊆ X . Define the composition to be
Φjk ◦Φij = (Vik , φik, φˆik), where Vik = φ
−1
ij (Vjk) ⊆ Vij ⊆ Vi, and φik : Vij → Vk
is φik = φjk ◦ φij |Vik , and φˆik : Ei|Vik → φ
∗
ik(Ek) is φˆik = φij |
∗
Vik
(φˆjk) ◦ φˆij |Vik .
It is easy to check that Φjk ◦ Φij : (Vi, Ei, si, ψi) → (Vk, Ek, sk, ψk) is a
1-morphism of m-Kuranishi neighbourhoods over S. Also, composition of 1-
morphisms is clearly strictly associative. This is a contrast with 1-morphisms
of Kuranishi neighbourhoods in §4.1, where we had a 2-morphism αΦkl,Φjk,Φij :
(Φkl ◦ Φjk) ◦ Φij ⇒ Φkl ◦ (Φjk ◦ Φij) in (4.4), generally not the identity.
Clearly Φij ◦ id(Vi,Ei,si,ψi) = id(Vj ,Ej ,sj ,ψj) ◦ Φij = Φij for 1-morphisms
Φij : (Vi, Ei, si, ψi) → (Vj , Ej , sj , ψj). This is a contrast with 1-morphisms
of Kuranishi neighbourhoods in §4.1, where we had 2-morphisms βΦij ,γΦij in
(4.6), generally not the identities.
Definition 4.57. Let Φij ,Φ
′
ij ,Φ
′′
ij : (Vi, Ei, si, ψi) → (Vj , Ej , sj , ψj) be 1-mor-
phisms of m-Kuranishi neighbourhoods over S ⊆ X with Φij = (Vij , φij , φˆij),
Φ′ij = (V
′
ij , φ
′
ij , φˆ
′
ij), Φ
′′
ij = (V
′′
ij , φ
′′
ij , φˆ
′′
ij), and Λij = [V˙ij , λˆij ] : Φij ⇒ Φ
′
ij
and Λ′ij = [V˙
′
ij , λˆ
′
ij ] : Φ
′
ij ⇒ Φ
′′
ij be 2-morphisms over S. Choose representatives
(V˙ij , λˆij), (V˙
′
ij , λˆ
′
ij) in the ≈-equivalence classes Λij ,Λ
′
ij . Define V˙
′′
ij = V˙ij∩V˙
′
ij ⊆
Vi. Since φ
′
ij |V˙ ′′ij
= φij |V˙ ′′ij
+ O(si) by (4.47), the discussion after Definition
2.1(vi) shows that there exists λˇ′ij : Ei|V˙ ′′ij
→ φ∗ij(TVj)|V˙ ′′ij
with
λˇ′ij = λˆ
′
ij |V˙ ′′ij
+O(si).
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Define λˆ′′ij : Ei|V˙ ′′ij
→ φ∗ij(TVj)|V˙ ′′ij
by λˆ′′ij = λˆij |V˙ ′′ij
+ λˇ′ij . Then (V˙
′′
ij , λˆ
′′
ij)
satisfies Definition 4.55(a),(b) for Φij ,Φ
′′
ij . Hence Λ
′′
ij = [V˙
′′
ij , λˆ
′′
ij ] : Φij ⇒ Φ
′′
ij is
a 2-morphism over S. It is independent of choices. We define Λ′ij ⊙ Λij = Λ
′′
ij ,
and call this the vertical composition of 2-morphisms over S.
Definition 4.58. Let Φij ,Φ
′
ij : (Vi, Ei, si, ψi)→ (Vj , Ej , sj, ψj) and Φjk,Φ
′
jk :
(Vj , Ej , sj, ψj) → (Vk, Ek, sk, ψk) be 1-morphisms of m-Kuranishi neighbour-
hoods over S ⊆ X , and Λij : Φij ⇒ Φ′ij , Λjk : Φjk ⇒ Φ
′
jk be 2-morphisms over
S. Use our usual notation for Φij , . . . ,Λjk, and write (Vik, φik, φˆik) = Φjk ◦Φij ,
(V ′ik, φ
′
ik, φˆ
′
ik) = Φ
′
jk◦Φ
′
ij , as in Definition 4.56. Choose representatives (V˙ij , λˆij),
(V˙jk, λˆjk) for Λij ,Λjk.
Set V˙ik = V˙ij ∩ φ
−1
ij (V˙jk) ⊆ Vi. Define a morphism of vector bundles on V˙ik
λˆik : Ei|V˙ik −→ φ
∗
ik(TVk)|V˙ik
by λˆik = φij |
∗
V˙ik
(dφjk) ◦ (λˆij) + φij |
∗
V˙ik
(λˆjk) ◦ φˆij |V˙ik .
One can now check that (V˙ik, λˆik) satisfies Definition 4.55(a),(b) for Φik,Φ
′
ik,
so Λik = [V˙ik, λˆik] is a 2-morphism, which is independent of choices. We define
horizontal composition of 2-morphisms over S to be Λjk ∗ Λij = Λik.
We have now defined all the structures of a strict 2-category: objects (m-
Kuranishi neighbourhoods), 1- and 2-morphisms, their three kinds of compo-
sition, and two kinds of identities. As for KurS(X) in §4.1, the remaining
2-category axioms in §B.1 hold. Thus, we have defined the strict 2-category
mKurS(X) of m-Kuranishi neighbourhoods over S to have objects m-Kuranishi
neighbourhoods (Vi, Ei, si, ψi) on X with S ⊆ Imψi, and 1- and 2-morphisms
Φij ,Λij as above. All 2-morphisms in mKurS(X) are 2-isomorphisms, that is,
mKurS(X) is a (2,1)-category.
We define a 1-morphism Φij : (Vi, Ei, si, ψi)→ (Vj , Ej , sj , ψj) inmKurS(X)
to be an m-coordinate change over S if it is an equivalence in mKurS(X).
We can now follow §4.1–§4.3 from Definition 4.10 until Theorem 4.31, taking
Γi = {1} throughout. This gives:
Theorem 4.59. We can define a weak 2-category mKur of m-Kuranishi
spaces. Objects of mKur are X = (X,K) where X is a Hausdorff, second
countable topological space and K =
(
I, (Vi, Ei, si, ψi)i∈I , (Vij , φij , φˆij)i,j∈I ,
[V˙ijk, λˆijk ]i,j,k∈I
)
is an m-Kuranishi structure on X of virtual dimension
n ∈ Z, defined as in §4.3 but using m-Kuranishi neighbourhoods, m-coordinate
changes and 2-morphisms as above.
There is a natural full and faithful weak 2-functor FKurmKur : mKur →
Kur embedding mKur as a full 2-subcategory of Kur, which on objects maps
FKurmKur : (X,K) 7→ (X,K
′), where for K as above, K′ =
(
I, (Vi, Ei, {1}, si, ψi)i∈I ,
(Vij , idVij , φij , φˆij)i,j∈I , [V˙ijk , idV˙ijk , λˆijl ]i,j,k∈I
)
i,j,k∈I
)
is the Kuranishi struc-
ture obtained by taking all finite groups Γi to be {1}.
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We can now explain how Kuranishi spaces relate to µ-Kuranishi spaces in
§2, and to Kuranishi spaces with trivial isotropy groups in §4.6.
Definition 4.60. We will define a functor FµKurmKur : Ho(mKur)→ µKur, where
Ho(mKur) is the homotopy category of the weak 2-categorymKur, that is, the
category with objects X,Y objects of mKur, and morphisms [f ] :X → Y are
2-isomorphism classes [f ] of 1-morphisms f :X → Y in mKur.
Let X = (X,K) be an object of mKur, with K =
(
I, (Vi, Ei, si, ψi)i∈I ,
(Vij , φij , φˆij)i,j∈I , [V˙ijk , λˆijk ]i,j,k∈I
)
. Then (Vi, Ei, si, ψi) is a µ-Kuranishi neigh-
bourhood on X for each i ∈ I, and (Vij , φij , φˆij) satisfies Definition 2.3(a)–(e)
over S = Imψi ∩ Imψj by Definition 4.54(a)–(e), so taking the ∼-equivalence
class Φ′ij = [Vij , φij , φˆij ] as in Definition 2.3 gives a µ-coordinate change Φ
′
ij :
(Vi, Ei, si, ψi) → (Vj , Ej , sj , ψj). Write K
′ =
(
I, (Vi, Ei, si, ψi)i∈I , Φ
′
ij, i,j∈I
)
and X ′ = (X,K′). Then Definition 2.18(d)–(f) follow from Definition 4.17(e),
(f),(h), so X ′ is a µ-Kuranishi space. Define FµKurmKur(X) =X
′.
Next let f : X → Y be a 1-morphism in mKur, and set X ′ = FµKurmKur(X)
and Y ′ = FµKurmKur(Y ). Writing f =
(
f,f ij, i∈I, j∈J , F
j, j∈J
ii′, i,i′∈I , F
jj′, j,j′∈J
i, i∈I
)
as in
(4.15), with f ij = (Uij , fij , fˆij) for i ∈ I and j ∈ J , we find that
f ′ =
(
f, [Uij , fij , fˆij ]ij, i∈I, j∈J
)
:X ′ → Y ′ (4.49)
is a morphism in µKur.
Now suppose g : X → Y is another 1-morphism and η : f ⇒ g a 2-morphism
in mKur, so that f = g : X → Y , and let g include gij = (U˜ij , gij , gˆij) for
i ∈ I and j ∈ J . Then ηij : (Uij , fij , fˆij) ⇒ (U˜ij , gij , gˆij) is a 2-morphism of
m-Kuranishi neighbourhoods over (S, f) for S = Imχi ∩ f−1(Imψj), so com-
paring Definitions 2.4 and 4.55 shows that [Uij , fij , fˆij ] = [U˜ij , gij , gˆij ] in mor-
phisms of µ-Kuranishi neighbourhoods over (S, f). Therefore f ′ in (4.49) is
independent of the choice of representative f for the morphism [f ] : X → Y
in Ho(mKur). Define FµKurmKur([f ]) = f
′. Comparing definitions of composi-
tion of (1-)morphisms and identity (1-)morphisms in §2.3 and §4.3, we see that
FµKurmKur : Ho(mKur)→ µKur is a functor.
Define KurtrG to be the full 2-subcategory of Kur with objects X with
GxX = {1} for all x ∈X . Observe that the 2-functor FKurmKur : mKur →֒ Kur
in Theorem 4.59 maps to KurtrG ⊂ Kur, since if X = (X,K) is a Kuranishi
space with all groups Γi = {1} in K then GxX = {1} for all x ∈ X , as
GxX ⊆ Γi for some i ∈ I by (4.41).
The next (quite difficult) theorem will be proved in §7.3.
Theorem 4.61. (a) The functor FµKurmKur : Ho(mKur) → µKur in Definition
4.60 is an equivalence of categories.
(b) The weak 2-functor FKurmKur : mKur → KurtrG from Theorem 4.59 is an
equivalence of weak 2-categories.
Combining (a),(b) gives an equivalence of categories Ho(KurtrG)≃µKur.
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The 2-category structure onmKur or KurtrG encodes information which is
forgotten by µKur ≃ Ho(mKur) ≃ Ho(KurtrG), but which is sometimes im-
portant. An example in which the 2-category structure matters is d-transverse
‘fibre products’ X ×g,Z,h Y , as discussed in Example 2.37(iv) and Example
4.53(iii): these do not satisfy a universal property in the category µKur, so are
not fibre products in µKur in the sense of category theory, but they do satisfy a
universal property (see §B.3) in the weak 2-categories mKur,KurtrG or Kur,
and so are genuine 2-category fibre products there.
This is similar to the question of whether orbifolds should be a considered
to be a category Ho(Orb) or a 2-category Orb, as discussed in §4.5. However,
the category µKur has one good property not shared by Ho(Orb): morphisms
f :X → Y in µKur form a sheaf onX (that is, given an open cover {U i : i ∈ I}
of X and morphisms f i : U i → Y in µKur with f i|Ui∩Uj = f j |Ui∩Uj , there
is a unique f :X → Y with f |Ui = f i for all i ∈ I), but morphisms [f] : X→ Y
in Ho(Orb) do not form a sheaf if Y has nontrivial isotropy groups.
4.8 Relation to other definitions of Kuranishi space
Different notions of Kuranishi space, and related terms such as ‘Kuranishi
structure’, ‘Kuranishi atlas’, and ‘good coordinate system’, can be found in
the literature in the work of Fukaya, Oh, Ohta and Ono [9–18], McDuff and
Wehrheim [52,53], Yang [68–70], and others. They are reviewed in Appendix A.
Our next definition of fair coordinate system is a kind of ‘least common
denominator’ for these other notions of Kuranishi space and related terms. As
we show in Examples 4.63–4.66, Kuranishi spaces in the sense of §4.3, and
Fukaya–Oh–Ohta–Ono Kuranishi spaces [10, §A1], and topological spaces with
Fukaya–Oh–Ohta–Ono weak good coordinate systems [10, §A1], and topological
spaces with McDuff–Wehrheim weak Kuranishi atlases [53], all carry natural fair
coordinate systems.
Theorem 4.67 shows that a topological spaceX with a fair coordinate system
F can be made into a Kuranishi space X, uniquely up to equivalence in Kur.
This maps the spaces considered in [9–18,52,53,68–70] to our Kuranishi spaces.
Definition 4.62. Let X be a Hausdorff, second countable topological space.
A fair coordinate system F on X, of virtual dimension n ∈ Z, is data F =(
A, (Va, Ea,Γa, sa, ψa)a∈A, Sab,Φab, a,b∈A, Sabc,Λabc, a,b,c∈A
)
, where:
(a) A is an indexing set (not necessarily finite).
(b) (Va, Ea,Γa, sa, ψa) is a Kuranishi neighbourhood on X for each a ∈ A,
with dim Va − rankEa = n.
(c) Sab ⊆ Imψa∩ Imψb is an open set for all a, b ∈ A. (We can have Sab = ∅.)
(d) Φab = (Pab, πab, φab, φˆab) : (Va, Ea,Γa, sa, ψa) → (Vb, Eb,Γb, sb, ψb) is a
coordinate change over Sab, for all a, b ∈ A.
(e) Sabc ⊆ Sab ∩ Sac ∩ Sbc ⊆ Imψa ∩ Imψb ∩ Imψc is an open set for all
a, b, c ∈ A. (We can have Sabc = ∅.)
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(f) Λabc = [P˙abc, λabc, λˆabc] : Φbc ◦ Φab ⇒ Φac is a 2-morphism for all a, b, c ∈
A, defined over Sabc.
(g)
⋃
a∈A Imψa = X .
(h) Saa = Imψa and Φaa = id(Va,Ea,Γa,sa,ψa) for all a ∈ A.
(i) Saab = Sabb = Sab and Λaab = βΦab , Λabb = γΦab for all a, b ∈ A.
(j) The following diagram of 2-morphisms over Sabc ∩Sabd ∩Sacd ∩Sbcd com-
mutes for all a, b, c, d ∈ A:
(Φcd ◦ Φbc) ◦ Φab
αΦcd,Φbc,Φab
Λbcd∗idΦab
+3 Φbd ◦ Φab
Λabd 
Φcd ◦ (Φbc ◦ Φab)
idΦcd∗Λabc +3 Φcd ◦ Φac
Λacd +3 Φad.
Also, either condition (k) or condition (k)′ below hold, or both, where:
(k) Suppose B ⊆ A is finite and nonempty, and x ∈
⋂
b∈B Imψb ⊆ X . Then
there exists a ∈ A such that x ∈ Sab for all b ∈ B, and if b, c ∈ B with
x ∈ Sbc then x ∈ Sabc.
And:
(k)′ Suppose B ⊆ A is finite and nonempty, and x ∈
⋂
b∈B Imψb ⊆ X . Then
there exists d ∈ A such that x ∈ Sbd for all b ∈ B, and if b, c ∈ B with
x ∈ Sbc then x ∈ Sbcd.
The name ‘fair coordinate system’ is intended to suggest something like the
‘good coordinate systems’ in Appendix A, but not as strong. Here (k),(k)′ are
somewhat arbitrary, and one could substitute other conditions instead. What
we are trying to achieve by these conditions on the Sab, Sabc is roughly that:
(A) If x ∈ Imψb ∩ Imψc, one can map (Vb, Eb,Γb, sb, ψb)→ (Vc, Ec,Γc, sc, ψc)
near x by a finite chain of coordinate changes Φij and their (quasi)inverses
Φ−1ji — for (k) by Φac ◦ Φ
−1
ab , and for (k)
′ by Φ−1cd ◦ Φbd.
(B) Any two such chains of Φij ,Φ
−1
ji near x are canonically 2-isomorphic near
x using combinations of the 2-isomorphisms Λijk and their inverses.
We chose (k),(k)′ as they hold in our examples, and there is a nice method to
prove Theorem 4.67 using (k) or (k)′.
Example 4.63. LetX = (X,K) be a Kuranishi space in the sense of §4.3, with
K =
(
I, (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi)i∈I , Φij, i,j∈I , Λijk, i,j,k∈I
)
. Set Sij = Imψi ∩ Imψj
for all i, j ∈ I, and Sijk = Imψi ∩ Imψj ∩ Imψk for all i, j, k ∈ I. Then
F =
(
I, (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi)i∈I , Sij ,Φij, i,j∈I , Sijk,Λijk, i,j,k∈I
)
is a fair coordinate
system onX . Here Definition 4.62(a)–(j) are immediate from Definition 4.17(a)–
(h), and both of Definition 4.62(k),(k)′ hold, where we can take a ∈ B arbitrary
in (k) and d ∈ B arbitrary in (k)′.
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Example 4.64. Using the notation of §A.1, suppose X = (X,K) is a FOOO
Kuranishi space without boundary with vdimX = n, in the sense of Definition
A.6. Then K gives a FOOO Kuranishi neighbourhood (Vp, Ep,Γp, sp, ψp) for
each p ∈ X , and for all p, q ∈ X with q ∈ Imψp it gives a FOOO coordinate
change Φqp = (Vqp, hqp, ϕqp, ϕˆqp) : (Vq, Eq,Γq, sq, ψq) → (Vp, Ep,Γp, sp, ψp) de-
fined on an open neighbourhood Sqp of q in Imψq ∩ Imψp, and for all p, q, r ∈ X
with q ∈ Imψp and r ∈ Sqp, Definition A.6(b) gives unique group elements
γαrqp ∈ Γp which relate Φqp ◦ Φrq to Φrp on Srqp := Sqp ∩ Srp ∩ Srq.
We will define a fair coordinate system F onX . Take the indexing set A to be
A = X , and for each p ∈ A, let the Kuranishi neighbourhood (Vp, Ep,Γp, sp, ψp)
be as in K, regarded as a Kuranishi neighbourhood in the sense of §4.1 as in
Example A.2. If p 6= q ∈ A with q ∈ Imψp, define Sqp ⊆ Imψq ∩ Imψp
to be the domain of the FOOO coordinate change Φqp in K. Define Φ˜qp :
(Vq, Eq,Γq, sq, ψq) → (Vp, Ep,Γp, sp, ψp) to be the coordinate change over Sqp
in the sense of §4.1 associated to the FOOO coordinate change Φqp in Example
A.5. Define Spp = Imψp and Φ˜pp = id(Vp,Ep,Γp,sp,ψp) for all p ∈ A. If p 6= q ∈ A
and q /∈ Imψp, define Sqp = ∅ and Φ˜qp = (∅, ∅, ∅, ∅).
If p 6= q 6= r ∈ A with q ∈ Imψp and r ∈ Sqp, set Srqp = Sqp ∩Srp∩Srq, and
define Λrqp : Φ˜qp◦Φ˜rq ⇒ Φ˜rp to be the 2-morphism over Srqp defined in Example
A.7(ii) using the group elements γαrqp ∈ Γp in Definition A.6(b). If p 6= q 6= r ∈ A
with q /∈ Imψp or r /∈ Sqp, define Srqp = ∅ and Λrqp = [∅, ∅, ∅]. Define Sqpp =
Sqqp = Sqp and Λqqp = βΦ˜qp , Λqpp = γΦ˜qp for all p, q ∈ A. This defines all the
data in F =
(
A, (Vp, Ep,Γp, sp, ψp)p∈A, Sqp, Φ˜qp, q,p∈A, Srqp,Λrqp, r,q,p∈A
)
. We
will show F satisfies Definition 4.62(a)–(k).
Parts (a)–(i) are immediate. For (j), if p 6= q 6= r 6= s ∈ X with q ∈
Imψp and r ∈ Sqp and s ∈ Srq ∩ Srp then Definition A.6(b) gives elements
γαrqp, γ
α′
sqp, γ
α′′
srp ∈ Γp and γ
α′′′
srq ∈ Γq satisfying (A.3). Using (A.3) four times we
see that
γαrqpγ
α′′
srp · ϕsp = ϕqp ◦ ϕrq ◦ ϕsr = hqp(γ
α′′′
srq )γ
α′′
sqp · ϕsp, (4.50)
where (4.50) holds on the domain
ϕ−1sr
(
(ϕ−1rq (Vqp) ∩ Vrq ∩ Vrp)
α
)
∩ (ϕ−1sq (Vqp) ∩ Vsq ∩ Vsp)
α′∩
(ϕ−1sr (Vrp) ∩ Vsr ∩ Vsp)
α′′ ∩ (ϕ−1sr (Vrq) ∩ Vsr ∩ Vsq)
α′′′ .
(4.51)
If (4.51) is nonempty, the argument of Example A.7(iii) implies that γαrqpγ
α′′
srp =
hqp(γ
α′′′
srq )γ
α′′
sqp. This is the condition required to verify Λsrp ⊙ (Λrqp ∗ idΦ˜sr) =
Λsqp⊙ (idΦ˜qp ∗Λsrq)⊙αΦ˜qp,Φ˜rq ,Φ˜sr on the component of Ssrq ∩Ssrp∩Ssqp∩Srqp
corresponding to the connected components α, α′, α′′, α′′′.
This proves Definition 4.62(j) in this case. If p = q then (j) becomes
Λsrq ⊙ (γΦ˜rq ∗ idΦ˜sr) = γΦ˜sq ⊙ (idid(Vq,Eq,Γq,sq,ψq) ∗ Λsrq)
⊙αid(Vq,Eq,Γq,sq,ψq),Φ˜rq,Φ˜sr
,
(4.52)
which holds trivially, and the cases q = r, r = s are similar. In the remaining
cases one of Ssrq, Ssrp, Ssqp, Srqp is empty, so (j) is vacuous. Thus (j) holds.
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For (k), suppose B ⊆ A is finite and nonempty, and x ∈
⋂
p∈B Imψp ⊆ X .
Then x ∈ Sxp for all p ∈ B, since Sxp is an open neighbourhood of x in Imψx ∩
Imψp, and x ∈ Sxqp for all q, p ∈ B with x ∈ Sqp, since Sxqp = Sqp ∩ Sxp ∩ Sxq
in this case and x ∈ Sxp, x ∈ Sxq. Thus (k) holds with a = x, and F is a fair
coordinate system on X .
If instead X has a DY Kuranishi structure K without boundary in the sense
of Definition A.21 (a minor variation on FOOO Kuranishi structures), exactly
the same construction yields a fair coordinate system F on X .
Example 4.65. Let
(
(I,≺), (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi)i∈I ,Φij, i≺j
)
be a FOOO weak
good coordinate system without boundary of virtual dimension n ∈ Z on a
compact, metrizable topological space X , in the sense of Definition A.11.
We will define a fair coordinate system F on X . Take the indexing set
A to be I, and the (FOOO) Kuranishi neighbourhoods (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi) for
i ∈ I to be as given. If i 6= j ∈ I with i ≺ j, define Sij = Imψi ∩ Imψj ,
and Φ˜ij : (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi) → (Vj , Ej ,Γj , sj, ψj) to be the coordinate change
over Sij in the sense of §4.1 associated to the FOOO coordinate change Φij in
Example A.5. Define Sii = Imψi and Φ˜ii = id(Vi,Ei,Γi,si,ψi) for all i ∈ I. If
i 6= j ∈ I and i 6≺ j, define Sij = ∅ and Φ˜ij = (∅, ∅, ∅, ∅).
If i 6= j 6= k ∈ I with i ≺ j ≺ k, set Sijk = Imψi ∩ Imψj ∩ Imψk, and define
Λijk : Φ˜jk◦Φ˜ij ⇒ Φ˜ik to be the 2-morphism over Sijk defined in Example A.7(ii)
using the unique group element γijk ∈ Γk in Definition A.11(b). If i 6= j 6= k ∈ I
with i 6≺ j or j 6≺ k, define Sijk = ∅ and Λijk = [∅, ∅, ∅]. Set Siij = Sijj =
Imψi ∩ Imψj and Λiij = βΦ˜ij , Λijj = γΦ˜ij for all i, j ∈ I. This defines all the
data in F =
(
I, (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi)i∈I , Sij , Φ˜ij, i,j∈I , Sijk,Λijk, i,j,k∈I
)
. We shall
show F satisfies Definition 4.62(a)–(k).
Parts (a)–(i) are immediate. For (j), if i 6= j 6= k 6= l in I with i ≺ j ≺ k ≺ l
and Imψi ∩ Imψj ∩ Imψk ∩ Imψl 6= ∅ then the argument of (4.50)–(4.51) shows
that γjklγijl = hkl(γijk)γikl, and so Λijl⊙ (Λjkl ∗ idΦ˜ij ) = Λikl⊙ (idΦ˜kl ∗Λijk)⊙
αΦ˜kl,Φ˜jk,Φ˜ij as we want. The cases i = j, j = k, k = l hold as for (4.52), and in
the remaining cases one of Sijk , Sijl, Sikl, Sjkl is empty, so (j) is vacuous. Thus
(j) holds.
For (k) or (k)′, suppose ∅ 6= B ⊆ I is finite and x ∈
⋂
b∈B Imψb. Then for
all b 6= c ∈ B we have x ∈ Imψb ∩ Imψc 6= ∅, so b ≺ c or c ≺ b by Definition
A.11(a). Thus the partial order ≺ restricted to B is a total order, and we may
uniquely write B = {b1, b2, . . . , bm} with b1 ≺ b2 ≺ · · · ≺ bm. It is now easy to
check that (k) holds with a = b1, and also (k)
′ holds with d = bm. Therefore F
is a fair coordinate system on X .
Example 4.66. Let
(
A, I, (VB , EB,ΓB, sB, ψB)B∈I ,ΦBC, B,C∈I, B(C
)
be an
MW weak Kuranishi atlas without boundary of virtual dimension n ∈ Z on
a compact, metrizable topological space X , in the sense of Definition A.18.
We will define a fair coordinate system F on X . Take the indexing set
to be I (not A) and the Kuranishi neighbourhoods (VB, EB ,ΓB, sB, ψB) for
B ∈ I to be as given. If B,C ∈ I with B ( C, define SBC = ImψB ∩ ImψC ,
and Φ˜BC : (VB , EB,ΓB, sB, ψB) → (VC , EC ,ΓC , sC , ψC) to be the coordinate
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change over SBC in the sense of §4.1 associated to the MW coordinate change
ΦBC in Example A.17. Define SBB = ImψB and Φ˜BB = id(VB ,EB ,ΓB ,sB ,ψB) for
all B ∈ I. If B 6⊆ C in I, define SBC = ∅ and Φ˜BC = (∅, ∅, ∅, ∅).
If B ( C ( D in I then Definition A.18(b)–(d) say essentially that ΦCD ◦
ΦBC = ΦBD on the intersection of their domains. Example A.19 defines a
canonical 2-isomorphism ΛBCD : Φ˜CD ◦ Φ˜BC ⇒ Φ˜BD on SBCD := ImψB ∩
ImψC ∩ ImψD.
If B 6= C 6= D ∈ I with B 6⊂ C or C 6⊂ D, define SBCD = ∅ and ΛBCD =
[∅, ∅, ∅]. Set SBBC = SBCC = SBC and ΛBBC = βΦ˜BC , ΛBCC = γΦ˜BC for
all B,C ∈ I. This defines all the data in F =
(
I, (VB, EB ,ΓB, sB, ψB)B∈I ,
SBC , Φ˜BC, B,C∈I , SBCD,ΛBCD, B,C,D∈I
)
. We shall show F satisfies Definition
4.62(a)–(j),(k)′.
Parts (a)–(i) are immediate. For (j), if B ( C ( D ( E in I then Definition
A.18(b)–(d) basically imply that
ΦDE ◦ (ΦCD ◦ ΦBC) = ΦBE = (ΦDE ◦ ΦCD) ◦ΦBC
holds on the intersection of their domains, and from this we easily see that
ΛBDE ⊙ (ΛCDE ∗ idΦ˜BC ) = ΛBDE ⊙ (idΦ˜DE ∗ ΛBCD) ⊙ αΦ˜DE ,Φ˜CD ,Φ˜BC , as we
want. The remaining cases follow as in Examples 4.64 and 4.65. Thus (j) holds.
For (k)′, suppose ∅ 6= J ⊆ I is finite and x ∈
⋂
B∈J ImψB ⊆ X . Then
Definition A.18(a) says that D =
⋃
B∈J B lies in I, and x ∈
⋂
B∈J ImψB
⊆ ImψD. For any B ∈ J we have B ⊆ D, so SBD = ImψB ∩ ImψD ∋ x.
If B,C ∈ J with x ∈ SBC then B ⊆ C, as otherwise SBC = ∅, so B ⊆ C ⊆ D
and SBCD = ImψB ∩ ImψC ∩ ImψD ∋ x. Therefore (k)′ holds with d = D, and
F is a fair coordinate system on X .
Here is the main result of this section, which will be proved in §7.4. When
we say (Va, Ea,Γa, sa, ψa) ‘may be given the structure of a Kuranishi neigh-
bourhood on the Kuranishi space X’, we mean that as in §4.4, we can choose
implicit extra data Φai, i∈I , Λaij, i,j∈I relating (Va, Ea,Γa, sa, ψa) to the Kuran-
ishi structure K on X , and similarly, by ‘Φab may be given the structure of a
coordinate change over Sab on the Kuranishi space X’, we mean that we can
choose implicit extra data Λabi, i∈I relating Φab to K.
Theorem 4.67. Suppose F =
(
A, (Va, Ea,Γa, sa, ψa)a∈A, Sab,Φab, a,b∈A, Sabc,
Λabc, a,b,c∈A
)
is a fair coordinate system of virtual dimension n ∈ Z on a Haus-
dorff, second countable topological space X, in the sense of Definition 4.62.
Then we may make X into a Kuranishi space X = (X,K) in the sense of §4.3
with vdimX = n, such that (Va, Ea,Γa, sa, ψa) may be given the structure of
a Kuranishi neighbourhood on the Kuranishi space X in the sense of §4.4 for
all a ∈ A, and Φab : (Va, Ea,Γa, sa, ψa) → (Vb, Eb,Γb, sb, ψb) may be given the
structure of a coordinate change over Sab on the Kuranishi space X in the sense
of §4.4 for all a, b ∈ A, and Λabc : Φbc ◦ Φab ⇒ Φac is the unique 2-morphism
over Sabc given by Theorem 4.37(a) for all a, b, c ∈ A. This X is unique up to
equivalence in the 2-category Kur.
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The next proposition follows easily from Corollary 4.40 and Theorem 4.67.
Proposition 4.68. Let F =
(
A, (Va, Ea,Γa, sa, ψa)a∈A, Sab,Φab, a,b∈A, Sabc,
Λabc, a,b,c∈A
)
be a fair coordinate system on X. Suppose A˜ ⊆ A with
⋃
a∈A˜ Imψa
= X, and in Definition 4.62(k),(k)′, if B ⊆ A˜ ⊆ A then we can choose a ∈ A˜
in (k) and d ∈ A˜ in (k)′. Then F˜ =
(
A˜, (Va, Ea,Γa, sa, ψa)a∈A˜, Sab,Φab, a,b∈A˜,
Sabc,Λabc, a,b,c∈A˜
)
is also a fair coordinate system on X. Let X = (X,K) and
X˜ = (X, K˜) be the Kuranishi spaces constructed from F , F˜ in Theorem 4.67,
respectively. Then X, X˜ are canonically equivalent in the 2-category Kur.
We can now combine Theorem 4.67 with Examples 4.63–4.66. For Example
4.63, examining the proof in §7.4 shows that a possible choice for the new
Kuranishi structure K′ constructed from F in Theorem 4.67 is for K′ to be
equal to the old Kuranishi structure K used to define F in Example 4.63. Thus,
starting with a Kuranishi space X and applying Example 4.63 to get F and
then Theorem 4.67 yields a Kuranishi space X ′ equivalent to X in Kur, and
we can choose X ′ =X. From Examples 4.64–4.66 we deduce:
Theorem 4.69. Suppose X = (X,K) is a FOOO Kuranishi space without
boundary, as in Definition A.6. Then we can construct a Kuranishi space X ′ =
(X,K′) in the sense of §4.3 with vdimX ′ = vdimX , with the same topological
space X, and X ′ is natural up to equivalence in the 2-category Kur.
Theorem 4.70. Suppose X is a compact, metrizable topological space with a
FOOO weak good coordinate system
(
(I,≺), (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi)i∈I ,Φij, i≺j
)
with-
out boundary, of virtual dimension n ∈ Z, in the sense of Definition A.11. Then
we can make X into a Kuranishi space X = (X,K) in the sense of §4.3 with
vdimX = n, and X is natural up to equivalence in the 2-category Kur.
Theorem 4.71. Suppose X is a compact, metrizable topological space with an
MW weak Kuranishi atlas K without boundary, of virtual dimension n ∈ Z,
in the sense of Definition A.18. Then we can make X into a Kuranishi space
X ′ = (X,K′) in the sense of §4.3 with vdimX ′ = n, and X ′ is natural up to
equivalence in the 2-category Kur. Commensurate MW weak Kuranishi atlases
K, K˜ on X yield equivalent Kuranishi spaces X ′, X˜ ′.
Proof. The first part is immediate from Example 4.66 and Theorem 4.67. For
the second part, note that as in Definition A.18, if K, K˜ are commensurate then
they are linked by a diagram of MW weak Kuranishi atlases
K = K0
!!❈
❈❈
❈❈
K1
}}④④
④④
④
!!❈
❈❈
❈❈
· · ·
}}④④
④④
④
!!❈
❈❈
❈❈
Km−1
}}④④
④④
!!❈
❈❈
❈ Km = K˜
}}④④
④④
Kˆ1 Kˆ1 · · · Kˆm−1 Kˆm,
(4.53)
where each arrow is an inclusion of MW weak Kuranishi atlases.
By Proposition 4.68, the construction of the first part applied to MW weak
Kuranishi atlases K, Kˆ with K ⊆ Kˆ yields equivalent Kuranishi spaces, so (4.53)
induces a corresponding diagram of equivalences in Kur, and thus X ′, X˜ ′ are
equivalent in Kur.
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Theorem 4.72. Suppose X is a compact, metrizable topological space with a
DY Kuranishi structure K without boundary in the sense of Definition A.21.
Then we can construct a Kuranishi space X ′ = (X,K′) in the sense of §4.3
with vdimX ′ = vdimX, with the same topological space X, and X ′ is natural
up to equivalence in the 2-category Kur. R-equivalent DY Kuranishi structures
K, K˜ on X yield equivalent Kuranishi spaces X ′, X˜ ′.
Proof. The first part is immediate from Example 4.64 and Theorem 4.67. For
the second part, note that as in Definition A.22, if K, K˜ are R-equivalent then
there is a diagram of embeddings of DY Kuranishi structures on X :
K K1
∼oo +3 K2 K3ks
∼ // K˜. (4.54)
If ǫ : K1 → K2 is an embedding of DY Kuranishi structures, then follow-
ing Example 4.64 we can define three fair coordinate systems F1,F2,F12 on
X , where F1,F2 come from K1,K2, and F12 contains the Kuranishi neigh-
bourhoods from K1 and K2, and the coordinate changes from K1,K2 and ǫ, so
that F12 contains F1 and F2. Theorem 4.67 then gives Kuranishi structures
K′1,K
′
2,K
′
12 on X . Since F1 ⊂ F12, F2 ⊂ F12, by Proposition 4.68 we have
equivalences (X,K′1) → (X,K
′
12), (X,K
′
2) → (X,K
′
12) in Kur, and hence an
equivalence (X,K′1)→ (X,K
′
2) in Kur. Therefore (4.54) induces a correspond-
ing diagram of equivalences inKur, and thusX ′, X˜ ′ are equivalent inKur.
Combining Theorem 4.72 with Yang’s Theorem A.23, [68, Th. 3.1.7] gives:
Theorem 4.73. Suppose we are given a ‘polyfold Fredholm structure’ P on a
compact metrizable topological space X, that is, we write X as the zeroes of a
Fredholm section s : V → E of a strong polyfold vector bundle E → V over a
polyfold V, where s has constant Fredholm index n ∈ Z. Then we can make X
into a Kuranishi space X = (X,K) in the sense of §4.3 with vdimX = n, and
X is natural up to equivalence in the 2-category Kur.
Theorems 4.69–4.73 are important, as they show that the geometric struc-
tures on moduli spaces considered by Fukaya, Oh, Ohta and Ono [9–17], McDuff
and Wehrheim [52,53], Yang [68–70], and Hofer, Wysocki and Zehnder [23–29],
can all be transformed to Kuranishi spaces in our sense. Thus, large parts of
the symplectic geometry literature can now be interpreted in our framework.
5 Kuranishi spaces with boundary and corners
Section 2 defined the category of µ-Kuranishi spaces µKur, and §3 explained
how to modify this to define categories of µ-Kuranishi spaces with boundary
µKurb, with corners µKurc, and with g-corners µKurgc. Section 4 defined
the weak 2-category of Kuranishi spaces Kur. We now explain how to modify
this to define weak 2-categories of Kuranishi spaces with boundary Kurb, and
with corners Kurc, and with g-corners Kurgc.
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Much of this is straightforward: we just apply the changes described in §3.5–
§3.8 to §4 rather than §2. So we will be brief, except where new issues arise.
We assume the material of §3.1–§3.4 on manifolds with (g-)corners throughout.
Sections 5.1–5.6 are the analogues of §3.5, §3.6, §3.7, §4.7, §4.8, and §3.8.
5.1 Defining Kuranishi spaces with boundary and corners
We now extend §4.1–§4.4 to the boundary and corners case.
Definition 5.1. Let X be a topological space. A Kuranishi neighbourhood
(V,E,Γ, s, ψ) on X with boundary, or with corners, is as in Definition 4.1, except
that we take V to be a manifold with boundary, or with corners, respectively.
Definition 5.2. Let X,Y be topological spaces, f : X → Y a continuous map,
(Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi), (Vj , Ej ,Γj , sj, ψj) be Kuranishi neighbourhoods with bound-
ary, or with corners, on X,Y respectively, and S ⊆ Imψi ∩ f−1(Imψj) ⊆ X
be an open set. A 1-morphism Φij = (Pij , πij , φij , φˆij) : (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi) →
(Vj , Ej ,Γj, sj , ψj) of Kuranishi neighbourhoods with boundary or corners over
(S, f) is as in Definition 4.2(a)–(f), except that in (a) we take Pij to be a man-
ifold with boundary or corners, in (e) the notation O(π∗ij(si)
2) is interpreted as
in Definition 3.21 (in fact, all O(s), O(s2) notation in this chapter is interpreted
as in Definition 3.21), and we impose the following extra condition (g), as in
Definition 3.24(ii):
(g) Let C be a connected component of Sk(Pij) for k > 1, and C be the
closure of C in Pij . Then C ∩ π
−1
ij
(
ψ¯−1i (S)
)
6= ∅.
We impose (g) for the same reasons as in Remark 3.25. Note that in the
corners case, πij : Pij → Vi being e´tale (a local diffeomorphism) in Definition
4.2(b) implies that πij is simple, in the sense of §3.1.
Definition 5.3. Suppose X,Y are topological spaces, f : X → Y is continuous,
(Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi), (Vj , Ej ,Γj , sj , ψj) are Kuranishi neighbourhoods with bound-
ary or corners on X,Y , S ⊆ Imψi ∩ f−1(Imψj) ⊆ X is open, and Φij ,Φ′ij :
(Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi)→ (Vj , Ej ,Γj, sj , ψj) are 1-morphisms over (S, f), with Φij =
(Pij , πij , φij , φˆij) and Φ
′
ij = (P
′
ij , π
′
ij , φ
′
ij , φˆ
′
ij). Define triples (P˙ij , λij , λˆij),
the equivalence relation ≈ on triples, the ≈-equivalence class [P˙ij , λij , λˆij ] of
(P˙ij , λij , λˆij), and 2-morphisms Λij = [P˙ij , λij , λˆij ] : Φij ⇒ Φ
′
ij over (S, f) as
in Definition 4.3, but with the following differences, as in Definition 3.24:
(i) Vi, Vj , Pij , P
′
ij , P˙ij , . . . are now manifolds with corners, and πij , φij , π
′
ij , φ
′
ij ,
λij , . . . are smooth maps of manifolds with corners, in the sense of §3.1.
(ii) λˆij maps π
∗
ij(Ei)|P˙ij → φ
∗
ij(
bTVj)|P˙ij , where we have used the b-tangent
bundle bTVj of §3.3 rather than the tangent bundle TVj.
(iii) The equation φ′ij ◦ λij = φij |P˙ij + λˆij · π
∗
ij(si) + O
(
π∗ij(si)
2
)
in (4.1) is
interpreted as in Definition 3.21(v)′. This makes sense by (ii).
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For Definitions 4.5–4.11, we insert ‘with boundary’ or ‘with corners’ through-
out. In Definition 4.8 we write KurbS(X) ⊂ Kur
c
S(X) for the weak 2-categories
of Kuranishi neighbourhoods over S ⊆ X with boundary and with corners, and
GKurb ⊂ GKurc for the weak 2-categories of global Kuranishi neighbourhoods
with boundary and with corners.
For restrictions Φij |T of 1-morphisms Φij = (Pij , πij , φij , φˆij) on S to T ⊆ S
in Definitions 4.10, note that Definition 5.2(g) for Pij , πij , S does not imply
Definition 5.2(g) for Pij , πij , T . To deal with this, let P
′
ij ⊆ Pij be the dense
open subset obtained by deleting all connected components C of Sk(Pij) for
k > 1 such that C ∩ π−1ij
(
ψ¯−1i (T )
)
= ∅, let π′ij , φ
′
ij , φˆ
′
ij be the restrictions of
πij , φij , φˆij to P
′
ij , and define Φij |T = (P
′
ij , π
′
ij , φ
′
ij , φˆ
′
ij). Otherwise there are no
significant changes. This extends §4.1 to the corners case.
As for Proposition 3.26, using Definition 5.2(g), we may prove:
Proposition 5.4. Suppose Φij = (Pij , πij , φij , φˆij) : (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi) → (Vj ,
Ej ,Γj , sj , ψj) is a coordinate change with corners over S ⊆ X, that is, Φij is
an equivalence in the 2-category KurcS(X). Then φij : Pij → Vj is a simple
map, in the sense of §3.1. (Also πij : Pij → Vi is simple, as it is e´tale.)
Here are the analogues of Theorems 4.14 and 4.16, proved in §7.5 and §7.6.
Theorem 5.5. The analogue of Theorem 4.14 holds for Kuranishi neighbour-
hoods with boundary, and with corners.
Theorem 5.6. Let Φij = (Pij , πij , φij , φˆij) : (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi) → (Vj , Ej ,Γj ,
sj , ψj) be a 1-morphism of Kuranishi neighbourhoods with corners over S ⊆ X.
Let p ∈ π−1ij (ψ¯
−1
i (S)) ⊆ Pij , and set vi = πij(p) ∈ Vi and vj = φij(p) ∈ Vj.
Suppose φij is interior near p (this is implied by the condition φij simple
below). Consider the sequence of finite-dimensional real vector spaces:
0 // bTviVi
bdsi|vi⊕(
bdφij |p◦
bdπij|
−1
p )// Ei|vi⊕
bTvjVj
−φˆij |p⊕
bdsj |vj // Ej |vj // 0. (5.1)
Here bdsi|vi means the composition of the natural map
bTviVi → TviVi and
∇si|vi : TviVi → Ei|vi for any connection ∇ on Ei → Vi, and is independent
of the choice of ∇ as si(vi) = 0. Also bdπij |p : bTpPij → bTviVi and
bdφij |p :
bTpPij → bTvjVj are defined as in §3.3, as πij , φij are interior near p, and
bdπij |p is invertible as πij is e´tale. Definition 4.2(e) implies that (5.1) is a
complex. Also consider the morphism of finite groups
ρp :
{
(γi, γj) ∈ Γi × Γj : (γi, γj) · p = p
}
−→
{
γj ∈ Γj : γj · vj = vj
}
,
ρp : (γi, γj) 7−→ γj .
(5.2)
Then Φij is a coordinate change over S if and only if φij is simple, and for
all p ∈ π−1ij (ψ¯
−1
i (S)) equation (5.1) is exact and (5.2) is an isomorphism.
Here the condition φij simple is necessary for Φij to be a coordinate change,
by Proposition 5.4.
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Now as we explained for µ-Kuranishi spaces in §3.5, in §4.1–§4.2 we were
doing differential geometry, so in Kuranishi neighbourhoods (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi),
it mattered that Vi is a manifold (possibly with corners), Ei → Vi a vector
bundle, and so on. In §4.3–§4.4, the arguments were of a different character:
we treated Kuranishi neighbourhoods (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi) and their 1-morphisms
Φij and 2-morphisms Λij just as objects and 1- and 2-morphisms in certain
2-categories KurS(X), without caring what they really are, and the proofs
involved 2-categories and stacks on topological spaces, but no differential geom-
etry.
Because of this, there really are no significant issues in extending §4.3–
§4.4 to the boundary and corners cases. We just insert ‘with boundary’ or
‘with corners’ throughout, use the definitions of Kuranishi neighbourhoods with
corners and their 1- and 2-morphisms and coordinate changes explained above,
apply Theorem 5.5 in place of Theorem 4.14, and everything just works, exactly
as it did before.
Thus, as in Definitions 4.17, 4.20 and 4.21 we can define Kuranishi spaces
with boundary and with corners X and their 1-morphisms f : X → Y and
2-morphisms η : f ⇒ g, as in Definitions 4.23, 4.26 and 4.27 and Propositions
4.22, 4.25, 4.28, 4.29 and 4.30 we can define the remaining structures of a weak 2-
category, and so show as in Theorem 4.31 that Kuranishi spaces with boundary,
and with corners, form weak 2-categories Kurb,Kurc.
We can regard Kuranishi spaces (without boundary) and their 1- and 2-
morphisms, as in §4.1–§4.3, as special examples of Kuranishi spaces with corners
in which the Vi in (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi) have ∂Vi = ∅ for each i ∈ I. Hence, we have
inclusions of full 2-subcategories Kur ⊂ Kurb ⊂ Kurc.
Also, as in Definition 4.33, we can regard manifolds with boundary or corners
as examples of Kuranishi spaces with boundary or corners, and define weak
2-functors FKur
b
Manb
: Manb → Kurb and FKur
c
Manc : Man
c → Kurc. As in
Definitions 4.34-4.36, we can define Kuranishi neighbourhoods with boundary or
corners (Va, Ea,Γa, sa, ψa) on Kuranishi spaces with boundary or corners X,
and their coordinate changes and 1-morphisms, and the analogue of Theorem
4.37 holds.
Following the method of §4.5 closely, we can define weak 2-categories of
orbifolds with boundary Orbb and orbifolds with corners Orbc, and full and
faithful weak 2-functors FKur
b
Orbb
: Orbb → Kurb and FKur
c
Orbc : Orb
c → Kurc,
but we will not discuss this. The only foundational work on orbifolds with
corners known to the author is [39, §8], which uses C∞-stacks.
5.2 Boundaries and corners of Kuranishi spaces with
corners
Section 3.2 defined the boundary ∂X and k-corners Ck(X) of a manifold with
corners X , and §3.6 generalized these to µ-Kuranishi spaces with corners. We
now extend them to Kuranishi spaces with corners.
Definition 5.7. Let X = (X,K) be a Kuranishi space with corners, with
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K =
(
I, (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi)i∈I , Φij, i,j∈I , Λijk, i,j,k∈I
)
, and fix x ∈ X and k > 0.
Generalizing (3.24), for each i ∈ I with x ∈ Im ψ¯i define
Γkx,i =
{
(vi, γ) : vi ∈ ψ¯
−1
i ({x}) ⊆ Vi,
γ is a local k-corner component of Vi at vi
}
/Γi.
Suppose i, j ∈ I with x ∈ Im ψ¯i ∩ Im ψ¯j . We have Φij = (Pij , πij , φij , φˆij),
where πij : Pij → Vi, φij : Pij → Vj , and Γi × Γj acts on Pij , so we may define
Γkx,ij =
{
(pij , γ) : pij ∈ π
−1
ij (ψ¯
−1
i ({x})) ⊆ Pij ,
γ is a local k-corner component of Pij at pij
}
/(Γi × Γj).
(5.3)
Define projections Πiij : Γ
k
x,ij → Γ
k
x,i and Π
j
ij : Γ
k
x,ij → Γ
k
x,j by
Πiij : (Γi × Γj) · (pij , γ) 7−→ Γi ·
(
πij(pij), (πij)∗(γ)
)
,
Πjij : (Γi × Γj) · (pij , γ) 7−→ Γj ·
(
φij(pij), (φij)∗(γ)
)
.
(5.4)
These are well-defined as πij is Γj-invariant and Γi-equivariant, and φij is Γi-
invariant and Γj-invariant, and πij , φij are simple and so map local k-corner
components γ to local k-corner components (πij)∗(γ), (φij)∗(γ).
Using Definition 4.3(b), equation (5.2) an isomorphism by Theorem 5.6, and
πij , φij simple, we see that Π
i
ij ,Π
j
ij in (5.4) are bijections. Thus, in a similar
way to Definition 3.29, we may define a bijection
(Φij)∗ : Π
j
ij ◦ (Π
i
ij)
−1 : Γkx,i −→ Γ
k
x,j.
If h, i, j ∈ I with x ∈ Im ψ¯h∩Im ψ¯i∩Im ψ¯j , using Definition 4.5 we see that
(Φij ◦ Φhi)∗ = (Φij)∗ ◦ (Φhi)∗ : Γ
k
x,h −→ Γ
k
x,j.
And using Λhij = [P˙hij , λhij , λˆhij ] : Φij ◦ Φhi ⇒ Φhj, we find that
(Φij ◦ Φhi)∗ = (Φhk)∗ : Γ
k
x,h −→ Γ
k
x,j ,
since λhij identifies the sets (5.3) for Φij ◦ Φhi and Φhj compatibly with the
projections to Γkx,h,Γ
k
x,j. Thus as for (3.25) we have
(Φhj)∗ = (Φij)∗ ◦ (Φhi)∗ : Γ
k
x,h −→ Γ
k
x,j.
Also (Φii)∗ = id : Γ
k
x,i −→ Γ
k
x,i.
Define a local k-corner component of X at x to be an element of the set
Γkx,X =
(∐
i∈I:x∈Imψi
Γkx,i
)/
≈,
as in (3.26), where ≈ is the binary relation γi ≈ γj if γi ∈ Γkx,i and γi ∈ Γ
k
x,i
with (Φij)∗(γi) = γj . The discussion above implies that ≈ is an equivalence
relation, and that there are canonical bijections Γkx,i
∼= Γkx,X for each i ∈ I with
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x ∈ Im ψ¯i. When k = 1, we also call local 1-corner components of X at x local
boundary components of X at x.
For each k = 0, 1, . . . we will define a Kuranishi space with corners Ck(X) =(
Ck(X),K
Ck
)
called the k-corners of X, with virtual dimension vdimCk(X) =
vdimX − k, and a morphism iX : Ck(X) → X. When k = 1, we also write
∂X = C1(X) and iX : ∂X →X, and call ∂X the boundary ofX. As in (3.27),
the underlying topological space Ck(X) is given as a set by
Ck(X) =
{
(x, γ) : x ∈ X , γ is a local k-corner component of X at x
}
.
Note that the analogues of (3.5) and (3.28) may not hold in the orbifold case.
The topology on Ck(X) is determined uniquely by requiring ψ
Ck
i in (5.5) below
to be a homeomorphism with an open set in Ck(X) for all i ∈ I.
Define a Kuranishi structure with corners KCk on Ck(X) by
KCk =
(
I, (V Cki , E
Ck
i ,Γ
Ck
i , s
Ck
i , ψ
Ck
i )i∈I , Φ
Ck
ij, i,j∈I , Λ
Ck
hij, h,i,j∈I
)
, (5.5)
where for each i ∈ I we have V Cki = Ck(Vi), E
Ck
i = i
∗
Vi
(Ei) for iVi : Ck(Vi)→ Vi
the projection, ΓCki = Γi, s
Ck
i = i
∗
Vi
(si), and ψ
Ck
i : (s
Ck
i )
−1(0)/ΓCki → Ck(X)
maps ψCki : Γ
Ck
i · (vi, γ) 7→ [Γi · (vi, γ)], writing [Γi · (vi, γ)] ∈ Γ
k
x,X for the
≈-equivalence class of Γi · (vi, γ) ∈ Γkx,i, with x = ψ¯i(vi). Since the map Γ
k
x,i →
Γkx,X taking Γi · (vi, γ) 7→ [Γi · (vi, γ)] is bijective, we see that ψ
Ck
i is injective.
If i, j ∈ I, define ΦCkij =
(
PCkij , π
Ck
ij , φ
Ck
ij , φˆ
Ck
ij
)
, where PCkij = Ck(Pij), and
πCkij = Ck(πij) : P
Ck
ij = Ck(Pij) → Ck(Vi) = V
Ck
i , and φ
Ck
ij = Ck(φij) : P
Ck
ij =
Ck(Pij)→ Ck(Vj) = V
Ck
j (both defined by Proposition 3.9 as πij , φij are simple
by Proposition 5.4), and
φˆCkij = i
∗
Pij (φˆij) : (π
Ck
ij )
∗(ECki ) = Ck(πij)
∗ ◦ i∗Vi(Ei) = i
∗
Pij ◦ π
∗
ij(Ei)
−→ i∗Pij ◦ φ
∗
ij(Ej) = Ck(φij)
∗ ◦ i∗Vj (Ej) = (φ
Ck
ij )
∗(ECkj ),
where we use πij ◦ iPij = iVi ◦ Ck(πij) and φij ◦ iPij = iVj ◦ Ck(φij).
If h, i, j ∈ I, write Φij ◦ Φhi = (Phij , πhij , φhij , φˆhij) and Φ
Ck
ij ◦ Φ
Ck
hi =
(PCkhij , π
Ck
hij , φ
Ck
hij , φˆ
Ck
hij) so that P
Ck
hij = Ck(Phij), π
Ck
hij = Ck(πhij) and φ
Ck
hij =
Ck(φhij). Let (P˙hij , λhij , λˆhij) represent Λhij = [P˙hij , λhij , λˆhij ] : Φij ◦ Φhi ⇒
Φhk, so that P˙hij ⊆ Phij is open. Define Λ
Ck
hij = [P˙
Ck
hij , λ
Ck
hij , λˆ
Ck
hij ] : Φ
Ck
ij ◦ Φ
Ck
hi ⇒
ΦCkhk , where P˙
Ck
hij = Ck(P˙hij), λ
Ck
hij = Ck(λhij), and λˆ
Ck
hij is determined by the
commutative diagram
(πCkhij)
∗(ECkh )|P˙Ck
hij
=
Ck(πhij)
∗◦i∗Vh(Eh)|P˙Ckhij
= i∗
P˙hij
◦π∗hij(Eh)
λˆ
Ck
hij //
i∗
P˙hij
(λˆhij)

(φCkhij)
∗(bTV Ckj )|P˙Ck
hij
=
Ck(φhij)
∗(bT (Ck(Vj)))|P˙Ck
hij
i∗
P˙hij
◦ φ∗hij(
bTVj) Ck(φhij)
∗ ◦ i∗Vj (
bTVj),
Ck(φhij)
∗(Π)
OO (5.6)
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where Π : i∗Vj (
bTVj)→ bT (Ck(Vj)) is the natural projection. One can show
that ΛCkhij is well-defined, and independent of the choice of (P˙hij , λhij , λˆhij).
This defines all the data in KCk in (5.5). As in §3.6, it is now straightforward
to check that KCk is a Kuranishi structure with corners on Ck(X) (with its
induced topology), so that Ck(X) =
(
Ck(X),K
Ck
)
is a Kuranishi space with
corners with vdimCk(X) = vdimX − k, and ∂X = C1(X) when k = 1.
Define a 1-morphism iX : Ck(X)→X by
iX =
(
iX , (iX)ij, i∈I, j∈I , (IX)
j, j∈I
ii′, i,i′∈I , (IX)
jj′, j,j′∈I
i, i∈I
)
,
where iX : (x, γ) 7→ x, and (iX)ij =
(
Ck(Pij), Ck(πij), φij ◦ iPij , φˆij ◦ i
∗
Pij
)
, and
(IX)
j
ii′ =
[
Ck(P˙ii′j), Ck(λii′j), λˆ
Ck j
ii′
]
, (IX)
jj′
i =
[
Ck(P˙ijj′ ), Ck(λijj′ ), λˆ
Ck jj
i
]
,
where (P˙ii′j , λii′j , λˆii′j) represents Λii′j , and (P˙ijj′ , λijj′ , λˆijj′ ) represents Λijj′ ,
and λˆCk jii′ , λˆ
Ck jj
i are defined using λˆii′j , λˆijj′ in a similar way to (5.6). It is not
difficult to show that (IX)
j
ii′ , (IX)
jj′
i are independent of the choice of represen-
tatives for Λii′j ,Λijj′ , and iX : Ck(X)→X is a 1-morphism in Kur.
Here are the analogues of Definitions 3.30, 3.31 and 3.32:
Definition 5.8. Define a Kuranishi space with corners X = (X,K) of mixed
dimension with K =
(
I, (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi)i∈I , Φij, i,j∈I , Λijk, i,j,k∈I
)
as for Ku-
ranishi spaces with corners in §4.3 and §5.1, but omitting the condition dimVi−
rankEi = n in Definition 4.17(b), allowing dimVi − rankEi to take any value.
Write Im = {i ∈ I : dimVi − rankEi = m} for m ∈ Z, so that I =∐
m∈Z Im, and Xm =
⋃
i∈Im
Imψi, so that Xm is open and closed in X with
X =
∐
m∈ZXm, allowing Im = Xm = ∅. Set Km =
(
Im, (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi)i∈Im ,
Φij, i,j∈Im , Λijk, i,j,k∈Im
)
for m ∈ Z. Then Xm = (Xm,Km) is a Kuranishi
space with corners with vdimXm = m for m ∈ Z, and X =
∐
m∈ZXm.
Define 1-morphisms f : X → Y and 2-morphisms η : f ⇒ g of Kuranishi
spaces with corners of mixed dimension, and all the other structures of a weak 2-
category, as for Kuranishi spaces with corners in §4.3 and §5.1, without change.
Then Kuranishi spaces with corners of mixed dimension form a weak 2-category
Kˇurc, and Kurc ⊂ Kˇurc is a full 2-subcategory.
Definition 5.9. We will define a weak 2-functor C : Kurc → Kˇurc, called
the corner functor. On objects X = (X,K) with K =
(
I, (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi)i∈I ,
Φij, i,j∈I , Λijk, i,j,k∈I
)
in Kurc, define
C(X) =
∐∞
k=0 Ck(X),
regarded as an object in Kˇurc. Write the indexing set for the µ-Kuranishi
structure on C(X) as I×N, where (i, k) ∈ I×N corresponds to the µ-Kuranishi
neighbourhood (V Cki , E
Ck
i ,Γ
Ck
i , s
Ck
i , ψ
Ck
i ) on Ck(X) in (5.5).
In Definition 3.7, given a smooth map f : X → Y of manifolds with corners,
a point x ∈ X with f(x) ∈ Y , and a local k-corner component γ of X at x, we
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defined a local l-corner component f∗(γ) of Y at y for some l > 0. We will now
define the analogue for 1-morphisms of Kuranishi spaces with corners.
Let f : X → Y be a 1-morphism in Kurc. Use notation (4.12)–(4.13)
for X ,Y and (4.15) for f , where f ij = (Pij , πij , fij , fˆij), and (P˙
j
ii′ , F
j
ii′ , Fˆ
j
ii′ ),
(P˙ jj
′
i , F
jj′
i , Fˆ
jj′
i ) are representatives for F
j
ii′ ,F
jj′
i , as in Definition 4.20.
Let x ∈ X with y = f(x) ∈ Y . Choose i ∈ I, j ∈ J with x ∈ Im χ¯i ⊆ X and
y ∈ Im ψ¯j ⊆ Y . Then by Definition 5.7 we have Γkx,X
∼= Γkx,i and Γ
l
y,Y
∼= Γly,j
for k, l > 0. As for (5.3)–(5.4), for k > 0 we define
Γkx,f ,ij =
{
(pij , γ) : pij ∈ π
−1
ij (χ¯
−1
i ({x})) ⊆ Pij ,
γ is a local k-corner component of Pij at pij
}
/(Bi × Γj).
Define maps Πiij : Γ
k
x,f ,ij → Γ
k
x,i and Π
j
ij : Γ
k
x,f ,ij →
∐
l>0 Γ
l
y,j by
Πiij : (Bi × Γj) · (pij , γ) 7−→ Bi ·
(
πij(pij), (πij)∗(γ)
)
,
Πjij : (Bi × Γj) · (pij , γ) 7−→ Γj ·
(
fij(pij), (fij)∗(γ)
)
.
As in Definition 5.7, Πiij is a bijection, since πij : Pij → Ui is a principal Γj-
bundle over an open neighbourhood of χ¯−1i (x). However, as f ij need not be a
coordinate change, fij need not be simple, so (fij)∗(γ) can be a local l-corner
component of Vj for any l > 0, and Π
j
ij need not be a bijection.
Define a map Γkx,X →
∐
l>0 Γ
l
y,Y , written γ 7→ f∗(γ), to be the composition
Γkx,X
∼= // Γkx,i
(Πiij)
−1
// Γkx,f ,ij
Πjij // ∐
l>0 Γ
l
y,j
∼= // ∐
l>0 Γ
l
y,Y .
The arguments of Definition 5.7 imply this is independent of the choice of i, j.
Now define a map of topological spaces C(f) : C(X)→ C(Y ) by C(f) : (x, γ) 7→
(f(x),f ∗(γ)). Since the topologies on C(X), C(Y ) are induced by their Kuran-
ishi neighbourhoods, and we will give 1-morphisms C(f)(i,k)(j,l) of these Ku-
ranishi neighbourhoods below compatible with C(f), this C(f) is continuous.
For all (i, k) ∈ I × N and (j, l) ∈ J × N, define a 1-morphism of Kuran-
ishi neighbourhoods C(f )(i,k)(j,l) : (U
Ck
i , D
Ck
i ,B
Ck
i , r
Ck
i , χ
Ck
i )→ (V
Cl
j , E
Cl
j ,Γ
Cl
j ,
sClj , ψ
Cl
j ) over C(f) by
C(f)(i,k)(j,l) =
(
Ck(Pij) ∩C(fij)
−1(Cl(Vj)), C(πij)|···, C(fij)|···, i
∗
Pij (fˆij)|···
)
.
Define 2-morphisms C(F )
(j,l)
(i,k)(i′,k) : C(f )(i′,k)(j,l) ◦ T
Ck
ii ⇒ C(f )(i,k)(j,l) and
C(F )
(j,l)(j′,l)
(i,k) : Υ
Cl
jj′ ◦ C(f )(i,k)(j,l) ⇒ C(f)(i,k)(j′ ,l) over C(f) by
C(F )
(j,l)
(i,k)(i′,k) =
[
Ck(P˙
j
ii′ ) ∩C(fii′j)
−1(Cl(Vj)), C(F
j
ii′ )|···,
C(fii′j)
∗(Π) ◦ i∗
P˙ j
ii′
(Fˆ jii′ )|···
]
,
C(F )
(j,l)(j′,l)
(i,k) =
[
Ck(P˙
jj′
i ) ∩C(fijj′ )
−1(Cl(Vj′ )), C(F
jj′
i )|···,
C(fijj′ )
∗(Π) ◦ i∗
P˙ jj
′
i
(Fˆ jj
′
i )|···
]
.
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The 2-morphisms F
(j,l)
(i,k)(i′,k′) for k 6= k
′ are trivial as the footprints of (UCki , D
Ck
i ,
BCki , r
Ck
i , χ
Ck
i ) and (U
Ck′
i′ , D
Ck′
i′ ,B
Ck′
i′ , r
Ck′
i′ , χ
Ck′
i′ ) do not intersect in C(X), and
similarly for F
(j,l)(j′,l′)
(i,k) for l 6= l
′. Using the functoriality of C :Manc → Mˇanc,
one can now show that
C(f) =
(
C(f), C(f )(i,k)(j,l), (i,k)∈I×N, (j,l)∈J×N,
C(F )
(j,l), (j,l)∈J×N
(i,k)(i′,k′), (i,k),(i′,k′)∈I×N, C(F )
(j,l)(j′,l′), (j,l),(j′,l′)∈J×N
(i,k), (i,k)∈I×N
)
is a 1-morphism C(f ) : C(X)→ C(Y ) in Kˇurc.
Similarly, if f , g :X → Y are 1-morphisms and η : f ⇒ g a 2-morphism in
Kurc, one can show that C(f) = C(g) : C(X) → C(Y ) on topological spaces,
and define a natural 2-morphism C(η) : C(f ) ⇒ C(g) in Kˇurc. One can also
define the remaining structures of a weak 2-functor C : Kurc → Kˇurc, which
we call the corner 2-functor. Verifying this is tedious but straightforward, and
we leave the details to the reader.
Definition 5.10. Let f : X → Y be a 1-morphism of Kuranishi spaces with
corners. Use notation (4.12)–(4.13) for X,Y and (4.15) for f , where f ij =
(Pij , πij , fij , fˆij). We say that f is interior, or b-normal, or strongly smooth, or
simple, if for all i ∈ I and j ∈ J , the smooth map fij : Pij → Vj of manifolds
with corners is interior, . . . , simple, respectively.
Note that as interior, b-normal, strongly smooth, and simple are discrete
conditions on smooth maps of manifolds with corners in the sense of Remark
3.10, Remarks 3.22(a), 3.25 and Definition 5.2(g) imply that fij is interior, . . . ,
simple on all of Pij if and only if fij is interior, . . . , simple near each point pij
in π−1ij (χ¯
−1
i (Imψj)) ⊆ Pij . Furthermore, these are really local conditions near
each x ∈ X, and are independent of the choice of i ∈ I with x ∈ Im χ¯i, j ∈ J
with f(x) ∈ Im ψ¯j and pij ∈ π
−1
ij (χ¯
−1
i (x)) that we check the conditions for.
The classes of interior, b-normal, strongly smooth, and simple 1-morphisms
of Kuranishi spaces with corners are each closed under composition and contain
identities, as this holds for the corresponding classes of morphisms of manifolds
with corners. Thus, each class defines 2-subcategories of Kurc, Kˇurc. Write
Kurcin, Kˇur
c
in and Kur
c
si, Kˇur
c
si for the 2-subcategories of Kur
c, Kˇurc with
interior 1-morphisms, and with simple 1-morphisms, respectively.
As for Propositions 3.9 and 3.33, we now have:
Proposition 5.11. Let f :X → Y be a 1-morphism in Kurc.
(a) C(f ) : C(X)→ C(Y ) is an interior 1-morphism of Kuranishi spaces with
corners of mixed dimension, so C is a weak 2-functor C : Kurc → Kˇurcin.
(b) f is interior if and only if C(f ) maps C0(X)→ C0(Y ).
(c) f is b-normal if and only if C(f ) maps Ck(X)→
∐k
l=0 Cl(Y ) for all k.
(d) If f is simple then C(f ) maps Ck(X) → Ck(Y ) for all k > 0, and
Ck(f ) := C(f )|Ck(X) : Ck(X)→ Ck(Y ) is also a simple 1-morphism.
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Part (d) implies that we have a boundary 2-functor ∂ : Kurcsi→Kur
c
si
mapping X 7→ ∂X on objects, f 7→ ∂f := C(f )|C1(X) on (simple) 1-morphisms
f : X → Y and η 7→ ∂η := C(η)|C1(X) on 2-morphisms η : f ⇒ g of f , g :
X → Y . Similarly, for all k > 0 we have a k-corner functor Ck : µKurcsi →
µKurcsi mapping X 7→ Ck(X) on objects, f 7→ Ck(f) := C(f )|Ck(X) on 1-
morphisms, and η 7→ Ck(η) := C(η)|Ck(X) on 2-morphisms.
5.3 Isotropy groups, and (b-)tangent and (b-)obstruction
spaces
Section 2.5 we defined tangent spaces TxX and obstruction spaces OxX of a
µ-Kuranishi space X, and §3.7 extended this to (b-)tangent spaces TxX, bTxX
and (b-)obstruction spaces OxX,
bOxX of a µ-Kuranishi space with cornersX.
Section 4.6 defined isotropy groups GxX, tangent spaces TxX and obstruction
spaces OxX of a Kuranishi space X.
For Kuranishi spaces with corners X, we define isotropy groups GxX, (b-)
tangent spaces TxX,
bTxX and (b-)obstruction spaces OxX,
bOxX, with canon-
icality and functoriality properties as in §4.6. The ideas of §2.5, §3.7 and §4.6
are combined in such an obvious way that we will give few details.
Definition 5.12. Let X = (X,K) be a Kuranishi space with corners, with
K =
(
I, (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi)i∈I , Φij, i,j∈I , Λijk, i,j,k∈I
)
, and let x ∈ X.
Choose an arbitrary i ∈ I with x ∈ Imψi, and choose vi ∈ s
−1
i (0) ⊆ Vi with
ψ¯i(vi) = x. Our definitions of GxX, TxX, OxX,
bTxX,
bOxX will depend on
these choices, and we explain shortly to what extent.
As in (4.41), define a finite subgroup GxX of Γi by
GxX =
{
γ ∈ Γi : γ · vi = vi
}
= StabΓi(vi).
As in (2.30), (3.33), (3.36), (3.37) and (4.42), define finite-dimensional real
vector spaces TxX, OxX,
bTxX,
bOxX and linear maps I
T
X,x :
bTxX → TxX
and IOX,x :
bOxX → OxX by the commutative diagram with exact rows
0 // bTxX
ITX,x
// bTviVi bdsi|vi
//
IVi |vi
Ei|vi
id
// bOxX
IOX,x
// 0
0 // TxX // TviVi
dsi|vi // Ei|vi // OxX // 0.
As in equations (2.29), (3.32), (3.35) and (4.43), we have
dimTxX − dimOxX = dim
bTxX − dim
bOxX = vdimX.
As in §4.6, the quintuple (GxX, TxX, OxX , bTxX, bOxX) is independent
of the choice of i, vi up to isomorphism, but not up to canonical isomorphism.
If (G′xX, T
′
xX, O
′
xX ,
bT ′xX,
bO′xX) is an alternative choice, there are natu-
ral choices of isomorphisms (IGx , I
T
x , I
O
x ,
bITx ,
bIOx ) : (GxX, TxX, OxX,
bTxX,
bOxX) → (G
′
xX, T
′
xX , O
′
xX,
bT ′xX,
bO′xX), and two such isomorphisms differ
by conjugation by an element of G′xX.
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Let f : X → Y be a 1-morphism of Kuranishi spaces with corners, and let
x ∈ X with f(x) = y ∈ Y . Then as in Definition 4.49, by choosing an arbitrary
point p0 in the Sx,f of (4.45), we define morphisms Gxf : GxX → GyY ,
Txf : TxX → TyY , Oxf : OxX → OyY . An alternative choice of p0 yields a
triple (G′xf , T
′
xf , O
′
xf) conjugate to (Gxf , Txf , Oxf) by an element of GyY .
As in §3.7, to define analogues of Txf , Oxf for bTxX, bTyY , bOxX , bOyY ,
we must assume f : X → Y is interior, as in Definition 5.10. Then, using
the same point p0 used to define Txf , Oxf , as in (3.38) and (4.46) we obtain
Gxf -equivariant linear maps
bTxf :
bTxX → bTyY and bOxf : bOxX → bOyY
making the following diagram commute:
0 // bTxX //
bTxf
bTuiUi bdri|ui
//
bdfij |ui
Di|ui
fˆij |ui
// bOxX
bOxf
// 0
0 // bTyY // bTvjVj
bdsj |vj // Ej |vj //
bOyY // 0.
The quintuple (Gxf , Txf , Oxf ,
bTxf ,
bOxf ) is independent of choices up to con-
jugation by an element of GyY .
As in Definition 3.34 we have Txf ◦ ITX,x = I
T
Y ,y ◦
bTxf :
bTxX → TyY and
Oxf ◦ IOX,x = I
O
Y ,y ◦
bOxf :
bOxX → OyY .
As in §4.6, if g : X → Y is another 1-morphism and η : f ⇒ g a 2-
morphism in Kurc, then there is a canonical element Gxη ∈ GyY such that
(Gxf , Txf , Oxf) and (Gxg, Txg, Oxg) are conjugate under Gxη for general f , g,
and (Gxf , Txf , Oxf ,
bTxf ,
bOxf ) and (Gxg, Txg, Oxg,
bTxg,
bOxg) are conju-
gate under Gxη for interior f , g.
As in §4.6, if instead g : Y → Z is another 1-morphism in Kurc and
g(y) = z ∈ Z, there is a canonical Gx,g,f ∈ GzZ with (Gx(g ◦ f), Tx(g ◦
f), Ox(g ◦f)) conjugate to (Gyg, Tyg, Oyg) ◦ (Gxf , Txf , Oxf ) under Gx,g,f for
general f , g, and (Gx(g◦f ), Tx(g◦f ), Ox(g◦f), bTx(g◦f), bOx(g◦f )) conjugate
to (Gyg, Tyg, Oyg,
bTyg,
bOyg) ◦ (Gxf , Txf , Oxf , bTxf , bOxf) under Gx,g,f for
interior f , g.
If f : X → Y is an equivalence in Kurc then Gxf , Txf , Oxf ,
bTxf ,
bOxf
are isomorphisms for all x ∈ X.
5.4 Relating Kuranishi spaces and µ-Kuranishi spaces
with corners
The material of §4.7 extends to the corners case essentially without change. As
in Theorem 4.59 we define a weak 2-category mKurc of m-Kuranishi spaces
with corners, which are basically Kuranishi spaces with corners X = (X,K)
with all groups Γi = {1} in K. There is a natural full and faithful 2-functor
FKur
c
mKurc : mKur
c → Kurc. As in Definition 4.60 we define a functor FµKur
c
mKurc :
Ho(mKurc)→ µKurc, and a full 2-subcategoryKurctrG ⊂ Kur
c with objects
X ∈ Kurc with GxX = {1} for all x ∈ X. As in Theorem 4.61 we show
that FµKur
c
mKurc : Ho(mKur
c) → µKurc is an equivalence of categories, and
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FKur
c
mKurc :mKur
c → KurctrG is an equivalence of weak 2-categories, so that we
also have Ho(KurctrG) ≃ µKur
c.
5.5 Relation to other definitions of Kuranishi space with
corners
Fukaya, Oh, Ohta and Ono [9–17] use (FOOO) Kuranishi spaces with corners
in their work on Lagrangian Floer cohomology, since moduli spaces M of J-
holomorphic curves Σ in a symplectic manifold (M,ω) with boundary ∂Σ in
a Lagrangian L ⊂ M have boundaries ∂M where the curve Σ has boundary
nodes. So we should relate our notion of Kuranishi space with corners to theirs.
Most of the material of §4.8 extends to the corners case with no significant
changes: we just insert ‘with boundary’ or ‘with corners’ throughout, apply
Theorem 5.5 in place of Theorem 4.14, and everything just works. In particular,
as in Definition 4.62 we define fair coordinate systems with corners. As in
Example 4.63, we can show that a Kuranishi space with cornersX, in the sense
of §5.1, has a natural fair coordinate system with corners.
As in Example 4.64, if X = (X,K) is a FOOO Kuranishi space with
corners, we can define a natural fair coordinate system with corners on X .
Here as in Remark A.4(b), it is important that the definition of embedding
ϕqp : Vqp →֒ Vp of manifolds with corners used in FOOO coordinate changes
Φqp = (Vqp, hqp, ϕqp, ϕˆqp) includes the condition that ϕqp be simple. This is
needed when applying Theorem 5.6 to deduce that the 1-morphism Φ˜qp of Ku-
ranishi neighbourhoods with corners induced from Φqp is a coordinate change.
As in Examples 4.65 and 4.66, if X is a compact, metrizable topological
space equipped with a FOOO weak good coordinate system with corners, or
an MW weak Kuranishi atlas with corners, where again as for Example 4.64
the embeddings ϕij : Vij →֒ Vj and V˜BC →֒ VC must be simple, then X has a
natural fair coordinate system with corners.
Theorem 4.67 and its proof in §7.4 extend immediately to the corners case,
and the analogues of Theorems 4.69–4.73 follow.
5.6 Kuranishi spaces with generalized corners
In §3.4 we summarized the author’s theory ofmanifolds with generalized corners,
or g-corners [40], and we saw that most of §3.1–§3.3 extends to manifolds with g-
corners. Section 3.8 explained that the theory of µ-Kuranishi spaces with corners
in §3.5–§3.7 can be extended, with minor changes, to a theory of µ-Kuranishi
spaces with g-corners, by replacing manifolds with corners by manifolds with
g-corners throughout.
In the same way, the material on Kuranishi spaces with corners in §5.1–§5.5
can be extended, with minor changes, to a theory of Kuranishi spaces with g-
corners. All the issues which come up in doing this already arise in extending
µ-Kuranishi spaces with corners to g-corners, and were discussed in §3.8.
Thus, in §5.1 we define Kuranishi neighbourhoods (V,E,Γ, s, ψ) on X with
g-corners by taking V,E to be manifolds with g-corners, and define their 1- and
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2-morphisms and coordinate changes, and Proposition 5.4 and Theorems 5.5 and
5.6 hold with g-corners. So we define a weak 2-category Kurgc of Kuranishi
spaces with g-corners X, containing Kurc ⊂ Kurgc as a full 2-subcategory.
In §5.2 we define boundaries ∂X, k-corners Ck(X), Kuranishi spaces with
g-corners of mixed dimension Kˇurgc, and the corner 2-functor C : Kurgc →
Kˇurgc. We define interior, b-normal and simple 1-morphisms in Kurgc, and
write Kurgcin , Kˇur
gc
in ,Kur
gc
si , Kˇur
gc
si for the 2-subcategories of Kur
gc, Kˇurgc
with interior, and simple, 1-morphisms. Proposition 5.11 holds with g-corners.
In §5.3 we define isotropy groups GxX, b-tangent spaces bTxX, and b-
obstruction spaces bOxX for Kuranishi spaces with g-corners X, and we de-
fine Gxf : GxX → GyY for all 1-morphisms f : X → Y in Kurgc and
bTxf :
bTxX → bTyY , bOxf : bOxX → bOyY for interior f : X → Y . We do
not define TxX, OxX, Txf , Oxf .
In §5.4 we define a weak 2-category mKurgc of m-Kuranishi spaces with
g-corners, and a full 2-subcategory KurgctrG ⊂ Kur
gc of Kuranishi spaces with
g-corners X with trivial isotropy groups GxX, and we define equivalences of
(2-)categories FµKur
gc
mKurgc : Ho(mKur
gc) → µKurgc and F
Kur
gc
trG
mKurgc : mKur
gc →
KurgctrG, so that Ho(Kur
gc
trG) ≃ µKur
gc.
In §5.5 we can define fair coordinate systems with g-corners as in Definition
4.62, and Theorem 4.67 holds with g-corners, but the author knows of no defi-
nitions of Kuranishi space with g-corners in the literature to compare to ours.
Kuranishi spaces with g-corners have better behaviour under fibre products
than Kuranishi spaces with corners. For example, in [43] we will prove the
following theorem, related to Theorem 3.20:
Theorem 5.13. Suppose X,Y are Kuranishi spaces with g-corners, Z is a
manifold with g-corners, and g : X → Z, h : Y → Z are interior 1-morphisms
in Kurgc. Then the fibre product W = X ×g,Z,h Y exists in the 2-category
Kurgcin of Kuranishi spaces with g-corners and interior 1-morphisms, with vir-
tual dimension vdimW = vdimX + vdimY − dimZ.
The analogue is false for Kuranishi spaces with (ordinary) corners, unless
we impose complicated extra restrictions on g,h over ∂jX, ∂kY , ∂lZ.
Kuranishi spaces with g-corners will be important in future applications in
symplectic geometry that the author is planning, for two reasons. Firstly, the au-
thor would like to develop an approach to moduli spaces of J-holomorphic curves
using ‘representable 2-functors’, modelled on Grothendieck’s representable func-
tors in algebraic geometry. It turns out that even if the moduli space is a Kuran-
ishi space with (ordinary) corners, the definition of the moduli 2-functor near
curves with boundary nodes involves fibre products which exist in Kurgc, but
not in Kurc. So we need Kurgc to define moduli spaces using this method.
Secondly, some kinds of moduli spaces of J-holomorphic curves should actu-
ally have g-corners rather than ordinary corners, in particular the moduli spaces
of ‘pseudoholomorphic quilts’ of Ma’u, Wehrheim and Woodward [48,49,65–67],
which are used to define actions of Lagrangian correspondences on Lagrangian
Floer cohomology and Fukaya categories.
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Ma’u and Woodward [49] define moduli spaces Mn,1 of ‘stable n-marked
quilted discs’. As in [49, §6], for n > 4 these are not ordinary manifolds with
corners, but have an exotic corner structure; in the language of [40], the Mn,1
are manifolds with g-corners. As in [49, Ex. 6.3], the first exotic exampleM4,1
has a point locally modelled on XP near δ0 in Example 3.18.
More generally, if one omits the simplifying monotonicity and genericity
assumptions in [48, 65–67], the moduli spaces of marked quilted J-holomorphic
discs discussed in [48,65–67] should be Kuranishi spaces with g-corners (though
we do not claim to prove this), just as moduli spaces of marked J-holomorphic
discs in Fukaya et al. [10] are Kuranishi spaces with (ordinary) corners.
6 Proofs of main theorems in §2 and §3
6.1 Proof of Theorem 2.11
The proofs will involve partitions of unity, so we begin by defining them.
Definition 6.1. Let V be a manifold (possibly with boundary or corners), and
{V a : a ∈ A} an open cover of V . A partition of unity {ηa : a ∈ A} on V
subordinate to {V a : a ∈ A} is a collection of smooth functions ηa : V → R with
ηa(V ) ⊆ [0, 1] for all a ∈ A satisfying:
(a) Define the open support of ηa to be supp◦ ηa = {v ∈ V : ηa(v) 6= 0}.
Define the support of ηa to be supp ηa = supp◦ ηa = {v ∈ V : ηa(v) 6= 0},
where ‘ ’ denotes the closure in V . Then supp ηa ⊆ V a for all a ∈ A.
(b) Each v ∈ V has an open neighbourhood Uv in V with Uv ∩ supp ηa = ∅
for all but finitely many a ∈ A.
(c)
∑
a∈A η
a = 1. Here the sum makes sense by (b), as near each v ∈ V there
are only finitely many nonzero terms (i.e. the sum is locally finite).
It is well known that such partitions of unity always exist. (Note that our
manifolds V are paracompact, by definition, which is needed for local finiteness.)
6.1.1 Theorem 2.11(a): Hom
(
(Vi, Ei, si, ψi), (Vj , Ej , sj, ψj)
)
is a sheaf
Let X be a topological space, (Vi, Ei, si, ψi), (Vj , Ej , sj , ψj) be µ-Kuranishi
neighbourhoods on X , and Hom
(
(Vi, Ei, si, ψi), (Vj , Ej , sj , ψj)
)
be as in Theo-
rem 2.11(a). We must show that Hom
(
(Vi, Ei, si, ψi), (Vj , Ej , sj , ψj)
)
is a sheaf
of sets on Imψi ∩ Imψj , that is, that it satisfies Definition 2.10(i)–(iv). Parts
(i),(ii) are immediate from the definition of restriction |T in Definition 2.7.
For (iii), suppose S ⊆ Imψi ∩ Imψj is open, Φij ,Φ′ij : (Vi, Ei, si, ψi) →
(Vj , Ej , sj, ψj) are morphisms over S, and {T a : a ∈ A} is an open cover of S
such that Φij |Ta = Φ′ij |Ta for all a ∈ A. We must show that Φij = Φ
′
ij . Let
(Vij , φij , φˆij) and (V
′
ij , φ
′
ij , φˆ
′
ij) represent Φij ,Φ
′
ij , as in Definition 2.3. Then
Φij |Ta = Φ′ij |Ta means that for each a ∈ A there exists an open neighbourhood
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V˙ aij of ψ
−1
i (T
a) in Vij ∩ V ′ij and a smooth morphism Λ
a : Ei|V˙ aij
→ φ∗ij(TVj)|V˙ aij
of vector bundles on V˙ aij which by (2.1) satisfies
φ′ij = φij +Λ
a · si +O(s
2
i ) and φˆ
′
ij = φˆij +Λ
a · φ∗ij(dsj) +O(si) on V˙
a
ij . (6.1)
Set V˙ij =
⋃
a∈A V˙
a
ij . Then V˙ij is an open neighbourhood of ψ
−1
i (S) in Vij ∩
V ′ij , since S =
⋃
a∈A T
a. Since {V˙ aij : a ∈ A} is an open cover of V˙ij , as in
Definition 6.1 we can choose a partition of unity {ηa : a ∈ A} subordinate to
{V˙ aij : a ∈ A}. Define Λ : Ei|V˙ij → φ
∗
ij(TVj)|V˙ij by
Λ =
∑
a∈A η
aΛa, (6.2)
taking ηaΛa = 0 on V˙ij \ V˙ aij . Then multiplying (6.1) by η
a and summing over
a ∈ A implies that (2.1) holds.
In more detail, by Definition 2.1(v) the first equation of (6.1) means that if
h : Vj → R is smooth, there exists αa ∈ C∞(E∗i ⊗ E
∗
i |V˙ aij
) such that
h ◦ φ′ij = h ◦ φij + Λ
a · (si ⊗ φ
∗
ij(dh)) + α
a · (si ⊗ si) on V˙
a
ij , (6.3)
and we multiply (6.3) by ηa and sum over a ∈ A to deduce the analogue of
(6.3) for V˙ij ,Λ with α =
∑
a∈A η
aαa, and the first equation of (2.1). Therefore
(Vij , φij , φˆij) ∼ (V ′ij , φ
′
ij , φˆ
′
ij), and so Φij = Φ
′
ij . This proves Definition 2.10(iii).
For (iv), suppose S ⊆ Imψi∩ Imψj is open, {T a : a ∈ A} is an open cover of
S, and Φaij : (Vi, Ei, si, ψi)→ (Vj , Ej , sj , ψj) is a morphism over T
a for all a ∈ A,
such that Φaij |Ta∩T b = Φ
b
ij |Ta∩T b for all a, b ∈ A. Let (V
a
ij , φ
a
ij , φˆ
a
ij) represent
Φaij for each a ∈ A. Making V
a
ij ⊆ Vi smaller if necessary, we can suppose that
V aij ∩ s
−1
i (0) = ψ
−1
i (T
a). Then Φaij |Ta∩T b = Φ
b
ij |Ta∩T b means that there exists
an open neighbourhood V˙ abij of ψ
−1
i (T
a∩T b) in V aij∩V
b
ij and a smooth morphism
Λab : Ei|V˙ abij
→ (φaij)
∗(TVj)|V˙ abij
of vector bundles on V˙ abij satisfying
φbij = φ
a
ij+Λ
ab·si+O(s
2
i ) and φˆ
b
ij = φˆ
a
ij+Λ
ab·(φaij)
∗(dsj)+O(si) on V˙
ab
ij . (6.4)
Since
{
V˙ abij , (V
a
ij ∩ V
b
ij) \ψ
−1
i (T
a ∩ T b)
}
is an open cover of V aij ∩ V
b
ij , we can
choose a subordinate partition of unity {η, 1− η}. That is, η : V aij ∩ V
b
ij → R is
smooth with supp η ⊆ V˙ abij , and η = 1 on an open neighbourhood of ψ
−1
i (T
a∩T b)
in V aij ∩ V
b
ij . Set Λ˜
ab = ηΛab, which is defined on V aij ∩ V
b
ij . As the O(s
2
i ), O(si)
conditions are trivial away from s−1i (0) = ψ
−1
i (T
a ∩ T b) in V aij ∩ V
b
ij , equation
(6.4) holds on V aij ∩ V
b
ij with Λ˜
ab in place of Λab. Thus, replacing Λab by Λ˜ab,
we may take V˙ abij = V
a
ij ∩ V
b
ij .
We must construct a morphism Φij = [Vij , φij , φˆij ] : (Vi, Ei, si, ψi) → (Vj ,
Ej , sj , ψj) over S such that Φij |Ta = Φaij for all a ∈ A. Choose a partition of
unity {ηa : a ∈ A} on
⋃
a∈A V
a
ij ⊆ Vi subordinate to {V
a
ij : a ∈ A}. Let Vij be an
open neighbourhood of ψ−1i (S) in
⋃
a∈A V
a
ij ⊆ Vi, to be chosen later. We want
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to define a smooth map φij : Vij → Vj by combining the maps φaij : V
a
ij → Vj
using {ηa : a ∈ A}. Roughly speaking, we would like to define
φij =
∑
a∈A
(
ηa · φaij
)
|Vij . (6.5)
However, (6.5) does not make sense, as Vj is a manifold, not a vector space.
The next lemma will allow us to make sense of (6.5), see (6.10).
Lemma 6.2. For each n = 1, 2, . . . , write ∆n−1 for the (n− 1)-simplex
∆n−1 =
{
(t1, . . . , tn) ∈ [0, 1]n : t1 + · · ·+ tn = 1
}
.
Then we may choose Wn ⊆ V
n
j ×∆n−1 and a smooth map Ξn : Wn → Vj for
all n > 1, such that:
(i) Wn is an open neighbourhood of
{
(v, . . . , v) :v∈Vj
}
×∆n−1 in V nj ×∆n−1.
(ii) Let (x1, . . . , xm) be local coordinates on an open set U ⊆ Vj. Writing
points in these coordinates, we have
Ξn
(
(x11, . . . , x
1
m), . . . , (x
n
1 , . . . , x
n
m), t
1, . . . , tn
)
= (6.6)(
t1x11 + · · ·+ t
nxn1 , . . . , t
1x1m + · · ·+ t
nxnm
)
+O
(∑
a,b,l t
atb(xal − x
b
l )
2
)
.
Here ‘F = O(G)’ in (6.6) for functions F,G means that |F | 6 C · G for
some continuous function C : Wn ∩ (Un ×∆n−1) → [0,∞), so that C is
bounded on compact subsets of Wn ∩ (Un ×∆n−1).
(iii) For all permutations σ ∈ Sn, we have (v1, . . . , vn, t1, . . . , tn) ∈ Wn if and
only if (vσ(1), . . . , vσ(n), tσ(1), . . . , tσ(n)) ∈ Wn, and then
Ξn(v
1, . . . , vn, t1, . . . , tn) = Ξn(v
σ(1), . . . , vσ(n), tσ(1), . . . , tσ(n)).
(iv) Whenever (v1, . . . , vn, t1, . . . , tn) ∈Wn and (v
1, . . . , vn, vn+1, t1, . . . , tn, 0)
∈ Wn+1 we have
Ξn(v
1, . . . , vn, t1, . . . , tn) = Ξn+1(v
1, . . . , vn, vn+1, t1, . . . , tn, 0).
Proof. We give two proofs, (A) and (B). Method (A) is simpler, but method
(B) will extend more cleanly to Vj a manifold with corners in §6.3.
Method (A). Choose an embedding i : Vj →֒ R
N for N ≫ 0 (N = 2m+1 will
do, where m = dimVj). By the existence of tubular neighbourhoods, we can
choose an open neighbourhood T of i(Vj) in R
N and a smooth map π : T → Vj
with π ◦ i = idVj . For all n > 1, define Wn ⊆ V
n
j ×∆n−1 and Ξn :Wn → Vj by
Wn =
{
(v1, . . . , vn, t1, . . . , tn) ∈ V nj ×∆n−1 : t
1i(v1) + · · ·+ tni(vn) ∈ T
}
,
and Ξn : (v
1, . . . , vn, t1, . . . , tn) 7−→ π
(
t1i(v1) + · · ·+ tni(vn)
)
. (6.7)
Parts (i) and (iii)–(iv) are immediate. To prove (ii), observe that (6.6) is equiv-
alent to prescribing Ξn and its derivative dΞn at
{
(v, . . . , v) : v ∈ Vj
}
×∆n−1
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in Wn, where Ξn(v, . . . , v, t
1, . . . , tn) = v, and one can easily check this Ξn has
the desired properties.
Method (B). Fix a Riemannian metric g on Vj . Then for some continuous
function r : Vj → (0,∞), for each v ∈ Vj there is a smooth exponential map
expv : Bv,r(v) → Vj , where Bv,r(v) is the open ball about 0 of radius r(v) in
TvVj , with the Euclidean metric g|v, such that for each α ∈ Bv,r(v) there is a
unique geodesic interval γ : [0, 1] → Vj in (Vj , g) of length |α|, with γ(0) = v,
dγ
dt (0) = α, and γ(1) = expv(α). If r(v) is smaller than the injectivity radius of
g at v then expv is a diffeomorphism with a small open ball about v in Vj .
Consider the submanifold Yn of
⊕n TVj ×∆n−1 given by
Yn =
{
(v, α1, . . . , αn, t1, . . . , tn) : v ∈ Vj , α
1, . . . , αn ∈ Bv,r(v),
(t1, . . . , tn) ∈ ∆n−1, t
1α1 + · · ·+ tnαn = 0
}
,
(6.8)
and smooth maps Π : Yn → V nj ×∆n−1 and π : Yn → Vj defined by
Π : (v, α1, . . . , αn, t1, . . . , tn) 7−→
(
expv(α
1), . . . , expv(α
n), t1, . . . , tn),
π : (v, α1, . . . , αn, t1, . . . , tn) 7−→ v.
(6.9)
Computing the derivative of Π at (v, 0, . . . , 0, t1, . . . , tn), we see that Π is a
diffeomorphism near α1 = · · · = αn = 0. Therefore, making the function
r : Vj → (0,∞) smaller if necessary, we can suppose Π is a diffeomorphism with
its image Wn := ImΠ, which is an open neighbourhood of
{
(v, . . . , v) : v ∈
Vj
}
×∆n−1 in V nj ×∆n−1. Define Ξn : Wn → Vj by Ξn = π ◦ Π
−1. One can
now check that (i)–(iv) hold.
As above, let Vij be an open neighbourhood of ψ
−1
i (S) in
⋃
a∈A V
a
ij ⊆ Vi, to
be chosen shortly. Define φij : Vij → Vj by
φij(v) = Ξn
(
φa1ij (v), . . . , φ
an
ij (v), η
a1(v), . . . , ηan(v)
)
,
where {a1, . . . , an} =
{
a ∈ A : v ∈ supp ηa
}
.
(6.10)
Here
{
a ∈ A : v ∈ supp ηa
}
is finite and nonempty by Definition 6.1(b),(c),
so we may write
{
a ∈ A : v ∈ supp ηa
}
= {a1, . . . , an} for a1, . . . , an ∈
A distinct, uniquely up to the order of a1, . . . , an. By Lemma 6.2(iii), the
r.h.s. of (6.10) is independent of this order. Thus φij is well-defined provided(
φa1ij (v), . . . , φ
an
ij (v), η
a1 (v), . . . , ηan(v)
)
∈ Wn for each v ∈ Vij .
Let us impose this condition at v ∈ Vij not just for {a1, . . . , an} in (6.10),
but also for every finite nonempty subset of {a1, . . . , an}. This then becomes
an open condition on v ∈ Vij , since small deformations of v in Vij can only
reduce the finite collection of subsets {a1, . . . , an} ⊆ A for which we require(
φa1ij (v), . . . , φ
an
ij (v), η
a1 (v), . . . , ηan(v)
)
∈ Wn. If v ∈ ψ
−1
i (S) this condition
holds by Lemma 6.2(i), since then φakij (v) = ψ
−1
j ◦ψi(v) for k = 1, . . . , n. Hence
if Vij is a small enough open neighbourhood of ψ
−1
i (S) in
⋃
a∈A V
a
ij ⊆ Vi, then
φij is well-defined.
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We claim that φij : Vij → Vj is smooth. Fix v ∈ Vij , and let {a1, . . . , an} be
as in (6.10). By Definition 6.1(b), there is an open neighbourhood Uv of v in Vij
such that there are only finitely many a ∈ A\{a1, . . . , an} with Uv∩supp ηa 6= ∅.
Since supp ηa is closed with v /∈ supp ηa, by replacing Uv by the complement
of these supp ηa in Uv, we obtain an open neighbourhood Uv of v such that
Uv ∩ supp ηa = ∅ for all a ∈ A \ {a1, . . . , an}. Making Uv smaller, we can also
suppose that for every subset {ak1 , . . . , akn′ } ⊆ {a1, . . . , an} of size n
′ > 1 and
every v′ ∈ Uv we have
(
φ
ak1
ij (v), . . . , φ
ak
n′
ij (v), η
ak1 (v), . . . , ηakn′ (v)
)
∈Wn′ , since
this holds at v by definition of Vij , and is an open condition.
Thus, for all v′ ∈ Uv, the subset {a′1, . . . , a
′
n′} in (6.10) corresponding to v
′ is
a subset of {a1, . . . , an}. For fixed v′ ∈ Uv, we can reorder a1, . . . , an (which does
not change φij by Lemma 6.2(iii)) so that the subset in (6.10) corresponding
to v′ is {a1, . . . , an′} ⊆ {a1, . . . , an}, for 1 6 n′ 6 n. Then ηak(v′) = 0 for
n′ < k 6 n. Therefore Lemma 6.2(iv) and induction over n′, . . . , n gives
φij(v
′) = Ξn′
(
φa1ij (v), . . . , φ
an′
ij (v), η
a1 (v), . . . , ηan′ (v)
)
= Ξn
(
φa1ij (v), . . . , φ
an
ij (v), η
a1(v), . . . , ηan′ (v), 0, . . . , 0
)
= Ξn
(
φa1ij (v), . . . , φ
an
ij (v), η
a1(v), . . . , ηan(v)
)
.
That is, for v′ in the open neighbourhood Uv, we can define φij(v
′) as in
(6.10) but using the fixed subset {a1, . . . , an} ⊆ A, rather than using a sub-
set {a′1, . . . , a
′
n′} depending on v
′. So φij is smooth on Uv, since φ
ak
ij , η
ak and
Ξn are all smooth. Hence φij : Vij → Vj is smooth, as this holds for all v ∈ Vij .
Fix a ∈ A. Then for each b ∈ A we have a morphism Λab on V aij ∩ V
b
ij
satisfying (6.4) on V aij ∩ V
b
ij . As for (6.2), define a morphism Λ
a : Ei|V aij →
(φaij)
∗(TVj) of vector bundles on V
a
ij by
Λa =
∑
b∈A η
b|V aij · Λ
ab. (6.11)
As in (6.3), the first equation of (6.4) means that if h : Vj → R is smooth, there
exists αab ∈ C∞(E∗i ⊗ E
∗
i |V aij∩V bij ) such that
h ◦ φbij = h ◦ φ
a
ij + Λ
ab · (si ⊗ (φ
a
ij)
∗(dh)) + αab · (si ⊗ si) on V
a
ij ∩ V
b
ij . (6.12)
Multiplying (6.12) by ηb, regarding it as an equation on V aij ∩Vij , summing over
b ∈ A, and using Lemma 6.2(ii) and (6.11), we deduce that
φij = φ
a
ij + Λ
a · si +O(s
2
i ) on V
a
ij ∩ Vij . (6.13)
Here using Lemma 6.2(ii) we can show that h◦φij =
∑
b∈A η
b · (h◦φbij)+O(s
2
i ).
Equation (6.13) implies that φij = φ
a
ij + O(si) on V
a
ij ∩ Vij . Thus as in
Definition 2.1 there exists a morphism φˆ′aij : Ei|V aij∩Vij → φij |
∗
V aij∩Vij
(Ej) with
φˆ′aij = φˆ
a
ij + O(si) in the sense of Definition 2.1(vi), and φˆ
′a
ij is unique up to
O(si). Define a morphism φˆij : Ei|Vij → φij |
∗
Vij
(Ej) by
φˆij =
∑
a∈A η
a|Vij · φˆ
′a
ij . (6.14)
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Now for each a ∈ A, on Vij ∩ V aij we have
φˆij =
∑
b∈A η
b|Vij · φˆ
′b
ij
=
∑
b∈A η
b|Vij ·
(
φˆaij + Λ
ab · (φaij)
∗(dsj) +O(si)
)
= φˆaij + Λ
a · (φaij)
∗(dsj) +O(si),
(6.15)
using (6.14) in the first step, the second equation of (6.4) in the second, and∑
b∈A η
b = 1 and (6.11) in the third.
Observe that (6.13) and (6.15) imply that (Vij , φij , φˆij) ∼ (V aij , φ
a
ij , φˆ
a
ij) over
T a in the sense of Definition 2.3. Since (V aij , φ
a
ij , φˆ
a
ij) satisfies Definition 2.3(a)–
(e) over T a, this implies that (Vij , φij , φˆij) satisfies Definition 2.3(a)–(e) over T
a
for each a ∈ A, and as
⋃
a∈A T
a = S, we see that (Vij , φij , φˆij) satisfies Definition
2.3(a)–(e) over S. Hence Φij := [Vij , φij , φˆij ] : (Vi, Ei, si, ψi) → (Vj , Ej , sj , ψj)
is a morphism over S, and (6.15), (6.15) imply that Φij |Ta = Φaij for all a ∈ A.
This completes Definition 2.10(iv). So Hom((Vi, Ei, si, ψi), (Vj , Ej , sj, ψj)) is a
sheaf on Imψi ∩ Imψj , proving the first part of Theorem 2.11(a).
6.1.2 Theorem 2.11(a): Iso
(
(Vi, Ei, si, ψi), (Vj , Ej , sj , ψj)
)
is a sheaf
The second part, that µ-coordinate changes Iso((Vi, Ei, si, ψi), (Vj , Ej , sj, ψj))
are a subsheaf of Hom((Vi, Ei, si, ψi), (Vj , Ej , sj, ψj)), is a purely formal conse-
quence of the first part. Definition 2.10(i)–(iii) for Iso
(
(Vi, Ei, si, ψi), (Vj , Ej ,
sj , ψj)
)
are immediate. To prove (iv), we must show that in the last part of the
proof in §6.1.1, if the Φaij for a ∈ A are µ-coordinate changes, then the Φij we
construct with Φij |Ta = Φaij is also a µ-coordinate change.
To see this, note that (Φaij)
−1 : (Vj , Ej , sj, ψj) → (Vi, Ei, si, ψi) exists on
T a as Φaij is a µ-coordinate change, and (Φ
a
ij)
−1|Ta∩T b = (Φ
b
ij)
−1|Ta∩T b as
Φaij |Ta∩T b = Φ
b
ij |Ta∩T b , so the proof above gives Φji : (Vj , Ej , sj , ψj)→ (Vi, Ei,
si, ψi) on S with Φji|Ta = (Φaij)
−1 for all a ∈ A. Then we have
(Φji ◦ Φij)|Ta = (Φ
a
ij)
−1 ◦ Φaij |Ta = id(Vi,Ei,si,ψi)|Ta ,
(Φij ◦ Φji)|Ta = Φ
a
ij ◦ (Φ
a
ij)
−1|Ta = id(Vj ,Ej,sj ,ψj)|Ta ,
so Definition 2.10(iii) for Hom((Vi, Ei, si, ψi), (Vj , Ej , sj , ψj)) yields Φji ◦Φij =
id(Vi,Ei,si,ψi) and Φij ◦ Φji = id(Vj ,Ej,sj ,ψj). Therefore Φji = Φ
−1
ij , and Φij is a
µ-coordinate change. This completes Theorem 2.11(a).
6.1.3 Theorem 2.11(b): Homf
(
(Ui, Di, ri, χi), (Vj , Ej , sj , ψj)
)
is a sheaf
The proof of Theorem 2.11(b) is essentially the same as for the first part of
Theorem 2.11(a) in §6.1.1, but inserting ‘over f ’ throughout.
6.2 Proof of Theorem 2.13
Theorem 2.13 gives a criterion for a morphism of µ-Kuranishi neighbourhoods
Φij : (Vi, Ei, si, ψi)→ (Vj , Ej , sj , ψj) to be a coordinate change.
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6.2.1 The ‘only if ’ part of Theorem 2.13
Suppose Φij : (Vi, Ei, si, ψi) → (Vj , Ej , sj , ψj) is a µ-coordinate change over
S ⊆ X , and let (Vij , φij , φˆij) represent Φij . Let x ∈ S, and set vi = ψ
−1
i (x) ∈ Vi
and vj = ψ
−1
j (x) ∈ Vj , so that φij(vi) = vj . We must show that (2.8) is exact.
As Φij is a µ-coordinate change, it has an inverse Φji = Φ
−1
ij over S, repre-
sented by (Vji, φji, φˆji), say. By Definition 2.4,(
φ−1ij (Vji), φji ◦ φij |φ−1ij (Vji)
, φij |
∗
φ−1ij (Vji)
(φˆji) ◦ φˆij |φ−1ij (Vji)
)
represents Φji ◦ Φij = id(Vi,Ei,si,ψi) = [Vi, idVi , idEi ], so by Definition 2.3, there
exists an open neighbourhood V˙ii of ψ
−1
i (S) in φ
−1
ij (Vji) ⊆ Vi and a vector
bundle morphism Λ : Ei|V˙ii → TVi|V˙ii satisfying
φji ◦ φij = idVi + Λ · si +O(s
2
i ) and
φ∗ij(φˆji) ◦ φˆij = idEi + Λ · dsi +O(si) on V˙ii.
(6.16)
Restricting the derivative of the first equation of (6.16), and the second equation
of (6.16), to vi and using si(vi) = 0, yields
dφji|vj ◦ dφij |vi = idTviVi + Λ|vi ◦ dsi|vi ,
φˆji|vj ◦ φˆij |vi = idEi|vi + dsi|vi ◦ Λ|vi .
(6.17)
Similarly, from Φij ◦Φji=id(Vj ,Ej ,sj ,ψj) we obtain M : Ej |V˙jj→TVj |V˙jj with
dφij |vi ◦ dφji|vj = idTvjVj +M|vj ◦ dsj |vj ,
φˆij |vi ◦ φˆji|vj = idEj |vj + dsj |vj ◦M|vj .
(6.18)
Differentiating Definition 2.3(d) for Φij yields
φˆji|vj ◦ dsj |vj = dsi|vi ◦ dφji|vj . (6.19)
By a similar proof to Proposition B.2 we can also choose Λ,M to satisfy
dφij |vi ◦ Λ|vi = M|vj ◦ φˆij |vi , (6.20)
although this is not really needed for the proof.
Now consider the diagram of vector spaces
0 // TviVi
dsi|vi⊕dφij|vi //oo Ei|vi⊕TvjVj
−φˆij |vi⊕dsj |vj //
−Λ|vi⊕dφji|vj
oo Ej |vj
−φˆji|vj⊕−M|vj
oo // 0.oo (6.21)
The rightward morphisms are (2.8). Equation (6.21) is of the form
0 // E
α //oo F
β //
γ
oo G
δ
oo // 0,oo
where γ ◦α = idE , α◦γ+δ ◦β = idF , β ◦δ = idG by (6.17)–(6.20). Thus (2.8) is
exact, by elementary linear algebra, proving the ‘only if’ part of Theorem 2.13.
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6.2.2 The ‘if ’ part of Theorem 2.13
Let Φij : (Vi, Ei, si, ψi)→ (Vj , Ej , sj , ψj) be a morphism of µ-Kuranishi neigh-
bourhoods over S ⊆ X , represented by (Vij , φij , φˆij), and suppose that (2.8) is
exact for all x ∈ S. We must show Φij is a µ-coordinate change. Fix x ∈ X ,
and set vi = ψ
−1
i (x) ∈ Vi and vj = ψ
−1
j (x) ∈ Vj . We will first show that Φij |Sx
is invertible over Sx for a small open neighbourhood Sx of x in X . The ‘if’ part
will then follow from the sheaf property of Iso
(
(Vi, Ei, si, ψi), (Vj , Ej , sj , ψj)
)
.
As in (2.26), we form a commutative diagram with exact rows
0 // Kxi //
κxij∼= 
TviVi dsi|vi
//
dφij|vi
Ei|vi
φˆij |vi
// Cxi
γxij∼= 
// 0
0 // Kxj // TvjVj
dsj |vj // Ej |vj // C
x
j
// 0,
(6.22)
where Kxi , C
x
i and K
x
j , C
x
j are the kernel and cokernel of dsi|vi and dsj |vj . By
elementary linear algebra, (2.8) being exact is equivalent to κxij : K
x
i → K
x
j and
γxij : C
x
i → C
x
j both being isomorphisms.
Choose a small open neighbourhood V xij of vi in Vij ⊆ Vi, and a vector
subbundle Fi of Ei|V xij such that the projection Fi|x → C
x
i is an isomorphism.
Several times in what follows we will make the open neighbourhood V xij smaller.
Write Exi = Ei|V xij , s
x
i = si|V xij , φ
x
ij = φij |V xij and φˆ
x
ij = φˆij |V xij .
Now Exi /Fi is a vector bundle on V
x
ij and s
x
i projects to a section u˜i = s
x
i +
Fi ∈ C∞(Exi /Fi), where u˜i(vi) = 0 and du˜i|vi : TviVi → (E
x
i /Fi)|vi is surjective
by (6.22). Making V xij smaller, we can suppose du˜i|v : TvVi → (E
x
i /Fi)|v is
surjective for all v ∈ V xij with u˜i(v) = 0. Then Wi :=
{
v ∈ V xij : u˜i(v) =
0
}
is a submanifold of V xij containing vi. Write E
′
i = Ei|Wi , F
′
i = Fi|Wi ,
and t′i = si|Wi ∈ C
∞(F ′i ). Write S
x = ψi((s
x
i )
−1(0)), so that Sx is an open
neighbourhood of x in S ⊆ X . Then ψ−1i (S
x) = (t′i)
−1(0) ⊆Wi.
Choose a connection ∇E
x
i on Exi → V
x
ij which preserves the subbundle Fi ⊆
Exi . Choose a splitting TVi|Wi = TWi ⊕ νi, where νi is the normal bundle of
Wi in V
x
ij . By definition of Wi, ∇
Exi sxi |νi : νi → E
′
i is an injective morphism
of vector bundles on Wi, which projects to an isomorphism with E
′
i/F
′
i . Define
G′i = (∇
Exi sxi )(νi), a vector subbundle of E
′
i. Then E
′
i = F
′
i ⊕ G
′
i. Choose a
vector subbundle Gi of E
x
i such that E
x
i = Fi⊕Gi and Gi|Wi = G
′
i. Write s
x
i =
ti ⊕ ui for ti ∈ C∞(Fi) and ui ∈ C∞(Gi). Write ∇Fi ,∇Gi for the connections
on Fi, Gi → V xij induced from ∇
Ei . Then the projection Gi → Exi /Fi is an
isomorphism mapping ui 7→ u˜i, so that Wi =
{
v ∈ V xij : ui(v) = 0
}
, and
∇Giui|νi = dui|νi : νi → G
′
i is an isomorphism. As dsi|vi = 0⊕ dui|vi we have
Kxi = Ker dsi|vi = Ker dui|vi = TviWi.
We see from (6.22) that dφij |vi : K
x
i → TvjVj is injective. SinceK
x
i = TviWi,
this means that φij |Wi : Wi → Vj is an embedding near vi, so making V
x
ij ,Wi
smaller, we can suppose φij |Wi : Wi → Vj is an embedding. Thus Wj :=
φij(Wi) is a submanifold of Vj containing vj , and ξij := φij |Wi : Wi → Wj is a
diffeomorphism, with inverse ξji := ξ
−1
ij :Wj →Wi.
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From (6.22) and Fi|vi → C
x
i an isomorphism we see that φˆij |vi : F
′
i |vi =
Fi|vi → Ej |vj is injective. Thus making V
x
ij ,Wi,Wj smaller, we can suppose
φˆij |F ′
i
: F ′i → ξ
∗
ij(Ej) is an injective morphism of vector bundles on Wi. Define
a vector subbundle F ′j of Ej |Wj by F
′
j = ξ
∗
ji(φˆij(F
′
i )). Then ξˆij := φˆij |F ′i :
F ′i → ξ
∗
ij(F
′
j) is an isomorphism of vector bundles on Wi. So we may define
ξˆji : F
′
j → ξ
∗
ji(F
′
i ) by ξˆji = ξ
∗
ji(ξˆ
−1
ij ), an isomorphism of vector bundles on Wj .
Choose a small open neighbourhood V xji of Wj (and hence vj) in Vj , with
Wj closed in V
x
ji , and a vector subbundle Fj of E
x
j := Ej |V xji with Fj |Wj = F
′
j .
Write sxj = sj |V xji . Since ψ
−1
i (S
x) ⊆ Wi, we have ψ
−1
j (S
x) ⊆ Wj ⊆ V xji . As
ψ−1j (S
x) is open in (sxj )
−1(0) and Wj is closed in V
x
ji, making V
x
ji smaller we
can suppose that (sxj )
−1(0) = ψ−1j (S
x) ⊆Wj .
Choose a connection ∇E
x
j on Exj → V
x
ji which preserves the subbundle Fj ⊆
Exj . Choose a splitting TVj|Wj = TWj⊕νj, where νj is the normal bundle ofWj
in V xji . Then ∇
Exj sxj |νj : νj → E
′
j is a morphism of vector bundles on Wj , which
projects to an isomorphism on E′j/F
′
j at vj . So making V
x
ij ,Wi, V
x
ji,Wj smaller,
we can suppose ∇E
x
j sxj |νj : νj → E
′
j is an injective morphism of vector bundles
on Wj , projecting to an isomorphism on E
′
j/F
′
j . Define G
′
j = (∇
Exj sxj )(νj),
a vector subbundle of E′j . Then E
′
j = F
′
j ⊕ G
′
j . Write sj |Wj = t
′
j ⊕ u
′
j for
t′j ∈ C
∞(F ′j), u
′
j ∈ C
∞(G′j).
Choose a vector subbundle Gj of E
x
j such that E
x
j = Fj ⊕Gj and Gj |Wj =
G′j . Write s
x
j = tj⊕uj for tj ∈ C
∞(Fj), uj ∈ C∞(Gj), and ∇
F ′j ,∇G
′
j ,∇Fj ,∇Gj
for the connections on F ′j , G
′
j , Fj , Gj induced by ∇
Ej . Making V xji smaller if
necessary, choose a smooth map φxji : V
x
ji → Vi such that φ
x
ji|Wj = ξji : Wj →
Wi ⊆ Vi, and φxji is otherwise arbitrary.
Define vector bundle morphisms α, β, γ, δ, ǫ on Wi by
dφxij |Wi =
(
dξij α
0 β
)
:
TWi
⊕ νi
−→
ξ∗ij(TWj)
⊕ ξ∗ij(νj),
(6.23)
φˆxij |Wi =
(
ξˆij γ
0 δ
)
:
F ′i
⊕G′i
−→
ξ∗ij(F
′
j)
⊕ ξ∗ij(G
′
j),
(6.24)
∇E
x
i si|Wi =
(
∇F
′
i t′i 0
0 ǫ
)
:
TWi
⊕ νi
−→
F ′i
⊕G′i.
(6.25)
Here by construction dξij : TWi → ξ∗ij(TWj), ξˆij : F
′
i → ξ
∗
ij(F
′
j) and ǫ : νi → G
′
i
are isomorphisms. Define vector bundle morphisms η, ζ, θ on Wj by
dφxji|Wj =
(
dξji η
0 ζ
)
:
TWj
⊕ νj
−→
ξ∗ji(TWi)
⊕ ξ∗ji(νi),
(6.26)
∇E
x
j sj |Wj =
(
∇F
′
j t′j 0
∇G
′
ju′j θ
)
:
TWj
⊕ νj
−→
F ′j
⊕G′j .
(6.27)
Here by construction dξji : TWj → ξ
∗
ji(TWi) is an isomorphism, with inverse
ξ∗ji(dξij), and θ : νj → G
′
j is an isomorphism.
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Definition 2.3(d) for Φij gives φˆij(si|Vij ) = φ
∗
ij(sj) +O(s
2
i ). Restricting this
to Wi and using si|Wi = t
′
i ⊕ 0, sj |Wj = t
′
j ⊕ u
′
j and (6.23)–(6.24) gives
ξˆij(t
′
i) = ξ
∗
ij(t
′
j) +O((t
′
i)
2) and 0 = ξ∗ij(u
′
j) +O((t
′
i)
2). (6.28)
Since ξji = ξ
−1
ij and ξˆji = ξ
∗
ji(ξˆij)
−1, applying ξ∗ji to (6.28) implies that
ξˆji(t
′
j) = ξ
∗
ji(t
′
i) +O((t
′
j)
2) and u′j = O((t
′
j)
2). (6.29)
Differentiating φˆij(si|Vij ) = φ
∗
ij(sj) +O(s
2
i ) and restricting to Wi yields
φˆxij |Wi◦∇
Exi si|Wi=ξ
∗
ij(∇
Exj sj |Wj )◦dφ
x
ij |Wi+O(∇
Exi si|Wi · t
′
i)+O((t
′
i)
2). (6.30)
Substituting in (6.23), (6.24), (6.25) and (6.27) yields
ξˆij ◦ ∇
F ′i t′i = ξ
∗
ij(∇
F ′j t′j) ◦ dξij+O(∇
Exi si|Wi · t
′
i)+O((t
′
i)
2), (6.31)
γ ◦ ǫ = ξ∗ij(∇
F ′j t′j) ◦ α+O(∇
Exi si|Wi · t
′
i)+O((t
′
i)
2), (6.32)
0 = ξ∗ij(∇
G′ju′j) ◦ dξij+O(∇
Exi si|Wi · t
′
i)+O((t
′
i)
2), (6.33)
δ ◦ ǫ = ξ∗ij(∇
G′ju′j) ◦ α+ξ
∗
ij(θ) ◦ β+O(∇
Exi si|Wi · t
′
i)+O((t
′
i)
2). (6.34)
Choose a vector bundle morphism φˆxji : Ej → (φ
x
ji)
∗(Ei) on V
x
ji satisfying
φˆxji|Wj =
(
ξˆji ξ
∗
ji(∇
F ′i t′i) ◦ η ◦ θ
−1
0 ξ∗ji(ǫ) ◦ ζ ◦ θ
−1
)
:
F ′j
⊕G′j
−→
ξ∗ij(F
′
j)
⊕ ξ∗ij(G
′
j),
(6.35)
where φˆxji is arbitrary except on Wj . We claim that
φˆxji(sj |V xji) = (φ
x
ji)
∗(si) +O(s
2
j ) on V
x
ji . (6.36)
To see this, first note that the restriction of (6.36) to Wj is(
dξji η
0 ζ
)(
t′j
u′j
)
=
(
ξ∗ji(t
′
i)
0
)
+O
(
(t′j ⊕ u
′
j)
2
)
, (6.37)
which holds by (6.29). As for (6.30), the derivative of (6.36) restricted to Wj is
φˆxji|Wj◦∇
Exj sj |Wj =ξ
∗
ji(∇
Exi si|Wi)◦dφ
x
ji|Wj+O(∇
Exj sj |Wj · t
′
j)+O((t
′
j)
2), (6.38)
which holds by (6.25), (6.26), (6.27), (6.31), (6.33), and (6.35). Write IWj ⊂
C∞(V xj ) for the ideal of smooth functions on V
x
j vanishing on Wj , and Isxj ⊂
C∞(V xj ) the ideal generated by s
x
j . Equation (6.37) implies that (6.36) holds
up to IWj , the ideal of functions on V
x
j vanishing on Wj . Together with this,
(6.38) implies that (6.36) holds up to I2Wj . But IWj ⊆ Isxj , so I
2
Wj
is contained
in the O(s2j ) in (6.36), and thus (6.36) holds.
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Equation (6.36) implies that (V xji , φ
x
ji, φˆ
x
ji) satisfies Definition 2.3(a)–(e) over
Sx, so that Φxji := [V
x
ji , φ
x
ji, φˆ
x
ji] : (Vj , Ej , sj, ψj)→ (Vi, Ei, si, ψi) is a morphism
of µ-Kuranishi neighbourhoods over x ∈ Sx ⊆ X .
Choose vector bundle morphisms Λii : E
x
i → TV
x
ij on V
x
ij and Mjj : E
x
j →
TV xji on V
x
ji satisfying
Λii|Wi =
(
0 ξ∗ij(dξji) ◦ α ◦ ǫ
−1 + ξ∗ij(η) ◦ β ◦ ǫ
−1
0 ξ∗ij(ζ) ◦ β ◦ ǫ
−1 − ǫ−1
)
:
F ′i
⊕G′i
−→
TWi
⊕ νi,
(6.39)
Mjj |Wj =
(
0 ξ∗ji(dξij) ◦ η ◦ θ
−1 + ξ∗ji(α) ◦ ζ ◦ θ
−1
0 ξ∗ji(β) ◦ ζ ◦ θ
−1 − θ−1
)
:
F ′j
⊕G′j
−→
TWj
⊕ νj,
(6.40)
where Λii,Mjj are arbitrary away from Wi,Wj . In a similar way to the proof
of (6.36), using (6.23)–(6.35) and (6.39)–(6.40) we can show that
φxji ◦ φ
x
ij = idV xij + Λii · si +O(s
2
i ) and
(φxij)
∗(φˆxji)◦φˆ
x
ij = idExi +Λii ·dsi+O(si) on V˙ii=V
x
ij∩(φ
x
ij)
−1(V xji),
(6.41)
φxij ◦ φ
x
ji = idV xji +Mjj · sj +O(s
2
j ) and
(φxji)
∗(φˆxij)◦φˆ
x
ji = idExj +Mjj ·dsj+O(sj) on V˙jj=V
x
ji∩(φ
x
ji)
−1(V xij ).
(6.42)
As in (6.16), equations (6.41)–(6.42) give Φxji ◦Φij |Sx = id(Vi,Ei,si,ψi)|Sx and
Φij |Sx ◦ Φxji = id(Vj ,Ej ,sj ,ψj)|Sx . So Φij |Sx is invertible, and a µ-coordinate
change on Sx. We have shown that every x ∈ S has an open neighbourhood
Sx in S such that Φij |Sx is a µ-coordinate change on Sx. Thus by the sheaf
property of Iso
(
(Vi, Ei, si, ψi), (Vj , Ej , sj, ψj)
)
in Theorem 2.11(a), proved in
§6.1.2, Φij is a µ-coordinate change on S. This completes the ‘if’ part, and so
the whole of Theorem 2.13.
6.3 Proof of Theorem 3.27
Next we explain how to generalize the proof in §6.1 to (Vi, Ei, si, ψi), (Vj , Ej ,
sj , ψj) µ-Kuranishi neighbourhoods with corners, and so prove Theorem 3.27.
All of Vi, Vj , Vij , V
′
ij , V˙
a
ij , . . . now become manifolds with corners, and we replace
TVj by
bTVj in the definition of Λ,Λ
a,Λab, . . . , as in §3.5.
Apart from these, the only nontrivial change is the proof in §6.1.1 that
Hom((Vi, Ei, si, ψi), (Vj , Ej , sj , ψj)) satisfies Definition 2.10(iv), where we con-
struct φij : Vij → Vj by combining the maps φ
a
ij : V
a
ij → Vj using {η
a : a ∈ A},
as in (6.5), (6.10), and Lemma 6.2. The problem is that Lemma 6.2 in the form
above is false if ∂Vj 6= ∅. (To see this, take Vj = [0,∞), and try and define
Ξ2 : W2 → [0,∞) near (0, 0)×∆1 in W2 satisfying Lemma 6.2(ii),(iii).) Even if
Lemma 6.2 were true with corners, (6.6) is not what we need to prove (6.13) and
(6.15), given the new interpretation of O(si), O(s
2
i ) notation in Definition 3.21.
Consider what happens if we try to take Vj a manifold with corners in the
proof of Lemma 6.2. The first proof, method (A), immediately runs into trouble
when ∂Vj 6= ∅: if we take T an open neighbourhood of i(Vj) in R
N then we
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cannot define smooth π : T → Vj near i(∂Vj) with π ◦ i = id, and if we let
T ⊂ RN be an N -manifold with corners then T is not open in RN , so Wn in
(6.7) is not open in V nj ×∆n−1 (nor a manifold with corners, in general).
The second proof, method (B), can be adapted to the corners case, and in
doing so we find out how to rewrite the statement of Lemma 6.2. The key, as
in Principle 3.14, is to use the b-(co)tangent bundles bTVj ,
bT ∗Vj in place of
TVj, T
∗Vj everywhere we can.
On a manifold without boundary Vj , a Riemannian metric g is a smooth
section of Sym2 T ∗Vj giving a positive definite, nondegenerate quadratic form
on TVj. When Vj has corners, we instead take g to be a smooth section of
Sym2(bT ∗Vj) giving a positive definite, nondegenerate quadratic form on
bTVj .
This is what Melrose calls a b-metric [55, 56]. An example of a b-metric on
Rnk = [0,∞)
k × Rn−k is x−21 dx
2
1 + · · ·+ x
−2
k dx
2
k + dx
2
k+1 + · · ·+ dx
2
n; note that
it has poles on the boundary faces xi = 0 for i = 1, . . . , k, in conventional
coordinates. The restriction of g to the interior V ◦j is an ordinary Riemannian
metric, and with respect to this, the boundary ∂Vj is at infinite distance from
any point in V ◦j .
Suppose v ∈ Sk(Vj) ⊆ Vj , for S
k(Vj) the depth k stratum of Vj as in §3.2.
Then IVj |v :
bTvVj → TvVj has image TvSk(Vj) ⊆ TvVj of dimension m − k,
where m = dimVj , and g|v induces a Euclidean metric on TvSk(Vj) (though not
on TvVj). Write Bv,r(v) for the open ball about 0 of radius r(v) > 0 in TvS
k(Vj).
Then for a small continuous function r : Vj → (0,∞) we can again define the
exponential map expv : Bv,r(v) → S
k(Vj) ⊆ Vj , and expv is a diffeomorphism
with a small open ball about v in Sk(Vj) (not Vj) for small r(v).
We now define Yn ⊆
⊕n
TVj×∆n−1 and Π : Yn → V nj ×∆n−1, π : Yn → Vj
as in (6.8)–(6.9). In general Yn is no longer a manifold, since the dimensions
of the Bv,r(v) vary with v. However, it is still true that Π is injective provided
r : Vj → (0,∞) is small enough, so we can again define Wn = ImΠ and
Ξn :Wn → Vj by Ξn = π ◦Π−1, as in method (B) in the proof of Lemma 6.2.
Lemma 6.2(iii)–(iv) hold for theseWn,Ξn as before, but Lemma 6.2(i),(ii) do
not: for (i), Wn is generally not open near (v, . . . , v)×∆n−1 for v ∈ Sk(Vj) ⊂ Vj
with k > 1, and in (ii), equation (6.6) is false near xik = 0 for local coordinates
xk in (x1, . . . , xm) taking values in [0,∞) rather than R. By considering local
models Rmk for Vj , we find that Lemma 6.2 holds in the corners case if we replace
parts (i),(ii) by (i)′,(ii)′, where:
(i)′ Let v ∈ Sk(Vj) ⊆ Vj , and choose local coordinates (x1, . . . , xm) on Vj near
v with v = (0, . . . , 0), where x1, . . . , xk ∈ [0,∞) and xk+1, . . . , xm ∈ R.
Then there exists small ǫ > 0 such that writing points va = (xa1 , . . . , x
a
m)
near v in coordinates in Vj , for all n > 1 we have{(
(x11, . . . , x
1
m), . . . , (x
n
1 , . . . , x
n
m), t
1, . . . , tn
)
: xa1 , . . . , x
a
k ∈ [0,∞),
xak+1, . . . , x
a
m ∈ R, |x
a
l − x
b
l | < ǫ|x
a
l |, |x
a
l′ | < ǫ, a, b = 1, . . . , n,
l = 1, . . . , k, l′ = 1, . . . ,m, (t1, . . . , tn) ∈ ∆n−1
}
⊆Wn.
(6.43)
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(ii)′ Let (x1, . . . , xm) be local coordinates on an open set U ⊆ Vj , where
x1, . . . , xk ∈ [0,∞) and xk+1, . . . , xm ∈ R. Then writing
Ξn
(
(x11, . . . , x
1
m), . . . , (x
n
1 , . . . , x
n
m), t
1, . . . , tn
)
= (y1, . . . , ym),(
t1x11 + · · ·+ t
nxn1 , . . . , t
1x1m + · · ·+ t
nxnm
)
= (z1, . . . , zm),
we have
|yl′ − zl′ | = (6.44)

|yl′ | · O
[ n∑
a,b=1
k∑
l=1
tatb|xal |
−2(xal −x
b
l )
2+
n∑
a,b=1
m∑
l=k+1
tatb(xal −x
b
l )
2
]
, l′6k,
O
[ n∑
a,b=1
k∑
l=1
tatb|xal |
−2(xal −x
b
l )
2 +
n∑
a,b=1
m∑
l=k+1
tatb(xal −x
b
l )
2
]
, l′>k.
Note that |xal − x
b
l | < ǫ|x
a
l | in (6.43) is not an open condition, so the l.h.s.
of (6.43) is not an open neighbourhood of (v, . . . , v)×∆n−1. Also note the |yl′ |
and |xal |
−2 factors in the O[· · · ] term in (6.44), which are not present in (6.6).
Now consider the remainder of the proof of Definition 2.10(iv) for Hom((Vi,
Ei, si, ψi), (Vj , Ej , sj , ψj)), from before (6.10) to after (6.15). This all works in
the corners case, with Lemma 6.2 modified as above. The main points are these:
(a) We can still choose an open neighbourhood Vij of ψ
−1
i (S) in
⋃
a∈A V
a
ij ⊆
Vi with
(
φa1ij (v), . . . , φ
an
ij (v), η
a1(v), . . . , ηan(v)
)
∈ Wn for each v ∈ Vij ,
despite the fact that Wn may not be open near (v, . . . , v)×∆n−1.
This is because in the first equation of (6.4), the fact that Λab maps to
bTVj rather than TVj means that if φ
a
ij(v) = (x
a
1 , . . . , x
a
m) and φ
b
ij(v) =
(xb1, . . . , x
b
m) in local coordinates (x1, . . . , xm) as in (i)
′, then the estimates
we get from (6.4) are of the form
|xal − x
b
l | =
{
|xal | · O(si), l = 1, . . . , k,
O(si), l = k + 1, . . . ,m,
(6.45)
and the extra factor |xal | in the top line of (6.45) compensates for the |x
a
l |
in |xal − x
b
l | < ǫ|x
a
l | in (6.43).
(b) The proof of (6.13) used (6.6), which is now replaced by (6.44). But we
can still prove (6.13), for the same reason as in (a), that is, the extra
|xal |
−2 in (6.44) are compensated for by the |xal | in (6.45), squared.
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.27.
6.4 Proof of Theorem 3.28
6.4.1 The ‘only if ’ part of Theorem 3.28
Let Φij : (Vi, Ei, si, ψi)→ (Vj , Ej , sj , ψj) be a µ-coordinate change with corners
over S ⊆ X , and let (Vij , φij , φˆij) represent Φij . Then Proposition 3.26 says
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that φij : Vij → Vj is simple. Let x ∈ S, and set vi = ψ
−1
i (x) ∈ Vi and
vj = ψ
−1
j (x) ∈ Vj , so that φij(vi) = vj . We prove (3.23) is exact as for
exactness of (2.8) in §6.2.1, but replacing TVi, TVj, dsi, dsj , dφij by bTVi, bTVj ,
bdsi,
bdsj ,
bdφij throughout. This proves the ‘only if’ part of Theorem 3.28.
6.4.2 The ‘if ’ part of Theorem 3.28
Let Φij : (Vi, Ei, si, ψi)→ (Vj , Ej , sj , ψj) be a morphism of µ-Kuranishi neigh-
bourhoods with corners over S ⊆ X , represented by (Vij , φij , φˆij), and suppose
that φij is simple and (3.23) is exact for all x ∈ S.
We prove that for each x ∈ S, there exists an open neighbourhood Sx of
x in S such that Φij |Sx has an inverse Φxji over S
x. The ‘if’ part will then
follow from the sheaf property of Iso
(
(Vi, Ei, si, ψi), (Vj , Ej , sj , ψj)
)
. The proof
follows §6.2.2, with the following differences. We replace TVi, TVj , TWi, TWj,
dsi, dsj , dφij , . . . by
bTVi,
bTVj,
bTWi,
bTWj,
bdsi,
bdsj ,
bdφij , . . . throughout.
Apart from this, the one new issue is at the point in the paragraph before
(6.23) when we choose a smooth map φxji : V
x
ji → Vi, such that φ
x
ji|Wj = ξji :
Wj → Wi ⊆ Vi. As V xji, Vj ,Wi,Wj are now manifolds with corners, we must
justify that it is possible to choose φxji, since this is not obvious.
With the notation of §6.2.2, write m = dimVi, n = dimVj , and let vi ∈
Sk(Vij) for k = 0, . . . ,m, in the sense of §3.2. Since φij : Vij → Vj is simple,
by assumption, and φij(vi) = vj , it follows that vj ∈ Sk(Vj). Thus V xij is
locally modelled on Rmk = [0,∞)
k × Rm−k near vi, and V xji locally modelled on
Rnk = [0,∞)
k × Rn−k near vj .
Choose coordinates (y1, . . . , yn) ∈ R
n
k on Vj near vj , with vj = (0, . . . , 0).
Making V xij ,Wi, V
x
ji ,Wj smaller if necessary, we can suppose V
x
ji is contained in
the domain of (y1, . . . , yn). Then y1, . . . , yk are ‘boundary defining functions’
for the k local boundary components of Vj at vj . Since φij is simple with
φij(vi) = vj , it follows that y1 ◦φij , . . . , yk ◦φij are boundary defining functions
for Vij at vi. Therefore we can choose coordinates (x1, . . . , xm) ∈ R
m
k on Vij
near vi, with vi = (0, . . . , 0), such that φij maps the domain of (x1, . . . , xm)
to the domain of (y1, . . . , yn), and xi = yi ◦ φij for i = 1, . . . , k. Making
V xij ,Wi, V
x
ji ,Wj smaller if necessary, we can suppose V
x
ij is contained in the
domain of (x1, . . . , xm).
The map φxij : V
x
ij → Vj may be written in coordinates as
φxij : (x1, . . . , xm) 7−→ (y1, . . . , yn)
=
(
x1, . . . , xk, fk+1(x1, . . . , xm), . . . , fn(x1, . . . , xm)
)
.
We can now choose φxji : V
x
ji → Vi to have the form
φxji : (y1, . . . , yn) 7−→ (x1, . . . , xm)
=
(
y1, . . . , yk, gk+1(y1, . . . , yn), . . . , gm(y1, . . . , yn)
)
,
for gk+1, . . . , gm smooth functions of y1, . . . , yn. This is consistent with φ
x
ji|Wj =
ξji : Wj → Wi ⊆ Vi, and yields a simple map of manifolds with corners. So it
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is possible to choose φxji with the properties we require. The rest of the proof
in §6.2.2 works without difficulty. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.28.
7 Proofs of main theorems in §4 and §5
7.1 Proof of Theorem 4.14
7.1.1 Theorem 4.14(a):Hom((Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi), (Vj , Ej ,Γj, sj , ψj)) a stack
Let X be a topological space, (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi), (Vj , Ej ,Γj, sj , ψj) be Kuranishi
neighbourhoods on X , and Hom
(
(Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi), (Vj , Ej ,Γj , sj , ψj)
)
be as in
Theorem 4.14(a). We must show Hom
(
(Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi), (Vj , Ej ,Γj , sj , ψj)
)
is
a stack on Imψi ∩ Imψj , that is, that it satisfies Definition 4.13(i)–(v). Parts
(i),(ii) are immediate from the definition of restriction |T in Definition 4.10.
Definition 4.13(iii) for Hom((Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi), (Vj , Ej ,Γj , sj , ψj)).
For (iii), let S ⊆ Imψi ∩ Imψj be open, Φij = (Pij , πij , φij , φˆij) and Φ′ij =
(P ′ij , π
′
ij , φ
′
ij , φˆ
′
ij) be 1-morphisms (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi) → (Vj , Ej ,Γj, sj , ψj) over
S, and Λij ,Λ
′
ij : Φij ⇒ Φ
′
ij be 2-morphisms over S. Suppose {T
a : a ∈ A} is an
open cover of S, such that Λij |Ta = Λ′ij |Ta for all a ∈ A. Choose representatives
(P˙ij , λij , λˆij), (P˙
′
ij , λ
′
ij , λˆ
′
ij) for Λij ,Λ
′
ij . Then Λij |Ta = Λ
′
ij |Ta means as in (4.2)
that there exists an open neighbourhood P¨ aij of π
−1
ij (ψ¯
−1
i (T
a)) in P˙ij ∩ P˙ ′ij with
λij |P¨aij
= λ′ij |P¨aij
and λˆij |P¨aij
= λˆ′ij |P¨aij
+O
(
π∗ij(si)
)
on P¨ aij . (7.1)
Set P¨ij =
⋃
a∈A P¨
a
ij , an open neighbourhood of π
−1
ij (ψ¯
−1
i (S)) in P˙ij ∩ P˙
′
ij . Then
(7.1) for all a ∈ A implies (4.2) on P¨ij , so Λij = Λ′ij . This proves Definition
4.13(iii) for Hom
(
(Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi), (Vj , Ej ,Γj , sj, ψj)
)
.
Definition 4.13(iv) for Hom((Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi), (Vj , Ej ,Γj, sj , ψj)).
For (iv), suppose S,Φij ,Φ
′
ij are as above, {T
a : a ∈ A} is an open cover of S,
and Λaij : Φij |Ta ⇒ Φ
′
ij |Ta are 2-morphisms over T
a for a ∈ A with Λaij |Ta∩T b =
Λbij |Ta∩T b for all a, b ∈ A. Choose representatives (P˙
a
ij , λ
a
ij , λˆ
a
ij) for Λ
a
ij for
a ∈ A, and making P˙ aij smaller if necessary, suppose that P˙
a
ij ∩ π
−1
ij (s
−1
i (0)) =
π−1ij (ψ¯
−1
i (T
a)). Then Λaij |Ta∩T b = Λ
b
ij |Ta∩T b means there exists an open neigh-
bourhood P¨ abij of π
−1
ij (ψ¯
−1
i (T
a ∩ T b)) in P˙ aij ∩ P˙
b
ij with
λaij |P¨abij
= λbij |P¨abij
and λˆaij |P¨abij
= λˆbij |P¨abij
+O
(
π∗ij(si)
)
on P¨ abij . (7.2)
By the argument after (6.4), we can suppose the second equation of (7.2) holds
on P˙ aij ∩ P˙
b
ij .
Choose a partition of unity {ηa : a ∈ A} on
⋃
a∈A P˙
a
ij ⊆ Pij subordinate to
the open cover {P˙ aij : a ∈ A}. By averaging the η
a over the Γi × Γj-action on
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Pij , we suppose each η
a is Γi- and Γj-invariant. Consider the subset P˙ij ⊆ Pij
given by
P˙ij =
{
p ∈
⋃
a∈A P˙
a
ij : if a, b ∈ A with p ∈ supp η
a ∩ supp ηb
then λaij(p) = λ
b
ij(p)
}
.
(7.3)
We claim that P˙ij is open in Pij . To see this, note that P˙ij is the complement
in the open set
⋃
a∈A P˙
a
ij ⊆ Pij of the sets S
a,b for all a, b ∈ A, where
Sa,b =
{
p ∈ supp ηa ∩ supp ηb : λaij(p) 6= λ
b
ij(p)
}
.
Now λaij , λ
b
ij : P˙
a
ij ∩ P˙
b
ij → P
′
ij are smooth with π
′
ij ◦ λ
a
ij = π
′
ij ◦ λ
b
ij , where π
′
ij :
P ′ij → Vi is a principal Γj-bundle over V
′
ij ⊆ Vi. Thus the condition λ
a
ij 6= λ
b
ij
is open and closed in P˙ aij ∩ P˙
b
ij , so S
a,b is open and closed in supp ηa ∩ supp ηb,
and closed in
⋃
a∈A P˙
a
ij . Definition 6.1(b) implies that only finitely many S
a,b
intersect a small open neighbourhood of each p ∈ Pij . Therefore P˙ij is open.
Next we claim that P˙ij contains π
−1
ij (ψ¯
−1
i (S)). Let p ∈ π
−1
ij (ψ¯
−1
i (S)). Then
p ∈ π−1ij (ψ¯
−1
i (T
a′)) for some a′ ∈ A as
⋃
a′∈A T
a′ = S, so p ∈ P˙ a
′
ij ⊆
⋃
a∈A P˙
a
ij .
Suppose a, b ∈ A with p ∈ supp ηa ∩ supp ηb. Then p ∈ P˙ aij ∩ π
−1
ij (s
−1
i (0)) =
π−1ij (ψ¯
−1
i (T
a)) as supp ηa ⊆ P˙ aij , and similarly p ∈ π
−1
ij (ψ¯
−1
i (T
b)), so p ∈
π−1ij (ψ¯
−1
i (T
a ∩ T b)) ⊆ P¨ abij , and the first equation of (7.2) gives λ
a
ij(p) = λ
b
ij(p).
Hence p ∈ P˙ij , proving the claim.
Define λij : P˙ij → P ′ij by
λij(p) = λ
a
ij(p) if a ∈ A with p ∈ supp η
a. (7.4)
This is well-defined by (7.3) as P˙ij ⊆
⋃
a∈A supp η
a. As P˙ij is covered by the
open sets P˙ij ∩ supp
◦ ηa for a ∈ A, and λij = λ
a
ij on P˙ij ∩ supp
◦ ηa with λaij
smooth and e´tale, we see that λij is smooth and e´tale.
Define a vector bundle morphism λˆij : π
∗
ij(Ei)|P˙ij → φ
∗
ij(TVj)|P˙ij by
λˆij =
∑
a∈A η
a|P˙ij · λˆ
a
ij , (7.5)
as in (6.11) and (6.14), where λˆaij is only defined on P˙ij ∩ P˙
a
ij , but η
a · λˆaij is
well-defined and smooth on P˙ij , being zero outside P˙
a
ij .
For each a ∈ A, define P¨ aij =
{
p ∈ P˙ij ∩ P˙ aij : λij(p) = λ
a
ij(p)
}
. As above
this is open and closed in P˙ij ∩ P˙ aij and so open in P˙ij ∩ P˙
a
ij , and contains
π−1ij (ψ¯
−1
i (T
a)), and by definition
λij |P¨aij
= λaij |P¨aij
. (7.6)
As for (6.15), using (7.5) in the first step and the second equation of (7.2) (which
holds on P˙ aij ∩ P˙
b
ij) in the second, we have
λˆij |P¨aij
=
∑
b∈B η
b|P¨aij
· λˆbij =
∑
b∈B η
b|P¨aij
·
(
λˆaij +O(π
∗
ij(si))
)
= λˆaij |P¨aij
+O(π∗ij(si)).
(7.7)
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We now claim that (P˙ij , λij , λˆij) satisfies Definition 4.3(a)–(c) over S. The
Γi,Γj-equivariance of P˙ij , λij , λˆij follows as the ingredients from which they
are defined are Γi,Γj-equivariant. Equation (4.1) for P˙ij , λij , λˆij on P˙ij ∩ P˙ aij
follows from (4.1) for P˙ aij , λ
a
ij , λˆ
a
ij , equation (7.7), and λij = λ
a
ij on P¨
a
ij , and
the rest of (a)–(c) are already proved. Therefore Λij := [P˙ij , λij , λˆij ] is a 2-
morphism Φij ⇒ Φ′ij over S. Equations (7.6)–(7.7) imply that (P˙ij , λij , λˆij) ≈Ta
(P˙ aij , λ
a
ij , λˆ
a
ij) in the sense of Definition 4.3, so Λij |Ta = Λ
a
ij , for all a ∈ A. This
proves Definition 4.13(iv) for Hom
(
(Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi), (Vj , Ej ,Γj, sj , ψj)
)
.
Definition 4.13(v) for Hom((Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi), (Vj , Ej ,Γj , sj , ψj)).
For (v), let S ⊆ Imψi ∩ Imψj be open, {T a : a ∈ A} an open cover of S,
Φaij = (P
a
ij , π
a
ij , φ
a
ij , φˆ
a
ij) : (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi) → (Vj , Ej ,Γj, sj , ψj) a 1-morphism
over T a for a ∈ A, and Λabij : Φ
a
ij |Ta∩T b ⇒ Φ
b
ij |Ta∩T b a 2-morphism over T
a∩T b
for all a, b ∈ A such that Λbcij ⊙ Λ
ab
ij = Λ
ac
ij over T
a ∩ T b ∩ T c for all a, b, c ∈ A.
Choose representatives (P˙ abij , λ
ab
ij , λˆ
ab
ij ) for Λ
ab
ij for a, b ∈ A, so that (4.1) gives
φbij ◦ λ
ab
ij = φ
a
ij |P˙abij
+ λˆabij · (π
a
ij)
∗(si) + O
(
(πaij)
∗(si)
2
)
and
(λabij )
∗(φˆbij) = φˆ
a
ij |P˙abij
+ λˆabij · (φ
a
ij)
∗(dsj) +O
(
(πaij)
∗(si)
)
on P˙ abij .
(7.8)
From §4.1, Λbcij ⊙Λ
ab
ij = Λ
ac
ij means there exists an open neighbourhood P¨
abc
ij
of (πaij)
−1(ψ¯−1i (T
a ∩ T b ∩ T c)) in (λabij )
−1(P˙ bcij ) ∩ P˙
ac
ij ⊆ P
a
ij , such that
λbcij ◦ λ
ab
ij |P¨abcij
= λacij |P¨abcij
and
λˆabij |P¨abcij
+ λˆ′bcij |P¨abcij
= λˆacij |P¨abcij
+O
(
(πaij)
∗(si)
)
on P¨ abcij ,
(7.9)
where λˆ′bcij : (π
a
ij)
∗(Ei)|(λabij )−1(P˙ bcij )
→ (φaij)
∗(TVj)|(λabij )−1(P˙ bcij )
satisfies λˆ′bcij =
λabij |
∗
(λabij )
−1(P˙ bcij )
(λˆbcij ) +O((π
a
ij)
∗(si)), and λˆ
′bc
ij is unique up to O((π
a
ij)
∗(si)).
Set V aij = π
a
ij(P
a
ij), so that V
a
ij is an open neighbourhood of ψ¯
−1
i (T
a) in Vi for
a ∈ A. Choose a partition of unity {ηa : a ∈ A} on
⋃
a∈A V
a
ij ⊆ Vi subordinate
to the open cover {V aij : a ∈ A}. In a similar way to (7.3), define
Vij =
{
v ∈
⋃
a∈A V
a
ij : if a, b, c ∈ A with v ∈ supp η
a ∩ supp ηb ∩ supp ηc
then λbcij ◦ λ
ab
ij = λ
ac
ij on (π
a
ij)
−1(v)
}
. (7.10)
As for the argument between (7.3) and (7.4), Vij is an open neighbourhood of
ψ¯−1i (S) in Vi, and is Γi-invariant as all the ingredients in (7.10) are.
Define a set Pij by
Pij =
(∐
a∈A(π
a
ij)
−1(Vij ∩ supp◦ ηa)
)/
∼,
where (πaij)
−1(Vij ∩ supp
◦ ηa) ⊆ P aij is open, and ∼ is the binary relation on∐
a∈A(π
a
ij)
−1(Vij ∩ supp◦ ηa) given by pa ∼ pb if pa ∈ (πaij)
−1(Vij ∩ supp◦ ηa)
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and pb ∈ (πbij)
−1(Vij ∩ supp◦ ηb) for a, b ∈ A with pb = λabij (p
a). This is an
equivalence relation by (7.10). Write [pa] for the ∼-equivalence class of pa.
Define πij : Pij → Vij ⊆ Vi by πij : [pa] 7→ πaij(p
a) for pa ∈ (πaij)
−1(Vij ∩
supp◦ ηa). This is well-defined as if [pa] = [pb] then pa ∼ pb, so pb = λabij (p
a),
and πaij(p
a) = πbij(p
b) as πbij ◦ λ
ab
ij = π
a
ij by Definition 4.3(b). The Γi × Γj-
actions on (πaij)
−1(Vij ∩ supp◦ ηa) ⊆ P aij induce a Γi×Γj-action on Pij , and πij
is Γi-equivariant and Γj-invariant.
Then πij : Pij → Vij is a principal Γj-bundle, because it is built by gluing
the principal Γj-bundles π
a
ij : (π
a
ij)
−1(Vij ∩ supp◦ ηa) → Vij ∩ supp◦ ηa by the
isomorphisms λabij on overlaps Vij ∩supp
◦ ηa∩supp◦ ηb, where the isomorphisms
λabij compose correctly by the definition (7.10) of Vij . Therefore there is a unique
manifold structure on Pij such that the inclusion (π
a
ij)
−1(Vij ∩ supp
◦ ηa) →֒ Pij
mapping pa 7→ [pa] is a diffeomorphism with an open set for each a ∈ A.
For each a ∈ A, define P˙ aij ⊆ Pij by
P˙ aij = π
−1
ij
({
v ∈ Vij ∩ V
a
ij : if b, c ∈ A with v ∈ supp η
b ∩ supp ηc
then λbaij ◦ λ
cb
ij = λ
ca
ij on (π
c
ij)
−1(v)
})
.
(7.11)
As for Vij , using the first line of (7.9) we find that P˙
a
ij is a Γi- and Γj-invariant
open neighbourhood of (πij)
−1(ψ¯−1i (T
a)) in Pij . Also {P˙ aij : a ∈ A} is an open
cover of Pij , since (7.10)–(7.11) imply that π
−1
ij (Vij ∩ supp
◦ ηa) ⊆ P˙ aij , and the
π−1ij (Vij∩supp
◦ ηa) cover Pij . Define a map λ
a
ij : P˙
a
ij → P
a
ij by λ
a
ij([p
b]) = λbaij (p
b)
if b ∈ A and pb ∈ (πbij)
−1(Vij ∩ supp◦ ηb) with [pb] ∈ P˙ aij . This is well-defined
by (7.11), and is a Γi- and Γj-equivariant smooth map with π
a
ij ◦ λ
a
ij = πij |P˙aij
since λbaij is Γi- and Γj-equivariant and smooth with π
a
ij ◦ λ
ba
ij = π
b
ij |P˙ ba
ij
.
To summarize our progress so far: we have defined a Γi-invariant open
neighbourhood Vij of ψ¯
−1
i (S) in Vi, a principal Γj-bundle πij : Pij → Vij
with compatible Γi-action, a Γi- and Γj-invariant open neighbourhood P˙
a
ij of
(πij)
−1(ψ¯−1i (T
a)) in Pij for a ∈ A such that {P˙ aij : a ∈ A} is an open cover of Pij ,
and a Γi- and Γj-equivariant smooth map λ
a
ij : P˙
a
ij → P
a
ij with π
a
ij ◦λ
a
ij = πij |P˙aij
for all a ∈ A.
We have smooth maps φaij ◦ λ
a
ij : P˙
a
ij → Vj and vector bundle morphisms
(λaij)
∗(φˆaij) : π
∗
ij(Ei)|P˙aij
→ (φaij ◦ λ
a
ij)
∗(TVj) for all a ∈ A, such that for all
a, b ∈ A, applying ◦λaij and (λ
a
ij)
∗ to the equations of (7.8) gives
φbij ◦ λ
b
ij = φ
a
ij ◦ λ
a
ij + (λ
a
ij)
∗(λˆabij ) · π
∗
ij(si) +O
(
π∗ij(si)
2
)
and
(λbij)
∗(φˆbij) = (λ
a
ij)
∗(φˆaij) + (λ
a
ij)
∗(λˆabij ) · (φ
a
ij ◦ λ
a
ij)
∗(dsj) +O
(
π∗ij(si)
)
,
which hold on P˙ aij ∩ P˙
b
ij by the argument after (6.4).
We now use the method in §6.1 between (6.5) and (6.11) to define a smooth
map φij : Pij → Vj by combining the φaij ◦ λ
a
ij : P˙
a
ij → Vj using the partition of
unity {π∗ij(η
a) : a ∈ A}. As in (6.5), heuristically we want to write
φij =
∑
a∈A π
∗
ij(η
a) · (φaij ◦ λ
a
ij), (7.12)
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but the actual definition of φij is an analogue of (6.10), involving Wn,Ξn from
Lemma 6.2. We may take these Wn,Ξn to be Γj-equivariant, so that φij is
Γj-equivariant, and also Γi-invariant as all the ingredients are.
As for (6.11), define a morphism λˆ′aij : π
∗
ij(Ei)|P˙aij
→ (φaij ◦ λ
a
ij)
∗(TVj) of
vector bundles on P˙ aij for a ∈ A by
λˆ′aij =
∑
b∈A π
∗
ij(η
b)|P˙aij
· (λaij)
∗(λˆabij ). (7.13)
Then as for (6.13) we deduce that
φij = φ
a
ij ◦ λ
a
ij + λˆ
′a
ij · π
∗
ij(si) +O(π
∗
ij(si)
2) on P˙ aij . (7.14)
Therefore φij = φ
a
ij ◦ λ
a
ij + O(π
∗
ij(si)), so as in Definition 2.1 we can choose
λˆaij : π
∗
ij(Ei)|P˙aij
→ φ∗ij(TVj)|P˙aij
with λˆaij = −λˆ
′a
ij +O(π
∗
ij(si)), and λˆ
a
ij is unique
up to O(π∗ij(si)). Then (7.14) is equivalent to
φaij ◦ λ
a
ij = φij + λˆ
a
ij · π
∗
ij(si) +O(π
∗
ij(si)
2) on P˙ aij . (7.15)
Similarly, we choose Γi- and Γj-equivariant φˆ
′a
ij : π
∗
ij(Ei)|P˙aij
→ φ∗ij(TVj)|P˙aij
with φˆ′aij = (λ
a
ij)
∗(φˆaij) + O(π
∗
ij(si)), uniquely up to O(π
∗
ij(si)). As in (6.14),
define a Γi- and Γj-equivariant morphism φˆij : π
∗
ij(Ei)→ φ
∗
ij(Ej) by
φˆij =
∑
a∈A π
∗
ij(η
a) · φˆ′aij .
Then as for (6.15), for each a ∈ A we have
(λaij)
∗(φˆaij) = φˆij + λˆ
a
ij · φ
∗
ij(dsj) +O(π
∗
ij(si)). (7.16)
We have already proved Φij := (Pij , πij , φij , φˆij) satisfies Definition 4.2(a)–
(d). Parts (e),(f) hold on P˙ aij ⊆ Pij by (7.15), (7.16) and Definition 4.2(e),(f) for
Φaij , for each a ∈ A, so they hold on
⋃
a∈A P˙
a
ij = Pij . Thus Φij : (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi)
→ (Vj , Ej ,Γj, sj , ψj) is a 1-morphism over S.
Equations (7.15) and (7.16) imply that Λaij := [P˙
a
ij , λ
a
ij , λˆ
a
ij ] is a 2-morphism
Φij |Ta ⇒ Φ
a
ij over T
a. For a, b ∈ A, set P¨ abij = P˙
a
ij ∩ P˙
b
ij ∩ π
−1
ij (V
ab
ij ), an open
neighbourhood of π−1ij (ψ¯
−1
i (T
a ∩ T b)) in Pij . Then from (7.9), (7.11), (7.13)
and the definitions of λaij , λˆ
a
ij we deduce that
λabij ◦ λ
a
ij |P¨abij
= λbij |P¨abij
and
λˆaij |P¨abij
+ λˆ′abij |P¨abij
= λˆbij |P¨abij
+O
(
π∗ij(si)
)
on P¨ abij ,
(7.17)
where λˆ′abij : π
∗
ij(Ei) → φ
∗
ij(TVj) on (λ
a
ij)
−1(P˙ abij ) is unique up to O(π
∗
ij(si))
and satisfies λˆ′abij = λ
a
ij |
∗
(λaij)
−1(P˙abij )
(λˆabij ) + O(π
∗
ij(si)). As in (7.9), equation
(7.17) implies that Λbij |Ta∩T b = Λ
ab
ij ⊙Λ
a
ij |Ta∩T b . This proves Definition 4.13(v),
showing that Hom
(
(Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi), (Vj , Ej ,Γj , sj , ψj)
)
is a stack on Imψi ∩
Imψj , and completes the first part of Theorem 4.14(a).
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7.1.2 Theorem 4.14(a): Equ((Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi), (Vj , Ej ,Γj , sj , ψj)) is a
substack of Hom
(
(Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi), (Vj , Ej ,Γj , sj , ψj)
)
In this subsection, we will by an abuse of notation treat the weak 2-category
KurS(X) defined in §4.1 as if it were a strict 2-category. That is, we will
pretend the 2-morphisms αΦkl,Φjk ,Φij ,βΦij ,γΦij in (4.4) and (4.6) are identities
or omit them, and we will omit brackets in compositions of 1-morphisms such as
Φkl ◦ Φjk ◦ Φij . This is permissible as every weak 2-category can be strictified.
We do it because otherwise diagrams such as Figure 7.1 would become too big.
The second part of Theorem 4.14(a) is similar to §6.1.2. Definition 4.13(i)–
(iv) for Equ((Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi), (Vj , Ej ,Γj , sj , ψj)) are immediate. For (v), we
must show that in the last part of the proof in §7.1.1, if the Φaij are coordinate
changes over T a (i.e. equivalences in KurTa(X)), then the Φij we construct
with 2-morphisms Λaij : Φij |Ta ⇒ Φ
a
ij for a ∈ A is a coordinate change over S.
Let S, {T a : a ∈ A},Φaij ,Λ
ab
ij ,Φij ,Λ
a
ij be as in the last part of §7.1.1, but
with the Φaij coordinate changes. Since Φ
a
ij is an equivalence in KurTa(X), we
may choose a coordinate change Φaji : (Vj , Ej ,Γj , sj, ψj) → (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi)
over T a and 2-morphisms Iai : Φ
a
ji ◦ Φ
a
ij ⇒ id(Vi,Ei,Γi,si,ψi) and K
a
j : Φ
a
ij ◦Φ
a
ji ⇒
id(Vj ,Ej ,Γj,sj ,ψj) for all a ∈ A. By Proposition B.2 we can suppose these satisfy
idΦaij ∗ I
a
i = K
a
j ∗ idΦaij and idΦaji ∗K
a
j = I
a
i ∗ idΦaji . (7.18)
Define 2-morphismsMabji : Φ
a
ji|Ta∩T b ⇒ Φ
b
ji|Ta∩T b over T
a∩T b for all a, b ∈ A
to be the vertical composition
Φaji|Ta∩T b
idΦa
ji
∗(Kbj)
−1
+3 Φaji◦Φ
b
ij◦Φ
b
ji
idΦa
ji
∗(Λabij )
−1∗id
Φb
ji
+3 Φaji◦Φ
a
ij◦Φ
b
ji
Iai ∗idΦb
ji
+3 Φbji|Ta∩T b . (7.19)
For a, b, c ∈ A, consider the diagram Figure 7.1 of 2-morphisms over T a ∩
T b ∩ T c. The three outer quadrilaterals commute by the definition (7.19) of
Mabji . Eight inner quadrilaterals commute by compatibility of horizontal and
vertical composition, a 2-gon commutes by (7.18), and a triangle commutes as
Λbcij⊙Λ
ab
ij = Λ
ac
ij . Hence Figure 7.1 commutes, which shows that M
bc
ji⊙M
ab
ji = M
ac
ji
over T a ∩ T b ∩ T c for all a, b, c ∈ A.
Thus by Definition 4.13(v) for Hom((Vj , Ej ,Γj , sj , ψj), (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi)),
proved in §7.1.1, there exists a 1-morphism Φji : (Vj , Ej ,Γj, sj , ψj) → (Vi, Ei,
Γi, si, ψi) over S and 2-morphisms M
a
ji : Φji|Ta ⇒ Φ
a
ji over T
a for a ∈ A, such
that Mbji|Ta∩T b = M
ab
ji ⊙M
a
ji|Ta∩T b over T
a ∩ T b for all a, b ∈ A.
For each a ∈ A, define a 2-morphism Nai : (Φji◦Φij)|Ta ⇒ id(Vi,Ei,Γi,si,ψi)|Ta
by the vertical composition
(Φji ◦ Φij)|Ta
Maji∗Λ
a
ij +3 Φaji ◦ Φ
a
ij
Iai +3 id(Vi,Ei,Γi,si,ψi)|Ta . (7.20)
Then the following diagram commutes by (7.18), Λbij = Λ
ab
ij ⊙ Λ
a
ij , M
b
ji =
Mabji ⊙M
a
ji, the definitions of M
ab
ji ,N
a
i in (7.19) and (7.20), and compatibility of
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Φaji|Ta∩T b∩T c
Mabji
//
`a
Macji //
Φbji|Ta∩T b∩T c
Mbcji

Φaji◦Φ
b
ij◦Φ
b
ji
id∗Kbj
cc●●●●●●●●
Φaji◦Φ
a
ij◦Φ
b
ji
id∗Λabij ∗idoo
Iai ∗id
55❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦
Φaji◦Φ
b
ij◦
Φbji◦Φ
c
ij◦Φ
c
ji
id∗Kbj∗id

id∗Kcj
OO
Φaji◦Φ
a
ij◦
Φbji◦Φ
c
ij◦Φ
c
ji
id∗Λabij ∗idoo I
a
i ∗id //
id∗Kcj
;;✇✇✇✇✇✇
Φbji◦Φ
c
ij ◦Φ
c
ji
id∗Kcj
DD✠✠✠✠✠✠✠✠✠✠✠✠✠✠✠
Φaji◦Φ
b
ij◦
Φbji◦Φ
b
ij◦Φ
c
ji
id∗Λbcij ∗id
cc●●●●●
id∗Kbj∗id

id∗Iai ∗id



Φaji◦Φ
a
ij◦
Φbji◦Φ
b
ij◦Φ
c
ji
id∗Λabij ∗idoo
Iai ∗id
//
id∗Ibi∗id
id∗Λbcij ∗id
cc●●●●
Φbji◦Φ
b
ij ◦Φ
c
ji
id∗Λbcij ∗id
OO
Ibi∗id
✺
✺✺
✺✺
✺✺
✺✺
✺✺
✺✺
✺✺
✺
Φaji◦
Φcij ◦Φ
c
ji
id∗Kcj
TT✯✯
✯✯✯✯✯
✯✯✯✯✯
✯✯✯✯✯
✯✯✯✯✯
✯✯✯✯
✯✯✯
Φaji◦Φ
b
ij◦Φ
c
ji
id∗Λbcij ∗idoo Φaji◦Φ
a
ij◦Φ
c
ji
id∗Λabij ∗idoo
id∗Λacij ∗id
kk
Iai ∗id
))❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙
Φcji|Ta∩T b∩T c .
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id(Vi,Ei,Γi,si,ψi)|Ta∩T b .
Hence Nai |Ta∩T b = N
b
i |Ta∩T b for all a, b ∈ A. Therefore by Definition 4.13(iv)
for Hom((Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi), (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi)), proved in §7.1.1, there exists a
unique 2-morphism Ni : Φji ◦ Φij ⇒ id(Vi,Ei,Γi,si,ψi) over S with Ni|Ta = N
a
i
for all a ∈ A. Similarly we may construct a 2-morphism Oj : Φij ◦ Φji ⇒
id(Vj ,Ej ,Γj,sj ,ψj). These Φji,Ni,Oj imply that Φij is an equivalence inKurS(X),
and so a coordinate change over S.
This proves Definition 4.13(v) for Equ((Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi), (Vj , Ej ,Γj , sj, ψj)),
which is thus a substack of Hom((Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi), (Vj , Ej ,Γj , sj , ψj)), com-
pleting the proof of Theorem 4.14(a).
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7.1.3 Theorem 4.14(b): Homf
(
(Ui, Di,Bi, ri, χi), (Vj , Ej ,Γj , sj , ψj)
)
is a
stack
The proof of Theorem 4.14(b) is essentially the same as for the first part of
Theorem 4.14(a) in §7.1.1, but inserting ‘over f ’ throughout.
7.2 Proof of Theorem 4.16
7.2.1 The ‘only if ’ part of Theorem 4.16
Let Φij = (Pij , πij , φij , φˆij) : (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi)→ (Vj , Ej ,Γj , sj , ψj) be a coordi-
nate change of Kuranishi neighbourhoods over S ⊆ X . Let p ∈ π−1ij (ψ¯
−1
i (S)) ⊆
Pij , and set vi = πij(p) ∈ Vi, vj = φij(p) ∈ Vj , and x = ψ¯i(vi) = ψ¯j(vj) ∈ S.
We must show that (4.9) is exact and (4.10) is an isomorphism.
As Φij is a coordinate change over S, it is an equivalence in KurS(X),
so there exists a 1-morphism Φji = (Pji, πji, φji, φˆji) : (Vj , Ej ,Γj, sj , ψj) →
(Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi) and 2-morphisms Λii : id(Vi,Ei,Γi,si,ψi) ⇒ Φji ◦ Φij , Mjj :
id(Vj ,Ej ,Γj,sj ,ψj) ⇒ Φij ◦ Φji over S. By Proposition B.2 we choose these with
Mjj ∗ idΦij = (idΦij ∗ Λii)⊙ αΦij ,Φji,Φij ,
Λii ∗ idΦji = (idΦji ∗Mjj)⊙ αΦji,Φij ,Φji .
(7.21)
Choose representatives (P˙ii, λii, λˆii) and (P˙jj , µjj , µˆjj) for Λii,Mjj . Define
Vij = πij(Pij), Vji = πji(Pji), V˙ii = πii(P˙ii), V˙jj = πjj(P˙jj), so that vi ∈ V˙ii ⊆
Vij ⊆ Vi and vj ∈ V˙jj ⊆ Vji ⊆ Vj are open, πii : P˙ii → V˙ii, πji : Pji → Vji
are principal Γi-bundles, and πjj : P˙jj → V˙jj , πij : Pij → Vij are principal
Γj-bundles. By definition P˙ii = V˙ii × Γi, and λii : P˙ii → (Pij ×φij ,Vj ,πji Pji)/Γj
is an isomorphism of principal Γi-bundles over V˙ii. From this we can show that
there is a unique point q ∈ Pji with πji(q) = vj ∈ Vj , φji(q) = vi ∈ Vi, and
λii(vi, 1) = Γj · (p, q). (7.22)
From (7.21) we can then show that
µjj(vj , 1) = Γi · (q, p). (7.23)
Define subgroups ∆i ⊆ Γi and ∆j ⊆ Γj by
∆i = StabΓi(vi) =
{
γi ∈ Γi : γi · vi = vi
}
,
∆j = StabΓj (vj) =
{
γj ∈ Γj : γj · vj = vj
}
.
(7.24)
Choose a connected, simply-connected, ∆i-invariant open neighbourhood V
vi
ij
of vi in Vij ⊆ Vi, and a connected, simply-connected, ∆j-invariant open neigh-
bourhood V
vj
ji of vj in Vji ⊆ Vj . As πij : Pij → Vij is a principal Γj-bundle,
vi ∈ V
vi
ij ⊆ Vij with V
vi
ij connected and simply-connected, and p ∈ Pij with
πij(p) = vi, there is a unique diffeomorphism
P viij := π
−1
ij (V
vi
ij )
∼= V viij × Γj , with p
∼= (vi, 1),
πij : (v, γj) 7→ v, and Γj-action γ : (v, γj) 7−→ (v, γγj).
(7.25)
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Since V viij is ∆i-invariant and πij is Γi-equivariant, P
vi
ij is also ∆i-invariant.
As the Γi- and Γj-actions on Pij commute and V
vi
ij is connected, under the
identification (7.25), the ∆i-action on V
vi
ij × Γj must be of the form
δi : (v, γj) 7−→
(
δi · v, γjρ(δi)
−1
)
, δi ∈ ∆i, v ∈ V
vi
ij , γj ∈ Γj , (7.26)
for some map ρ : ∆i → Γj , which is a group morphism as (7.26) is a group
action. As φij : Pij → Vj is Γi-invariant with φij(vi, 1) = vj , we see from
(7.25)–(7.26) that ρ(δi) · vj = vj , so ρ is a group morphism ∆i → ∆j .
Define a smooth map φviij : V
vi
ij → Vj by φ
vi
ij : v 7→ φij(v, 1), using the identifi-
cation (7.25). Since φij is Γj-equivariant, it follows that under the identification
(7.25) we have
φij |Pviij : (v, γj) 7−→ γj · φ
vi
ij (v). (7.27)
As φij is Γi-invariant, so that φij |Pviij is ∆i-invariant, equations (7.26)–(7.27)
imply that φviij : V
vi
ij → Vj is equivariant under ρ : ∆i → ∆j .
Define φˆviij : Ei|V viij → (φ
vi
ij )
∗(TVj) by φˆ
vi
ij |v = φˆij |(v,1), using (7.25). Then
φˆviij is equivariant under ρ : ∆i → ∆j . Definition 4.2(e) for Φij implies that
φˆviij (si|V viij ) = (φ
vi
ij )
∗(sj) +O(s
2
i ), as in Definition 2.3(d).
Similarly, we get a unique diffeomorphism
P
vj
ji := π
−1
ji (V
vj
ji )
∼= V
vj
ji × Γi, with q
∼= (vj , 1),
πji : (v, γi) 7→ v, Γi-action γ : (v, γi) 7−→ (v, γγi),
and ∆j -action δj : (v, γi) 7−→
(
δj · v, γiσ(δj)
−1
)
,
(7.28)
for σ : ∆j → Γi a group morphism, and defining φ
vj
ji : V
vj
ji → Vi and φˆ
vj
ji :
Ej |V vjji
→ (φ
vj
ji )
∗(TVi) by φ
vj
ji : v 7→ φji(v, 1) and φˆ
vj
ji |v = φˆji|(v,1), using the
identification (7.28), then φ
vj
ji , φˆ
vj
ji are σ-equivariant.
Consider Λii = [P˙ii, λii, λˆii] : id(Vi,Ei,Γi,si,ψi) ⇒ Φji ◦ Φij near vi in this
notation. We have λii : P˙ii = V˙ii×Γi → (Pij×φij ,Vj ,πjiPji)/Γj, an isomorphism
of principal Γi-bundles over V˙ii. Choose a connected open neighbourhood V˙
vi
ii
of vi in V˙ii ∩ V
vi
ij ∩ (φ
vi
ij )
−1(V
vj
ji ), and set P˙
vi
ii = V˙
vi
ii × Γi ⊆ P˙ii. Over V˙
vi
ii , the
target (Pij ×φij,Vj ,πji Pji)/Γj has a natural trivialization by (7.25) and (7.28),
and λii(vi, 1) = (vi, 1) in this trivialization by (7.22). Thus as V˙
vi
ii is connected,
λii must map (v, γi) 7→ (v, γi) on P˙
vi
ii . That is, for (v, γi) ∈ P˙
vi
ii we have
λii : (v, γi) 7−→ Γj ·
[
(v, 1), (φviij (v), γi)
]
∈ (Pij ×φij ,Vj ,πji Pji)/Γj, (7.29)
using (7.25) and (7.28) to identify (v, 1), (φviij (v), γi) with points of Pij , Pji.
Now λii is equivariant under two commuting actions of Γi. The first acts on
both sides of (7.29) by γ : γi 7→ γγi. Under the second, P˙
vi
ii is only invariant
under ∆i ⊆ Γi, and δ ∈ ∆i acts on the left of (7.29) by δ : (v, γi) 7→ (δ ·v, γiδ−1)
and on the right by
δ : Γj ·
[
(v, 1), (φviij (v), γi)
]
7−→ Γj ·
[
(δ · v, ρ(δ)−1), (φviij (v), γi)
]
= Γj ·
[
(δ · v, 1), (ρ(δ) · φviij (v), γi(σ ◦ ρ(δ))
−1)
]
,
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where in the second step we use the Γj-actions in (7.25) and (7.28) to multiply
both points by ρ(δ). Thus γii being ∆i-equivariant means that
σ ◦ ρ(δ) = δ for all δ ∈ ∆i. (7.30)
We have a vector bundle morphism λˆii : π
∗
ii(Ei)|P˙ii → φ
∗
ii(TVi)|P˙ii over
P˙ii = V˙ii × Γi, for πii, φii as in (4.5). Define a vector bundle morphism λˆ
vi
ii :
Ei|V˙ viii
→ TVi|V˙ viii
by λˆviii |v = λˆii|(v,1). Equation (4.1) for Λii on P˙ii, restricted
to V˙ viii × {1} ⊆ P˙
vi
ii , becomes
φ
vj
ji ◦ φ
vi
ij |V˙ viii
= idVi |V˙ viii
+ λˆviii · si +O(s
2
i ) and
(φviij )
∗(φˆ
vj
ji ) ◦ φˆ
vi
ij |V˙ viii
= idEi |V˙ viii
+ λˆviii · dsi +O(si) on V˙
vi
ii .
(7.31)
In the same way, from Mjj rather than Λii, using (7.23) we show that
ρ ◦ σ(δ) = δ for all δ ∈ ∆j , (7.32)
and we choose a connected open neighbourhood V˙
vj
jj of vj in V˙jj ∩ V
vj
ji ∩
(φviji )
−1(V viij ), and construct µˆ
vj
jj : Ej |V˙ vjjj
→ TVj|V˙ vjjj
satisfying
φviij ◦ φ
vj
ji |V˙ vjjj
= idVj |V˙ vjjj
+ µˆ
vj
jj · sj +O(s
2
j ) and
(φ
vj
ji )
∗(φˆviij ) ◦ φˆ
vj
ji |V˙ vjjj
= idEj |V˙ vjjj
+ µˆ
vj
jj · dsj +O(sj) on V˙
vj
jj .
(7.33)
By equations (7.30) and (7.32), ρ : ∆i → ∆j and σ : ∆j → ∆i are inverse,
and so isomorphisms. But (4.10) is the projection{
(δ, ρ(δ)) : δ ∈ ∆i
}
−→ ∆j , (δ, ρ(δ)) 7−→ ρ(δ), (7.34)
so ρ an isomorphism implies that (4.10) is an isomorphism, as we have to prove.
As for (6.17), restricting the derivatives of the first equations of (7.31), (7.33),
and the second equations of (7.31), (7.33), to vi, vj yields
dφ
vj
ji |vj ◦ dφ
vi
ij |vi = idTviVi + λˆ
vi
ii |vi ◦ dsi|vi ,
φˆ
vj
ji |vj ◦ φˆ
vi
ij |vi = idEi|vi + dsi|vi ◦ λˆ
vi
ii |vi ,
(7.35)
dφviij |vi ◦ dφ
vj
ij |vj = idTvjVj + µˆ
vi
jj |vj ◦ dsj |vj ,
φˆviij |vi ◦ φˆ
vj
ji |vj = idEj |vj + dsj |vj ◦ µˆ
vj
jj |vj .
(7.36)
Now dφviij |vi = dφij |p ◦ dπij |
−1
p and φˆ
vi
ij |vi = φˆij |p, so (4.9) may be rewritten as
0 // TviVi
dsi|vi⊕dφ
vi
ij |vi // Ei|vi⊕TvjVj
−φˆ
vi
ij |vi⊕dsj |vj // Ej |vj // 0. (7.37)
Therefore the proof in §6.2.1 that (2.8) is exact implies that (4.9) is exact,
using (7.35)–(7.36) in place of (6.17)–(6.18). This proves the ‘only if’ part of
Theorem 4.16.
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7.2.2 The ‘if ’ part of Theorem 4.16
Let Φij = (Pij , πij , φij , φˆij) : (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi) → (Vj , Ej ,Γj , sj , ψj) be a 1-
morphism of Kuranishi neighbourhoods over S ⊆ X . Suppose that for all
p ∈ π−1ij (ψ¯
−1
i (S)) ⊆ Pij with vi = πij(p) ∈ Vi, vj = φij(p) ∈ Vj and x =
ψ¯i(vi) = ψ¯j(vj) ∈ S, equation (4.9) is exact and (4.10) is an isomorphism. We
must show Φij is a coordinate change over S.
Fix p ∈ π−1ij (ψ¯
−1
i (S)) ⊆ Pij , and set vi = πij(p) ∈ Vi, vj = φij(p) ∈ Vj , and
x = ψ¯i(vi) = ψ¯j(vj) ∈ S. We can find such p, vi, vj for any x ∈ S. In a similar
way to §6.2.2, we will first show that there exists an open neighbourhood Sx of x
in S, a 1-morphism Φxji : (Vj , Ej ,Γj , sj , ψj)→ (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi) over S
x, and 2-
morphisms Λxii : id(Vi,Ei,Γi,si,ψi) ⇒ Φ
x
ji◦Φij |Sx , Mjj : id(Vj ,Ej,Γj ,sj ,ψj) ⇒ Φij |Sx◦
Φxji over S
x, so that Φij |Sx is a coordinate change over Sx. The ‘if’ part will then
follow from the stack property of Equ
(
(Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi), (Vj , Ej ,Γj , sj , ψj)
)
.
As far as possible we will use the notation of §7.2.1. Define ∆i ⊆ Γi and
∆j ⊆ Γj by (7.24), write Vij = πij(Pij), choose a connected, simply-connected,
∆i-invariant open neighbourhood V
vi
ij of vi in Vij ⊆ Vi such that V
vi
ij ∩γi(V
vi
ij ) =
∅ for all γi ∈ Γi \∆i, identify P
vi
ij = π
−1
ij (V
vi
ij )
∼= V viij × Γj as in (7.25), define
a group morphism ρ : ∆i → ∆j as in (7.26), a ρ-equivariant smooth map
φviij : V
vi
ij → Vj by φ
vi
ij : v 7→ φij(v, 1), and a ρ-equivariant vector bundle
morphism φˆviij : Ei|V viij → (φ
vi
ij )
∗(TVj) by φˆ
vi
ij |v = φˆij |(v,1), so that φˆ
vi
ij (si|V viij ) =
(φviij )
∗(sj) +O(s
2
i ), all as in §7.2.1.
By assumption (4.9) is exact, so (7.37) is exact, and (4.10) is an isomorphism,
so (7.34) is an isomorphism, and ρ : ∆i → ∆j is an isomorphism. Define σ =
ρ−1 : ∆j → ∆i.
We are now in almost exactly the same the situation as §6.2.2, but with
extra group equivariance. That is, the triple (V viij , φ
vj
ij , φˆ
vi
ij ) above corresponds
to (V xij , φ
x
ij , φˆ
x
ij) in §6.2.2, with φˆ
vi
ij (si|V viij ) = (φ
vi
ij )
∗(sj)+O(s
2
i ) and (7.37) exact
corresponding to Definition 2.3(d) and (2.8) exact. The main difference is that
we now have finite groups ∆i and ∆j acting on V
vi
ij , Ei|V viij and Vj , Ej , and an
isomorphism ρ : ∆i → ∆j such that φ
vj
ij , φˆ
vi
ij are ρ-equivariant.
We can now follow the argument of §6.2.2, but including equivariance under
∆i,∆j , ρ, σ. Thus, possibly making V
vi
ij smaller, we construct a ∆j -invariant
open neighbourhood V
vj
ji of vj in Vj , a σ-equivariant smooth map φ
vj
ji : V
vj
ji → Vi
such that the following maps are inverse
V viij ∩ s
−1
i (0)
φ
vi
ij |s−1
i
(0)
// V vjji ∩ s
−1
j (0),
φ
vj
ji |s−1
j
(0)
oo (7.38)
a σ-equivariant vector bundle morphism φˆ
vj
ji : Ej |V vjji
→ (φ
vj
ji )
∗(TVi) with
φˆ
vj
ji (sj |V vjji
) = (φ
vj
ji )
∗(si) +O(s
2
j ) on V
vj
ji , (7.39)
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as in (6.36), and a ∆i-equivariant vector bundle morphism λˆ
vi
ii : Ei|V˙ viii
→
TVi|V˙ viii
on V˙ viii := V
vi
ij ∩ (φ
vi
ij )
−1(V viji ) satisfying, as in (6.41) and (7.31)
φ
vj
ji ◦ φ
vi
ij |V˙ viii
= idVi |V˙ viii
+ λˆviii · si +O(s
2
i ) and
(φviij )
∗(φˆ
vj
ji ) ◦ φˆ
vi
ij |V˙ viii
= idEi |V˙ viii
+ λˆviii · dsi +O(si) on V˙
vi
ii ,
(7.40)
and a ∆j -equivariant vector bundle morphism µˆ
vj
jj : Ej |V˙ vjjj
→ TVj |V˙ vjjj
on V˙ vijj :=
V
vj
ji ∩ (φ
vj
ji )
−1(V viij ) satisfying, as in (6.42) and (7.33)
φviij ◦ φ
vj
ji |V˙ vjjj
= idVj |V˙ vjjj
+ µˆ
vj
jj · sj +O(s
2
j ) and
(φ
vj
ji )
∗(φˆviij ) ◦ φˆ
vj
ji |V˙ vjjj
= idEj |V˙ vjjj
+ µˆ
vj
jj · dsj +O(sj) on V˙
vj
jj .
Including group invariance/equivariance in the proofs of §6.2.2 is easy.
As ∆j = StabΓj (vj), making V
vj
ji smaller if necessary we may assume that
V
vj
ji ∩ γj(V
vj
ji ) = ∅ for all γj ∈ Γj \∆j . Define a manifold P
x
ji by
P xji =
(
V xji × Γi × Γj
)/
∆j , where
∆j acts freely by δ : (v, γi, γj) 7−→ (δ · v, γiσ(δ)
−1, γjδ
−1).
(7.41)
Define commuting Γi- and Γj-actions on P
x
ji by
γ′i : ∆j · (v, γi, γj) 7−→ ∆j · (v, γ
′
iγi, γj),
γ′j : ∆j · (v, γi, γj) 7−→ ∆j · (v, γi, γ
′
jγj),
(7.42)
which are well-defined as the Γi,Γj-actions on V
x
ji × Γi × Γj commute with the
∆j-action. Define smooth maps π
x
ji : P
x
ji → Vj and φ
x
ji : P
x
ji → Vi by
πxji : ∆j · (v, γi, γj) 7−→ γj · v,
φxji : ∆j · (v, γi, γj) 7−→ γi · φ
vj
ji (v),
(7.43)
which are well-defined as the maps (v, γi, γj) 7−→ γj · v, (v, γi, γj) 7−→ γi ·φ
vi
ij (v)
are invariant under the ∆j-action on V
x
ji × Γi × Γj, as φ
vj
ji is σ-equivariant.
Define φˆxji : (π
x
ji)
∗(Ej)→ (φxji)
∗(Ei) by the commutative diagram
(πxji)
∗(Ej)|∆j ·(v,γi,γj)
φˆxji|∆j·(v,γi,γj)
// (φxji)
∗(Ei)|∆j ·(v,γi,γj)
Ej |γj ·v
γ−1j · // Ej |v
φˆ
vj
ji |v // Ei|φvjji (v)
γi· // Ei|γi·φ
vj
ji (v)
.
Define an open neighbourhood Sx of x in S ⊆ X by
Sx= ψ¯i
(
V viij ∩s
−1
i (0)
)
= ψ¯j(V
vj
ji ∩s
−1
j (0)
)
=ψj
(
((Imπxij)∩s
−1
j (0))/Γj
)
, (7.44)
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where the second equality holds by (7.38) and the third by (7.41) and (7.43). We
now claim that Φxji := (P
x
ji, π
x
ji, φ
x
ji, φˆ
x
ji) : (Vj , Ej ,Γj , sj , ψj)→ (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi)
is a 1-morphism over Sx. To check this, note that of Definition 4.2(a)–(f), part
(e) follows from (7.39), and the rest are straightforward.
As above V˙ viii = V
vi
ij ∩ (φ
vi
ij )
−1(V viji ) is a ∆i-invariant open neighbourhood of
V viij ∩s
−1
i (0) in Vi on which λˆ
vi
ii is defined, and V˙
vi
ii ∩γi(V˙
vi
ii ) = ∅ for γi ∈ Γi \∆i
as this holds for V viij . Define V˙
x
ii =
⋃
γi∈Γi
γi(V˙
vi
ii ). Then V˙
x
ii is a Γi-invariant
open neighbourhood of ψ¯−1i (S
x), by (7.44), and we can think of V˙ xii as |Γi|/|∆i|
disjoint copies of V˙ viii . Set P˙
x
ii = V˙
x
ii × Γi ⊆ Vi × Γi. As in (7.29), define
λxii : P˙
x
ii → (Pij ×φij,Vj ,πxji P
x
ji)/Γj by
λxii : (vi, γi) 7−→ Γj ·
[
γ′i · (v, 1),∆j · (φ
vi
ij (v), γiγ
′
i, 1)
]
,
if vi = γ
′
i · v for v ∈ V
vi
ij and γ
′
i ∈ Γi, using (7.25) to identify (v, 1) ∈ V
vi
ij × Γi
with a point of P viij ⊆ Pij . Here the decomposition vi = γ
′
i · v is unique up to
vi = γ
′
i · v = γ˜
′
i · v˜ with v˜ = δ · v and γ˜
′
i = γ
′
iδ
−1 for δ ∈ ∆i. But
Γj ·
[
γ˜′i · (v˜, 1),∆j · (φ
vi
ij (v˜), γiγ˜
′
i, 1)
]
= Γj ·
[
γ′iδ
−1 · (δ · v, 1),∆j · (φ
vi
ij (δ · v), γiγ
′
iδ
−1, 1)
]
= Γj ·
[
γ′i · (δ
−1δ · v, ρ(δ)),∆j · (ρ(δ)φ
vi
ij (v), γiγ
′
iδ
−1, 1)
]
= Γj ·
[
γ′i · (v, ρ(δ)),∆j · (φ
vi
ij (v), γiγ
′
iδ
−1σ(ρ(δ)), ρ(δ))
]
= Γj ·
[
γ′i · (v, 1),∆j · (φ
vi
ij (v), γiγ
′
i, 1)
]
,
using φviij ρ-equivariant and (7.26) in the second step, the action by ρ(δ)
−1 ∈ ∆j
in (7.41) in the third, and σ = ρ−1 and the actions of ρ(δ)−1 ∈ Γj in (7.25) and
(7.42) in the fourth. So λxii is well-defined.
Define a vector bundle morphism λˆxii : π
∗
ii(Ei)|P˙xii
→ φ∗ii(TVi)|P˙xii
over P˙ xii ,
for πii, φii as in (4.5), by the commutative diagram for (v, γi) ∈ P˙ xii = V˙
x
ii × Γi
π∗ii(Ei)|(vi,γi)
λˆxii|(vi,γi)
// φ∗ii(TVi)|(vi,γi)
Ei|vi
(γ′i)
−1· // Ei|v
λˆ
vi
ii |v // TvVi
γiγ
′
i· // Tγi·viVi
if vi = γ
′
i · v for v ∈ V
vi
ij and γ
′
i ∈ Γi. Again, the decomposition vi = γi · v is
only unique up to vi = γ
′
i · v = γ˜
′
i · v˜ with v˜ = δ · v and γ˜
′
i = γ
′
iδ
−1 for δ ∈ ∆i,
but λˆxii|(vi,γi) is independent of this change by δ as λˆ
vi
ii is ∆i-equivariant.
We now see that (P˙ xii , λ
x
ii, λˆ
x
ii) satisfies the conditions Definition 4.3(a)–(c)
for Λxii = [P˙
x
ii , λ
x
ii, λˆ
x
ii] : id(Vi,Ei,Γi,si,ψi) ⇒ Φ
x
ji ◦ Φij |Sx to be a 2-morphism over
Sx, since (4.1) follows from (7.40), and the rest of (a)–(c) are straightforward.
In the same way, if we define V˙ xjj =
⋃
γj∈Γj
γj(V˙
vj
jj ), and P˙
x
jj = V˙
x
jj × Γj ⊆
Vj × Γj, and µxjj : P˙
x
jj → (P
x
ji ×φxji,Vi,πij Pij)/Γi by
µxjj : (vj , γj) 7−→ Γi ·
[
∆j · (v, 1, γ
′
j), (φ
vi
ji (v), γjγ
′
j)
]
,
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if vj = γ
′
j · v for v ∈ V˙
vj
jj and γ
′
j ∈ Γj , and µˆ
x
jj : π
∗
jj(Ej)|P˙xjj
→ φ∗jj(TVj)|P˙xjj
by
the commutative diagram
π∗jj(Ej)|(vj ,γj)
µˆxjj |(vj,γj)
// φ∗jj(TVj)|(vj ,γj)
Ej |vj
(γ′j)
−1·
// Ej |v
µˆ
vj
jj |v // TvVj
γjγ
′
j · // Tγj ·vjVj
if vj = γ
′
j · v for v ∈ V˙
vj
jj and γ
′
j ∈ Γj , then µ
x
jj , µˆ
x
jj are well-defined and
Mxjj = [P˙
x
jj , µ
x
jj , µˆ
x
jj ] : id(Vj ,Ej,Γj ,sj ,ψj) ⇒ Φij |Sx ◦ Φ
x
ji is a 2-morphism over S
x.
For each x ∈ S, we have constructed an open neighbourhood Sx of x in
S, a 1-morphism Φxji : (Vj , Ej ,Γj , sj , ψj) → (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi) over S
x, and 2-
morphisms Λxii : id(Vi,Ei,Γi,si,ψi) ⇒ Φ
x
ji ◦ Φij |Sx and M
x
jj : id(Vj ,Ej ,Γj,sj ,ψj) ⇒
Φij |Sx ◦Φ
x
ji over S
x. Hence Φij |Sx is an equivalence inKurSx(X), and a coordi-
nate change over Sx. Thus by the stack property of Equ((Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi), (Vj ,
Ej ,Γj , sj , ψj)) in Theorem 4.14(a), proved in §7.1.2, Φij is a coordinate change
on S. This completes the ‘if’ part, and so the whole of Theorem 4.16.
7.3 Proof of Theorem 4.61
7.3.1 Theorem 4.61(a): FµKurmKur : Ho(mKur)→ µKur an equivalence
Use the notation of Definition 4.60. To show FµKurmKur : Ho(mKur)→ µKur is an
equivalence of categories, we have to prove three things: that FµKurmKur is faithful
(injective on morphisms), and full (surjective on morphisms), and surjective on
isomorphism classes of objects.
The proofs of these will involve gluing together 2-morphisms of m-Kuranishi
neighbourhoods using families of partitions of unity, so we begin by showing
that partitions of unity with the properties we need exist.
A lemma on partitions of unity on X in µKur
Let X = (X, I) be a µ-Kuranishi space, with I =
(
I, (Ui, Di, ri, χi)i∈I , Tij =
[Uij , τij , τˆij ]i,j∈I
)
, as in (2.14). Then
{
Imχi : i ∈ I
}
is an open cover of X , with
χi : r
−1
i (0)→ Imχi a homeomorphism for each i ∈ I.
Roughly speaking, we want to define a smooth partition of unity {ηi : i ∈ I}
on X subordinate to
{
Imχi : i ∈ I
}
, so that ηi : X → R is smooth with
ηi(X) ⊆ [0, 1] and
∑
i∈I ηi = 1, as in Definition 6.1. However, X is not a
manifold, so na¨ıvely ‘ηi : X → R is smooth’ does not make sense.
In fact we will not work with ‘smooth functions’ ηi on X directly, apart
from in the proof of Lemma 7.1. Instead, for each i ∈ I we want a partition of
unity {ηij : j ∈ I} on Ui, such that ηij |r−1i (0)
= ηj ◦ χi for each j ∈ I. Then
ηij : Ui → R is a smooth function on the manifold Ui in the usual sense. The
fact that ηik : Ui → R and ηjk : Uj → R both come from the same ηk : X → R
is expressed in the condition ηik = ηjk ◦ τij +O(ri) on Uij ⊆ Ui for all i, j ∈ I.
So our result Lemma 7.1 is stated using only smooth functions on manifolds.
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But to prove Lemma 7.1, it is convenient to first choose a ‘smooth partition
of unity’ {ηi : i ∈ I} onX subordinate to
{
Imχi : i ∈ I
}
, so that {ηj◦χi : j ∈ I}
is a partition of unity on r−1i (0) ⊆ Ui, and then extend this from r
−1
i (0) to Ui.
To do this we have to interpretX and r−1i (0) as some kind of ‘smooth space’. We
do this using C∞-schemes and C∞-algebraic geometry, as in [35,36], which are
the foundation of the author’s theory of d-manifolds and d-orbifolds in [37–39].
Lemma 7.1 is the only result in this book that uses C∞-algebraic geometry.
Lemma 7.1. Let X = (X, I) be a µ-Kuranishi space, with notation (2.14)
for I, and let (Uij , τij , τˆij) represent Tij for i, j ∈ I, with (Uii, τii, τˆij) =
(Ui, idUi , idDi). Then for all i ∈ I we can choose a partition of unity {ηij :
j ∈ I} on Ui subordinate to the open cover {Uij : j ∈ I} of Ui, as in Definition
6.1, such that for all i, j, k ∈ I we have
ηik|Uij = ηjk ◦ τij +O(ri) on Uij ⊆ Ui. (7.45)
Proof. We use notation and results on C∞-schemes and C∞-algebraic geometry
from [35,36], in which C∞-schemes are written X = (X,OX) forX a topological
space and OX a sheaf of C∞-rings on X , satisfying certain conditions.
For each i ∈ I, the manifold Ui naturally becomes a C∞-scheme Ui, and
r−1i (0) ⊆ Ui becomes the closed C
∞-subscheme r−1i (0) in Ui defined by the
equation ri = 0. If i, j ∈ I and (Uij , τij , τˆij) represents Tij , then τˆij(ri|Uij ) =
τ∗ij(rj) + O(r
2
i ) on Uij by Definition 2.3(d). This implies that τ ij : Uij → Uj
restricts to an isomorphism of C∞-schemes
τ ij |Uij∩r−1i (0)
: Uij ∩ r
−1
i (0)→ Uji ∩ r
−1
j (0). (7.46)
We now have a topological spaceX , an open cover {Imχi : i ∈ I} onX , C∞-
schemes r−1i (0) with underlying topological spaces r
−1
i (0) and homeomorphisms
χi : r
−1
i (0)→ Imχi ⊆ X for all i ∈ I, and isomorphisms of C
∞-schemes (7.46)
lifting the homeomorphisms χ−1j ◦ χi : Uij ∩ r
−1
i (0)→ Uji ∩ r
−1
j (0) over double
overlaps Imχi ∩ Imχj ⊆ X . From Tjk ◦ Tij = Tik in Definition 2.18(f), we
deduce that the isomorphisms (7.46) have the obvious composition property
τ jk|··· ◦ τ ij |··· = τ ik|··· over triple overlaps Imχi ∩ Imχj ∩ Imχk ⊆ X .
Standard results on schemes (actually, just the fact that sheaves of C∞-rings
on X form a stack on X) imply that X may be made into a C∞-scheme X,
uniquely up to unique isomorphism, and the homeomorphisms χi : r
−1
i (0) →
Imχi ⊆ X upgraded to C
∞-scheme morphisms χi : r
−1
i (0) → X which are
isomorphisms with open C∞-subschemes Imχi ⊆ X for i ∈ I, such that
χj ◦ τ ij |Uij∩r−1i (0)
= χi|Uij∩r−1i (0)
(7.47)
for all i, j ∈ I. This X is locally fair [35, §4.5], [36, §3.1] (locally finite-
dimensional) as the r−1i (0) are, since they are C
∞-subschemes of manifolds Ui.
Now [35, Prop. 4.35] and [36, Prop. 3.6] say that if X = (X,OX) is a locally
fair C∞-scheme with X Hausdorff and paracompact, and {Xi : i ∈ I} is an
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open cover of X , then there exists a locally finite partition of unity {ηi : i ∈ I}
on X subordinate to {Xi ∈ I}, in the sense of [35, Def. 4.34], [36, Def. 3.5]. By
definition X is Hausdorff and second countable, and it is locally compact as it
has a cover by µ-Kuranishi neighbourhoods, so it is paracompact. Thus we can
choose a partition of unity {ηi : i ∈ I} on X subordinate to {Imχi : i ∈ I}.
Then for each i ∈ I, {ηj ◦χi : j ∈ I} is a partition of unity on the C∞-scheme
r−1i (0) subordinate to the open cover
{
Uij ∩ r
−1
i (0) : j ∈ J
}
. From the proof
of the existence of partitions of unity on C∞-schemes [35, §4.5], we see that a
partition of unity on r−1i (0) ⊆ Ui subordinate to
{
Uij ∩ r
−1
i (0) : j ∈ J
}
can be
extended to a partition of unity on Ui subordinate to
{
Uij : j ∈ J
}
, which is a
partition of unity on Ui in the sense of Definition 6.1, as Ui is a manifold.
Thus, for all i ∈ I we can choose a partition of unity {ηij : j ∈ I} on Ui
subordinate to {Uij : j ∈ I}, such that ηij |r−1i (0)
= ηj ◦ χi for all j ∈ I, in the
sense of C∞-schemes. If i, j, k ∈ I then
ηik|Uij∩r−1i (0)
=ηk ◦ χi|Uij∩r−1i (0)
=ηk ◦ χj ◦ τ ij |Uij∩r−1i (0)
=ηjk ◦ τij |Uij∩r−1i (0)
,
using (7.47). But f |Uij∩r−1i (0)
= g|Uij∩r−1i (0)
for smooth f, g : Ui → R is equiv-
alent to f = g +O(ri) on Uij , so equation (7.45) follows.
FµKurmKur is faithful
Let f , g : X → Y be 1-morphisms in mKur, so that [f ], [g] : X → Y are
morphisms in Ho(mKur). Write X ′,Y ′,f ′, g′ for the images of X,Y , [f ], [g]
under FµKurmKur. Suppose f
′ = g′. We must show that [f ] = [g], that is, that
there exists a 2-morphism µ : f ⇒ g in mKur.
Use notation
X = (X, I), I =
(
I, (Ui, Di, ri, χi)i∈I , Tii′ = (Uii′ , τii′ , τˆii′ )i,i′∈I ,
Kii′i′′ = [U˙ii′i′′ , κˆii′i′′ ]i,i′,i′′∈I
)
, (7.48)
Y = (Y,J ), J =
(
J, (Vj , Ej , sj , ψj)j∈J , Υjj′ = (Vjj′ , υjj′ , υˆjj′ )j,j′∈J ,
Λjj′j′′ = [V˙jj′j′′ , λˆjj′j′′ ]j,j′,j′′∈J
)
, (7.49)
and as in Definition 4.20 write
f =
(
f,f ij, i∈I, j∈J , F
j, j∈J
ii′, i,i′∈I , F
jj′, j,j′∈J
i, i∈I
)
with f ij = (Uij , fij , fˆij),
g =
(
g, gij, i∈I, j∈J , G
j, j∈J
ii′, i,i′∈I , G
jj′ , j,j′∈J
i, i∈I
)
with gij = (U˜ij , gij , gˆij).
Then f ′ = g′ means that f = g, and for all i ∈ I and j ∈ J
[Uij , fij , fˆij ] = [U˜ij , gij , gˆij ]
as morphisms (Ui, Di, ri, χi) → (Vj , Ej , sj , ψj) of µ-Kuranishi neighbourhoods
over (S, f) in the sense of §2.1, where S = Imχi ∩ f−1(Imψj).
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So by Definition 2.3 there exists an open neighbourhood U˙ij of χ
−1
i (S) in
Uˇij := Uij ∩ U˜ij and a morphism λˆij : Di|U˙ij → f
∗
ij(TVj)|U˙ij satisfying
gij = fij + λˆij · ri +O(r
2
i ) and
gˆij = fˆij + λˆij · f
∗
ij(dsj) +O(ri) on U˙ij .
(7.50)
Definition 4.55 now implies that
λij = [U˙ij , λˆij ] : f ij =⇒ gij (7.51)
is a 2-morphism of m-Kuranishi neighbourhoods over (S, f) in the sense of §4.7.
We would like λ =
(
λij, i∈I, j∈J
)
: f ⇒ g to be a 2-morphism of m-Kuranishi
spaces, but there is a problem: as the λij are chosen arbitrarily, they have no
compatibility with the F jii′ ,F
jj′
i ,G
j
ii′ ,G
jj′
i , so Definition 4.21(a),(b) may not
hold for λ. We will define a modified version µ =
(
µij, i∈I, j∈J
)
of λ which does
have the required compatibility.
For i, ı˜ ∈ I and j, ˜ ∈ I, define λ˜jiı˜ to be the horizontal composition of
2-morphisms over S = Imχi ∩ Imχı˜ ∩ f−1(Imψj ∩ Imψ˜) and f : X → Y
f ij
(F ˜ji ⊙(id∗F
˜
iı˜))
−1
=(F jiı˜⊙(F
˜j
ı˜ ∗id)
−1
+3 Υ˜j◦
f ı˜˜◦Tiı˜
id∗λı˜˜∗id +3 Υ˜j◦
gı˜˜◦Tiı˜
G
˜j
i ⊙(id∗G
˜
iı˜)
=Gjiı˜⊙(G
˜j
ı˜ ∗id))
+3 gij , (7.52)
where the alternative expressions for the first and third 2-morphisms come from
Definition 4.20(g), but omitting terms like αΥjj′ ,fi′j ,Tii′ since mKurS(X) is a
strict 2-category as in §4.7, rather than a weak 2-category likeKurS(X) in §4.1.
Define U˙ ˜jiı˜ = Uˇij ∩ Uiı˜ ∩ f
−1
ij (Vj˜). Then we may write
λ
˜j
iı˜ =
[
U˙ ˜jiı˜ , λˆ
˜j
iı˜
]
, (7.53)
for λˆ˜jiı˜ : Di|U˙ ˜jiı˜
→ f∗ij(TVj)|U˙ ˜jiı˜
a morphism satisfying the analogue of (7.50).
Apply Lemma 7.1 toX ′ = FµKurmKur(X), using (Uii′ , τii′ , τˆii′) to represent T
′
ii′ .
This gives a partition of unity {ηiı˜ : ı˜ ∈ I} on Ui subordinate to {Uiı˜ : ı˜ ∈ I}
for each i ∈ I, such that for all i, i′, ı˜ ∈ I we have
ηiı˜|Uii′ = ηi′ ı˜ ◦ τii′ +O(ri) on Uii′ ⊆ Ui. (7.54)
Similarly, applying Lemma 7.1 to Y ′ = FµKurmKur(Y ) gives a partition of unity
{ζj˜ : ˜ ∈ J} on Vj subordinate to {Vj˜ : ˜ ∈ J} for each j ∈ J , such that for all
j, j′, ˜ ∈ J we have
ζj˜|Vjj′ = ζj′ ˜ ◦ υjj′ +O(sj) on Vjj′ ⊆ Vj .
For all i ∈ I and j ∈ J , define µˆij : Di|Uˇij −→ f
∗
ij(TVj)|Uˇij by
µˆij =
∑
ı˜∈I
∑
˜∈J ηiı˜|Uˇij · f
∗
ij(ζj˜)|Uˇij · λˆ
˜j
iı˜ . (7.55)
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Here ηiı˜|Uˇij · f
∗
ij(ζj˜)|Uˇij · λˆ
˜j
iı˜ extends smoothly by zero from the domain U˙
˜j
iı˜ =
Uˇij ∩Uiı˜ ∩ f
−1
ij (Vj˜) of λˆ
˜j
iı˜ to Uˇij as supp ηiı˜ ⊆ Uiı˜ and supp f
∗
ij(ζj˜) ⊆ f
−1
ij (Vj˜),
so each term in (7.55) makes sense, and (7.55) is a locally finite sum as
∑
ı˜∈I ηiı˜,∑
˜∈J ζj˜ are. Thus µˆij is well-defined.
We now claim that
µij := [Uˇij , µˆij ] : f ij =⇒ gij (7.56)
is a 2-morphism over (S, f) in the sense of §4.7 for S = Imχi ∩ f−1(Imψj). To
see this, note that λˆ˜jiı˜ satisfies the analogue of (7.50) over U˙
˜j
iı˜ with λˆ
˜j
iı˜ in place
of λˆij , and as for Λ in (6.2)–(6.3), multiplying the analogue of (7.50) for λˆ
˜j
iı˜ by
ηiı˜ · f∗ij(ζj˜) and summing over ı˜ ∈ I and ˜ ∈ J gives the analogue of (7.50) for
µˆij , which is equivalent in this case to (4.47) for µij .
We will show that µ =
(
µij, i∈I, j∈J
)
: f ⇒ g is a 2-morphism in mKur.
We must verify the analogues of Definition 4.21(a),(b). Part (a) says that for
all i, i′ ∈ I and j ∈ J the following diagram of 2-morphisms commutes:
f i′j ◦ Tii′
F
j
ii′
+3
µi′j∗id
f ij
µij

gi′j ◦ Tii′
G
j
ii′ +3 gij .
(7.57)
To prove this, for ı˜ ∈ I and ˜ ∈ J consider the diagram
f i′j ◦ Tii′
F
j
ii′
+3
λ
˜j
i′ ı˜
∗id

f ij
λ
˜j
iı˜

f ı˜j◦Ti′ ı˜◦Tii′
F
j
i′ ı˜
∗id
em ❙❙❙❙❙❙
❙❙❙❙❙❙
id∗Kii′ ı˜ +3 f ı˜j◦Tiı˜
F
j
iı˜
19❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦
❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦
Υ˜j ◦f ı˜˜◦Ti′ ı˜◦Tii′
F
˜j
ı˜
∗id
KS
id∗λı˜˜∗id
id∗Kii′ ı˜ +3 Υ˜j ◦f ı˜˜◦Tiı˜
id∗λı˜˜∗id 
F
˜j
ı˜
∗id
KS
Υ˜j ◦gı˜˜◦Ti′ ı˜◦Tii′
G
˜j
ı˜
∗id
id∗Kii′ ı˜ +3 Υ˜j ◦gı˜˜◦Tiı˜
G
˜j
ı˜
∗id 
g ı˜j◦Ti′ ı˜◦Tii′
G
j
i′ ı˜
∗idqy ❦❦❦❦
❦❦❦❦❦
❦
id∗Kii′ ı˜ +3 g ı˜j◦Tiı˜
G
j
iı˜ %-❙❙
❙❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙❙
❙❙❙❙
❙
gi′j ◦ Tii′
G
j
ii′ +3 gij .
(7.58)
Here the hexagons commute by the definition (7.52) of λ˜jiı˜ , the top and bot-
tom quadrilaterals by Definition 4.20(f) for f , g, and the central rectangles by
compatibility of horizontal and vertical composition. Thus (7.58) commutes.
As in (7.51) and (7.53), write
F
j
ii′ = [U˙
j
ii′ , Fˆ
j
ii′ ],
where U˙ jii′ is an open neighbourhood of χ
−1
i (Imχi ∩ Imχi′ ∩ f
−1(Imψj)) in
Uii′ ∩ τ
−1
ii′ (Ui′j) ∩ Uij ⊆ Ui, and Fˆ
j
ii′ : Ei|U˙j
ii′
→ fi′j |∗U˙j
ii′
(TVj) is a morphism.
Write Gjii′ in the same way, using U¨
j
ii′ and Gˆ
j
ii′ : Ei|U¨j
ii′
→ gi′j |∗U¨j
ii′
(TVj).
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Then by (4.48), the outer rectangle of (7.58) commuting is equivalent to
λˆ˜jiı˜ + Fˆ
j
ii′ = Gˆ
j
ii′ + τ
∗
ii′(λˆ
˜j
i′ ı˜) ◦ τˆii′ +O(ri) (7.59)
on U˙ ˜jiı˜ ∩ U˙
j
ii′ ∩ U¨
j
ii′ ∩ τ
−1
ii′ (U˙
˜j
i′ ı˜). Multiply (7.59) by ηiı˜ · f
∗
ij(ζj˜) and sum over
ı˜ ∈ I, ˜ ∈ J . Using (7.54) and (7.55) for i, j and i′, j gives
µˆij + Fˆ
j
ii′ = Gˆ
j
ii′ + τ
∗
ii′(µˆi′j) ◦ τˆii′ +O(ri) (7.60)
on Uˇij ∩ U˙
j
ii′ ∩ U¨
j
ii′ ∩ τ
−1
ii′ (Uˇi′j). But by (4.48), this is equivalent to (7.57)
commuting. This proves Definition 4.21(a) for µ, and part (b) is similar. Hence
µ : f ⇒ g is a 2-morphism, so [f ] = [g] as morphisms in Ho(mKur), and
FµKurmKur is faithful, as we have to prove.
FµKurmKur is full
Let X,Y be objects in mKur, and write X ′ = FµKurmKur(X), Y
′ = FµKurmKur(Y ).
Suppose f ′ :X ′ → Y ′ is a morphism in µKur. We must show that there exists
a 1-morphism f :X → Y in mKur with FµKurmKur([f ]) = f
′.
Use notation (7.48)–(7.49) for X,Y , as in §2.3 write f ′ =
(
f,f ′ij, i∈I, j∈J
)
,
and let (Uij , fij , fˆij) represent f
′
ij for all i ∈ I and j ∈ J , so we have a morphism
of µ-Kuranishi neighbourhoods over f , as in §2.1:
f ′ij = [Uij , fij , fˆij ] : (Ui, Di, ri, χi) −→ (Vj , Ej , sj, ψj).
Define a 1-morphism of m-Kuranishi neighbourhoods over f , as in §4.7:
f ij = (Uij , fij , fˆij) : (Ui, Di, ri, χi) −→ (Vj , Ej , sj , ψj). (7.61)
Definition 2.21(a),(b) for f ′ imply that f ′ı˜j ◦ T
′
iı˜ = f
′
ij and Υ
′
j˜ ◦ f
′
ij = f
′
i˜.
Therefore Υ′˜j ◦ f
′
ı˜˜ ◦ T
′
iı˜ = f
′
ij . The argument constructing λij in (7.51) now
shows that there exist 2-morphisms of m-Kuranishi neighbourhoods over f
λ
˜j
iı˜ : Υ˜j ◦ f ı˜˜ ◦ Tiı˜ =⇒ f ij
for all i, ı˜ ∈ I and j, ˜ ∈ J . For i, i′, ı˜ ∈ I and j, j′, ˜ ∈ J , define 2-morphisms
F
j(˜)
ii′(ı˜) : f i′j ◦Tii′ ⇒ f ij over (S, f) for S = Imχi∩ Imχi′ ∩ Imχı˜∩f
−1(Imψj ∩
Imψ˜) and F
jj′(˜)
i(ı˜) : Υjj′ ◦ f ij ⇒ f ij′ over (S, f) for S = Imχi ∩ Imχı˜ ∩
f−1(Imψj ∩ Imψj′ ∩ Imψ˜) by the commutative diagrams
f i′j ◦ Tii′
F
j(˜)
ii′(ı˜)
+3
(λ˜j
i′ ı˜
)−1∗idT
ii′
f ij
Υ˜j ◦ f ı˜˜ ◦ Ti′ ı˜ ◦ Tii′
idΥ˜j◦f ı˜˜∗Kii′ ı˜ +3 Υ˜j ◦ f ı˜˜ ◦ Tiı˜,
λ
˜j
iı˜
KS
(7.62)
Υjj′ ◦ f ij
F
jj′(˜)
i(ı˜)
+3
idΥ
jj′
∗(λ˜j
′
iı˜
)−1

f ij′
Υjj′ ◦Υ˜j ◦ f ı˜˜ ◦ Tiı˜
Λ˜jj′ ∗idf ı˜˜◦Tiı˜ +3 Υ˜j′ ◦ f ı˜˜ ◦ Tiı˜.
λ
˜j′
iı˜
KS
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As in (7.51) and (7.53), write
F
j(˜)
ii′(ı˜) = [U˙
j(˜)
ii′(ı˜), Fˆ
j(˜)
ii′(ı˜)],
where U˙
j(˜)
ii′(ı˜) = Uij∩Uii′∩τ
−1
ii′ (Ui′j)∩Uiı˜∩f
−1
ij (Vj˜) ⊆ Ui, and Fˆ
j(˜)
ii′(ı˜) : Di|U˙j(˜)
ii′(ı˜)
→
(fi′j ◦ τii′ )∗(TVj)|U˙j(˜)
ii′(ı˜)
is a morphism, and
F
jj′(˜)
i(ı˜) = [U˙
jj′(˜)
i(ı˜) , Fˆ
jj′(˜)
i(ı˜) ],
where U˙
jj′(˜)
i(ı˜) = Uij∩Uij′ ∩f
−1
ij (Vjj′ )∩Uiı˜∩f
−1
ij′ (Vj′ ˜), and Fˆ
jj′(˜)
i(ı˜) : Di|U˙j(˜)
ii′(ı˜)
→
(υjj′ ◦ fij)∗(TVj′)|U˙j(˜)
ii′(ı˜)
.
Apply Lemma 7.1 to X ′, using (Uii′ , τii′ , τˆii′ ) to represent T
′
ij . This gives a
partition of unity {ηiı˜ : ı˜ ∈ I} on Ui subordinate to {Uiı˜ : ı˜ ∈ I} for each i ∈ I,
such that for all i, i′, ı˜ ∈ I we have
ηiı˜|Uiı˜ = ηi′ ı˜ ◦ τii′ +O(ri) on Uii′ ⊆ Ui. (7.63)
Similarly, applying Lemma 7.1 to Y ′ gives a partition of unity {ζj˜ : ˜ ∈ J} on
Vj subordinate to {Vj˜ : ˜ ∈ J} for j ∈ J , such that for all j, j′, ˜ ∈ J we have
ζj˜|Vjj′ = ζj′ ˜ ◦ υjj′ +O(sj) on Vjj′ ⊆ Vj .
As in (7.55), for all i, i′ ∈ I and j, j′ ∈ J , define vector bundle morphisms
Fˆ jii′ : Di|U˙j
ii′
→ (fi′j ◦ τii′ )∗(TVj)|U˙j
ii′
over U˙ jii′ = Uij ∩Uii′ ∩ τ
−1
ii′ (Ui′j) ⊆ Ui and
Fˆ jj
′
i : Di|U˙jj′i
→ (υjj′ ◦ fij)∗(TVj′)|U˙jj′i
over U˙ jj
′
i = Uij ∩ Uij′ ∩ f
−1
ij (Vjj′ ) ⊆ Ui
by
Fˆ jii′ =
∑
ı˜∈I
∑
˜∈J ηiı˜|U˙j
ii′
· f∗ij(ζj˜)|U˙j
ii′
· Fˆ
j(˜)
ii′(ı˜), (7.64)
Fˆ jj
′
i =
∑
ı˜∈I
∑
˜∈J ηiı˜|U˙jj′i
· f∗ij′ (ζj′ ˜)|U˙jj′i
· Fˆ
jj′(˜)
i(ı˜) .
Then as for µij in (7.56),
F
j
ii′ = [U˙
j
ii′ , Fˆ
j
ii′ ] : f i′j ◦ Tii′ =⇒ f ij (7.65)
is a 2-morphism over (S, f) for S = Imχi ∩ Imχi′ ∩ f−1(Imψj), and
F
jj′
i = [U˙
jj′
i , Fˆ
jj′
i ] : Υjj′ ◦ f ij =⇒ f ij′
is a 2-morphism over (S, f) for S = Imχi ∩ f−1(Imψj ∩ Imψj′).
We now claim that f =
(
f,f ij, i∈I, j∈J , F
j, j∈J
ii′, i,i′∈I , F
jj′, j,j′∈J
i, i∈I
)
is a 1-
morphism f : X → Y in mKur. We must verify Definition 4.20(a)–(h).
Parts (a)–(d) are immediate. For (e), if i = i′ then F
j(˜)
ii(ı˜) in (7.62) is idf ij ,
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so Fˆ
j(˜)
ii(ı˜) = O(ri), giving Fˆ
j
ii = O(ri) in (7.64), and F
j
ii = idf ij in (7.65). Simi-
larly F jji = idfij , proving Definition 4.20(e).
Part (f) says the following diagram of 2-morphisms commutes:
f i′′j ◦ Ti′i′′ ◦ Tii′
F
j
i′i′′
∗idT
ii′
+3
idf
i′′j
∗Kii′i′′
f i′j ◦ Tii′
F
j
ii′ 
f i′′j ◦ Tii′′
F
j
ii′′ +3 f ij .
(7.66)
To prove this, let ı˜ ∈ I, ˜ ∈ J and consider the diagram
f i′′j ◦ Ti′i′′ ◦ Tii′
F
j(˜)
i′i′′(ı˜)
∗id
+3
id∗Kii′i′′

f i′j ◦ Tii′
F
j(˜)
ii′(ı˜)

Υ˜j ◦f ı˜˜◦Ti′′ ı˜◦Ti′i′′ ◦Tii′
λ
˜j
i′′ ı˜
∗id
ck PPPPPPPPP
PPPPPPPPP
id∗Ki′i′′ ı˜∗id
+3
id∗Kii′i′′

Υ˜j ◦f ı˜˜◦Ti′ ı˜◦Tii′
λ
˜j
i′ ı˜
∗id
3;♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥
♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥
id∗Kii′ ı˜

Υ˜j ◦ f ı˜˜ ◦ Ti′′ ı˜ ◦ Tii′′
λ
˜j
i′′ ı˜
∗ids{ ♥♥♥
♥♥♥
♥♥
♥♥♥
♥♥♥
♥♥
id∗Kii′′ ı˜ +3 Υ˜j ◦ f ı˜˜ ◦ Tiı˜
λ
˜j
iı˜ #+P
PPP
PPP
PP
PPP
PPP
PPP
f i′′j ◦ Tii′′
F
j(˜)
ii′′(ı˜) +3 f ij .
(7.67)
Here the top, bottom and right quadrilaterals commute by (7.62), the central
rectangle by Definition 4.17(h) forX, and the left quadrilateral by compatibility
of horizontal and vertical composition. Thus (7.67) commutes.
By (4.48), the outer rectangle of (7.67) commuting is equivalent to
Fˆ
j(˜)
ii′′(ı˜) + τ
∗
ii′′ (dfi′′j) ◦ κˆii′i′′ = Fˆ
j(˜)
ii′(ı˜) + τ
∗
ii′ (Fˆ
j(˜)
i′i′′(ı˜)) ◦ τˆii′ +O(ri) (7.68)
on Uij ∩ Uii′ ∩ Uii′′ ∩ τ
−1
ii′ (Ui′j ∩ Ui′i′′ ) ∩ τ
−1
ii′′ (Ui′′j) ∩ Uiı˜ ∩ f
−1
ij (Vj˜). Multiply
(7.68) by ηiı˜ · f∗ij(ζj˜) and sum over all ı˜ ∈ I and ˜ ∈ J . Using (7.63) and (7.64)
for i, i′, j and i, i′′, j and i′, i′′, j, we deduce that
Fˆ jii′′ + τ
∗
ii′′ (dfi′′j) ◦ κˆii′i′′ = Fˆ
j
ii′ + τ
∗
ii′(Fˆ
j
i′i′′ ) ◦ τˆii′ +O(ri)
on Uij ∩Uii′ ∩Uii′′ ∩ τ
−1
ii′ (Ui′j ∩Ui′i′′)∩ τ
−1
ii′′ (Ui′′j). But by (4.48), this is equiv-
alent to (7.66) commuting. This proves Definition 4.20(f) for f . Parts (g),(h)
are similar. Hence f : X → Y is a 1-morphism in mKur. By construction
FµKurmKur([f ]) = f
′, so FµKurmKur is full, as we have to prove.
FµKurmKur is surjective on isomorphism classes
Let X ′ = (X,K′) be a µ-Kuranishi space, with K′ =
(
I, (Vi, Ei, si, ψi)i∈I ,
Φ′ij, i,j∈I
)
. To show FµKurmKur is surjective on isomorphism classes, we must con-
struct an object X in mKur with FµKurmKur(X)
∼=X ′ in µKur. Actually we will
arrange that FµKurmKur(X) =X
′.
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Then (Vi, Ei, si, ψi) is an m-Kuranishi neighbourhood on X for i ∈ I. Let
(Vij , φij , φˆij) represent Φ
′
ij for i, j ∈ I, where as Φ
′
ii = id(Vi,Ei,si,ψi) we take
(Vii, φii, φˆii) = (Vi, idVi , idEi). As in (7.61), for all i, j ∈ I we have a 1-morphism
of m-Kuranishi neighbourhoods over S = Imψi ∩ Imψj
Φij = (Vij , φij , φˆij) : (Vi, Ei, si, ψi) −→ (Vj , Ej , sj , ψj), (7.69)
and Φii = (Vi, idVi , idEi) = id(Vi,Ei,si,ψi).
As Φ′jk ◦Φ
′
ij = Φ
′
ik for i, j, k ∈ I by Definition 2.18(f) for X
′, the argument
defining λij in (7.51) implies that there exists a 2-morphism
Kijk : Φjk ◦ Φij =⇒ Φik
over S = Imψi∩Imψj∩Imψk, where we choose Kiij = Kijj = idΦij for i, j ∈ I.
Therefore Kiji : Φji ◦ Φij ⇒ id(Vi,Ei,si,ψi), Kjij : Φij ◦ Φji ⇒ id(Vj ,Ej,sj ,ψj)
imply that Φij is an equivalence in KurS(X) for S = Imψi ∩ Imψj , and so a
coordinate change over S, for all i, j ∈ I.
The next elementary lemma about 2-categories is easy to prove.
Lemma 7.2. Suppose f : X → Y and g, h : Y → Z are 1-morphisms in a (strict
or weak) 2-category C, with f an equivalence. Then the map η 7→ η ∗ idf = ζ
induces a 1-1 correspondence between 2-morphisms η : g ⇒ h and 2-morphisms
ζ : g ◦ f ⇒ h ◦ f in C.
Let ı˜, i, j, k ∈ I. Then Lemma 7.2 in the 2-category KurS(X) and Φı˜i an
equivalence implies that there is a unique 2-morphism
K
(ı˜)
ijk : Φjk ◦ Φij =⇒ Φik
over S = Imψı˜ ∩ Imψi ∩ Imψj ∩ Imψk making the following diagram commute:
Φjk ◦ Φij ◦ Φı˜i
K
(ı˜)
ijk
∗idΦı˜i
+3
idΦjk∗Kı˜ij
Φik ◦ Φı˜i
Φjk ◦ Φı˜j
Kı˜jk +3 Φı˜k.
K−1
ı˜ik
KS
(7.70)
As in (7.51) and (7.53), we may write K
(ı˜)
ijk = [V˙
(ı˜)
ijk , κˆ
(ı˜)
ijk], where V˙
(ı˜)
ijk = Viı˜ ∩
Vij ∩ Vik ∩ φ
−1
ij (Vjk) and κˆ
(ı˜)
ijk : Di|V˙ (ı˜)
ijk
→ (φjk ◦ φij)|
−1
V˙
(ı˜)
ijk
(TVk) is a morphism.
Apply Lemma 7.1 to X ′, using (Vij , φij , φˆij) to represent Φ
′
ij . This gives a
partition of unity {ηiı˜ : ı˜ ∈ I} on Vi subordinate to {Viı˜ : ı˜ ∈ I} for each i ∈ I,
such that for all ı˜, i, j ∈ I we have
ηiı˜|Vij = ηjı˜ ◦ φij +O(si) on Vij ⊆ Vi. (7.71)
As in (7.55), for all i, j, k ∈ I define V˙ijk = Vij ∩ Vik ∩ φ
−1
ij (Vjk) ⊆ Vi and a
morphism λˆijk : Di|V˙ijk → (φjk ◦ φij)|
−1
V˙ijk
(TVk) by
λˆijk =
∑
ı˜∈I ηiı˜|V˙ijk · κˆ
(ı˜)
ijk. (7.72)
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Then the argument for µij in (7.56) shows that
Λijk := [V˙ijk , λˆijk] : Φjk ◦ Φij =⇒ Φik
is a 2-morphism over S = Imψi ∩ Imψj ∩ Imψk.
Now let ı˜, i, j, k, l ∈ I. Consider the diagram of 2-morphisms
Φkl ◦ Φjk ◦ Φij ◦ Φı˜i
id∗Kı˜ij
$,❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘ K(ı˜)jkl∗id
+3
id∗K
(ı˜)
ijk
∗id

Φjl ◦ Φij ◦ Φı˜i
K
(ı˜)
ijl
∗id

id∗Kı˜ij
rz ❧❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧
❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧❧
Φkl ◦ Φjk ◦ Φı˜j
K
(ı˜)
jkl
∗id
+3
id∗Kı˜jk
Φjl ◦ Φı˜j
Kı˜jl 
Φkl ◦ Φı˜k
Kı˜kl +3 Φı˜l
Φkl ◦ Φik ◦ Φı˜i
id∗Kı˜ik
2:❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧
❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧ K(ı˜)
ikl
∗id +3 Φil ◦ Φı˜i
Kı˜il
dl ❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘
❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘
(7.73)
over S = Imψı˜ ∩ Imψi ∩ Imψj ∩ Imψk ∩ Imψl. Here the top quadrilateral
commutes by compatibility of horizontal and vertical composition, and the other
four quadrilaterals commute by (7.70). Hence (7.73) commutes.
Applying Lemma 7.2 to the outer rectangle of (7.73) and using Φı˜i an equiv-
alence shows that over S = Imψı˜ ∩ Imψi ∩ Imψj ∩ Imψk ∩ Imψl we have
K
(ı˜)
ikl ⊙ (idΦkl ∗K
(ı˜)
ijk) = K
(ı˜)
ijl ⊙ (K
(ı˜)
jkl ∗ idΦij ) : Φkl ◦ Φjk ◦ Φij =⇒ Φil. (7.74)
Write (7.74) as an equation in the form (7.59) involving the κˆ
(ı˜)
ijk. As for (7.60),
multiplying this equation by ηiı˜, summing over ı˜ ∈ I, and using (7.71) and
(7.72) gives the equation implying that over S = Imψi ∩ Imψj ∩ Imψk ∩ Imψl
Λikl ⊙ (idΦkl ∗ Λijk) = Λijl ⊙ (Λjkl ∗ idΦij ) : Φkl ◦ Φjk ◦ Φij =⇒ Φil. (7.75)
Now define K =
(
I, (Vi, Ei, si, ψi)i∈I , Φij, i,j∈I , Λijk, i,j,k∈I
)
. Definition
4.17(a)–(f) for K are immediate. For (g), as Kiij = Kijj = idΦij , equation
(7.70) implies that K
(ı˜)
iij = K
(ı˜)
ijj = idΦij , so κˆ
(ı˜)
iij = O(si) = κˆ
(ı˜)
ijj . Thus (7.72)
gives λˆiij = O(si) = λˆijj , and Λiij = Λijj = idΦij , as we have to prove. Defini-
tion 4.17(h) for K is equation (7.75). Hence K is an m-Kuranishi structure on X ,
so thatX = (X,K) is an m-Kuranishi space. By construction FµKurmKur(X) =X
′.
Therefore FµKurmKur is surjective on isomorphism classes. This completes the proof
of Theorem 4.61(a).
7.3.2 Theorem 4.61(b): FKurmKur :mKur→ KurtrG is an equivalence
Theorem 4.59 defines a full and faithful 2-functor FKurmKur : mKur → KurtrG.
By construction, FKurmKur is an equivalence frommKur to the full 2-subcategory
KurtrΓ ⊂ KurtrG ⊂ Kur of Kuranishi spaces X = (X,K) such that all
Kuranishi neighbourhoods (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi) in K have Γi = {1}. Thus, to show
that FKurmKur : mKur → KurtrG is an equivalence, it is enough to prove that
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the inclusion KurtrΓ ⊂ KurtrG is an equivalence. That is, if X is an object of
KurtrG, we must show that there exists X˜ in KurtrΓ with X˜ ≃X in KurtrG.
Write X = (X,K) with K =
(
I, (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi)i∈I , Φij, i,j∈I , Λijk, i,j,k∈I
)
,
and let Φij = (Pij , πij , φij , φˆij) and (P˙ijk , λijk, λˆijk) represent Λijk for i, j, k ∈ I.
Let i ∈ I, and define V ′i =
{
v ∈ Vi : γ · v 6= v for all 1 6= γ ∈ Γi
}
. Then V ′i
is the Γi-invariant open subset of Vi on which Γi acts freely. Define E
′
i = Ei|V ′i ,
with projection π′ : E′i → V
′
i , and s
′
i = si|V ′i . If v ∈ s
−1
i (0) ⊆ Vi then the
stabilizer group StabΓi(v) of v in Γi is Gψ¯i(v)X = {1} as X ∈ KurtrG. Thus
s−1i (0) ⊆ V
′
i , and (s
′
i)
−1(0) = s−1i (0).
Since Γi is finite and acts freely on V
′
i and E
′
i, the quotients V˜i := V
′
i /Γi
and E˜i := E
′
i/Γi are manifolds, with e´tale projections πV˜i : V
′
i → V˜i and
πE˜i : E
′
i → E˜i. As π
′ : E′i → V
′
i and s
′
i : V
′
i → E
′
i are Γi-equivariant, they push
down to unique smooth maps π˜ : E˜i → V˜i and s˜i : V˜i → E˜i with π˜◦πE˜i = πV˜i ◦π
′
and s˜i ◦ πV˜i = πE˜i ◦ s
′
i. Then π˜ : E˜i → V˜i is a vector bundle, and s˜i : V˜i → E˜i a
smooth section. Set Γ˜i = {1}. Then we have
s˜−1i (0)/Γ˜i = s˜
−1
i (0) = (s
′
i)
−1(0)/Γi = s
−1
i (0)/Γi,
so ψ˜i := ψi : s˜
−1
i (0)/Γ˜i → X is a homeomorphism with the open set Imψi ⊆ X .
Thus (V˜i, E˜i, Γ˜i, s˜i, ψ˜i) is a Kuranishi neighbourhood on X , with Im ψ˜i = Imψi.
Let i, j ∈ I. Define P ′ij = π
−1
ij (V
′
i ) ∩ φ
−1
ij (V
′
j ) ⊆ Pij , so that P
′
ij ⊆ Pij
is open and Γi × Γj-invariant. Set π′ij := πij |P ′ij : P
′
ij → V
′
i , φ
′
ij := φij |P ′ij :
P ′ij → V
′
j , and φˆ
′
ij := φˆij |P ′ij : (π
′
ij)
∗(E′i)→ (φ
′
ij)
∗(E′j). Since ψ¯
−1
i (S) ⊆ V
′
i and
ψ¯−1j (S) ⊆ V
′
j for S = Imψi ∩ Imψj , the image V
′
ij := π
′
ij(P
′
ij) is a Γi-invariant
open neighbourhood of ψ¯−1i (S) in V
′
i ⊆ Vi.
Since π′ij × φ
′
ij : P
′
ij → V
′
i × V
′
j is (Γi × Γj)-equivariant and Γi,Γj act freely
on V ′i , V
′
j , we see that Γi × Γj acts freely on P
′
ij . Thus P˜ij := P
′
ij/(Γi × Γj) is
a manifold, with e´tale projection πP˜ij : P
′
ij → P˜ij , and π
′
ij , φ
′
ij , φˆ
′
ij descend to
unique π˜ij : P˜ij → V˜i, φ˜ij → V˜j ,
ˆ˜φij : π˜
∗
ij(E˜i)→ φ˜
∗
ij(E˜j), as for π˜, s˜i. Clearly
Φ˜ij : (V˜i, E˜i, Γ˜i, s˜i, ψ˜i) −→ (V˜j , E˜j , Γ˜j , s˜j , ψ˜j)
is a 1-morphism over S = Imψi ∩ Imψj = Im ψ˜i ∩ Im ψ˜j .
Let i, j, k ∈ I. As (P˙ijk , λijk, λˆijk) represents Λijk : Φjk ◦ Φij ⇒ Φik, we
have P˙ijk ⊆ (Pij ×φij,Vj ,πjk Pjk)/Γj open, and λijk : P˙ijk → Pik, and λˆijk :
(πij ◦ πPij )
∗(Ei)→ (φjk ◦ πPjk )
∗(TVk). Define
P˙ ′ijk = P˙ijk ∩ (πij ◦ πPij )
−1(V ′i ) ∩ (φij ◦ πPij )
−1(V ′j ) ∩ (φjk ◦ πPjk)
−1(V ′k),
and set λ′ijk := λijk |P˙ ′ijk , λˆ
′
ijk := λˆijk |P˙ ′ijk . Then P˙
′
ijk ⊆ (P
′
ij ×φ′ij ,V ′j ,π′jk P
′
jk)/Γj
is open, and λ′ijk : P˙
′
ijk → P
′
ik, and λˆ
′
ijk : (π
′
ij ◦πP ′ij )
∗(E′i)→ (φ
′
jk ◦πP ′jk )
∗(TV ′k).
Since λ′ijk : P˙
′
ijk → P
′
ik is (Γi × Γk)-equivariant and Γi × Γk acts freely on
P ′ik, we see that Γi × Γk acts freely on P˙
′
ijk. Thus
˙˜Pijk := P˙
′
ijk/(Γi × Γk) is a
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manifold, with e´tale projection π ˙˜Pijk : P˙
′
ijk →
˙˜Pijk . We have
˙˜Pijk ⊆
[
(P ′ij ×V ′j P
′
jk)/Γj
]
/(Γi × Γk)
=
(
P ′ij/(Γi × Γj)
)
×V ′j /Γj
(
P ′jk/(Γj × Γk)
)
= P˜ij ×φ˜ij,V˜j ,π˜jk P˜jk.
Also λ′ijk, λˆ
′
ijk descend to unique λ˜ijk :
˙˜Pijk → P˜ik and
ˆ˜
λijk : (π˜ij ◦πP˜ij )
∗(E˜i)→
(φ˜jk ◦ πP˜jk )
∗(T V˜k). It is now easy to check that Λ˜ijk := [
˙˜Pijk , λ˜ijk,
ˆ˜
λijk ] is
a 2-morphism Φ˜jk ◦ Φ˜ij ⇒ Φ˜ik over S = Im ψ˜i ∩ Im ψ˜j ∩ Im ψ˜k. Therefore
Λ˜iji : Φ˜ji ◦ Φ˜ij ⇒ id(V˜i,E˜i,Γ˜i,s˜i,ψ˜i), Λ˜jij : Φ˜ij ◦ Φ˜ji ⇒ id(V˜j ,E˜j ,Γ˜j,s˜j ,ψ˜j) imply Φ˜ij
is an equivalence in KurS(X) for S = Im ψ˜i∩Im ψ˜j , and so a coordinate change
over S, for all i, j ∈ I.
Define K˜ =
(
I, (V˜i, E˜i, Γ˜i, s˜i, ψ˜i)i∈I , Φ˜ij, i,j∈I , Λ˜ijk, i,j,k∈I
)
. Then Definition
4.17(a)–(d) for K˜ are immediate, and (e)–(h) follow from (e)–(h) for K. Hence
X˜ = (X, K˜) is a Kuranishi space, and X˜ ∈ KurtrΓ as Γ˜i = {1} for all i ∈ I.
We must show that X and X˜ are equivalent in KurtrG. Set f = g = idX :
X → X . For i, j ∈ I, define a 1-morphism of Kuranishi neighbourhoods
f ij : (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi) −→ (V˜j , E˜j , Γ˜j , s˜j , ψ˜j) over (Imψi ∩ Im ψ˜j , f),
by f ij = (P¨ij , π¨ij , fij , fˆij), where P¨ij := P
′
ij/Γj with e´tale projection πP¨ij :
P ′ij → P¨ij , and π
′
ij , φ
′
ij , φˆ
′
ij descend to unique π¨ij , fij , fˆij through πP¨ij . That
is, we define f ij from Φ
′
ij as for Φ˜ij , except that we divide by Γj rather than
Γi × Γj . Similarly, define a 1-morphism
gji : (V˜j , E˜j , Γ˜j , s˜j , ψ˜j) −→ (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi) over (Imψi ∩ Im ψ˜j , g),
by gji = (
...
P ji,
...
π ji, gji, gˆji), where
...
P ji := P
′
ji/Γj, dividing by Γj rather than
Γj × Γi, and π′ji, φ
′
ji, φˆ
′
ji descend to
...
π ji, gji, gˆji through π
...
P ji : P
′
ji →
...
P ji.
For i, i′, j, j′ ∈ I, we now define 2-morphisms
F
j
ii′ : f i′j ◦ Φii′ =⇒ f ij , F
jj′
i : Φ˜jj′ ◦ f ij =⇒ f ij′ ,
Gijj′ : gj′i ◦ Φ˜jj′ =⇒ gji, G
ii′
j : Φii′ ◦ gji =⇒ gji′ ,
where F jii′ ,F
jj′
i ,G
i
jj′ ,G
ii′
j are constructed as for Λ˜ii′j , Λ˜ijj′ , Λ˜jj′i, Λ˜jii′ , except
that P˙ ′ii′j , P˙
′
ijj′ , P˙
′
jj′i, P˙
′
jii′ are divided by Γj ,Γj′ ,Γj ,Γj rather than Γi×Γj ,Γi×
Γj′ ,Γj × Γi,Γj × Γi′ , respectively.
Set f =
(
f,f ij, i∈I, j∈I , F
j, j∈I
ii′, i,i′∈I , F
jj′, j,j′∈I
i, i∈I
)
and g =
(
g, gji, j∈I, i∈I ,
G
i, i∈I
jj′, j,j′∈I , G
ii′, i,i′∈I
j, j∈I
)
. Then Definition 4.20(a)–(d) for f , g are immediate,
and (e)–(h) are easily proved from Definition 4.17(g),(h). Hence f : X → X˜
and g : X˜ →X are 1-morphisms in KurtrG.
Similarly, for i, i′ ∈ I and j, j′ ∈ J we define 2-morphisms
δiji′ : gji′ ◦ f ij =⇒ Φii′ , ǫjij′ : f ij′ ◦ gji =⇒ Φ˜jj′ ,
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constructed as for Λ˜iji′ , Λ˜jij′ but dividing by {1},Γj × Γj′ . Then Definition
4.17(h) for X implies that
Λii′i′′ ⊙ (idΦi′i′′ ∗ δiji′ )⊙αΦi′i′′ ,gji′ ,fij = δiji′′ ⊙ (G
i′i′′
j ∗ idfij ),
δiji′′ ⊙ (idgji′′ ∗ F
j
ii′ )⊙αgji′′ ,f i′j ,Φii′ = Λii′i′′ ⊙ (δi′ji′′ ∗ idΦii′ ),
δij′i′ ⊙ (idgj′i′ ∗ F
jj′
i )⊙αgj′i′ ,Φ˜jj′ ,fij = δiji
′ ⊙ (Gijj′ ∗ idf ij ),
Λ˜jj′j′′ ⊙ (idΦ˜j′j′′ ∗ ǫjij
′ )⊙αΦ˜j′j′′ ,f ij′ ,gji = ǫjij
′′ ⊙ (F j
′j′′
i ∗ idgji ),
ǫjij′′ ⊙ (idf ij′′ ∗G
i
jj′ )⊙αfij′′ ,gj′i,Φ˜jj′ = Λ˜jj
′j′′ ⊙ (ǫj′ij′′ ∗ idΦ˜jj′ ),
ǫji′j′ ⊙ (idfi′j′ ∗G
ii′
j )⊙αfi′j′ ,Φii′ ,gji = ǫjij′ ⊙ (F
j
ii′ ∗ idgji).
(7.76)
Definition 4.23 defines compositions g ◦ f : X → X and f ◦ g : X˜ → X˜ in
KurtrG ⊂ Kur with 2-morphisms for all i, i′, j, j′ ∈ I
Θg,fiji′ : gji′ ◦ f ij =⇒ (g ◦ f)ii′ , Θ
f ,g
jij′ : f ij′ ◦ gji =⇒ (f ◦ g)jj′ .
We now claim that for all i, i′, j, j′ ∈ I there are unique 2-morphisms
ηii′ : (g ◦ f )ii′ =⇒ Φii′ , ζjj′ : (f ◦ g)jj′ =⇒ Φ˜jj′ ,
such that for all j ∈ I and i ∈ I we have
ηii′ |Imψi∩Imψi′∩Im ψ˜j = δiji
′ ⊙ (Θg,fiji′ )
−1,
ζjj′ |Im ψ˜j∩Im ψ˜j′∩Imψi = ǫjij
′ ⊙ (Θf ,gjij′ )
−1.
(7.77)
To prove this, for ηii′ we use the stack property Theorem 4.14(a) and Defini-
tion 4.13(iv) for the open cover {Imψi ∩ Imψi′ ∩ Im ψ˜j : j ∈ I} of the domain
Imψi ∩ Imψi′ of ηii′ , using (4.18)–(4.20) for the Θ
g,f
iji′ and (7.76) to check that
the prescribed values ηii′ |Imψi∩Imψi′∩Im ψ˜j in (7.77) satisfy the required com-
patibility on double overlaps. The ζjj′ proof is similar.
We can now show that η = (ηii′ : i, i
′ ∈ I) : g ◦ f ⇒ idX and ζ = (ζjj′ :
j, j′ ∈ I) : f ◦g ⇒ idX˜ are 2-morphisms of Kuranishi spaces, using (4.18)–(4.20)
for the Θg,fiji′ ,Θ
f ,g
jij′ , Definition 4.17(h) forX, X˜, equations (7.76) and (7.77), and
the stack property Theorem 4.14(a) and Definition 4.13(iii) to verify Definition
4.21(a),(b). Therefore f , g,η, ζ show that X and X˜ are equivalent in KurtrG.
This completes the proof of Theorem 4.61.
7.4 Proof of Theorem 4.67
In this section, as in §7.1.2 we will again by an abuse of notation treat the weak
2-category KurS(X) defined in §4.1 as if it were a strict 2-category, omitting
2-morphisms αΦkl,Φjk ,Φij ,βΦij ,γΦij in (4.4) and (4.6), and omitting brackets
in compositions of 1-morphisms Φkl ◦ Φjk ◦ Φij . We do this because otherwise
diagrams such as (7.80), (7.86), (7.88), . . . would become too big.
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Let F =
(
A, (Va, Ea,Γa, sa, ψa)a∈A, Sab,Φab, a,b∈A, Sabc,Λabc, a,b,c∈A
)
be a
fair coordinate system of virtual dimension n ∈ Z on a Hausdorff, second count-
able topological space X , as in §4.8. Then F satisfies either Definition 4.62(k)
or (k)′. We will suppose F satisfies Definition 4.62(k), and give the proof in
this case. The proof for (k)′ is very similar, but the order of composition of 1-
morphisms is reversed, and the order of horizontal composition of 2-morphisms
is reversed (though vertical composition stays the same), and the order of sub-
scripts a, b, c, . . . is reversed, so Φab,Λabc are replaced by Φba,Λcba, and so on.
We leave the details for case (k)′ to the interested reader.
Throughout the proof, we will use the following notation for multiple inter-
sections of the open sets Sab in X . For a1, . . . , ak ∈ A, k > 3, write
S˙a1a2···ak =
⋂
16i<j6k
Saiaj .
Mote generally, if we enclose a group of consecutive indices alal+1 · · · am in
brackets, as in S˙a1···al−1(al···am)am+1···ak , we omit from the intersection any Saiaj
with both ai, aj belonging to the bracketed group. So, for example
S˙a(bc) = Sab ∩ Sac, S˙(ab)(cd) = Sac ∩ Sad ∩ Sbc ∩ Sbd,
S˙a(bc)(de) = Sab ∩ Sac ∩ Sad ∩ Sae ∩ Sbd ∩ Sbe ∩ Scd ∩ Sce.
In Definition 4.62, the 2-morphisms Λabc are defined on open sets Sabc ⊆
Sab ∩ Sac ∩ Sbc ⊆ Imψa ∩ Imψb ∩ Imψc. We begin by showing that we can
extend the Λabc canonically to S˙abc = Sab ∩ Sac ∩ Sbc.
Lemma 7.3. There exist unique 2-morphisms Λ˜abc : Φbc ◦ Φab ⇒ Φac defined
over S˙abc for all a, b, c ∈ A, such that Λ˜abc|Sabc = Λabc, and as in Definition
4.62(j) we have Λ˜acd⊙(idΦcd ∗Λ˜abc) = Λ˜abd⊙(Λ˜bcd∗idΦab ) : Φcd◦Φbc◦Φab ⇒ Φad
over S˙abcd, for all a, b, c, d ∈ A.
Proof. Fix a, b, c ∈ A. We will construct a 2-morphism Λ˜abc : Φbc ◦ Φab ⇒ Φac
over S˙abc. For each d ∈ A, define
S˜dabc = Sdab ∩ Sdac ∩ Sdbc ⊆ S˙abc. (7.78)
Then S˜dabc is open in S˙abc. Definition 4.62(k) with B = {a, b, c} implies that for
each x ∈ S˙abc, there exists d ∈ A with x ∈ S˜dabc. Thus, {S˜
d
abc : d ∈ A} is an
open cover of S˙abc.
Since Φda is an equivalence in the weak 2-categoryKurS˜d
abc
(X) in Definition
4.8, as it is a coordinate change, Lemma 7.2 implies that for each d ∈ A there
is a unique 2-morphism
Λ˜dabc : Φbc ◦ Φab =⇒ Φac over S˜
d
abc, such that
Λ˜dabc ∗ idΦda = Λ
−1
dac ⊙ Λdbc ⊙ (idΦbc ∗ Λdab).
(7.79)
For d, e ∈ A, we will show that Λ˜dabc|S˜d
abc
∩S˜e
abc
= Λ˜eabc|S˜d
abc
∩S˜e
abc
. Let x ∈
S˜dabc ∩ S˜
e
abc. Then Definition 4.62(k) with B = {a, b, c, d, e} gives f ∈ A with
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x ∈ Sfab ∩ Sfac ∩ Sfbc ∩ Sfda ∩ Sfdb ∩ Sfdc ∩ Sfea ∩ Sfeb ∩ Sfec ∩ S˜dabc ∩ S˜
e
abc.
Consider the diagram of 2-morphisms on this intersection:
Φbc ◦ Φab ◦ Φfagf
`a
Λ˜dabc∗idΦfa //
ed
bc
Λ˜eabc∗idΦfaoo
idΦbc∗Λfab
Φbc◦Φab◦Φda◦Φfd
idΦbc◦Φab∗Λfda
33❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣
idΦbc∗Λdab∗idΦfd
''PP
PPP
PP
Λabc∗
idΦda◦Φfd

Φbc◦Φfb
Λfbc

Φbc◦Φab◦Φea◦Φfe
idΦbc∗Λeab∗idΦfe
ww♥♥♥
♥♥♥
♥
Λabc∗
idΦea◦Φfe

idΦbc◦Φab∗Λfea
kk❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲
Φbc◦Φdb◦Φfd
Λdbc∗idΦfd
idΦbc∗
Λfdb
77♥♥♥♥♥♥♥
Φbc◦Φeb◦Φfe
Λebc∗idΦfe 
idΦbc∗
Λfeb
ggPPPPPPP
Φdc◦Φfd
Λfdc
''PP
PPP
PPP
Φec◦Φfe
Λfec
ww♥♥♥
♥♥♥
♥♥
Φac◦Φda◦Φfd
idΦac∗Λfda
++❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲❲
Λdac∗idΦfd
77♥♥♥♥♥♥♥
Φfc Φac◦Φea◦Φfe
idΦac∗Λfea
ss❣❣❣❣❣
❣❣❣❣❣
❣❣❣❣
Λeac∗idΦfe
ggPPPPPPP
Φac ◦ Φfa.
Λfac
OO
(7.80)
Here the outer two quadrilaterals commute by (7.79), and the inner eight quadri-
laterals commute by Definition 4.62(j). So (7.80) commutes.
Thus, for each x ∈ S˜dabc ∩ S˜
e
abc, on an open neighbourhood of x we have
Λ˜dabc ∗ idΦfa = Λ˜
e
abc ∗ idΦfa , so that on an open neighbourhood of x we have
Λ˜dabc = Λ˜
e
abc by Lemma 7.2. Definition 4.13(iii) and Theorem 4.14(a) now imply
that Λ˜dabc = Λ˜
e
abc on S˜
d
abc ∩ S˜
e
abc. Since the S˜
d
abc for d ∈ A cover S˙abc, Definition
4.13(iii),(iv) and Theorem 4.14(a) show that there exists a unique 2-morphism
Λ˜abc : Φbc ◦ Φab ⇒ Φac over S˙abc such that
Λ˜abc|S˜d
abc
= Λ˜dabc for all d ∈ A. (7.81)
When d = a, we see from (7.78)–(7.79) and Definition 4.62(h),(i) that S˜aabc =
Sabc and Λ˜
a
abc = Λabc. Hence Λ˜abc|Sabc = Λabc, as we have to prove.
Suppose a, b, c, d ∈ A, and x ∈ S˙abcd = Sab ∩ Sac ∩ Sad ∩ Sbc ∩ Sbd ∩ Scd.
Definition 4.62(k) with B = {a, b, c, d} gives e ∈ A with x ∈ S˜eabc ∩ S˜
e
abd ∩ S˜
e
acd ∩
S˜ebcd. So, in an open neighbourhood of x we have[
Λ˜acd ⊙ (idΦcd ∗ Λ˜abc)
]
∗ idΦea = (Λ˜
e
acd ∗ idΦea)⊙ (idΦcd ∗ Λ˜
e
abc ∗ idΦea)
=
(
Λ−1ead ⊙ Λecd ⊙ (idΦcd ∗ Λeac)
)
⊙
(
(idΦcd ∗ Λ
−1
eac)⊙ (idΦcd ∗ Λebc)⊙ (idΦcd ∗ idΦbc ∗ Λeab)
)
= Λ−1ead ⊙ Λebd ⊙
(
Λ−1ebd ⊙ Λecd ⊙ (idΦcd ∗ Λebc)
)
⊙ (idΦcd◦Φbc ∗ Λeab)
=
(
Λ−1ead ⊙ Λebd ⊙ (idΦbd ∗ Λeab)
)
⊙
(
(idΦbd ∗ Λ
−1
eab)⊙ (Λ˜
e
bcd ∗ idΦeb)⊙ (idΦcd◦Φbc ∗ Λeab)
)
= (Λ˜eabd ∗ idΦea)⊙ (Λ˜
e
bcd ∗ idΦab ∗ idΦea) =
[
Λ˜abd ⊙ (Λ˜bcd ∗ idΦab)
]
∗ idΦea ,
using (7.81) in the first, fourth and sixth steps, and (7.79) in the second, third
and fifth. Lemma 7.2 now implies that Λ˜acd⊙(idΦcd∗Λ˜abc) = Λ˜abd⊙(Λ˜bcd∗idΦab)
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holds near x. Applying Definition 4.13(iii) and Theorem 4.14(a) again shows it
holds on the correct domain S˙abcd. This completes the lemma.
Next, for all a, b ∈ A we have a coordinate change Φab : (Va, Ea,Γa, sa,
ψa) → (Vb, Eb,Γb, sb, ψb) over Sab ⊆ Imψa ∩ Imψb. This is an equivalence
in the 2-category KurSab(X) by Definition 4.9. Thus we may choose a quasi-
inverse Φˇba : (Vb, Eb,Γb, sb, ψb)→ (Va, Ea,Γa, sa, ψa), which is also a coordinate
change over Sab, and 2-morphisms
ηab : Φab ◦ Φˇba ⇒ id(Va,Ea,Γa,sa,ψa), ζab : Φˇba ◦Φab ⇒ id(Vb,Eb,Γb,sb,ψb). (7.82)
When a = b, so that Φaa = id(Va,Ea,Γa,sa,ψa), we choose
Φˇaa = id(Va,Ea,Γa,sa,ψa) and ηaa = ζaa = idid(Va,Ea,Γa,sa,ψa) . (7.83)
Now fix a, b ∈ A. For all c ∈ A, we have S˙c(ab) = Sca ∩ Scb ⊆ Imψa ∩ Imψb.
From Definition 4.62(k) with B = {a, b}, we see that for each x ∈ Imψa ∩ Imψb
there exists c ∈ A with x ∈ S˙c(ab), so {S˙c(ab) : c ∈ A} is an open cover of
Imψa ∩ Imψb. For each c ∈ A, define a 1-morphism Ψcab : (Va, Ea,Γa, sa, ψa)→
(Vb, Eb,Γb, sb, ψb) over S˙c(ab) by Ψ
c
ab = Φcb ◦ Φˇac.
Lemma 7.4. For all a, b, c, d ∈ A, there is a unique 2-morphism
Mcdab : Ψ
c
ab =⇒ Ψ
d
ab over S˙(cd)(ab) = S˙c(ab) ∩ S˙d(ab), (7.84)
such that for all e ∈ A, the following commutes on S˙e(cd)(ab) :
Φcb ◦ Φec
Λ˜ecb
+3
idΦcb∗ζ
−1
ca ∗idΦac
Φeb
Λ˜−1
edb
+3 Φdb ◦ Φed
idΦdb∗ζ
−1
da
∗idΦad 
Φcb ◦ Φˇac ◦ Φca ◦ Φec
idΦcb◦Φˇac
∗Λ˜eca
Φdb ◦ Φˇad ◦ Φda ◦ Φed
idΦdb◦Φˇad
∗Λ˜eda 
Φcb ◦ Φˇac ◦ Φea Ψ
c
ab ◦Φea
Mcdab∗idΦea
+3 Ψdab ◦ Φea Φdb ◦ Φˇad ◦ Φea.
(7.85)
Proof. Equation (7.85) determines Mcdab ∗ idΦea over S˙e(cd)(ab), and so by Lemma
7.2, determines Mcdab over S˙e(cd)(ab), as Φea is an equivalence. Write (M
cd
ab)
e for
the value for Mcdab on S˙e(cd)(ab) determined by (7.85). Observe that Definition
4.62(k) with B = {a, b, c, d} implies that the S˙e(cd)(ab) for e ∈ A form an open
cover of S˙(cd)(ab).
Let e, f ∈ A, and x ∈ S˙(ef)(cd)(ab) = S˙e(cd)(ab) ∩ S˙f(cd)(ab). Applying Defini-
tion 4.62(k) with B = {a, b, c, d, e, f} and this x gives g ∈ A such that all the 1-
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and 2-morphisms in the following diagram are defined on x ∈ S˙g(ef)(cd)(ab):
Ψcab ◦ Φga
Λ˜−1gea
qq❝❝❝❝❝❝
Λ˜−1
gfa
--❬❬❬❬❬❬
Λ˜−1gcagf
`a
(Mcdab)
e∗idΦga
//
ed
bc
(Mcdab)
f∗idΦga
oo
Φcb◦Φˇac◦Φea◦Φge
Λ˜−1eca
Φcb◦Φˇac◦Φfa◦Φgf
Λ˜−1
fca Φcb◦Φˇac◦Φca◦Φgc
Λ˜−1gecqq❝❝
Λ˜−1
gfc--❬❬
ζcaΦcb◦Φˇac◦Φca◦Φec◦Φge
ζca
Φcb◦Φˇac◦Φca◦Φfc◦Φgf
ζca Φcb◦Φgc
Λ˜−1gec
qq❝❝❝❝❝❝❝❝❝❝
Λ˜−1
gfc
--❬❬❬❬❬❬❬❬❬
❬
Λ˜gcb
Φcb◦Φec◦Φge
Λ˜ecb
Φcb◦Φfc◦Φgf
Λ˜fcb Φgb
Λ˜−1
geb
qq❝❝❝❝❝❝❝❝❝❝
❝❝❝❝❝❝❝
Λ˜−1
gfb
--❬❬❬❬❬❬❬❬❬
❬❬❬❬❬❬❬
Λ˜−1
gdb
Φeb◦Φge
Λ˜−1edb
Φfb◦Φgf
Λ˜−1fdb Φdb◦Φgd
Λ˜−1
ged
qq❝❝❝❝❝❝❝❝❝❝
Λ˜−1
gfd
--❬❬❬❬❬❬❬❬❬
❬
ζ−1
daΦdb◦Φed◦Φge
ζ−1
da
Φdb◦Φfd◦Φgf
ζ−1
da Φdb◦Φˇad◦Φda◦Φgd
Λ˜−1
gedqq❝❝
Λ˜−1
gfd--❬❬
Λ˜gda

Φdb◦Φˇad◦Φda◦Φed◦Φge
Λ˜eda
Φdb◦Φˇad◦Φda◦Φfd◦Φgf
Λ˜fda 
Φdb◦Φˇad◦Φea◦Φge Λ˜gea
--❬❬❬❬❬❬
Φdb◦Φˇad◦Φfa◦ΦgfΛ˜gfa
qq❝❝❝❝❝❝
Ψdab ◦ Φga.
(7.86)
Here for clarity we have omitted all ‘id···∗’ and ‘∗id···’ terms. The two outer
nine-gons commute by (7.85), eight small quadrilaterals commute by Lemma
7.3, and four small quadrilaterals commute by compatibility of horizontal and
vertical composition. Thus (7.86) commutes, and (Mcdab)
e∗idΦga = (M
cd
ab)
f ∗idΦga
near x, so (Mcdab)
e = (Mcdab)
f near x by Lemma 7.2.
As this holds for all x ∈ S˙e(cd)(ab) ∩ S˙f(cd)(ab), Definition 4.13(iii) and The-
orem 4.14(a) show that (Mcdab)
e = (Mcdab)
f on S˙e(cd)(ab) ∩ S˙f(cd)(ab). Since the
S˙e(cd)(ab) for e ∈ A cover S˙(cd)(ab), Definition 4.13(iii),(iv) and Theorem 4.14(a)
imply that there is a unique 2-morphism Mcdab as in (7.84) with M
cd
ab|S˙e(cd)(ab) =
(Mcdab)
e. But by definition of (Mcdab)
e this holds if and only if (7.85) commutes.
This completes the lemma.
Lemma 7.5. For all a, b, c, d, e ∈ A, we have
Mdeab ⊙M
cd
ab = M
ce
ab : Ψ
c
ab =⇒ Ψ
e
ab
over S˙(cde)(ab) = S˙(cd)(ab) ∩ S˙(ce)(ab) ∩ S˙(de)(ab).
(7.87)
Proof. Let x ∈ S˙(cde)(ab). Definition 4.62(k) with B = {a, b, c, d, e} and this x
gives f ∈ A such that all the 1- and 2-morphisms in the following diagram are
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defined on x ∈ S˙f(cde)(ab):
Φfb
Λ˜−1fcbow ❤❤❤❤❤
❤❤❤❤
❤❤❤❤
❤❤❤❤
❤❤
❤❤❤❤
❤❤❤❤
❤❤❤❤
❤❤❤❤
❤❤❤
Λ˜−1
fdb
 Λ˜
−1
feb '/❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲
Φcb◦Φfc
idΦcb∗ζ
−1
ca ∗idΦac
Φdb◦Φfd
idΦdb∗ζ
−1
da
∗idΦad
Φeb◦Φfe
idΦeb∗ζ
−1
ea ∗idΦae 
Φcb◦Φˇac◦Φca◦Φfc
idΦcb◦Φˇac
∗Λ˜fca

Φdb◦Φˇad◦Φda◦Φfd
idΦdb◦Φˇad
∗Λ˜fda

Φeb◦Φˇae◦Φea◦Φfe
idΦeb◦Φˇae
∗Λ˜fea

Φcb◦Φˇac◦Φfa
Mcdab∗idΦfa +3
Mceab∗idΦfa
,4Φdb◦Φˇad◦Φfa
Mdeab∗idΦfa +3 Φeb◦Φˇae◦Φfa.
(7.88)
Here the two inner and the outer septagons commute by (7.85). Thus (7.88)
commutes, and compatibility of horizontal and vertical composition gives
(Mdeab ⊙M
cd
ab) ∗ idΦfa = (M
de
ab ∗ idΦfa)⊙ (M
de
ab ∗ idΦfa) = M
ce
ab ∗ idΦfa
near x, so (7.87) holds near x by Lemma 7.2. As this is true for all x ∈ S˙(cde)(ab),
the lemma follows from Definition 4.13(iii) and Theorem 4.14(a).
By Lemmas 7.4 and 7.5, as {S˙c(ab) : c ∈ A} is an open cover of Imψa ∩
Imψb, we may now apply Definition 4.13(v) and Theorem 4.14(a) to show that
for all a, b ∈ A, there exists a coordinate change Ψab : (Va, Ea,Γa, sa, ψa) →
(Vb, Eb,Γb, sb, ψb) over Imψa ∩ Imψb, and 2-morphisms ǫcab : Ψ
c
ab ⇒ Ψab over
S˙c(ab) for all c ∈ A, such that for all c, d ∈ A we have
ǫdab ⊙M
cd
ab = ǫ
c
ab : Ψ
c
ab =⇒ Ψab over S˙(cd)(ab) = S˙c(ab) ∩ S˙d(ab). (7.89)
Furthermore Ψab is unique up to 2-isomorphism.
In the case when a = b, we have Ψaaa = Φaa = Φˇaa = id(Va,Ea,Γa,sa,ψa) and
S˙a(aa) = Imψa, so ǫ
a
aa : id(Va,Ea,Γa,sa,ψa) ⇒ Ψaa is a 2-morphism over Imψa.
As we can choose Ψaa freely in its 2-isomorphism class, we choose
Ψaa = id(Va,Ea,Γa,sa,ψa) and ǫ
a
aa = idid(Va,Ea,Γa,sa,ψa) , for all a ∈ A. (7.90)
Lemma 7.6. For all a, b, c ∈ A, there is a unique 2-morphism
Kabc : Ψbc ◦Ψab =⇒ Ψac over Imψa ∩ Imψb ∩ Imψc,
such that for all d ∈ A, the following commutes over S˙d(abc) :
Φdc ◦ Φˇbd ◦ Φdb ◦ Φˇad
idΦdc∗ζdb∗idΦˇad
Ψdbc ◦Ψ
d
ab
ǫdbc∗ǫ
d
ab
+3 Ψbc ◦Ψab
Kabc

Φdc ◦ Φˇad Ψ
d
ac
ǫdac +3 Ψac.
(7.91)
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Proof. Fix a, b, c ∈ A. If x ∈ Imψa∩ Imψb∩ Imψc, then Definition 4.62(k) with
B = {a, b, c} and this x gives d ∈ A with x ∈ S˙d(abc). Hence
{
S˙d(abc) : d ∈ A
}
is an open cover of Imψa ∩ Imψb ∩ Imψc.
For each d ∈ A, write Kdabc for the 2-morphism over S˙d(abc) determined by
(7.91) with Kdabc in place of Kabc. We have to show that there is a unique
2-morphism Kabc over Imψa ∩ Imψb ∩ Imψc with Kabc|S˙d(abc) = K
d
abc.
Ψbc◦Ψab◦Φfa
(ǫdbc)
−1
∗(ǫdab)
−1
ss❣❣❣❣❣
❣❣❣❣❣
❣❣❣❣❣
❣❣❣
(ǫebc)
−1
∗(ǫeab)
−1
++❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲gf
`a
Kdabc∗idΦfa
//
ed
bc
Keabc∗idΦfa
oo
Φdc◦Φˇbd◦Φdb◦Φˇad◦Φfa
ζdb

Mdebc ∗M
de
ab //
Λ˜
−1
fda
idΨd
bc
∗Mdeab

Φec◦Φˇbe◦Φeb◦Φˇae◦Φfa
ζeb

Φdc◦Φˇbd◦Φdb◦
Φˇad◦Φda◦Φfd
ζda
Φec◦Φˇae◦Φfa
Λ˜
−1
edc 
Φdc◦Φˇbd◦
Φdb◦Φfd
ζdb

Λ˜fdb
++❲❲❲❲
Φdc◦Φed◦
Φˇae◦Φfa
ζ
−1
db
ss❣❣
Φdc◦Φˇbd
◦Φfb
Λ˜
−1
feb 
Φdc◦Φˇbd◦Φeb
◦Φˇae◦Φfa
Φdc◦Φˇbd◦Φdb◦
Φed◦Φˇae◦ΦfaΛ˜edb
oo
Φdc◦Φˇbd◦
Φeb◦Φfe
ζ−1ea // Φdc◦Φˇbd◦Φeb◦
Φˇae◦Φea◦Φfe
Λ˜fea
OO
Φdc◦Φˇbd◦Φdb◦Φed
◦Φˇae◦Φea◦Φfe
Λ˜edboo
Λ˜fea
OO
ζdb∗ζeaww♦♦♦
♦♦♦
♦♦♦
Φdc◦Φfd
Λ˜fdc
++❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲
❲❲
ζ
−1
da

Φdc◦Φed◦Φfe
Λ˜fedoo Λ˜edc // Φec◦Φfe
Λ˜fec
ss❣❣❣❣❣
❣❣❣❣
❣❣❣❣
❣❣❣❣
❣❣❣❣
❣
ζ−1ea

Φdc◦Φˇad◦Φda◦Φfd
Λ˜fda

Φfc Φec◦Φˇae◦Φea◦Φfe
Λ˜fea

Φdc◦Φˇad◦Φfa
ǫdac
++❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲❲
❲
Mdeac // Φec◦Φˇae◦Φfa
ǫeac
ss❣❣❣❣❣
❣❣❣❣❣
❣❣❣❣❣
❣❣❣❣❣
Ψac◦Φfa.
Figure 7.2: Proof that Kdabc ∗ idΦfa = K
e
abc ∗ idΦfa
Let d, e ∈ A, and x ∈ S˙(de)(abc) = S˙d(abc) ∩ S˙e(abc). Definition 4.62(k) with
B = {a, b, c, d, e} and this x gives f ∈ A with x ∈ S˙f(de)(abc). Consider the
diagram of 1- and 2-morphisms Figure 7.2. We have omitted most terms ∗id···
and id···∗ in the 2-morphisms for clarity. The two outer crescent shapes are the
definitions of Kdabc,K
e
abc in (7.91), composed with Φfa. The top and bottom
triangles commute by (7.89). In the interior of the figure, the three polygons
with sides involving Mdeab ,M
de
ac ,M
de
bc commute by (7.85). The remaining four
polygons commute by Lemma 7.3 and compatibility of horizontal and vertical
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composition. Thus Figure 7.2 commutes, which proves that Kdabc ∗ idΦfa =
Keabc∗idΦfa on S˙f(de)(abc). Lemma 7.2 now shows that K
d
abc = K
e
abc on S˙f(de)(abc).
As the S˙f(de)(abc) for f ∈ A cover S˙d(abc) ∩ S˙e(abc), Definition 4.13(iii) and
Theorem 4.14(a) imply that Kdabc = K
e
abc on S˙d(abc) ∩ S˙e(abc). Since
{
S˙d(abc) :
d ∈ A
}
is an open cover of Imψa ∩ Imψb ∩ Imψc, Definition 4.13(iii),(iv) and
Theorem 4.14(a) show that there exists a unique 2-morphism Kabc over Imψa ∩
Imψb∩Imψc such that Kabc|S˙d(abc) = K
d
abc. Thus (7.91) commutes for all d ∈ A,
by definition of Kdabc. This completes the proof.
Putting a, a, b, a in place of a, b, c, d in (7.91) and using ǫaaa, ζaa identities by
(7.83), (7.90), and similarly putting a, b, b, b in place of a, b, c, d and using ǫbbb, ζbb
identities, yields
Kaab = Kabb = idΨab . (7.92)
Lemma 7.7. For all a, b, c, d ∈ A we have Kacd⊙(idΨcd ∗Kabc) = Kabd⊙(Kbcd∗
idΨab) : Ψcd ◦Ψbc ◦Ψab =⇒ Ψad over Imψa ∩ Imψb ∩ Imψc ∩ Imψd.
Proof. Let x ∈ Imψa ∩ Imψb ∩ Imψc ∩ Imψd. Definition 4.62(k) with B =
{a, b, c, d} and this x gives e ∈ A with x ∈ S˙e(abcd). Consider the diagram
Ψcd ◦Ψbc ◦Ψab
(ǫecd∗ǫ
e
bc∗ǫ
e
ab)
−1
 (■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■
■■
■■
■
■■ idΨcd∗Kabc
+3
Kbcd∗idΨab

Ψcd ◦Ψac
Kacd

(ǫecd∗ǫ
e
ac)
−1
v~ ✉✉
✉✉
✉✉
✉✉
✉✉
✉✉
✉✉
✉✉
✉
Φed◦Φˇce◦Φec◦
Φˇbe◦Φeb◦Φˇae
idΦed∗ζec∗idΦˇbe◦Φeb◦Φˇae
idΦed◦Φˇce◦Φec
∗
ζeb∗idΦˇae +3 Φed◦Φˇce◦
Φec◦Φˇae
idΦed∗ζec∗idΦˇae

ǫecd∗ǫ
e
ac
6>✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉
✉✉✉✉
✉✉✉
Φed◦Φˇbe◦
Φeb◦Φˇae
ǫebd∗ǫ
e
ab
v~ ✉✉
✉✉
✉✉
✉✉
✉✉
✉✉
✉✉
✉✉
✉
idΦed∗ζeb∗idΦˇae
+3 Φed◦Φˇae
ǫead
 (■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■
■■
■■
■■
■
Ψbd ◦Ψab
(ǫebd∗ǫ
e
ab)
−1
6>✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉
✉✉
✉✉✉✉✉ Kabd +3 Ψad.
(7.93)
Here the four outer quadrilaterals commute by (7.91), and the inner rectan-
gle commutes by compatibility of horizontal and vertical multiplication. Thus
(7.93) commutes, and the outer rectangle shows that Kacd ⊙ (idΨcd ∗ Kabc) =
Kabd ⊙ (Kbcd ∗ idΨab) holds over S˙e(abcd). Since the S˙e(abcd) for all e ∈ A cover
Imψa ∩ Imψb ∩ Imψc ∩ Imψd, the lemma follows from Definition 4.13(iii) and
Theorem 4.14(a).
The definition of the Ψab after Lemma 7.5, Lemmas 7.6–7.7, and equations
(7.90) and (7.92), now imply that K =
(
A, (Va, Ea,Γa, sa, ψa)a∈A, Ψab, a,b∈A,
Kabc, a,b,c∈A
)
is a Kuranishi structure on X in the sense of §4.3, so X = (X,K)
is a Kuranishi space with vdimX = n, as we have to prove.
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To give (Va, Ea,Γa, sa, ψa) the structure of a Kuranishi neighbourhood on
the Kuranishi space X in the sense of §4.4 for a ∈ A, note that as (Va, Ea,Γa,
sa, ψa) is already part of the Kuranishi structure K, we can take Ψai, i∈A and
Kaij, i,j∈A to be the implicit extra data Φai, i∈I , Λaij, i,j∈I in Definition 4.34.
To give Φab : (Va, Ea,Γa, sa, ψa) → (Vb, Eb,Γb, sb, ψb) the structure of a
coordinate change over Sab on the Kuranishi space X as in §4.4 for a, b ∈ A,
we need to specify implicit extra data Iabi, i∈A in place of Λabi, i∈A in Definition
4.35, where Iabi : Ψbi ◦Φab ⇒ Ψai is a 2-morphism over Sab ∩ Imψi for all i ∈ A
satisfying (4.39) over Sab ∩ Imψi ∩ Imψj for all i, j ∈ A, which becomes
Kaij ⊙ (idΨij ∗ Iabi) = Iabj ⊙ (Kbij ∗ idΦab) : Ψij ◦Ψbi ◦ Φab =⇒ Ψaj. (7.94)
Since Φˇaa = idVa,Ea,Γa,sa,ψa) by (7.83) we have Ψ
a
ab = Φab, so the definition
of Ψab gives a 2-morphism ǫ
a
ab : Φab ⇒ Ψab over Sab ⊆ Imψa ∩ Imψb. Define
Iabi = Kabi ⊙ (idΨbi ∗ (ǫ
a
ab)
−1). Then (7.94) follows from vertically composing
idΨij◦Ψbi ∗ (ǫ
a
ab)
−1 with Lemma 7.7 with i, j in place of c, d. This makes Φab into
a coordinate change over Sab on X, as we want.
Now let a, b, c ∈ A. To show that Λabc : Φbc ◦ Φab ⇒ Φac is the unique 2-
morphism over Sabc given by Theorem 4.37(a), we must prove that as in (4.40),
for all i ∈ A, over Sabc ∩ Imψi we have
Iabi ⊙ (Ibci ∗ idΦab) = Iaci ⊙ (idΨci ∗ Λabc) : Ψci ◦Φbc ◦ Φab =⇒ Ψai. (7.95)
To prove (7.95), consider the diagram of 2-morphisms over Sabc ∩ Imψi:
Ψci ◦ Φbc ◦ Φab
idΨci∗ǫ
b
bc∗ǫ
a
ab
#
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄ idΨci∗Λabc=idΨci∗Λ˜abc
+3
Ibci∗idΦab

idΨci∗M
ba
bc ∗idΦab
(0❩❩❩❩❩
❩❩❩❩❩❩❩
❩❩❩❩❩❩❩
❩❩❩❩❩
Ψci ◦ Φac
Iaci

idΨci∗ǫ
a
ac
 ✞✞
✞✞
✞✞
✞✞
✞
✞✞
✞✞
✞✞
✞✞
✞
Ψci ◦ Φac ◦ Φˇba ◦ Φab
idΨci∗ǫ
a
bc∗ǫ
a
ab
v~ ✉✉
✉✉
✉✉
✉✉
✉✉
✉✉
✉
✉✉
✉
✉✉
✉
✉✉
✉
idΨci◦Φac∗ζab
.6❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞
❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞
Ψci ◦Ψac
Kaci

✰✰
✰✰
✰✰
✰✰
✰✰
✰✰
✰✰
✰✰
✰✰
✰✰
✰✰
✰✰
✰✰
✰✰
✰✰
✰✰
✰✰
✰✰
Ψci ◦Ψbc ◦Ψab
Kbci∗idΨab

idΨci∗Kabc
-5❝❝❝❝❝❝❝❝❝❝❝❝❝❝❝❝❝❝❝❝❝❝❝❝❝
❝❝❝❝❝❝❝❝❝❝❝❝❝❝❝❝❝❝❝❝❝❝❝❝❝
Ψbi ◦Ψab
Kabi
)1❬❬❬❬❬❬❬
❬❬❬❬❬❬❬❬❬
❬❬❬❬❬❬❬❬❬
❬❬❬❬❬❬❬❬❬
❬❬❬
❬❬❬❬❬❬❬❬❬
❬❬❬❬❬❬❬❬❬
❬❬❬❬❬❬❬❬❬
❬❬❬❬❬❬❬❬❬
❬
Ψbi ◦ Φab
idΨbi∗ǫ
a
ab 08❥❥❥❥❥❥❥
❥❥❥❥❥❥❥ Iabi +3 Ψai.
(7.96)
Here the bottom and rightmost triangles, and the leftmost quadrilateral, com-
mute by definition of Iabi. The lower central quadrilateral commutes by Lemma
7.7, the upper central quadrilateral by (7.91) with d = a, the upper left tri-
angle by (7.89), and the topmost triangle by (7.85) with b, c, b, a, a in place
of a, b, c, d, e, noting that of the seven morphisms in (7.85), four are identities
in this case, so we omit them. Also we use Λ˜abc|Sabc = Λabc from Lemma
7.3. Thus (7.96) commutes, and the outer rectangle yields (7.95). Hence
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Λabc : Φbc ◦ Φab ⇒ Φac is the unique 2-morphism over Sabc given by Theo-
rem 4.37(a). This completes the proof of the first part of Theorem 4.67.
It remains to show that X = (X,K) is unique up to equivalence in Kur.
To prove this, we have to consider where in the proof above we made arbitrary
choices, and show that if we made different choices yielding X ′ = (X,K′), then
X and X ′ are equivalent in Kur. There are two places in the construction
of X where we made arbitrary choices: firstly the choice after Lemma 7.3 of
a quasi-inverse Φˇba for Φab and 2-morphisms ηab, ζab in (7.82) (though in fact
the ηab were never used in the definition of X), and secondly the choice after
Lemma 7.5 of Ψab and 2-morphisms ǫ
c
ab satisfying (7.89).
For the first, if Φˇ′ba, η
′
ab, ζ
′
ab are alternative choices for Φˇba, ηab, ζab, for all
a, b ∈ A, then there exist unique 2-morphisms αab : Φˇba ⇒ Φˇ′ba such that
ζab = ζ
′
ab ⊙ (αab ∗ idΦab) for all a, b ∈ A, (7.97)
and αaa = idid(Va,Ea,Γa,sa,ψa) . Then one can check that for the second choice we
can keep Ψab unchanged and replace ǫ
c
ab by
ǫ′cab = ǫ
c
ab ⊙ (idΦcb ∗ (αac)
−1) for all a, b, c ∈ A. (7.98)
Using (7.97)–(7.98) to compare (7.91) for Φˇba, ηab, ζab, ǫ
c
ab and Φˇ
′
ba, η
′
ab, ζ
′
ab, ǫ
′c
ab,
we find that the two occurrences of αda and of αdb cancel, so Kabc is unchanged.
Thus, the family of possible outcomes for Ψab,Kabc and X are independent of
the first choice of Φˇba, ηab, ζab for a, b ∈ A.
Next, regard the Φˇba, ηab, ζab as fixed, and let Ψ
′
ab, ǫ
′c
ab be alternative possibil-
ities for Ψab, ǫ
c
ab in the second choice, and K
′
abc the corresponding 2-morphisms
in Lemma 7.6. Then by Theorem 4.14(a) and the last part of Definition 4.13(v),
there are unique 2-morphisms βab : Ψab ⇒ Ψ
′
ab for all a, b ∈ A, such that
ǫ′cab = βab ⊙ ǫ
c
ab for all a, b, c ∈ A. (7.99)
Substituting (7.99) into (7.91) for Ψ′ab, ǫ
′c
ab,K
′
abc and comparing with (7.91) for
Ψab, ǫ
c
ab,Kabc, we see that
K′abc = βac ⊙Kabc ⊙ (β
−1
bc ∗ β
−1
ab ).
Define 1-morphisms f : X →X ′, g :X ′ →X, in the notation of (4.15), by
f =
(
idX ,Ψab, a∈A, b∈A, (Kaa′b)
b, b∈A
aa′, a,a′∈A, (Kabb′ ⊙ (β
−1
bb′ ∗ idΨab))
bb′, b,b′∈A
a, a∈A
)
,
g =
(
idX ,Ψ
′
ab, a∈A, b∈A, (K
′
aa′b)
b, b∈A
aa′, a,a′∈A, (K
′
abb′ ⊙ (βbb′ ∗ idΨ′ab))
bb′, b,b′∈A
a, a∈A
)
.
One can check these satisfy Definition 4.20(a)–(h), and so are 1-morphisms of
Kuranishi spaces. Definition 4.23 now gives a 1-morphism of Kuranishi spaces
g◦f : X →X, and 2-morphisms of Kuranishi neighbourhoods for all a, b, c ∈ A
Θg,fabc : Ψ
′
bc ◦Ψab =⇒ (g ◦ f)ac.
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We claim that there is a unique 2-morphism ̺ = (̺ac, a,c∈A) : g ◦ f ⇒ idX
of Kuranishi spaces such that for all a, b, c ∈ A the following diagram of 2-
morphisms of Kuranishi neighbourhoods over Imψa ∩ Imψb ∩ Imψc commutes:
Ψ′bc ◦Ψab
(β′bc)
−1∗idΨab
+3
Θg,f
abc
Ψbc ◦Ψab
Kabc 
(g ◦ f)ac
̺ac|Imψa∩Imψb∩Imψc +3 Ψac = (idX)ac.
(7.100)
To prove this, note that (7.100) determines ̺ac on the open subset Imψa ∩
Imψb ∩ Imψc ⊆ Imψa ∩ Imψc. Using (4.18)–(4.20) for the Θ
g,f
abc and Lemma
7.7 for the Kabc, we prove that these prescribed values for ̺ac agree on overlaps
between Imψa∩Imψb∩Imψc and Imψa∩Imψb′ ∩Imψc, for all b, b′ ∈ A. Thus,
as the Imψa ∩ Imψb ∩ Imψc for all b ∈ A form an open cover of the correct
domain Imψa ∩ Imψc for a, c ∈ A, Theorem 4.14(a) and Definition 4.13(iii),(iv)
imply that there is a unique 2-morphism ̺ac : (g ◦ f)ac ⇒ (idX)ac such that
(7.100) commutes for all b ∈ A.
We can then check that ̺ = (̺ac, a,c∈A) satisfies Definition 4.21(a),(b), by
proving that they hold on the restriction of their domains with Imψb for each
b ∈ A using (7.100), (4.18)–(4.20) for the Θg,fabc and Lemma 7.7 for the Kabc, and
then using Theorem 4.14(a) and Definition 4.13(iii) to deduce that Definition
4.21(a),(b) hold on the correct domains. Therefore ̺ : g ◦ f ⇒ idX is a 2-
morphism of Kuranishi spaces. Similarly, exchanging X ,X ′ we construct a
2-morphism σ : f ◦g ⇒ idX′ . Hence f :X →X
′ is an equivalence, and X,X ′
are equivalent in the 2-categoryKur. This completes the proof of Theorem 4.67.
7.5 Proof of Theorem 5.5
The changes to §7.1 to include corners, proving Theorem 5.5, are very simi-
lar to §6.3. The only nontrivial issue is in the proof of Definition 4.13(v) for
Hom((Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi), (Vj , Ej ,Γj , sj , ψj)), when we define φij using Lemma
6.2 in the paragraph of (7.12), and this should be modified as in §6.3.
7.6 Proof of Theorem 5.6
Theorem 5.6 may be proved by modifying the proof of Theorem 4.16 in §7.2,
following the method used to prove Theorem 3.28 in §6.4 by modifying the proof
of Theorem 2.13 in §6.2. We replace TVi, TVj, dsi, dsj , dφij , . . . by bTVi, bTVj ,
bdsi,
bdsj ,
bdφij , . . . throughout, and use Proposition 5.4 in place of Proposition
3.26 in the ‘only if’ part in §6.4.1. We leave the details to the reader.
A Previous definitions of Kuranishi space
We discuss the various definitions of Kuranishi space, and of good coordinate
system, in the work of Fukaya, Oh, Ohta and Ono [9–18], McDuff and Wehrheim
[52,53], and Dingyu Yang [68–70]. To improve compatibility with §2–§6, we have
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made some small changes in notation compared to our sources, without changing
the content. We hope the authors concerned will not mind this.
The author [32, 33] also previously attempted a definition of a category of
Kuranishi spaces, but this was unsatisfactory because of problems with the use
of germs, and we will not explain it.
Examples A.2, A.5, . . . explain the relationship between the material we
explain, and some of the definitions of §4.
A.1 Fukaya–Oh–Ohta–Ono’s Kuranishi spaces
Kuranishi spaces are used in the work of Fukaya, Oh, Ohta and Ono [9–18]
as the geometric structure on moduli spaces of J-holomorphic curves. Initially
introduced by Fukaya and Ono [18, §5] in 1999, the definition has changed
several times as their work has evolved [9–18].
This section explains their most recent definition of Kuranishi space, taken
from [15, §4]. As in the rest of our book ‘Kuranishi neighbourhood’, ‘coordinate
change’ and ‘Kuranishi space’ have a different meaning, we will use the terms
‘FOOO Kuranishi neighbourhood’, ‘FOOO coordinate change’ and ‘FOOO Ku-
ranishi space’ below to refer to concepts from [15].
For the next definitions, let X be a compact, metrizable topological space.
Definition A.1. A FOOO Kuranishi neighbourhood on X is a quintuple (V,E,
Γ, s, ψ) such that:
(a) V is a smooth manifold, which may or may not have boundary or corners.
(b) E is a finite-dimensional real vector space.
(c) Γ is a finite group with a smooth, effective action on V , and a linear
representation on E.
(d) s : V → E is a Γ-equivariant smooth map.
(e) ψ is a homeomorphism from s−1(0)/Γ to an open subset Imψ in X , where
Imψ =
{
ψ(xΓ) : x ∈ s−1(0)
}
is the image of ψ, and is called the footprint
of (V,E,Γ, s, ψ).
We will write ψ¯ : s−1(0) → Imψ ⊆ X for the composition of ψ with the
projection s−1(0)→ s−1(0)/Γ.
Now let p ∈ X . A FOOO Kuranishi neighbourhood of p in X is a FOOO
Kuranishi neighbourhood (Vp, Ep,Γp, sp, ψp) with a distinguished point op ∈ Vp
such that op is fixed by Γp, and sp(op) = 0, and ψp([op]) = p. Then op is unique.
Example A.2. For our Kuranishi neighbourhoods (V ′, E′,Γ′, s′, ψ′) in Defini-
tion 4.1, π′ : E′ → V ′ is a Γ′-equivariant vector bundle, and s′ : V ′ → E′ a
Γ′-equivariant smooth section. Also Γ′ is not required to act effectively on V ′.
To make a FOOO Kuranishi neighbourhood (V,E,Γ, s, ψ) into one of our
Kuranishi neighbourhoods (V ′, E′,Γ′, s′, ψ′), take V ′ = V , Γ′ = Γ, ψ′ = ψ, let
π′ : E′ → V ′ be the trivial vector bundle πV : V × E → V with fibre E, and
s′ = id×s : V → V ×E. Thus, FOOO Kuranishi neighbourhoods correspond to
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special examples of our Kuranishi neighbourhoods (V ′, E′,Γ′, s′, ψ′), in which
π′ : E′ → V ′ is a trivial vector bundle, and Γ′ acts effectively on V ′.
By an abuse of notation, we will sometimes identify FOOO Kuranishi neigh-
bourhoods with the corresponding Kuranishi neighbourhoods in §4.1. That is,
we will use E to denote both a vector space, and the corresponding trivial vector
bundle over V , and s to denote both a map, and a section of a trivial bundle.
Fukaya et al. [15, Def. 4.3(4)] also make the same abuse of notation.
Definition A.3. Let (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi), (Vj , Ej ,Γj, sj , ψj) be FOOO Kuranishi
neighbourhoods on X . Suppose S ⊆ Imψi ∩ Imψj ⊆ X is an open subset
of the intersection of the footprints Imψi, Imψj ⊆ X . We say a quadruple
Φij = (Vij , hij , ϕij , ϕˆij) is a FOOO coordinate change from (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi) to
(Vj , Ej ,Γj, sj , ψj) over S if:
(a) Vij is a Γi-invariant open neighbourhood of ψ¯
−1
i (S) in Vi.
(b) hij : Γi → Γj is an injective group homomorphism.
(c) ϕij : Vij →֒ Vj is an hij -equivariant smooth embedding, such that the
induced map (ϕij)∗ : Vij/Γi → Vj/Γj is injective.
(d) ϕˆij : Vij×Ei →֒ Vj×Ej is an hij-equivariant embedding of vector bundles
over ϕij : Vij →֒ Vj , viewing Vij×Ei → Vij , Vj×Ej → Vj as trivial vector
bundles.
(e) ϕˆij(si|Vij ) = ϕ
∗
ij(sj), in sections of ϕ
∗
ij(Vj × Ej)→ Vij .
(f) ψi = ψj ◦ (ϕij)∗ on (s
−1
i (0) ∩ Vij)/Γi.
(g) hij restricts to an isomorphism StabΓi(v) → StabΓj (ϕij(v)) for all v in
Vij , where StabΓi(v) is the stabilizer subgroup
{
γ ∈ Γi : γ(v) = v
}
.
(h) For each v ∈ s−1i (0) ∩ Vij ⊆ Vij ⊆ Vi we have a commutative diagram
0 // TvVi
dϕij|v
//
dsi|v
Tϕij(v)Vj
//
dsj |ϕij(v)
Nij |v //
dfibresj |v
0
0 // Ei|v
ϕˆij |v // Ej |ϕij(v) // Fij |v // 0
(A.1)
with exact rows, where Nij → Vij is the normal bundle of Vij in Vj ,
and Fij = ϕ
∗
ij(Ej)/ϕˆij(Ei|Vij ) the quotient bundle. We require that the
induced morphism dfibresj |v in (A.1) should be an isomorphism.
Note that dfibresj |v an isomorphism in (A.1) is equivalent to the following
complex being exact, which is how we write the analogous conditions in §2–§6:
0 // TvVi
dsi|v⊕dϕij|v // Ei|v⊕Tϕij(v)Vj
ϕˆij |v⊕−dsj |ϕij(v)// Ej |ϕij(v) // 0.
(A.2)
If we do not specify S, but just say that Φij is a FOOO coordinate change
from (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi) to (Vj , Ej ,Γj , sj, ψj), we mean that S = Imψi ∩ Imψj .
Now let (Vp, Ep,Γp, sp, ψp), (Vq , Eq,Γq, sq, ψq) be FOOO Kuranishi neigh-
bourhoods of p ∈ X and q ∈ Imψp ⊆ X , respectively. We say a quadruple
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Φqp = (Vqp, hqp, ϕqp, ϕˆqp) is a FOOO coordinate change if it is a FOOO coordi-
nate change from (Vq, Eq,Γq, sq, ψq) to (Vp, Ep,Γp, sp, ψp) on Sqp, where Sqp is
any open neighbourhood of q in Imψq ∩ Imψp.
Remark A.4. (a) We have changed notation slightly compared to [15], to
improve compatibility with the rest of the book. Fukaya et al. [15, §4] write
Kuranishi neighbourhoods as (V,E,Γ, ψ, s) rather than (V,E,Γ, s, ψ). Also,
they write coordinate changes as Φpq = (ϕˆpq , ϕpq, hpq), leaving Vpq implicit,
rather than as Φqp = (Vqp, hqp, ϕqp, ϕˆqp) as we do. Note that we have changed
the order of p, q in the subscripts compared to [15].
Fukaya et al. do not require ϕˆij : Vij × Ei →֒ ϕ∗ij(Vj × Ej) to come from
an injective linear map of vector spaces Ei →֒ Ej . As in §A.3, McDuff and
Wehrheim do require this.
Fukaya et al. only impose Definition A.3(h) for Kuranishi spaces ‘with a
tangent bundle’ in the sense of [10, 15, 18]. As the author knows of no reason
for considering Kuranishi spaces ‘without tangent bundles’, and the notation
appears to be merely historical, we will include ‘with a tangent bundle’ in our
definitions of FOOO coordinate changes and FOOO Kuranishi spaces.
(b) Manifolds with corners were discussed in §3.1–§3.3. When we allow the Vi
in Kuranishi neighbourhoods (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi) to be manifolds with boundary,
or manifolds with corners, it is important that the definition of embedding of
manifolds with corners ϕij : Vij →֒ Vj used in Definition A.3(c) includes the
condition that ϕij be simple, in the sense of §3.1. Here are some examples:
(i) Let h : [0,∞) → R be smooth. Then f : [0,∞) → [0,∞) × R mapping
f : x 7→
(
x, h(x)
)
is simple, and an embedding.
(ii) The inclusion i : [0,∞) →֒ R is not simple, or an embedding.
(ii) The diagonal map ∆ : [0,∞) → [0,∞)2 mapping ∆ : x 7→ (x, x) is not
simple, or an embedding.
We relate FOOO coordinate changes to coordinate changes in §4.1.
Example A.5. Let Φij = (Vij , hij , ϕij , ϕˆij) : (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi) → (Vj , Ej ,Γj ,
sj , ψj) be a FOOO coordinate change over S, as in Definition A.3. As in Ex-
ample A.2, regard the FOOO Kuranishi neighbourhoods (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi), (Vj ,
Ej ,Γj , sj , ψj) as examples of Kuranishi neighbourhoods in the sense of §4.1.
Set Pij = Vij ×Γj . Let Γi act on Pij by γi : (v, γ) 7→ (γi · v, γhij(γi)−1). Let
Γj act on Pij by γj : (v, γ) 7→ (v, γjγ). Define πij : Pij → Vi and φij : Pij → Vj
by πij : (v, γ) 7→ v and φij : (v, γ) 7→ γ · ϕij(v). Then πij is Γi-equivariant and
Γj-invariant. Since ϕij is hij-equivariant, φij is Γi-invariant, and Γj-equivariant.
We will define a vector bundle morphism φˆij : π
∗
ij(Ei) → φ
∗
ij(Ej). At
(v, γ) ∈ Pij , this φˆij must map Ei|v → Ej |γ·ϕij(v). We define φˆij |(v,γ) to be
the composition of ϕˆij |v : Ei|v → Ej |ϕij(v) with γ· : Ej |ϕij(v) → Ej |γ·ϕij(v) from
the Γj-action on Ej . That is, φˆij |Vij×{γ} = γ · ϕˆij for each γ ∈ Γj .
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It is now easy to see that Φ˜ij = (Pij , πij , φij , φˆij) : (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi)→ (Vj ,
Ej ,Γj , sj , ψj) is a 1-morphism over S, in the sense of §4.1. Theorem 4.16 shows
that Φ˜ij is a coordinate change over S, in the sense of §4.1.
Definition A.6. A FOOO Kuranishi structure K on X of virtual dimension
n ∈ Z in the sense of [15, §4], including the ‘with a tangent bundle’ condition, as-
signs a FOOO Kuranishi neighbourhood (Vp, Ep,Γp, sp, ψp) for each p ∈ X and
a FOOO coordinate change Φqp = (Vqp, hqp, ϕqp, ϕˆqp) : (Vq , Eq,Γq, sq, ψq) →
(Vp, Ep,Γp, sp, ψp) for each q ∈ Imψp such that the following holds:
(a) dimVp − rankEp = n for all p ∈ X .
(b) If q ∈ Imψp, r ∈ ψq((Vqp ∩ s−1q (0))/Γq), then for each connected compo-
nent (ϕ−1rq (Vqp) ∩ Vrp)
α of ϕ−1rq (Vqp) ∩ Vrp there exists γ
α
rqp ∈ Γp with
hqp ◦ hrq = γ
α
rqp · hrp · (γ
α
rqp)
−1, ϕqp ◦ ϕrq = γ
α
rqp · ϕrp,
and ϕ∗rq(ϕˆqp) ◦ ϕˆrq = γ
α
rqp · ϕˆrp,
(A.3)
where the second and third equations hold on (ϕ−1rq (Vqp) ∩ Vrp)
α.
The pairX = (X,K) is called a FOOO Kuranishi space, of virtual dimension
n ∈ Z, written vdimX = n.
If the Vp for all p ∈ X are manifolds without boundary, or with boundary,
or with corners, then we call X a FOOO Kuranishi space without boundary, or
with boundary, or with corners, respectively.
We prove in Theorem 4.69 above that a FOOO Kuranishi space X can be
made into a Kuranishi space X ′ in the sense of §4.
We will show that the elements γαrqp ∈ Γp in Definition A.6(b) correspond in
the setting of §4 to a 2-morphism Λrqp : Φ˜qp ◦ Φ˜rq ⇒ Φ˜rp.
Example A.7. (i) In the Fukaya–Oh–Ohta–Ono theory [9–18], one often re-
lates two FOOO coordinate changes in the following way. Let Φij = (Vij , hij ,
ϕij , ϕˆij),Φ
′
ij = (V
′
ij , h
′
ij , ϕ
′
ij , ϕˆ
′
ij) : (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi) → (Vj , Ej ,Γj , sj , ψj) be
FOOO coordinate changes over S. Suppose there exists γ ∈ Γj such that
hij = γ · h
′
ij · γ
−1, φij = γ · φ
′
ij , and φˆij = γ · φˆ
′
ij , (A.4)
where the second and third equations hold on V˙ij := Vij ∩ V ′ij .
Let Φ˜ij , Φ˜
′
ij : (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi) → (Vj , Ej ,Γj , sj , ψj) be the 1-morphisms in
the sense of §4.1 corresponding to Φij ,Φ′ij in Example A.5. Set P˙ij = V˙ij×Γj ⊆
Pij . Define λij : P˙ij = V˙ij ×Γj → V ′ij ×Γj = P
′
ij by λij : (v, γ
′) 7→ (v, γ′γ), and
λˆij = 0. Then (P˙ij , λij , λˆij) satisfies Definition 4.3(a)–(c), so we have defined a
2-morphism Λij = [P˙ij , λij , λˆij ] : Φ˜ij ⇒ Φ˜′ij , in the sense of §4.1.
(ii) This enables us to interpret Definition A.6(b) in terms of a 2-morphism.
In the situation of Definition A.6(b), the composition of the FOOO coordinate
changes Φrq,Φqp is Φqp◦Φqp =
(
ϕ−1rq (Vqp), hqp◦hrq, ϕqp ◦ϕrq|ϕ−1rq (Vqp), ϕ
∗
rq(ϕˆqp)◦
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ϕˆrq|ϕ−1rq (Vqp)
)
. Thus, (A.3) relates Φqp ◦ Φrq to Φrp in the same way that (A.4)
relates Φij to Φ
′
ij , except for allowing γrqp to vary on different connected com-
ponents. Hence, if Φ˜rq, Φ˜qp, Φ˜rp are the coordinate changes in the sense of §4.1
associated to Φrq,Φqp,Φrp in Example A.5, then the method of (i) defines a
2-morphism Λpqr : Φ˜qp ◦ Φ˜rq ⇒ Φ˜rp, in the sense of §4.1.
(iii) In the situation of Definition A.6(b), suppose v ∈ (ϕ−1rq (Vqp) ∩ Vrp)
α is
generic. Then StabΓr (v) = {1}, as Γr acts (locally) effectively on Vr by Defini-
tion A.1(c). Hence StabΓp(ϕrp(v)) = {1} by Definition A.3(g). Therefore the
point γαrqp · ϕrp(v) = ϕqp ◦ ϕrq(v) in Vp determines γ
α
rqp in Γp. So the second
equation of (A.3) determines γαrqp ∈ Γp uniquely, provided it exists. Thus the
2-morphism Λpqr : Φ˜qp ◦ Φ˜rq ⇒ Φ˜rp in (ii) is also determined uniquely.
Definition A.8. Let X be a FOOO Kuranishi space. Then for each p ∈ X ,
q ∈ Imψp and v ∈ s−1q (0) ∩ Vqp, we have an exact sequence (A.2). Taking top
exterior powers in (A.2) yields an isomorphism(
detTvVq
)
⊗ det
(
Ep|ϕqp(v)
)
∼=
(
detEq|v
)
⊗
(
Tϕqp(v)Vp
)
,
where detW means ΛdimWW , or equivalently, a canonical isomorphism(
detE∗p ⊗ detTVp
)
|ϕqp(v)
∼=
(
detE∗q ⊗ detTVq
)
|v. (A.5)
Defining the isomorphism (A.5) requires a suitable sign convention. Sign con-
ventions are discussed in Fukaya et al. [10, §8.2] and McDuff and Wehrheim [52,
§8.1]. An orientation on X is a choice of orientations on the line bundles
detE∗p ⊗ detTVp
∣∣
s−1p (0)
−→ s−1p (0)
for all p ∈ X , compatible with the isomorphisms (A.5).
Definition A.9. Let X be a FOOO Kuranishi space, and Y a manifold. A
smooth map f :X → Y is f = (fp : p ∈ X) where fp : Vp → Y is a Γp-invariant
smooth map for all p ∈ X (that is, fp factors via Vp → Vp/Γp → Y ), and
fp ◦ ϕqp = fq|Vqp : Vqp → Y for all q ∈ Imψp. This induces a unique continuous
map f : X → Y with fp|s−1p (0) = f ◦ ψ¯p for all p ∈ X . We call f weakly
submersive if each fp is a submersion.
Suppose X1,X2 are FOOO Kuranishi spaces, Y is a manifold, and f1 :
X1 → Y , f2 : X2 → Y are weakly submersive. Then as in [10, §A1.2] one
can define a ‘fibre product’ Kuranishi space W = X1 ×Y X
2, with topologi-
cal space W =
{
(p1, p2) ∈ X1 × X2 : f1(p1) = f2(p2)
}
, and FOOO Kuran-
ishi neighbourhoods (Vp1,p2 , Ep1,p2 ,Γp1,p2 , sp1,p2 , ψp1,p2) for (p
1, p2) ∈ W , where
Vp1,p2 = V
1
p1 ×f1
p1
,Y,f2
p2
V 2p2 , Ep1,p2 = π
∗
V 1
p1
(E1p1 )⊕ π
∗
V 2
p2
(E2p2), Γp1,p2 = Γ
1
p1 × Γ
2
p2 ,
sp1,p2 = π
∗
V 1
p1
(s1p1) ⊕ π
∗
V 2
p2
(s2p2), and ψp1,p2 = ψ
1
p1 ◦ (πV 1p1
)∗ × ψ2p2 ◦ (πV 2p2
)∗. The
weakly submersive condition ensures that Vp1,p2 = V
1
p1 ×Y V
2
p2 is well-defined.
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Remark A.10. (i) Note that Fukaya et al. [9–18] do not define morphisms
between Kuranishi spaces, but only f : X → Y from Kuranishi spaces X to
manifolds Y . Thus, Kuranishi spaces in [9–18] do not form a category.
Observe however that Fukaya [9, §3, §5] (see also [14, §4.2]) works with a
forgetful morphism forget : Ml,1(β) → Ml,0(β), which is clearly intended to
be some kind of morphism of Kuranishi spaces, without defining the concept.
(ii) The ‘fibre product’ X1 ×Y X
2 in Definition A.9 is not a fibre product in
the sense of category theory, characterized by a universal property, since Fukaya
et al. in [9–18] do not have a category of FOOO Kuranishi spaces in which to
state such a universal property (though we do, see §4). Their ‘fibre product’ is
really just an ad hoc construction.
A.2 Fukaya–Oh–Ohta–Ono’s good coordinate systems
Good coordinate systems on Kuranishi spacesX in the work of Fukaya, Oh, Ohta
and Ono [9–18] are an open cover of X by FOOO Kuranishi neighbourhoods
(Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi) for i in a finite set I, with coordinate changes Φij for i, j ∈ I,
satisfying extra conditions. They are a tool for constructing virtual cycles for
Kuranishi spaces using the method of ‘perturbation by multisections’, and the
extra conditions are included to make this virtual cycle construction work.
As with Kuranishi spaces, since its introduction in [18, Def. 6.1] the definition
of good coordinate system has changed several times during the evolution of
[9–18], see in chronological order [18, Def. 6.1], [10, Lem. A1.11], [11, §15], and
[15, §5]. Of these, [15, 18] work with Kuranishi neighbourhoods (Vi,Ei, si, ψi)
whereVi is an orbifold (which we do not want to do), and [10,11] with Kuranishi
neighbourhoods (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi) with Vi a manifold.
The definition we give below is a hybrid of those in [10,11,15,16]. Essentially
our ‘FOOO weak good coordinate systems’ follow the definitions in [10,11], and
our ‘FOOO good coordinate systems’ include extra conditions adapted from [15,
16]. We show in Theorem 4.70 above that given a FOOO weak good coordinate
system on X , we can make X into a Kuranishi space X in the sense of §4.
Definition A.11. Let X be a compact, metrizable topological space. A FOOO
weak good coordinate system
(
(I,≺), (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi)i∈I ,Φij, i ≺ j in I
)
on X
of virtual dimension n ∈ Z consists of a finite indexing set I, a partial or-
der ≺ on I, FOOO Kuranishi neighbourhoods (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi) for i ∈ I with
dimVi − rankEi = n and X =
⋃
i∈I Imψi, and FOOO coordinate changes
Φij = (Vij , hij , ϕij , ϕˆij) from (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi) to (Vj , Ej ,Γj , sj, ψj) on S =
Imψi ∩ Imψj for all i, j ∈ I with i ≺ j and Imψi ∩ Imψj 6= ∅, satisfying the
two conditions:
(a) If i 6= j ∈ I with Imψi ∩ Imψj 6= ∅ then either i ≺ j or j ≺ i.
(b) If i ≺ j ≺ k in I with Imψi∩Imψj ∩Imψk 6= ∅ then there exists γijk ∈ Γk
such that as in (A.3) we have
hjk ◦ hij = γijk · hik · γ
−1
ijk, ϕjk ◦ ϕij = γijk · ϕik,
and ϕ∗ij(ϕˆjk) ◦ ϕˆij = γijk · ϕˆik,
(A.6)
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where the second and third equations hold on Vij ∩ Vik ∩ ϕ
−1
ij (Vjk). The
γijk are uniquely determined by (A.6) as in Example A.7(iii).
We call
(
(I,≺), (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi)i∈I ,Φij, i ≺ j in I
)
a FOOO good coordinate
system on X if it also satisfies the extra conditions:
(c) If i ≺ j in I, Imψi∩Imψj 6= ∅ then ψi
(
(Vij ∩s
−1
i (0))/Γi
)
= Imψi∩Imψj .
(d) If i ≺ j in I and Imψi∩ Imψj 6= ∅ then inc×ϕij : Vij → Vi×Vj is proper,
where inc : Vij →֒ Vi is the inclusion.
(e) If i ≺ j, i ≺ k in I for j 6= k and Imψi ∩ Imψj 6= ∅ 6= Imψi ∩ Imψk,
Vij ∩ Vik 6= ∅, then Imψj ∩ Imψk 6= ∅, and either j ≺ k and Vij ∩ Vik =
ϕ−1ij (Vjk), or k ≺ j and Vij ∩ Vik = ϕ
−1
ik (Vkj).
(f) If i ≺ k, j ≺ k in I for i 6= j and Imψi ∩ Imψk 6= ∅ 6= Imψj ∩ Imψk
and vi ∈ Vik, vj ∈ Vjk, δ ∈ Γk with ϕjk(vj) = δ · ϕik(vi) in Vk, then
Imψi ∩ Imψj 6= ∅ and either i ≺ j, vi ∈ Vij , and there exists γ ∈ Γj with
hjk(γ) = δ γijk and vj = γ · ϕij(vi); or j ≺ i, vj ∈ Vji, and there exists
γ ∈ Γi with hik(γ) = δ−1 γjik and vi = γ · ϕji(vj), for γijk , γjik as in (b).
As in [16], parts (c)–(f) are equivalent to:
(g) Define a symmetric, reflexive binary relation ∼ on
∐
i∈I Vi/Γi by Γiv ∼
Γjϕij(vi) if i ≺ j, Imψi∩Imψj 6= ∅ and v ∈ Vij . Then ∼ is an equivalence
relation, and
(∐
i∈I Vi/Γi
)
/ ∼ with the quotient topology is Hausdorff.
Now let X ,
(
(I,≺), (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi)i∈I ,Φij, i≺j
)
be as above (either weak
or not), and Y be a manifold. As in Definition A.9, a smooth map (fi, i ∈ I)
from X,
(
(I,≺), (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi)i∈I ,Φij, i≺j
)
to Y is a Γi-invariant smooth map
fi : Vi → Y for i ∈ I, with fj ◦ ϕij = fi|Vij : Vij → Y for all i ≺ j in I. This
induces a unique continuous map f : X → Y with fi|s−1i (0)
= f ◦ ψ¯i for i ∈ I.
If the Vi for all i ∈ I are manifolds without boundary, or with boundary, or
with corners, then we call
(
(I,≺), (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi)i∈I ,Φij, i≺j
)
a FOOO (weak)
good coordinate system without boundary, or with boundary, or with corners,
respectively.
Using elementary topology, Fukaya, Oh, Ohta and Ono [16] prove:
Theorem A.12. Let
(
(I,≺), (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi)i∈I ,Φij, i ≺ j in I
)
be a FOOO
weak good coordinate system on X. Then we can construct a FOOO good coor-
dinate system
(
(I ′,≺), (V ′i , E
′
i,Γ
′
i, s
′
i, ψ
′
i)i∈I ,Φ
′
ij, i ≺ j in I
)
on X, where I ′ ⊆ I,
V ′i ⊆ Vi, V
′
ij ⊆ Vij are open, Γ
′
i = Γi, h
′
ij = hij , and E
′
i, s
′
i, ψ
′
i, ϕ
′
ij , ϕˆ
′
ij are
obtained from Ei, . . . , ϕˆij by restricting from Vi, Vij to V
′
i , V
′
ij .
In fact Fukaya et al. [16] work at the level of orbifolds Vi/Γi, Vij/Γi rather
than manifolds with finite group actions, but their result easily implies Theorem
A.12. The next definition is based on Fukaya et al. [15, Def. 7.2], but using (Vi,
Ei,Γi, si, ψi) for Vi a manifold, rather than (Vi,Ei, si, ψi) for Vi an orbifold.
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Definition A.13. Let X = (X,K) be a FOOO Kuranishi space. A FOOO
(weak) good coordinate system
(
(I,≺), (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi)i∈I ,Φij, i ≺ j in I
)
on
the topological space X is called compatible with the FOOO Kuranishi struc-
ture K on X if for each i ∈ I and each p ∈ Imψi ⊆ X there exists a FOOO
coordinate change Φpi from (Vp, Ep,Γp, sp, ψp) to (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi) on an open
neighbourhood Spi of p in Imψp ∩ Imψi (where (Vp, Ep,Γp, sp, ψp) comes from
K and (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi) from the good coordinate system) such that
(a) If q ∈ Imψp ∩ Imψi then there exists γqpi ∈ Γi such that
hpi ◦ hqp = γqpi · hqi · γ
−1
qpi, ϕpi ◦ ϕqp = γqpi · ϕqi,
and ϕ∗qp(ϕˆpi) ◦ ϕˆqp = γqpi · ϕˆqi,
where the second and third equations hold on ϕ−1qp (Vpi) ∩ Vqp ∩ Vqi.
(b) If i ≺ j in I with p ∈ Imψi ∩ Imψj then there exists γpij ∈ Γj such that
hij ◦ hpi = γpij · hpj · γ
−1
pij , ϕij ◦ ϕpi = γpij · ϕpj ,
and ϕ∗pi(ϕˆij) ◦ ϕˆpi = γpij · ϕˆpj ,
(A.7)
where the second and third equations hold on ϕ−1pi (Vij) ∩ Vpi ∩ Vpj .
Remark A.14. For the programme of [9–18], one would like to show:
(i) Any (oriented) FOOO Kuranishi space X (perhaps also with a smooth
map f :X → Y to a manifold Y ) admits a compatible (oriented) FOOO
good coordinate system
(
(I,≺), (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi)i∈I ,Φij, i ≺ j in I
)
(per-
haps also with a smooth map (fi, i ∈ I) to Y ).
(ii) Given a compact, metrizable topological space X with an oriented FOOO
good coordinate system
(
(I,≺), (Vi, Ei,Γi, si, ψi)i∈I ,Φij, i ≺ j in I
)
(per-
haps with a smooth map (fi, i ∈ I) to a manifold Y ), we can construct
a virtual cycle for X (perhaps in the singular homology H∗(Y ;Q) or de
Rham cohomology H∗dR(Y ;R) of Y ).
Producing such virtual cycles is, from the point of view of symplectic geometry,
the sole reason for defining and studying Kuranishi spaces.
Statements (i), for various definitions of ‘Kuranishi space’, ‘good coordinate
system’, and ‘compatible’, can be found in [18, Lem. 6.3] (with short proof), [10,
Lem. A1.11] (with no proof), and [15, §7] (with long proof). Constructions (ii),
again for various definitions, can be found in [18, §6], [10, §A1.1], [12, §12] (using
de Rham cohomology), and [15, §6] (with long proof).
A.3 McDuff–Wehrheim’s Kuranishi atlases
Next we discuss an approach to Kuranishi spaces developed by McDuff and
Wehrheim [51–53]. Their main definition is that of a (weak) Kuranishi atlas on
a topological space X . Here are [53, Def.s 2.2.2 & 2.2.8].
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Definition A.15. An MW Kuranishi neighbourhood (V,E,Γ, s, ψ) on a topo-
logical space X is the same as a FOOO Kuranishi neighbourhood in Definition
A.1, except that Γ is not required to act effectively on V .
As in Example A.2, by an abuse of notation we will regard MW Kuranishi
neighbourhoods as examples of our Kuranishi neighbourhoods in §4.1.
Definition A.16. Suppose (VB , EB,ΓB, sB, ψB), (VC , EC ,ΓC , sC , ψC) are MW
Kuranishi neighbourhoods on a topological space X , and S ⊆ ImψB ∩ ImψC ⊆
X is open. We say a quadruple ΦBC = (V˜BC , ρBC , ̟BC , ϕˆBC) is an MW
coordinate change from (VB, EB ,ΓB, sB, ψB) to (VC , EC ,ΓC , sC , ψC) over S if:
(a) V˜BC is a ΓC -invariant embedded submanifold of VC containing ψ¯
−1
C (S).
(b) ρBC : ΓC → ΓB is a surjective group morphism, with kernel ∆BC ⊆ ΓC .
There should exist an isomorphism ΓC ∼= ΓB ×∆BC identifying ρBC with
the projection ΓB ×∆BC → ΓB.
(c) ̟BC : V˜BC → VB is a ρBC -equivariant e´tale map, with image VBC =
̟BC(V˜BC) a ΓB-invariant open neighbourhood of ψ¯
−1
B (S) in VB, such
that ̟BC : V˜BC → VBC is a principal ∆BC -bundle.
(d) ϕˆBC : EB → EC is an injective ΓC-equivariant linear map, where the
ΓC -action on EB is induced from the ΓB-action by ρBC , so in particular
∆BC acts trivially on EB .
(e) ϕˆBC ◦ sB ◦̟BC = sC |V˜BC : V˜BC → EC .
(f) ψB ◦ (̟BC)∗ = ψC on (s
−1
C (0) ∩ V˜BC)/ΓC .
(g) For each v ∈ V˜BC we have a commutative diagram
0 // TvV˜BC ⊂
//
d(̟∗BC(sB))|v
TvVC //
dsC |v
NBC |v //
dfibresC |v
0
0 // EB
ϕˆBC // EC // EC/ϕˆBC(EB) // 0
(A.8)
with exact rows, where NBC is the normal bundle of V˜BC in VC . We
require the induced morphism dfibresC |v in (A.8) to be an isomorphism.
We relate MW coordinate changes to coordinate changes in §4.1.
Example A.17. Let ΦBC = (V˜BC , ρBC , ̟BC , ϕˆBC) : (VB , EB ,ΓB, sB, ψB) →
(VC , EC ,ΓC , sC , ψC) be an MW coordinate change over S, as in Definition
A.16. Regard (VB , EB ,ΓB, sB, ψB), (VC , EC ,ΓC , sC , ψC) as Kuranishi neigh-
bourhoods in the sense of §4.1, as in Example A.2.
Set PBC = V˜BC × ΓB. Let ΓB act on PBC by γB : (v, γ) 7→ (v, γBγ). Let
ΓC act on PBC by γC : (v, γ) 7→ (γC · v, γρBC(γC)−1). Define πBC : PBC → VB
and φBC : PBC → VC by πBC : (v, γ) 7→ γ · ̟BC(v) and φBC : (v, γ) 7→ v.
Then πBC is ΓB-equivariant and ΓC -invariant, and φBC is ΓB-invariant and
ΓC-equivariant.
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Define φˆBC : π
∗
BC(VB×EB)→ φ
∗
BC(VC ×EC), as a morphism of trivial vec-
tor bundles with fibres EB, EC on PBC = V˜BC × ΓB, by φˆBC |V˜BC×{γ} = ϕˆBC ◦
(γ−1 · −) for each γ ∈ ΓB. It is easy to see that Φ˜BC = (PBC , πBC , φBC , φˆBC) :
(VB , EB,ΓB, sB, ψB) → (VC , EC ,ΓC , sC , ψC) is a 1-morphism over S, in the
sense of §4.1. Combining Definition A.16(g) and Theorem 4.16 shows that Φ˜BC
is a coordinate change over S, in the sense of §4.1.
Definition A.18. Let X be a compact, metrizable topological space. An MW
weak Kuranishi atlas K =
(
A, I, (VB , EB,ΓB, sB, ψB)B∈I ,ΦBC, B,C∈I, B(C
)
on
X of virtual dimension n ∈ Z, as in [53, Def. 2.3.1], consists of a finite index-
ing set A, a set I of nonempty subsets of A, MW Kuranishi neighbourhoods
(VB , EB,ΓB, sB, ψB) on X for all B ∈ I with dim VB − rankEB = n and
X =
⋃
B∈I ImψB , and MW coordinate changes ΦBC = (V˜BC , ρBC , ̟BC , ϕˆBC)
from (VB , EB,ΓB, sB, ψB) to (VC , EC ,ΓC , sC , ψC) on S = ImψB ∩ ImψC for
all B,C ∈ I with B ( C, satisfying the four conditions:
(a) We have {a} ∈ I for all a ∈ A, and I =
{
∅ 6= B ⊆ A :
⋂
a∈B Imψ{a} 6= ∅
}
.
Also ImψB =
⋂
a∈B Imψ{a} for all B ∈ I.
(b) We have ΓB =
∏
a∈B Γ{a} for all B ∈ I. If B,C ∈ I with B ( C then
ρBC : ΓC → ΓB is the obvious projection
∏
a∈C Γ{a} →
∏
a∈B Γ{a}, with
kernel ∆BC ∼=
∏
a∈C\B Γ{a}.
(c) We have EB =
∏
a∈B E{a} for all B ∈ I, with the obvious representation
of ΓB =
∏
a∈B Γ{a}. If B ( C in I then ϕˆBC : EB =
∏
a∈B E{a} → EC =∏
a∈C E{a} is idE{a} for a ∈ B, and maps to zero in E{a} for a ∈ C \B.
(d) If B,C,D ∈ I with B ( C ( D then ̟BC ◦ ̟CD = ̟BD on V˜BCD :=
V˜BD ∩ ̟
−1
CD(V˜BC). One can show using (b),(c) and Definition A.16 that
V˜BD and ̟
−1
CD(V˜BC) are both open subsets in s
−1
D (ϕˆBD(EB)), which is a
submanifold of VD, so V˜BCD is a submanifold of VD.
We call K =
(
A, I, (VB , EB ,ΓB, sB, ψB)B∈I ,ΦBC, B(C
)
an MW Kuranishi
atlas on X , as in [53, Def. 2.3.1], if it also satisfies:
(e) If B,C,D ∈ I with B ( C ( D then ̟−1CD(V˜BC) ⊆ V˜BD.
McDuff and Wehrheim also define orientations on MW weak Kuranishi at-
lases, in a very similar way to Definition A.8.
Two MW weak Kuranishi atlases K,K′ on X are called directly commen-
surate if they are both contained in a third MW weak Kuranishi atlas K′′.
They are called commensurate if there exist MW weak Kuranishi atlases K =
K0,K1, . . . ,Km = K
′ with Ki−1,Ki directly commensurate for i = 1, . . . ,m.
This is an equivalence relation on MW weak Kuranishi atlases on X .
We show in Theorem 4.71 above that given an MW weak Kuranishi atlas on
X , we can make X into a Kuranishi space X in the sense of §4.
McDuff and Wehrheim argue that their concept of MW weak Kuranishi atlas
is a more natural, or more basic, idea than a FOOO Kuranishi space, since in
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analytic moduli problems such as J-holomorphic curve moduli spaces, one has
to construct an MW weak Kuranishi atlas (or something close to it) first, and
then define the FOOO Kuranishi structure using this.
When one constructs an MW weak Kuranishi atlas K on a moduli space of
J-holomorphic curvesM, the construction involves many arbitrary choices, but
McDuff and Wehrheim expect different choices K,K′ to be commensurate. They
prove this [52, Rem. 6.2.2] for their definition of MW weak Kuranishi atlases on
moduli spaces of nonsingular genus zero Gromov–Witten curves in [52, §4.3].
We relate Definition A.18(d) to 2-morphisms in §4.1.
Example A.19. In the situation of Definition A.18(d), let Φ˜BC , Φ˜BD, Φ˜CD be
the coordinate changes in the sense of §4.1 associated to the MW coordinate
changes ΦBC ,ΦBD,ΦCD in Example A.17. The composition coordinate change
Φ˜CD ◦ Φ˜BC = (PBCD, πBCD, φBCD, φˆBCD) from Definition 4.5 has
PBCD =
[
(V˜BC × ΓB)×VC (V˜CD × ΓC)
]/
ΓC
∼= (V˜BC ×VC V˜CD)× ΓB ∼= ̟
−1
CD(V˜BC)× ΓB.
(A.9)
Define P˙BCD to be the open subset of PBCD identified with V˜BCD × ΓB by
(A.9), and λBCD : P˙BCD → PBD = V˜BD × ΓB to be the map identified by
(A.9) with the inclusion V˜BCD × ΓB →֒ V˜BD × ΓB, and λˆBCD = 0. Then as
in Example A.7(i), we can show that (P˙BCD, λBCD, λˆBCD) satisfies Definition
4.3(a)–(c), so we have defined a 2-morphism ΛBCD = [P˙BCD, λBCD, λˆBCD] :
Φ˜CD ◦ Φ˜BC ⇒ Φ˜BD on SBCD = ImψB ∩ ImψC ∩ ImψD, in the sense of §4.1.
McDuff and Wehrheim prove [52, Th. B], [53, Th. A]:
Theorem A.20. Let K =
(
A, I, (VB , EB,ΓB, sB, ψB)B∈I ,ΦBC, B,C∈I, B(C
)
be
an oriented MW weak Kuranishi atlas without boundary of dimension n on a
compact, metrizable topological space X. Then K determines:
(a) A virtual moduli cycle [X ]vmc in the cobordism group Ω
SO,Q
n of compact,
oriented, n-dimensional ‘Q-weighted manifolds’ in the sense of [53, §A].
(b) A virtual fundamental class [X ]vfc in Hˇn(X ;Q), where Hˇ∗(−;Q) is
Cˇech homology over Q.
Any two commensurate MW weak Kuranishi atlases K,K′ on X yield the
same virtual moduli cycle and virtual fundamental class.
If K has trivial isotropy (that is, ΓB = {1} for all B ∈ I) then we may
instead take [X ]vmc ∈ ΩSOn , where Ω
SO
∗ is the usual oriented cobordism group,
and [X ]vfc ∈ HStn (X ;Z), where H
St
∗ (−;Z) is Steenrod homology over Z.
In part (a), the author expects that ΩSO,Qn
∼= ΩSOn ⊗Z Q, so that Ω
SO,Q
∗
∼=
Q[x4, x8, . . .] by results of Thom.
Theorem A.20 is McDuff and Wehrheim’s solution to the issues discussed in
Remark A.14. As an intermediate step in the proof of Theorem A.20, they pass
to a Kuranishi atlas with better properties (a ‘reduction’ of a ‘tame, metrizable’
Kuranishi atlas), which is similar to a FOOO good coordinate system.
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A.4 Dingyu Yang’s Kuranishi structures, and polyfolds
As part of a project to define a truncation functor from polyfolds to Kuranishi
spaces, Dingyu Yang [68–70] writes down his own theory of Kuranishi spaces:
Definition A.21. Let X be a compact, metrizable topological space. A DY
Kuranishi structure K on X is a FOOO Kuranishi structure in the sense of
Definition A.6, satisfying the additional conditions [69, Def. 1.11]:
(a) the maximality condition, which is essentially Definition A.11(e),(f), but
replacing i ≺ j by q ∈ Imψp.
(b) the topological matching condition, which is related to Definition A.11(d),
but replacing i ≺ j by q ∈ Imψp.
There are a few other small differences — for instance, Yang does not require
vector bundles Ep in (Vp, Ep,Γp, sp, ψp) to be trivial.
We show in Theorem 4.72 above that given a DY Kuranishi structure on X ,
we can make X into a Kuranishi space X in the sense of §4.
Yang also defines his own notion of DY good coordinate system [69, Def. 2.4],
which is almost the same as a FOOO good coordinate system in §A.2.
One reason for these modifications is that it simplifies the passage from
Kuranishi spaces to good coordinate systems, as in Remark A.14(i): Yang shows
[69, Th. 2.10] that given any DY Kuranishi space X, one can construct a DY
good coordinate system
(
(I,≺), (V ′p , E
′
p,Γ
′
p, s
′
p, ψ
′
p)p∈I ,Φ
′
qp, q ≺ p in I
)
in which
I ⊆ X is a finite subset, V ′p ⊆ Vp is a Γp-invariant open subset, Γ
′
p = Γp,
and E′p, s
′
p, ψ
′
p are the restrictions of Ep, sp, ψp to V
′
p for each p ∈ I, and the
coordinate changes Φ′qp for q ≺ p are obtained either by restricting Φqp to an
open V ′qp ⊆ Vqp if q ∈ Imψp, or in a more complicated way otherwise.
The next definition comes from Yang [68, §1.6], [69, §5], [70, §2.4].
Definition A.22. Let K,K′ be DY Kuranishi structures on a compact topo-
logical space X . An embedding ǫ : K →֒ K′ is a choice of FOOO coordinate
change ǫp : (Vp, Ep,Γp, sp, ψp) → (V
′
p , E
′
p,Γ
′
p, s
′
p, ψ
′
p) with domain Vp for all
p ∈ X , commuting with the FOOO coordinate changes Φqp,Φ′qp in K,K
′ up
to elements of G′p. An embedding is a chart refinement if the ǫp come from
inclusions of Gp-invariant open sets Vp →֒ V ′p .
DY Kuranishi structures K,K′ on X are called R-equivalent (or equivalent)
if there is a diagram of DY Kuranishi structures on X
K K1
∼oo +3 K2 K3ks
∼ // K′,
where arrows =⇒ are embeddings, and
∼
−→ are chart refinements. Using facts
about existence of good coordinate systems, Yang proves [68, Th. 1.6.17], [69,
§11.2] that R-equivalence is an equivalence relation on DY Kuranishi structures.
Yang emphasizes the idea, which he calls choice independence, that when
one constructs a (DY) Kuranishi structure K on a moduli space M, it should
be independent of choices up to R-equivalence.
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One major goal of Yang’s work is to relate the Kuranishi space theory of
Fukaya, Oh, Ohta and Ono [9–18] to the polyfold theory of Hofer, Wysocki and
Zehnder [23–29]. Here is a very brief introduction to this:
• An sc-Banach space V is a sequence V = (V0 ⊃ V1 ⊃ V2 ⊃ · · · ), where
the Vi are Banach spaces, the inclusions Vi+1 →֒ Vi are compact, bounded
linear maps, and V∞ =
⋂
i>0 Vi is dense in every Vi.
An example to bear in mind is if M is a compact manifold, E → M a
smooth vector bundle, α ∈ (0, 1), and Vk = C
k,α(E) for k = 0, 1, . . . .
• If V = (V0 ⊃ V1 ⊃ · · · ) and W = (W0 ⊃ W1 ⊃ · · · ) are sc-Banach
spaces and U ⊆ V0 is open, a map f : U → W0 is called sc-smooth roughly
speaking if f(U∩Vi) ⊆ Wi for all i = 0, 1, . . . and f |U∩Vi+k : U∩Vi+k →Wi
is a Ck-map of Banach manifolds for all i, k > 0.
(Actually, sc-smoothness is defined differently, but has the property that
if f is sc-smooth then f |U∩Vi+k : U ∩ Vi+k → Wi is C
k for all i, k, and if
f |U∩Vi+k : U ∩ Vi+k →Wi is C
k+1 for all i, k then f is sc-smooth.)
• Let V = (V0 ⊃ V1 ⊃ · · · ) be an sc-Banach space and U ⊆ V0 be open.
An sc∞-retraction is an sc-smooth map r : U → U with r ◦ r = r. Set
O = Im r ⊂ V . We call (O,V) a local sc-model.
If V is finite-dimensional then O is just a smooth manifold. But in infinite
dimensions, new phenomena occur, and the tangent spaces TxO can vary
discontinuously with x ∈ O. This is important for ‘gluing’.
• An M-polyfold chart (O,V , ψ) on a topological space Z is a local sc-model
(O,V) and a homeomorphism ψ : O → Imψ with an open set Imψ ⊂ Z.
• M-polyfold charts (O,V , ψ), (O˜, V˜ , ψ˜) on Z are compatible if ψ˜−1 ◦ ψ ◦ r :
U → V˜ and ψ−1 ◦ ψ˜ ◦ r˜ : U˜ → V are sc-smooth, where U ⊂ V0, U˜ ⊂ V˜0 are
open and r : U → U , r˜ : U˜ → U˜ are sc-smooth with r ◦ r = r, r˜ ◦ r˜ = r˜
and Im r = ψ−1(Im ψ˜) ⊆ O, Im r˜ = ψ˜−1(Imψ) ⊆ O˜.
• An M-polyfold is roughly a metrizable topological space Z with a maximal
atlas of pairwise compatible M-polyfold charts.
• Polyfolds are the orbifold version of M-polyfolds, proper e´tale groupoids
in M-polyfolds.
• A polyfold Fredholm structure P on a metrizable topological spaceX writes
X as the zeroes of an sc-Fredholm section s : V→ E of a strong polyfold
vector bundle E→ V over a polyfold V.
This is all rather complicated. The motivation for local sc-models (O,V) is
that they can be used to describe functional-analytic problems involving ‘glu-
ing’, ‘bubbling’, and ‘neck-stretching’, including moduli spaces of J-holomorphic
curves with singularities of various kinds.
The polyfold programme [23–29] aims to show that moduli spaces of J-
holomorphic curves in symplectic geometry may be given a polyfold Fredholm
structure, and that compact spaces with oriented polyfold Fredholm struc-
tures have virtual chains and virtual classes. One can then use these virtual
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chains/classes to define big theories in symplectic geometry, such as Gromov–
Witten invariants or Symplectic Field Theory. Constructing a polyfold Fred-
holm structure on a moduli space of J-holomorphic curves involves far fewer
arbitrary choices than defining a Kuranishi structure.
Yang proves [68, Th. 3.1.7] (see also [70, §2.6]):
Theorem A.23. Suppose we are given a ‘polyfold Fredholm structure’ P on a
compact metrizable topological space X, that is, we write X as the zeroes of an
sc-Fredholm section s : V→ E of a strong polyfold vector bundle E→ V over a
polyfold V, where s has constant Fredholm index n ∈ Z. Then we can construct
a DY Kuranishi structure K on X, of virtual dimension n, which is independent
of choices up to R-equivalence.
In the survey [70], Yang announces further results for which the proofs were
not available at the time of writing. These include:
(a) Yang defines ‘R-equivalence’ of polyfold Fredholm structures on X [70,
Def. 2.14], and claims [70, §2.8] that Theorem A.23 extends to a 1-1 corre-
spondence between R-equivalence classes of polyfold Fredholm structures
on X , and R-equivalence classes of DY Kuranishi structures K on X .
(b) In [70, §2.4], Yang claims that R-equivalence extends as an equivalence
relation to FOOO Kuranishi structures, and every R-equivalence class of
FOOO Kuranishi structures contains a DY Kuranishi structure. Hence
the 1-1 correspondence in (a) also extends to a 1-1 correspondence with
R-equivalence classes of FOOO Kuranishi structures.
(c) Yang claims that virtual chains or virtual classes for polyfolds and for
FOOO/DY Kuranishi spaces agree under (a),(b).
(d) Yang says [70, p. 26, p. 46] that in future work he will make spaces with
DY Kuranishi structures into a category KurDY.
These results would enable a clean translation between the polyfold and
Kuranishi space approaches to symplectic geometry. It seems likely that in (d)
there will be an equivalence of categoriesKurDY ≃ Ho(Kur), for Kur as in §4.
B Basics of 2-categories
Finally we discuss 2-categories, both strict and weak. Some references are
Borceux [5, §7], Kelly and Street [44], and Behrend et al. [2, App. B].
B.1 Strict and weak 2-categories
Definition B.1. A strict 2-category C consists of a class of objects Obj(C),
for all X,Y ∈ Obj(C) an essentially small category Hom(X,Y ), for all X,Y, Z
in Obj(C) a functor µX,Y,Z : Hom(X,Y ) × Hom(Y, Z) → Hom(X,Z) called
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composition, and for all X in Obj(C) an object idX in Hom(X,X) called the
identity 1-morphism. These must satisfy the associativity property, that
µW,Y,Z ◦ (µW,X,Y × idHom(Y,Z)) = µW,X,Z ◦ (idHom(W,X) × µX,Y,Z) (B.1)
as functors Hom(W,X) × Hom(X,Y ) × Hom(Y, Z) → Hom(W,X), and the
identity property, that
µX,X,Y (idX ,−) = µX,Y,Y (−, idY ) = idHom(X,Y ) (B.2)
as functors Hom(X,Y )→ Hom(X,Y ).
Objects f of Hom(X,Y ) are called 1-morphisms, written f : X → Y . For
1-morphisms f, g : X → Y , morphisms η ∈ HomHom(X,Y )(f, g) are called 2-
morphisms, written η : f ⇒ g. Thus, a 2-category has objects X , and two kinds
of morphisms: 1-morphisms f : X → Y between objects, and 2-morphisms
η : f ⇒ g between 1-morphisms.
A weak 2-category, or bicategory, is like a strict 2-category, except that
the equations of functors (B.1), (B.2) are required to hold only up to spec-
ified natural isomorphisms. That is, a weak 2-category C consists of data
Obj(C),Hom(X,Y ), µX,Y,Z , idX as above, but in place of (B.1), a natural iso-
morphism of functors
α : µW,Y,Z ◦(µW,X,Y ×idHom(Y,Z)) =⇒ µW,X,Z ◦(idHom(W,X)×µX,Y,Z), (B.3)
and in place of (B.2), natural isomorphisms
β : µX,X,Y (idX ,−)=⇒ idHom(X,Y ), γ : µX,Y,Y (−, idY )=⇒ idHom(X,Y ). (B.4)
These α, β, γ must satisfy identities which we give below in (B.8) and (B.11).
A strict 2-category C can be regarded as an example of a weak 2-category,
in which the natural isomorphisms α, β, γ in (B.3)–(B.4) are the identities.
We now unpack Definition B.1, making it more explicit.
There are three kinds of composition in a 2-category, satisfying various as-
sociativity relations. If f : X → Y and g : Y → Z are 1-morphisms then
µX,Y,Z(f, g) is the composition of 1-morphisms, written g ◦ f : X → Z. If
f, g, h : X → Y are 1-morphisms and η : f ⇒ g, ζ : g ⇒ h are 2-morphisms then
composition of η, ζ in Hom(X,Y ) gives the vertical composition of 2-morphisms
of η, ζ, written ζ ⊙ η : f ⇒ h, as a diagram
X
f
""
✤✤ ✤✤
 η
<<
h
✤✤ ✤✤
 ζ
g
// Y ///o/o/o X
f
))
h
55
✤✤ ✤✤
 ζ⊙η Y.
Vertical composition is associative.
If f, f˙ : X → Y and g, g˙ : Y → Z are 1-morphisms and η : f ⇒ f˙ ,
ζ : g ⇒ g˙ are 2-morphisms then µX,Y,Z(η, ζ) is the horizontal composition of
2-morphisms, written ζ ∗ η : g ◦ f ⇒ g˙ ◦ f˙ , as a diagram
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Xf
((
f˙
66
✤✤ ✤✤
 η Y
g
((
g˙
66
✤✤ ✤✤
 ζ Z ///o/o X
g◦f
((
g˙◦f˙
66
✤✤ ✤✤
 ζ∗η Z.
As µX,Y,Z is a functor, these satisfy compatibility of vertical and horizontal
composition: given a diagram of 1- and 2-morphisms
X
f
!!
✤✤ ✤✤
 η
>>
f¨
✤✤ ✤✤
 η˙
f˙ // Y
g
!!
✤✤ ✤✤
 ζ
==
g¨
✤✤ ✤✤
 ζ˙
g˙ // Z,
we have
(ζ˙ ⊙ ζ) ∗ (η˙ ⊙ η) = (ζ˙ ∗ η˙)⊙ (ζ ∗ η) : g ◦ f =⇒ g¨ ◦ f¨ . (B.5)
There are also two kinds of identity: identity 1-morphisms idX : X → X and
identity 2-morphisms idf : f ⇒ f .
In a strict 2-category C, composition of 1-morphisms is strictly associative,
(g ◦ f) ◦ e = g ◦ (f ◦ e), and horizontal composition of 2-morphisms is strictly
associative, (ζ ∗ η) ∗ ǫ = ζ ∗ (η ∗ ǫ). In a weak 2-category C, composition of 1-
morphisms is associative up to specified 2-isomorphisms. That is, if e : W → X ,
f : X → Y , g : Y → Z are 1-morphisms in C then the natural isomorphism α
in (B.3) gives a 2-isomorphism
αg,f,e : (g ◦ f) ◦ e =⇒ g ◦ (f ◦ e). (B.6)
As α is a natural isomorphism, given 1-morphisms e, e˙ :W → X , f, f˙ : X → Y ,
g, g˙ : Y → Z and 2-morphisms ǫ : e⇒ e˙, η : f ⇒ f˙ , ζ : g ⇒ g˙ in C, the following
diagram of 2-morphisms must commute:
(g ◦ f) ◦ e αg,f,e
+3
(ζ∗η)∗ǫ
g ◦ (f ◦ e)
ζ∗(η∗ǫ) 
(g˙ ◦ f˙) ◦ e˙
αg˙,f˙,e˙ +3 g˙ ◦ (f˙ ◦ e˙).
(B.7)
The αg,f,e must satisfy the associativity coherence axiom: if d : V → W is
another 1-morphism, then the following diagram of 2-morphisms must commute:
((g ◦ f) ◦ e) ◦ d
αg,f,e∗idd
+3
αg◦f,e,d
(g ◦ (f ◦ e)) ◦ d αg,f◦e,d
+3 g ◦ ((f ◦ e) ◦ d)
idg∗αf,e,d 
(g ◦ f) ◦ (e ◦ d)
αg,f,d◦e +3 g ◦ (f ◦ (e ◦ d)).
(B.8)
In a strict 2-category C, given a 1-morphism f : X → Y , the identity 1-
morphisms idX , idY satisfy f ◦ idX = idY ◦ f = f . In a weak 2-category C, the
natural isomorphisms β, γ in (B.4) give 2-isomorphisms
βf : f ◦ idX =⇒ f, γf : idY ◦ f =⇒ f. (B.9)
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As β, γ are natural isomorphisms, if η : f ⇒ f˙ is a 2-morphism we must have
η ⊙ βf = βf˙ ⊙ (η ∗ ididX ) : f ◦ idX ⇒ f˙ ,
η ⊙ γf = γf˙ ⊙ (ididY ∗ η) : idY ◦ f ⇒ f˙ .
(B.10)
The βf , γf must satisfy the identity coherence axiom: if g : Y → Z is another
1-morphism, then the following diagram of 2-morphisms must commute:
(g ◦ idY ) ◦ f βg∗idf
*2❭❭❭❭❭❭❭❭❭
❭❭❭❭❭❭❭❭❭❭❭
❭❭❭❭❭❭❭❭❭❭❭❭
❭❭❭❭❭❭❭❭
αg,idY ,f g ◦ f.
g ◦ (idY ◦ f) idg∗αf
,4❜❜❜❜❜❜❜❜❜❜❜❜❜❜❜❜❜❜❜❜
❜❜❜❜❜❜❜❜❜❜❜❜❜❜❜❜❜❜❜❜
(B.11)
A basic example of a strict 2-category is the 2-category of categories Cat, with
objects small categories C, 1-morphisms functors F : C → D, and 2-morphisms
natural transformations η : F ⇒ G for functors F,G : C → D. Orbifolds
naturally form a 2-category (strict or weak, depending on the definition), as in
§4.5, and so do stacks in algebraic geometry.
In a 2-category C, there are three notions of when objects X,Y in C are
‘the same’: equality X = Y , and 1-isomorphism, that is we have 1-morphisms
f : X → Y , g : Y → X with g ◦ f = idX and f ◦ g = idY , and equivalence,
that is we have 1-morphisms f : X → Y , g : Y → X and 2-isomorphisms
η : g ◦ f ⇒ idX and ζ : f ◦ g ⇒ idY . Usually equivalence is the correct notion.
By [2, Prop. B.8], we can also choose η, ζ to satisfy some extra identities:
Proposition B.2. Let C be a weak 2-category, and f : X → Y be an equiva-
lence in C. Then there exist a 1-morphism g : Y → X and 2-isomorphisms
η : g ◦ f ⇒ idX and ζ : f ◦ g ⇒ idY with ζ ∗ idf = (idf ∗ η) ⊙ αf,g,f
as 2-isomorphisms (f ◦ g) ◦ f ⇒ f, and η ∗ idg = (idg ∗ ζ) ⊙ αg,f,g as 2-
isomorphisms (g ◦ f) ◦ g ⇒ g.
When we say that objects X,Y in a 2-category C are canonically equivalent,
we mean that there is a nonempty distinguished class of equivalences f : X → Y
in C, and given any two such equivalences f, g : X → Y there is a 2-isomorphism
η : f ⇒ g. Often there is a distinguished choice of such η.
Commutative diagrams in 2-categories should in general only commute up
to (specified) 2-isomorphisms, rather than strictly. A simple example of a com-
mutative diagram in a 2-category C is
Y
g
**❚❚❚
❚❚❚❚
❚❚❚❚
η
X
f
44❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥
h
// Z,
which means that X,Y, Z are objects of C, f : X → Y , g : Y → Z and
h : X → Z are 1-morphisms in C, and η : g ◦ f ⇒ h is a 2-isomorphism.
Let C be a 2-category. The homotopy category Ho(C) of C is the category
whose objects are objects of C, and whose morphisms [f ] : X → Y are 2-
isomorphism classes [f ] of 1-morphisms f : X → Y in C. Then equivalences
in C become isomorphisms in Ho(C), 2-commutative diagrams in C become
commutative diagrams in Ho(C), and so on.
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B.2 2-functors, 2-natural transformations, modifications
Next we discuss 2-functors between 2-categories, following Borceux [5, §7.2, §7.5]
and Behrend et al. [2, §B.4].
Definition B.3. Let C,D be strict 2-categories. A strict 2-functor F : C → D
assigns an object F (X) in D for each object X in C, a 1-morphism F (f) :
F (X) → F (Y ) in D for each 1-morphism f : X → Y in C, and a 2-morphism
F (η) : F (f) ⇒ F (g) in D for each 2-morphism η : f ⇒ g in C, such that F
preserves all the structures on C,D, that is,
F (g ◦ f) = F (g) ◦ F (f), F (idX) = idF (X), F (ζ ∗ η) =F (ζ)∗F (η), (B.12)
F (ζ ⊙ η) = F (ζ) ⊙ F (η), F (idf ) = idF (f). (B.13)
Now let C,D be weak 2-categories. Then strict 2-functors F : C → D are not
well-behaved. To fix this, we need to relax (B.12) to hold only up to specified
2-isomorphisms. A weak 2-functor (or pseudofunctor) F : C → D assigns an
object F (X) in D for each object X in C, a 1-morphism F (f) : F (X)→ F (Y )
in D for each 1-morphism f : X → Y in C, a 2-morphism F (η) : F (f)⇒ F (g)
in D for each 2-morphism η : f ⇒ g in C, a 2-isomorphism Fg,f : F (g)◦F (f)⇒
F (g ◦ f) in D for all 1-morphisms f : X → Y , g : Y → Z in C, and a 2-
isomorphism FX : F (idX) ⇒ idF (X) in D for all objects X in C such that
(B.13) holds, and for all e : W → X , f : X → Y , g : Y → Z in C the following
diagram of 2-isomorphisms commutes in D:
(F (g) ◦ F (f)) ◦ F (e)
αF (g),F (f),F (e)

Fg,f∗idF (e)
+3 F (g ◦ f) ◦ F (e)
Fg◦f,e
+3 F ((g ◦ f) ◦ e)
F (αg,f,e) 
F (g) ◦ (F (f) ◦ F (e))
idF (g)∗Ff,e +3 F (g) ◦ F (f ◦ e)
Fg,f◦e +3 F (g ◦ (f ◦ e)),
and for all 1-morphisms f : X → Y in C, the following commute in D:
F (f) ◦ F (idX)
Ff,idX
+3
idF (f)∗FX
F (f ◦ idX)
F (βf ) 
F (idY ) ◦ F (f)
FidY ,f
+3
FY ∗idF (f)
F (idY ◦ f)
F (γf ) 
F (f) ◦ idF (X)
βF(f) +3 F (f), idF (Y ) ◦ F (f)
γF (f) +3 F (f),
and if f, f˙ : X → Y and g, g˙ : Y → Z are 1-morphisms and η : f ⇒ f˙ , ζ : g ⇒ g˙
are 2-morphisms in C then the following commutes in D:
F (g) ◦ F (f)
F (ζ)∗F (η)
Fg,f
+3 F (g ◦ f)
F (ζ∗η) 
F (g˙) ◦ F (f˙)
Fg˙,f˙ +3 F (g˙ ◦ f˙).
There are obvious notions of composition G◦F of strict and weak 2-functors
F : C → D, G : D → E, identity 2-functors idC, and so on.
If C,D are strict 2-categories, then a strict 2-functor F : C → D can be
made into a weak 2-functor by taking all Fg,f , FX to be identity 2-morphisms.
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Here is the 2-category analogue of natural transformations of functors:
Definition B.4. Let C,D be weak 2-categories and F,G : C → D be weak 2-
functors. A weak 2-natural transformation (or pseudo-natural transformation)
Θ : F ⇒ G assigns a 1-morphism Θ(X) : F (X) → G(X) in D for all objects
X in C and a 2-isomorphism Θ(f) : Θ(Y ) ◦ F (f) ⇒ G(f) ◦ Θ(X) in D for all
1-morphisms f : X → Y in C, such that if η : f ⇒ g is a 2-morphism in C then
(G(η) ∗ idΘ(X))⊙Θ(f) = Θ(g)⊙ (idΘ(Y ) ∗ F (η)) :
Θ(Y ) ◦ F (f) −→ G(g) ◦Θ(X),
and if f : X → Y , g : Y → Z are 1-morphisms in C then the following diagram
of 2-isomorphisms commutes in D:
(Θ(Z) ◦ F (g)) ◦ F (f)
αΘ(Z),F (g),F (f)
+3
Θ(g)∗idF (f)

Θ(Z) ◦ (F (g) ◦ F (f))
idΘ(Z)∗Fg,f
+3 Θ(Z) ◦ (F (g ◦ f))
Θ(g◦f)

(G(g) ◦Θ(Y )) ◦ F (f)
αG(g),Θ(Y ),F (f)

G(g ◦ f) ◦Θ(X)
G(g) ◦ (Θ(Y ) ◦ F (f))
idG(g)∗Θ(f)
+3 G(g) ◦ (G(f) ◦Θ(X))
α−1
G(g),G(f),Θ(X)
+3 (G(g) ◦G(f)) ◦Θ(X)),
Gg,f∗idΘ(X)
KS
and if X ∈ C then the following diagram of 2-isomorphisms commutes in D:
Θ(X) ◦ F (idX)
Θ(idX)
+3
idΘ(X)∗FX
G(idX) ◦Θ(X)
GX∗idΘ(X)
+3 idG(X) ◦Θ(X)
γΘ(X)

Θ(X) ◦ idF (X)
βΘ(X) +3 Θ(X).
Just as the ‘category of (small) categories’ is actually a (strict) 2-category, so
the ‘category of (weak) 2-categories’ is actually a 3-category (which we will not
define). The 3-morphisms in this 3-category, morphisms between weak 2-natural
transformations, are called modifications.
Definition B.5. Let C,D be weak 2-categories, F,G : C → D be weak 2-
functors, and Θ,Φ : F ⇒ G be weak 2-natural transformations. A modification
ℵ : F ⇛ G assigns a 2-isomorphism ℵ(X) : Θ(X)⇒ Φ(X) in D for all objects
X in C, such that for all 1-morphisms f : X → Y in C we have
(idG(f) ∗ ℵ(X))⊙Θ(f) = Φ(f)⊙ (ℵ(Y ) ∗ idF (f)) :
Θ(Y ) ◦ F (f) =⇒ Φ(X) ◦G(Y ).
There are obvious notions of composition of modifications, identity modifica-
tions, and so on.
A weak 2-natural transformation Θ : F ⇒ G is called an equivalence of
2-functors if there exist a weak 2-natural transformation Φ : G⇒ F and modi-
fications ℵ : Φ ◦ Θ ⇛ idF and i : Θ ◦ Φ ⇛ idG. Equivalence of 2-functors is a
good notion of when weak 2-functors F,G : C → D are ‘the same’.
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A weak 2-functor F : C → D is called an equivalence of weak 2-categories
if there exists a weak 2-functor G : D → C and equivalences of 2-functors
Θ : G ◦ F ⇒ idC, Φ : F ◦G⇒ idD. Equivalence of weak 2-categories is a good
notion of when weak 2-categories C,D are ‘the same’.
Here are some well-known facts about 2-categories:
(i) Every weak 2-category C is equivalent as a weak 2-category to a strict
2-category C′, that is, weak 2-categories can always be strictified. Thus,
in Theorem 1.1, it is not surprising that the weak 2-category of Kuranishi
spaces Kur is equivalent to the strict 2-category of d-orbifolds dOrb.
(ii) If C,D are strict 2-categories, and F : C → D is a weak 2-functor, it may
not be true that F is equivalent to a strict 2-functor F ′ : C → D (though
this does hold if D = Cat, the strict 2-category of categories). That is,
weak 2-functors cannot necessarily be strictified.
Even if one is working with strict 2-categories, weak 2-functors are often
the correct notion of functor between them.
(iii) A weak 2-functor F : C → D is an equivalence of weak 2-categories, as
in Definition B.5, if and only if for all objects X,Y in C, the functor
FX,Y : HomC(X,Y ) → HomD(F (X), F (Y )) is an equivalence of cate-
gories, and the map induced by F from equivalence classes of objects in C
to equivalence classes of objects in D is surjective (and hence a bijection).
B.3 Fibre products in 2-categories
We define fibre products in 2-categories, following [2, Def. B.13].
Definition B.6. Let C be a strict 2-category and g : X → Z, h : Y → Z
be 1-morphisms in C. A fibre product X ×Z Y in C consists of an object W ,
1-morphisms πX :W → X and πY :W → Y and a 2-isomorphism η : g ◦ πX ⇒
h ◦ πY in C with the following universal property: suppose π′X : W
′ → X and
π′Y : W
′ → Y are 1-morphisms and η′ : g ◦ π′X ⇒ h ◦ π
′
Y is a 2-isomorphism
in C. Then there should exist a 1-morphism b : W ′ → W and 2-isomorphisms
ζX : πX ◦ b ⇒ π
′
X , ζY : πY ◦ b ⇒ π
′
Y such that the following diagram of
2-isomorphisms commutes:
g ◦ πX ◦ b
η∗idb
+3
idg∗ζX
h ◦ πY ◦ b
idh∗ζY 
g ◦ π′X
η′ +3 h ◦ π′Y .
(B.14)
Furthermore, if b˜, ζ˜X , ζ˜Y are alternative choices of b, ζX , ζY then there should
exist a unique 2-isomorphism θ : b˜⇒ b with
ζ˜X = ζX ⊙ (idπX ∗ θ) and ζ˜Y = ζY ⊙ (idπY ∗ θ).
If a fibre productX×ZY in C exists then it is unique up to canonical equivalence.
That is, if W,W ′ are two choices for X ×Z Y then there is an equivalence
b : W →W ′ in C, which is canonical up to 2-isomorphism.
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If instead C is a weak 2-category, we must replace (B.14) by
(g ◦ πX) ◦ b
αg,πX,b
η∗idb
+3 (h ◦ πY ) ◦ b αh,πY ,b
+3 h ◦ (πY ◦ b)
idh∗ζY 
g ◦ (πX ◦ b)
idg∗ζX +3 g ◦ π′X
η′ +3 h ◦ π′Y .
Orbifolds, and stacks in algebraic geometry, form 2-categories, and Definition
B.6 is the right way to define fibre products of orbifolds or stacks.
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